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Key to a
high-performance
A-D converter

A New Dawn
In Trimmer/Resistor
Technology...

We've put it
all together in
one space /cost
saving package.
We named it MFTTNI ... our multi function trimmer. This revolutionary
concept combines cermet trimmers and fixed resistors into asingle prepackaged circuit. A consolidation of functions has been designed into a
new product line of cost-effective DIP components.
All trimmer applications require afixed resistor to either divide avoltage
or limit acurrent. The nine MFT trimmer models will functionally satisfy
almost any trimmer application.
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SAVES SPACE — MFT trimmers drastically reduce PC board space
required for the peripheral components of alinear IC.
SAVES TIME — MFT trimmers reduce the time and cost of designing
circuits. It also saves production
time as MFT trimmers are compatible with DIP automatic insertion
equipment. And, there are less
components to purchase and handle.
SAVES MONEY — MFT trimmers lower total "on-board" component
costs. In addition, MFT trimmer DIPS are compatible with automatic test
equipment, reducing inspection costs.
INCREASES PERFORMANCE — Temperature tracking is better than discrete components ... 50 ppm/ -C. Trimmers/Resistors are manufactured
simultaneously on acommon substrate. MFT trimmers are more reliable
as aresult of pre-tested circuitry and reduction of connections.
The sealed multi function trimmers are available in nine configurations
of the multiple trimmer and network combinations. Call or write today
for your MFT trimmer catalog.
TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue,
Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: 714 781-5204. TWX: 910 332-1252.
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...you can make it better
with aCHERRYswitcht

E63-00A

E72

Specify a Cherry switch for your product, and that

CLIP & MAIL FOR FREE SAMPLE SWITCH

will be one component you won't have to worry
about. Cherry snap-action switches with unique coil

We'll send your choice of the switches pictured ...plus
our Distributor Catalog and a complete list of 42 stocking
distributors. Better yet, call or TWX todayl

spring mechanism are world renowned for quality
and long life. Cherry gold crosspoint contact
switches are the most dependable for low energy

NAME

circuits. Cherry thumbwheels are the most techni-

TITLE

cally advanced in the industry. Give your product the
advantage of Cherry quality .... phone, write or TWX

COMPANY

for acopy of our catalog detailing over 500 switches!

CITY

CHE

1

STATE/ZIP

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
1
1-

3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 60085
Phone: 312/689-7700 — TWX: 912/235-1572

Cherry Worldwide: Cherry Electrical Products Ltd., Sandridge, England • Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Bayreuth and Auerbach, Germany
..,:or. o A. —
•Hirose Cherry Precision Co. Ltd., Kawasaki, Japan •(LICENSEE) G. W. Engineering Pty., Ltd.,Caringbah, NSW, Australia
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Cover: PL gives 10-bit converter on chip, 99

Integrated injection logic makes possible a
fully self-contained 10-bit analog-to-digital
converter chip. Besides providing high
performance, this bipolar technology gives
circuit density to the new device.
Cover is by Art Director Fred Sklenar.
Ready, set, go coded! 77

As telephone systems turn to digital, they
need many, many coder-decoder devices to
convert voice to digital bit streams and back
again. All around the world semiconductor
manufacturers are gearing up to make
codecs and the other integrated circuits that
phone companies will need.
Bubbles, CCDs challenge big memories, 107

Charge-coupled-device and bubble memories are ready to take on the traditional
magnetic-storage media for large storage
systems. This special report assesses the
two solid-state technologies in terms of
performance, cost, and suitability.
Compatible components meeting coming up, 127

Increasing compatibility between components and integrated circuits will be
reflected at the 28th Electronic Components
Conference. Optical components, packaging techniques, and capacitor and resistor technologies will exemplify the trend.
And in the next issue ...

Spectrum analyzer tells all, at a lower cost
... data-acquisition system fits on one
chip ...what's happening in printed-circuit
technology: aspecial report.
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Publisher's letter
Many engineers who are top designM
'ers have often been caught in the
dilemma of being promoted out of
what they like doing—engineering —
up into management positions that
they enjoy much less.
That almost happened to Paul
Brokaw, director of product planning for Analog Devices Inc., who is
the author of the article on I
2Ltechnology behind a new 10-bit a-d
converter (p. 99). Brokaw's product
development efforts began growing
over the last few years, and with
them his staff, so that before long he
was doing more and more administrative tasks (no fun) and less and
less designing (first love).
But he managed to change the
situation, in effect setting up adualladder promotion system in order to
keep a hand in the design effort.
"I'm kind of the chief busybody
these days," Brokaw relates. "I can
oversee projects and work on them
too. It's agood job—although Imay
be far from the bench, I'm still close
to the blackboard."
u
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on the $2-billion-plus ship's electronics complement (p. 82).
He came away impressed by the
hard-working dedication of the fleet,
as the Navy calls its men on sea
duty. "They are just beginning to use
hardware that most industry engineers would consider old in terms of
state of the art and forgot about
some years ago. They have problems,
particularly in the seagoing environment, with maintenance and with
the level of skill of technicians that
most engineers probably haven't
thought about," Ray comments.
The two-day visit came just prior
to Operation Shamrock—the code
name for President Carter's St.
Patrick's Day visit aboard the
carrier. One of the snafus that had to
be corrected before the visit was a
faulty elevator, which takes crew
members up the 10 levels from the
flight deck to the bridge. After
walking up the ladder (salty talk for
stairs) to interview the ship's skipper, Capt. William Ramsey, Ray
could appreciate their concern.

D uring the shake-down cruise of the

uss Dwight D. Eisenhower
(CVN-69), the Navy's newest nuclear aircraft carrier, Washington
bureau manager Ray Connolly had a
chance to go aboard and do a report

Wanted: engineers who
want to be editors
We have challenging positions available for electronics engineers who can
combine writing ability and technical know-how into arewarding career as an
editor on Electronics magazine in New York. Candidates should have aBSEE
and design experience in computers or communications. We offer excellent
salary and fringe benefits. Send your résumé to the Executive Editor,
Electronics, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020.
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with the purchase
of each
PMI REF-02
5V reference.

vckr RePeRev

with purchase of
each PMI R EF-02
(errinerature transducer
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When you consider that we've wired up an unused pin
to give you—at no additional cost—a temperature trans
ducer, our 5V reference circuit, REF-02 is asteal. And it i
very accurate, from super low (- 150 °C) to super high
(+170 °C)!
Let your imagination explore the idea for a minute. Let's
say your system design requires a voltage reference. What
could you do with a free temperature sensor? CI monitor
cabinet temperature D thermal drift correction D prevent
thermal runaway.
The feedback signal for a temperature control loop is right here,
at the REF-02.
And if you've designed in a temperature sensor and could use a
good voltage reference (ours is very reliable—referenced to the
bandgap energy of silicon) the REF -02 offers a way to simplify your
design. One part doing the work of several invariably translates into
savings. Two-fer-the-price-of-one.
WANT CHIPS?
Send a RO. We're glad to sell REF -02 Chips. And you'll find them easy
to calibrate in your hybrid. How about knowing the ambient temperature inside your package!
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Circle 249 on reader service card

Add
Burroughs
microprocessor
Display

...it's as easy us LIM
Now Burroughs makes it easier than ever to add an alphanumeric display to
your product. Microprocessor control has been built into our popular SELFSCAN® panels, so all you do is plug them in and input BCD signals for display
of afull 64-character ASCII subset. The microprocessor eliminates 95% of the
input circuit design normally required and minimizes the load on your system's
microprocessor.
You get all the brightness, legibility and sales appeal of the popular SELF-SCAN
display (more than aquarter-million in operation worldwide). SELF-SCAN displays are
rugged yet lightweight and have athin cross section. All this is yours at avery affordable
price — as little as $315 in 100 quantities.
Our new brochure contains all the information you need to start saving design
time, weight, space, and big dollars as well. Get your copy today; call or write
Burroughs Corporation, Electronic Components
Division, P.O. Box 1226, Plainfield, NJ 07061.
the first name in displays
(201) 757-5000. Overseas, contact Burroughs
the lust word in displays
ECD International, Langwood House, High Street,
Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, England.
Telephone Rickmansworth-70545.

Burroughs

"On display at Electro '78:

Hamilton/Avnet 1523"

Circle 252 for detailed information
Circle 9 for general information
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT.

You won't find afuller spectrum of parts and processes than
those covered by Fairchild's Unique II program. And nobody
can deliver them faster.
We're equipped to meet your reliability cost and availability
objectives. From the simplest transistor to the most complex
microcircuit. If it's on your list, odds are it's on ours.

BRING US YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
The Unique II program provides full-compliance JAN
microcircuits to MIL-M-38510D.
Full-compliance JAN, JAN TX
and JAN TXV diodes and transistors to MIL-S-19500. Full-spectrum
processing including MIL-STD-750
FULL
COMPLIANCE
and MIL-STD-883B with your
JAN
choice of screening/test flows.
We also offer aunique Fairchild
CLASS X program to accommoJAN MIL-S-19500
JAN MIL-M-385100
date your requirements for special
for DIODES
for MICROCIRCUITS
8TRANSISTORS
flows, product performance,
documentation and control.

UNIQUE II

FCLASS X
(SPECIALS)
for MICROCIRCUITS,
DIODES 8
TRANSISTORS

MIL-STD-750 8
MIL-STD-883B
PROGRAMS

FSLASH 750
(MIL-S-19500
Slash Sheet
Processing 8JAN
Electricals) for
TRANSISTORS

FSLASH 883E
(MIL-STD-883B 8
JAN Electric° s)
for MICROCIRCUITS

F883B
(MIL-STD-883B
8Fairchild Electricals)
for MICROCIRCUITS
8 DUAL/
QUAD TRANSISTORS

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST.
Fairchild is an old hand at meeting tough aerospace/defense
requirements. We've got components in avionics equipment,
satellites, missiles, ground support equipment and communications
equipment. Recently we've supported such programs as the
F14 and F18, F15 and F16, MX, MINUTEMAN, TRIDENT, CAPTOR,
PATRIOT and the SPACE SHUTTLE.

GET THE WHOLE SHOPPING LIST.
For more information on our Unique II program, please call
or write the Fairchild office nearest you:
France: Fa.rchlld Camera &Instrument SA 121 Ave. dRole 750013-Pans Tel 00331 584 55 66 Telex
0042 200614. Italy: Fan-child SemKondutton SPA Va Roselbm 12 20124 Ulan° Tel 02 6887451 Telex 36522

FI RC H 11.1=

Germany: Fcbrchdd Camera &Instrument (Deutschland) GmbH 8046 GarchIng Hockbruck Da,lerstr. 15
Munchen. Tel: 089 320031. Telex. 52 4831 fo,r d England: FaIrctuld Camera 8. Instrument ,UK Ltd 230 F
I•dh Sr
Potters Bat Herdordshlre EN6 5E3U. Tel: 0707 51111 Telex 0051 262835. Sweden: Fa rch,ld Semccvc t-- AB
Svartengsgoton 6, S-11620 Stockholm. Tel 8-449255 Telex 17759.
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Editorial

The military's changing role
Within the last few years, many observers
of electronic technology began to view military
requirements as playing arole of diminishing
importance in pushing the state of the art.
In the not-so-distant days when aerospace
customers were dominant, military demands
definitely set the pace.But with the emergence
of the microprocessor, the lead has shifted
to the commercial sector, where electronics
firms are pursuing arange and variety of
applications undreamt of adecade ago.
This is not to deny that there are anumber
of significant new products only now fanning
out into industry that were nurtured on
military contracts. Bubble memories and
fiber optics owe their present commercial
acceptance largely to military backing. But
now it looks as though military planners are
beginning deliberately to seek out products
that have their origin in industrial needs or
at least run parallel to those needs.
This novel convergence of military and
commercial requirements is evident in the
new policy of the Air Force Avionics Laboratory
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton,
Ohio (see p. 86). Admittedly, the Air Force
is still looking for high-performance radiationhardened semiconductor devices for low-volume
production, while the industry is looking to
lower-cost, high-volume products.
On the other hand, the Air Force laboratory
has set up apolicy of encouraging the
commercialization of its product developments
on the grounds that it reduces costs and also
increases the competition for contracts. It is
clear, then, that the military has not abandoned
its support of product development but,
instead, has altered the form that support
may take.
The examples are many. At the avionics
12

laboratory anew digital phase-locked-loop
chip has been developed that is headed for
the commercial market through Texas
Instruments. This device costs far less than
analog PLLS implemented as hybrids and with
discretes and can replace them in anumber
of different communications terminals.
Also significant is the Air Force contract
for abus interface chip. It stipulates that the
prime contractor must set up asecond source,
arequirement which will certainly help to
promote the use of the interface chip outside
the armed forces.
Evidently, the military opportunities are
still out there. But as one industry executive
points out, "you have to know how to pick
your spots."
There is aquestion, though, as to how far
this convergence can go in the era of very largescale integration. On the surface, it appears
that the military would not be able to deal
with the economics of VLSI in terms of volume.
This situation would certainly seem to spell a
divergence of interests.
But Air Force product-development
managers point out that situations change.
It is quite possible that, rather than adding
more functions, the increased complexity of
VLSI could be used to enhance reliability.
The military would specify standard chips,
but repartitioned to dedicate some of the
cells to internal testing. This concept has
commercial appeal, too.
Taking Wright-Patterson as an example,
it appears that the philosophy is to accentuate
convergence with commercial developments
even if it means changing product definitions.
In the end, it would mean afar healthier
relationship between the military and the
electronics industries.
Electronics/April 13, 1978
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OrmhiII
brought you the
different DIP
Switch.

Graghill
brings you all the
different DIP
Switches you need!

Different actuations
Raised and recessed rockers for back panels
Toggles for front panel usage
Side actuated "Piano-DIK"'" for access from
racked boards

Different circuit ries
SPST in 9 sizes, from 2 to 10 rockers; the
SPDT switching and the Double-DIKE",
DPDT circuitry in 1, 2, 3 and 4 rocker versions.
Toggle DIP"-' available with SPDT circuitry, 2, 3 or 4
stations; DPDT with 1or 2 stations.
Piano DIP® (side actuated) from 4 to 10 stations,
SPST circuitry under each rocker.

\\\\

I CI
o

2
o
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Different performance standards
Two exclusive features improve Grayhill DIP
Switch reliability. Molded-in terminals protect
against contact contamination. Reliable spring
loaded sliding ball contact system provides
DIP Switches life-rated at 50,000 operations,
with positive wiping action and immunity to
normal shock and vibration.

Different delivery standards, too
Most Grayhill DIP Switches are available off the
shelf in production quantities from Grayhill
or its nationwide distributor network.
Electronics/April 13, 1978

For detailed information on Grayhil IDIP Switches, consult
EEM or write for Bulletin#276 to
Grayhill, Inc., 561 Hillgrove Ave.
La Grange, Illinois 60525,
i
phone: (312) 354-1040.
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INTERNATIONAL

OE CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR
ELEMEN

/1011111r-4,,,,
International's OE series of Crystal
Oscillator Elements provide a
complete crystal controlled signal
source. The OE units cover the range
2000 KHz to 160 MHz. The standard
OE unit is designed to mount direct
on a printed circuit board. Also
available is printed circuit board
,,„,errnr
plug-in type.
The various OE units are divided
,.".."C:1 •
into groups by frequency and by
temperature stability. Models 0E-20
and 0E-30 are temperature
seellIONS
compensated units. The listed "Overall
d ogialle
Accuracy" includes room temperature or
25° C tolerance and may be considered a
maximum value rather than nominal.
All OE units are designed for 9.5 to 15 volts dc operation. The 0E-20
and 0E-30 require a regulated source to maintain the listed tolerance
with input supply less than 12 vdc.
Prices listed include oscillator and crystal. For the plug-In type add
the suffix "P" after the OE number; eg 0E-1P.
0E-1, 5and 10 can be supplied to operate at 5vdc with reduced rf
output. Specify 5vdc when ordering.
Output — 10 dbm min. All oscillators over 66 MHz do not have
frequency adjust trimmers.
67 MHz
to
139 MHz

140 MHz
to
160 Metz

$15.50

±.01%
$19.50 —30° to +60°C

Catalog

Oscillator
ElemeM
hoe

2000 KHz
to
66 MHz

035213
035214
035215

0E-1
0E-1
0E-1

$13.50

035216
035217
035218

0E-5
0E-5
0E-5

$16.75

Catalog
Number

Oscillator
Element
Type

4000 KHz to 20000 kHz

Overall
Accuracy

25°C
Tolerance

035219

0E-10

$19.75

±.0005%
—10° to +60°C

Zero
trimmer

035220

0E-20

$29.00

-± .0005%
—30° to +60°C

Zero
trimmer

035221

0E-30

$60.00

-± .0002%
—30° to +60°C

Zero
trimmer

$19.75

$26.00

211°C
Tolerance

bewail
Accuracy

±.002%
—10° to +60°C

±.005%
-± .0005%
2 —66MHz
±.001%
67 to 139 MHz
±.0025%
140 to 160 MHz

Inbud

INTERNATIONALCRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.

People
ers as brash, fickle upstarts.
"Telecommunications people, especially the older guys, look at the
semiconductor industry with ajaundiced eye," Ruebusch says. "They
question our sincerity. They question
how long we will stick with it."
Ruebusch, 28, has been with Signetics for six months, where he is
masterminding the introduction of
an integrated-injection-logic coderdecoder (see p. 77). The holder of
master's degrees in both business
administration and electrical engineering, he was previously assistant
product marketing manager for multiplex equipment at Farinon Inc.,
San Carlos, Calif., amaker of transmission equipment.
Ruebusch's customers want to
know that when they design in a
codec, the part will still be there
when they go into production, he
continues. "They have no historical
basis for making that assumption,"
Ruebusch says. It requires acertain
risk for them to bet on agiven chip
maker or a group of them to make
parts for the 20-year periods typical
of telephone gear. The semiconductor industry itself is barely 20
years old, he notes.
Long cycles. Moreover, unlike the
semiconductor industry, where a
useful product life can be as short as
three years, "a three-year development cycle is nothing for telecommunications, and Bell thinks nothing
of spending seven years to design a
switch," he continues. "This is going
to severely test the patience of semiconductor companies who want to
compete in that business."
Ruebusch believes that the chip
makers who do well in the telecommunications marketplace will be
those who approach it on a longterm basis. That will require understanding the phone companies' requirements, meeting delivery dates,
and ensuring reliable parts. In the
long run, the telecommunications
business should help the semiconductor industry to mature. "Telephone companies don't have massive
ups and downs," he says. "In arecession no one gives up his telephone."
This should "provide a stabilizing
effect on the industry."

10 North Lee, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
405/236-3741
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product advances from Hewlett-Packard

New printer/plotter
combines fast text
printing and high-quality
true-vector graphics

Whether your application calls for
high-quality graphics, or fast text printing, or acombination of both for extensive
plot annotation, HPs 7245A Plotter/
Printer is an excellent solution for your
needs. With aprinting speed of 38 characters per second (cps) and plotting speeds
equal to or greater than that of dedicated
vector plotters, the HP desktop plotter/
printer is an outstanding general-purpose
device for your HP-IB controller. Some
areas of application are engineering design, production testing, data acquisition,
process monitoring, analytical plotting,
long-term business forecasting, and project management.
The microprocessor-based 7245A uses
abidirectional paper drive to advance a
51-metre (200-foot) roll of thermosensi:ive paper for unattended long-axis ploting. A sprocket paper drive and a
3atented microstep motor drive give the
7245A excellent line quality and repeata)ility of 0.25 millimetres (0.010 inches)
naximum from any point on the chart.
A state-of-the-art, thin-film, thermal
ninthead makes possible the combination
If true-vector graphics and fast printing. It
las 12 resistors to print 7X9 dot-matrix

INTERNATIONAL edition APRIL, 1978

If your application calls for both plotting and/or printing, unattended plotting, or long-axis plots, the
new 7245A is an HP-IB printer/plotter you will want to know more about.

characters in four orthogonal directions.
This allows 88 columns to be printed across the 216-millimetre-wide (8.5 inch)
paper. A larger 14X9 dot-matrix font is
used to print titles at 19 cps in a44column format.
Programming is easy thanks to 46
built-in programmable instructions for
features such as unit scaling, graph rotation, point digitizing, character size,
slant, and direction, and selecting any of
seven dashed line fonts and five drawn

and eight matrix character sets, six of
which are European.
Standard printer escape code sequences for the 7245A enable you to set, execute, and clear tabs, form-feed forward or
reverse, change character size, underline,
select any of eight dot-matrix character
sets, and select the "display functions"
mode for printing all 128 ASCII characters, including the control code characters.
For details, check Bon the HP Reply Card.

N THIS ISSUE
Jew computing component for OEM's •µ,P enhanced microwave counter •DS/1000: the latest link

DS 1000: The latest distributed processing link

HP is not new to computer networking.
We have been delivering reliable networks for the last five years. Now with the
introduction of DS/1000, we have atruly
generalized nodal network which supports
avariety of configurations.
The application programmer need only
identify the node where the printer is located, and DS/1000 forwards the information from node-to-node until it reaches
that address.

Store-and-forward %
takes data from
node 3 to node 4 %

DS/1000 is aset of hardware, software,
and firmware which supports HP 1000
systems as network nodes which communicate not only with each other, but
also with adirectly-connected HP 3000
Series II computer. And, there is no significant increase in complexity for the applications programmer. All network information flow is handled by DS/1000.
With apowerful remote command processing capability, DS/1000 users at terminals on one HP 1000 node can access
any other HP 1000 in the network, be it
local or remote.
These users can easily utilize files,
programs, and peripherals on other nodes,
even when they are unattended. Individual HP 1000 nodes can be connected
in any manner that suits the material flow
of aplant or geography of aregion—a star
arrangement surrounding acentral node,
aring, astring, or any combination of
these. Nodes are connected with either a
single four-wire cable or by full-duplex
modems. DS/1000 is particularly wellsuited for instrumentation, computation,
and operations management tasks in functional areas such as manufacturing, R&D,
quality control, and distribution.
!MEASUREMENT COMPUTATION NEWS

Microcoded Driver
DS/1000 takes advantage of the
microcode-ability of the HP 1000 in its
Communications Access Method driver.
CAM allows simultaneous requests on
multiple communications lines between
HP 1000's to be serviced concurrently.
For example, aDS/1000 node can handle
four concurrently active 9600 baud lines,
or two active hardwired lines with acombined effective throughput of up to 20Kbytes/second.
Tri-Directional Error Check
To ensure data transmission integrity,
DS/1000 has powerful microcoded error
checking. Data blocks, when received,

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 10
0 10 0 0 110 10 0 10 0 0 1

Moreover, DS/1000 to DS/3000 communication facilitates the integration of
these tasks with commercial data processing available on the HP 3000 Series
II, such as production scheduling, order
processing, and accounting.
Store-and-forward
Nodal addressing combined with astore
and forward technique, enables users to
access any DS/1000 node from any other
node, and allows them to transport programs freely within the network.
A user at anode in New York, for
example, can write to aline printer at a
node in Boston. If the user later transports
the program from New York to anode in
Atlanta, the same line printer in Boston
would be accessed without change to the
user's program.

0000o odo oo0000 o
000000000000 o o
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 110
O 10 0 0 110 0 100 1 l
oo
0 10 0 1 110 0 100 0 0(1
0 10 0 1 10 10 10 0 0 10 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 10
0 0 1 1 1 11 10 00 10 1 10
O 10 100 100 10 10 10 0
O 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 1
are checked simultaneously for vertical,
longitudinal, and diagonal parity.

Obtainfull details by checking Don the HP
Reply Card.

A new computing data acquisition
component for OEM's

If you are an OEM and interested in
low-cost computing components for your
measuring instruments for scientific research, clinical analysis, or industrial applications, you should know about the HP
97S I/O Calculator. Afully programmable
printing calculator, with BCD interfacing,
the HP 97S just may be the solution to the
problem of how to automate your products
at an affordable price.
Based on the HP-97 Programmable
Printing Calculator, the HP 97S incorporates BCD interfacing so that data can be
efficiently gathered from awide range of
instruments including: electronic balances, photometers, densitometers,
thermal conductivity measurement devices, strain gauge systems, calorimeters,
devices for measuring ion activity, titrators, pH meters, coordinate measurement equipment, physical measuring
equipment, or any BCD output device.
Your customers will appreciate the HP
97S with your product, not only for its low
cost, but also for its many computational
features. The HP 97S features include:
• 244 steps of program memory, a
magnetic card reader for storing
programs and data,

• three levels of subroutines,
• labelling,
• indirect and relative addressing,
• RPN logic,
• built-in printer, and
• alarge, bright display, tilted for easy
reading.
Programming power and simple interfacing also make your job easier. Getting
the 97S up and running with your instruments will require two simple steps—
interfacing and programming. To get you
started, HP provides detailed documentation. The installation and operation manual includes detailed technical specifications and clear instructions for simple
interfacing, as well as helpful diagnostics
and service information.
The programming guide gives step-bystep explanations for programming and
the Standard Application Pak includes 15
pre-recorded programs and 24 blank
cards.

For more details on how you can add intelligence and hard-copy output to your products, check H on the HP Reply Card.

Whether you are an OEM manufacturer of electronic balances, photometers, calorimeters, pH
meters—or any BCD output device—this calculator can make your instrument "smart"
at aprice you can afford.
MEASUREMENT/COMPUTATION NEWS

New, compact power
supply features triple
outputs
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Convenient power for circuit breadboards is
yours with this new three-in-one lab bench
power supply.

This low-cost, compact, three-in-one
power supply is ahandy addition to the lab
bench where single or multiple voltages
are needed for designing and testing
breadboards and prototypes. The HP
6235A Triple Output DC Power Supply
delivers three adjustable DC output voltages: 0to 6V at 1A, 0to +18 Vat 0.2 A,
and 0to —18 V at 0.2 A. A single 0to 36
volt output at 0.2 A can also be obtained
by connecting across the —18 V and
+18 V terminals. The +6 V and +18 V
outputs can be adjusted independently.
The —18 Voutput is adjusted with atracking ratio control, after which it will proportionately follow the +18 V output as the
+18 V control is adjusted. The +18 V
and —18 Vtracking outputs are especially
useful for powering operational amplifiers
and other circuits requiring symmetrical
operating voltages.
The supply is aconstant voltage/current
limit type, with each voltage continuously
adjustable over its range, while the
maximum current available is automatically limited to prevent overloading. You
can quickly select and monitor voltage or
current for each output with the pushbutton meter switches.
Weighing only 2.3 kilograms, (5 lbs.),
the new 6235A is small enough to pick up
with one hand. It can be powered from
115V or 230 V, 47-63 Hz AC input.
Check Ion the HP Reply Card for more
information about this triple output power
supply for your lab bench.

New note describes
100 dB microwave
measurements

HP 8620 Sweeper

Ext AM

Microwave swept measurement setup uses RF
amplifier within leveling loop to achieve >100
dB dynamic range.

"100 dB Dynamic Range Measurements Using the HP 8755 Frequency Response Test Set", anew HP application
note (AN 155-2), will be of interest to
people making RF and microwavf swept
measurements. Expanded dynamic range
is achieved by using the associated sweep
oscillator's leveling/modulation element
as an "automatic RF substitution" device
by configuring it within the system's power
leveling loop. The note discusses the factors that determine and limit measurement
dynamic range. Equipment cited in the
note covers from 10 MHz to 18 GHz.
For your complimentary copy ofAN 155-2,
check J on the HP Reply Card.

Application Note
describes 1MHz to 18,000
MHz synthesized source
The third application note from the
Microwave Synthesizer Series, AN
218-3, is now available.
It describes how the HP 8672A and
HP 8660A/C Synthesized Signal
Generators can be combined with programmable signal switching to yield a
signal generator with one output connector covering from 1MHz to 18,000 MHz.
In addition, the frequency resolution of
the 8672A generator is improved from its
usual 1, 2, and 3kHz, to 1, 2, and 3Hz.
Such aprogrammable source is excellent
for automatic test systems.
Some sample desk-top computer
software sub-routines are given to aid the
user in programming the system.
For your complimentary copy, check Kon
the HP Reply Card.

Speed transceiver, audio
or broadcast testing with
HP's new distortion
measurement set

Troubleshoot three-state
data buses conveniently,
quickly, economically
Troubleshooting three-state data
buses in digital circuitry, computers, and
data communications systems can be challenging under the best of circumstances,
but imagine yourself in this situation: a
stuck data bus line with RAM's microprocessor and I/O devices attached
to it, all of which appear the same electrical potential. Since the board is too expensive to toss away and you don't have
the hours of time needed to use analog
troubleshooting techniques, consider the
HP IC troubleshooters.
The IC troubleshooters allow you to isolate quickly and conveniently the bus
problem outlined here by giving you a
combination of three tools you need to
determine if the bus line is shorted, open,
or has abad driver. The troubleshooters
you need first are the handheld HP 545A
Probe and the 546A Pulser. Just pulse and
probe the stuck line to see if its logic state
can be taken to aHIGH. If not, then there
is ashort to ground on the line. To find it,
keep pulsing the bus line while you use
our 547A Current Tracer to follow current
pulses directly to the shorted bus element.
Detecting stuck bus lines often requires
acombination of voltage and current information. The HP IC troubleshooters
provide stimulus and response capability
in both the voltage and current domains
for more complete, economical digital
troubleshooting.

For more information, check L on the HP
Reply Card.
,

HP's 545A Probe, 546A Pulser and 547A Current Tracer help pinpoint logic faults on three state buses.

In addition to the time-saving convenience of
auto set level and auto null, a built-in tracking
oscillator for audio meastrements gives you a
low-distortion source for testing high quality
audio equipment and allows you to tune one
instrument instead of two.

Whether you're testing transceivers,
professional audio equipment or broadcast performance, the HP 339A Distortion
Measurement Set can help you make
quick and accurate measurements.
Automatic frequency nulling and auto
set level of the 339A speed your total
harmonic distortion measurements
(THD), while true-ms detection provides
accurate measurements to as low as
0.0018% (—95 dB) from 10 Hz to
110 kHz. Just select the frequency of the
built-in —95 dB low distortion oscillator
and the 339A's front panel "turn signal"
indicators show you how to make the
proper range settings.
In transceiver testing, automatic setting
of the 100% reference level over a10 dB
input range means fewer critical adjustments, saving you aconsiderable amount
of test time. True-ms detection lets you
accurately determine thermal noise and
harmonic components in making SINAD
measurements.
Broadcast compliance testing is easy
with the 339A's built-in AM detector, 30
kHz low-pass filter, switchable VU meter
ballistics, and a +2 to —12 dBm (600 St)
meter scale. You can quickly isolate the
causes of out-of-limit readings and reduce
set-up time when checking equipment for
compliance with government regulations.

Contact your local HP field engineer for
further details or check M on the HP Reply
Card.
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Low Rs beam lead PIN diode
switches in less than 2 ns
The HPND-4050 offers 1.3 1
/typical
(1.7 max) series resistance at only 10 mA
for high frequency performance in shunt.
This low resistance reduces power requirements and makes it suitable as a
shunt switching element in stripline and
microstrip circuits. The low current requirements are of interest to designers for
portable, airborne or shipboard applications including switching, attenuating,
phase shifting and modulating at microwave frequencies. Reverse recovery time
of two nanoseconds meets or exceeds requirements for fast switching in high frequency modulator and attenuator component applications in ECM systems. The
capacitance of the HPND-4050 is 0.15 pF
maximum and breakdown voltage is 30V
minimum. Nitride passivation of the
HPND-4050 provides immunity from environmental contaminants.

The HP mesa process with glass backfilling is responsible for the performance of this beam lead

For details, check Non the HP Reply Card.

PIN. The mesa construction constrains the minority carriers, thereby enhancing switching speed.

HP introduces its largest 7-segment red LED display
The new HDSP-3400 Series red LED
numeric display is the largest in
Hewlett-Packard's seven-segment product line, which ranges in size from 2.59
millimetre (.10 inch) to the new 20.32
millimetre (0.8 inch) display.
Readable in bright light at distances of
up to 10 metres (33 feet), the HDSP-3400
is designed for use in electronic instruments, point-of-sale terminals, television
sets, weighing scales, digital clocks, and
anumber of other applications requiring
low power consumption in alarge, easyto-read display.
The gallium arsenide phosphide displays are in astandard 15.24 millimetre
MEASUREMENTiCOMPUTATION NEWS

(0.6 inch) dual-inline-package that permits mounting on PC boards or in standard
IC sockets for easy use.
Models in the new series are: HDSP3400, common anode left hand decimal;
3401, common anode right hand decimal;
3403, common cathode right hand decimal; 3405, common cathode left hand decimal; 3406, universal overflow (
±-- 1) right
hand decimal.
The HDSP-3400 Series displays are
available from stock of Hewlett-Packard's
franchised distributors.
For greater details about this new product,
check 0 on the HP Reply Card.

Microprocessor enhances capability and lowers cost
of a new microwave counter
Seri*
On the basis of its cost reduction alone,
afull capability, automatic, 10 Hz to 18
GHz microwave frequency counter priced
20% less than any other in its performance
class would be interesting news to people
doing microwave work. But add to this
lower price the other features of HP's
5342A and you have what is perhaps the
best value and most significant development in microwave counters for many
years. With these features your bench,
systems or field measurement tasks can
now be performed faster, more conveniently and more economically over awide
range of input parameters:
• Measure input signal level at the same
time you measure frequency without
switching input connectors (option
002); 10 MHz to 18 GHz frequency
coverage with
1.5 dB accuracy.
• >50 MHz FM tolerance lets you measure heavily loaded communications
carriers on-line with active traffic.
• Microprocessor supervised measurements and front panel keyboard make
set-up faster, more convenient, more
error-free... lets you enter frequency/
amplitude offsets, to be added to or
subtracted from the measured results.
• Automatic amplitude discrimination
measures only the highest signal in the
input spectrum.
• Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (option

011) provides systems control for all
measurement capabilities and access to
measured results.
• Optional, built-in digital-to-analog
converter (option H01), allows high accuracy plots of frequency or amplitude
changes, via strip chart recorder.
• Compact half-rack module size makes
the 5342A convenient for field use.
This blend of high performance, unmatched versatility and low price was
achieved by anew harmonic heterodyne
converter technique with microprocessor
based calculations and control. This reduces the need for expensive components
to asingle hybrid, thus lowering the cost
significantly. The 5342A shines in other
specifications too. Sensitivity is —25
dBm, 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz and —20
dBm...to 18 GHz. Time base crystal aging
rate is <1 x10 -7/month (<5 x10 -1°
/day in option 001). Dynamic range is 30
dB, 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz, and 25 dB to
18 GHz (42 dB and 35 dB, respectively, if
you order amplitude measurement
option 002 or extended dynamic range
option 003.)

The new 5342As great FM tole-ance allows
heavily loaded communications carrier frequencies to be measured on-line and with active traffic. This plus optional amplitude measurement gives you two of the most often

For more information, check P on the
HP Reply Card.

needed communications measurements in a
single, compact package. HP-IB option offers
full systems capability too.
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Due to individual government and import regulations, the
prices of the products featured in this edition may vary from
one country to another.
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Intel announces 32K and
for EPROM and micro
Check Pin 18 on our new 2332. It's the key
to compatibility with high performance
microcomputers and EPROMs.
Now's the time to get samples
or place your order for the
2332 or 2364. They're our
new 32K and 64K ROMs
that will change the way
you design your system.
Here's how.
Microcomputer system
components—EPROMs,
ROMs and microprocessors —
need to be designed as an integral
unit, not piecemeal. That's the
only way to provide maximum
design flexibility and ensure alonger
life cycle for your system. We've looked
ahead at your future design requirements to provide you with components today that
will enable you to take advantage of tomorrow's
advances. The result is afamily of compatible 5V
EPROMs and ROMs for microcomputer systems.
Intel's new 2332 and 2364 are the latest members
of that family. They provide system compatibility
in three important ways.
First, these new ROMs have aguaranteed access
time of 300 ns—fast enough to take full advantage
of new, advanced microprocessors. To achieve
300 ns speed with low power dissipation, our
parts are Edge-Enabled. That's where Pin 18
comes in. It provides the Chip Enable function
necessary for the internal clock circuitry.

64K ROMs designed
computer compatibility.
28

NC
.12

Second, the 2332 and 2364 are cornpatible with our 2716 industry-standard
e v..
16K EPROM and will be compatible
0,
05
with our 32K EPROM when it is intro0,
03
duced. Again, Pin 18 is the key. Note
16K EPROM
32K ROM/EPROM 64K ROM
that Pin 18 performs the same power con- Organization
2K x8
4K x8
8K x8
trol function on all devices. So you can Active icc (max)
100 mA
40 mA
40 mA
25 mA
15 mA
15 mA
prototype with EPROMs and go directly Standby icc (max)
Access Time (max)
350-450 ns
300 ns
300 ns
to high density ROMs for production.
Engineering the 2332 and 2364 for microcomputer system compatibility led
us to the third important advance—the end of bus contention problems. In new
multiplexed microprocessor systems, such as the MCS-85 and MCS-86, the
Output Enable (Pin 20) needs to be independent of the Chip Enable (Pin 18)
which is the power control and selection function. So the 2332 and 2364 have an
Output Enable (0E) for independent control of the data bus, with no possibility
of multiple device selection. And input latches on all Edge-Enabled devices
allow direct interface with new multiplexed microprocessors.
Low power is essential to meet today's design requirements. We've achieved
low power in our 32K and 64K ROMs that can't be matched by fully static parts.
Active current of the 2332 and 2364 is 40 mA (maximum). And Intel's EdgeEnabled devices have the added benefit of using Pin 18 for the power control
function. So standby current is automatically reduced to 15 mA (maximum).
To get complete details on this important and complex subject, send for our
2332/2364 applications note AP-30, "Applications of Intel's 5V EPROM and
ROM family for microcomputer systems." It provides board
layout recommendations, system design applications, timing
diagrams, function explanations and discusses PL/M modular
software compatibility. Write: Intel Corporation, Literature
Dept., 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Or for samples of these new parts, contact your local
Intel representative.
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Visit us at the Hanover Fair '7
April 19 through 27, 1978.
Cebit-West,
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Meetings
Annual Meeting, U. S. Metric Association (Boulder, Colo.), Portland
Motor Hotel, Portland, Ore., April
21-22.
Communications Satellite Systems
Conference, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Town
and Country Hotel, San Diego,
Calif., April 23-27.

•
DELE WAN"'
fin.
DEPENDABILITY
DOESN'T —
COST
There's alot more than meets
the eye in Delevan's lineup of
miniature RF inductors and
transformers. Like the
unmatched dependability
built into each component.
Thanks to alot of things that
go on at the factory. Hardnosed quality controls ...
complete material analysis
...advanced in-plant
environmental testing ...
automated techniques for
winding, soldering and
molding ...and
conscientious people who
take pride in true "no-fault"
production. And of course,
the dependable delivery and
service you always get from
Delevan.
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IT
PAYS

Electronic Components Conference,
IEEE, Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim,
Calif., April 24-26.
National Relay Conference, National
Association of Relay Manufacturers
and Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, Okla., April 25-26.
National Aerospace Symposium, Institute of Navigation, Howard
Johnson's Regency Motor Hotel,
Atlantic City, N. J., April 25-27.
Microwave Power Tube Conference,
IEEE, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, Calif., May 1-3.
Newcom '78, Electronic Industry
Show Corp. (Chicago), Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas,
Nev., May 2-4.

Remember ...the proven
reliability of these superior
made-in-U.S.A. inductive
devices means greater
reliability for the products and
assemblies made from them.
Sure, you can save a few
pennies by using cheaper
components. But this could be
expensive in terms of
premature failure of the
finished product. When your
company's reputation is on the
line, you can't afford not to
use Delevan components.
Their premium performance
more than justifies their use
...because Delevan
dependability pays for itself.
Why not prove it to yourself!

Delevan
Division

id

Symposium on Offshore Technology,
IEEE, Astrohall, Houston, May 8-11.
Intermag Conference, IEEE, Palazzo
dei Congressi, Florence, Italy, May
9-12.
Electro-Optical Warfare H Symposium, Naval Ocean Systems Center
(San Diego), Fleet Anti-Submarine
Warfare Training Center, San Diego, Calif., May 10-11.
Conference on Software Engineering,
IEEE, Atlanta Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Atlanta, May 10-12.

AMERICAN
PRECISION

INDUSTRIES INC.

Naecon— Aerospace and Electronics
Conference, IEEE, Dayton Convention Center, Dayton, Ohio, May
16-18.

270 QUAKER RD./EAST AURORA. N.Y. 14052
TELEPHONE 718/652-3800

TELEX 091-293

OTHER DIVISIONS OF AMERICAN PRECISION INDUSTRIES INC
BASCO•OUSTEX•MOELLER INSTRUMENT CO •OXFORO

CORP

International Symposium on Circuits
and Systems, IEEE, Roosevelt Hotel,
New York, May 17-19.
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READ THESE TEN CHAPTERS.
AVOID CHAPTER 11.
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E Iwant to see
how acomputer
vendor can help
me. Send me your
book today.
D I'm too busy to read another
book. Have your salesman come
and show me the way.
Name
Title
Company
Department

Phone

Address

City

State

Zip

Data General, Westboro, MA 01581, (617) 366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario.
Data General Europe, 59-65 rue de Courcelles, Paris, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-136

L E5413

1. Data General

eData General Corp., 19j

We make computers that make sense
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Intel delivers the micro
components designers
There's no more efficient way to solve
your interface and control requirements
for microcomputer-based systems than our
peripheral components.
They're single-chip solutions to even
the most complicated operations, integrating

The dedicated function components
below are available now, with more on the way.
Here's abrief description of their versatility.
8271 Programmable Floppy Disk
Controller. Provides full control of up to four
standard or minifloppy drives. (Available
early 1978.)
"I can accomplish almost any I/O function 8273 SDLC/HDLC Protocol Controller.
For SDLC and HDLC communications.
with one chip using Intel's versatile
8275 Programmable CRT Controller.
peripheral interfaces and
Provides
fully buffered interface and control
dedicated device controllers?
of almost any raster scan CRT display.
8278/8279 Programmable Keyboard/
Display Interfaces. Keyboard/sensor
array input kan, and output scan
for LED, incandescent
and other displays.
128-key or 64-key input.
8251A Programmable
Communications Interface.
Industry standard USART
for synchronous or
asynchronous serial data
ùp to 22,000 transistors per chip to replace
transmission, including bisync.
circuit boards full of discrete logic with a
8253 Programmable Interval Timer.
single component. Result: you cut parts cost, Contains three independent 16-bit counters,
reduce package count and board space, and
programmable modes from dc to 2MHz.
simplify both development and operating
8255A Programmable Peripheral Intersoftware.
face. General purpose I/O interface with
We've designed each of these peripheral
24 individually programmable I/O pins.
chips to be an intelligent, programmable
8257 Programmable DMA Controller.
component in your system and to perform
Provides four-channel, high speed direct
most functions with minimal cpu supervision. memory access independent of CPU.
The resulting decrease in cpu overhead pro8259 Programmable Interrupt Controller.
vides your system with higher performance
Handles eight levels of vectored priority
and increased throughput.
interrupt. Expandable to 64 levels.
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computer peripheral
are talking about.
UPI-41TM is Intel's Universal Peripheral
PromptTM 48 Design Aid, the Intellec® microInterface, bringing distributed intelligence to computer development system with resident
microcomputer systems for the first time.
UPI-41/MCS-48 Macro Assembler. Plus appliActually ahighly integrated, userprogrammable microcomputer, UPI-41
And, fir my special I/O requirements,
is anew solution that obsoletes
Intel's UPI -41 Universal Peripheral Interface
custom LSI and specialized discrete
is user programmable t
o cont
rolnearly
designs for interfacing most low
any other peripheral device!'
and medium speed peripherals
cations assistance
with an MCS-807 MCS-85"
worldwide, full
or MCS-48TM microcomputer.
documentation,
Intel delivers UPI-41
training classes,
in two versions that make it
design seminars
easy for you to implement
and arapidly
your own designs. The
expanding users'
8741 includes an erasable
software library.
and reprogrammable 1KIntel's periphbyte EPROM, for developeral components,
ment, testing and low
and the MCSvolume production. Then
80, -85 and -48
the 8041, with masked
microcomputers
ROM, provides maximum
they support, are
economy in high volume.
available
through
We've taken the
your nearest Intel distributor. For your copy
UPI-41 concept astep
of our Peripheral Data Handbook use the
further with the 8278,
reader service card or contact: Intel Interdescribed at left. The 8278
national, Rue de Moulin aPápier, 51-Boite 1,
is the first of several preproB-1160, Brussels, Belgium, Telex 24814; or
grammed 8041's that we've
Intel Japan, K.K., Flower Hill-Shinmachi,
adapted to specialized
Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo 154, Telex 781-28426.
applications.
Because UPI-41 is a
microcomputer, we've given
it the same high level of
support we give all our
microcomputers. UPI-41
is supported by our

intel
delivers.

Visit us at the Hanover Fair '78
April 19 through 27, 1978. Cebit-West,
Hall 18.
Booth 1503.
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Type A1
/
4"
trimmers. Areliable cure
for cramped PCB's.
Our Type A 1
/
4"cermet trimmer gives you low profile, lowest TCR for atiny package of high
performance...and an ideal solution for cramped printed circuit boards. 10 ohms to 2.5
megs. 0.5 watt at 85°C. -55°C to +150°C temperature range. You get great variety
plus greater savings, too. $0.96 each-1000 piece lot. We have what you need;
our distributors have it when your need is now. Ask for Publication 5238.

eiéefrie-e2e97dace
for low CRV and fine
adjustability.

securely anchored with
redundant connections.

4gaêt-KÉ'•
for safe board washing.

-eie-eek/ee ee/ereeÉ
Aueda/nee matueae
on alumina substrate results in TCR
of 35 PPM/°C typically.

Quality in the best tradition.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
\mirr/
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Electronics newsletter
GE to market
projection TV
in one cabinet

Crystal oscillators
from Motorola
to sell for $3.75

Micro Networks
to add analog
I/O boards

Environmentalists
oppose PAVE PAWS
as health peril
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General Electric Co. plans to start shipping in June a$2,700 television set
with a 45.7-inch-diagonal screen — actually, a projection system that is
enclosed in asingle cabinet. Although the receiver cabinet is 50 in. high
and 70 in. long, it is only 24 in. deep as a result of an L-shaped rearprojection system using amirror. The color picture is produced by a13-in.
picture tube with in-line electron guns mounted on a 32-kv solid-state,
modular chassis. The 1,003-in. 2 picture is then projected through athreeelement fl.6 acrylic lens developed for GE.

Motorola Inc. is about to crash through the $5 barrier for crystal clock
oscillators with a trio of thick-film hybrids it plans to start shipping in
June. Noting designers' growing tendency to use asingle master frequency
to clock all elements of their systems, the firm's component products
department in Franklin Park, Ill., has chosen three frequencies to introduce as "standards." The three —16,000, 18,432, and 19.6608 megahertz — can be divided down to provide the different clocking signals
needed by both the system's microprocessor and its baud-rate generator. In
lots of 1,000, the parts will be tagged at $3.75 each in an attempt to create
standards for the industry and thus attract the volume orders needed to
support that low price. Frequency drift will be rated at ±0.05%.

Add the name of Micro Networks Corp. to the growing list of companies
making analog input/output boards for microcomputers. The Worcester,
Mass., company, best known for its hybrid data-converter products, will
introduce its first plug-in microcomputer board, probably in June. Called
the MN7300, it is designed to mate with the Intel SBC 80/20 and will
offer a variety of options. The unit has 16 single-ended (8 differential)
input channels, with the option of going to 32 or 16, respectively, if the
board contains aMicro Networks multiplexed expander circuit. The price
will range from about $600 to $1,200, depending on options. The company
expects the 7300 to compete with the RTI-1200 from Analog Devices Inc.

The Air Force has run into strong environmentalist opposition to the PAVE
PAWS radar that it is building at Otis Air Force Base on Cape Cod for
early detection of sea-launched missile attacks against the U. S. An
organization called Cape Cod Environmental Coalition Inc. is suing the
Air Force in hopes of obtaining an injunction to prevent the phased-array
system at Otis on Cape Cod from being completed or tested. The group
alleges, among other things, that its operation would subject residents
near the facility to harmful levels of microwave radiation. It also wants
the Air Force to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Raytheon Co. is prime çontractor for the system to the Air Fore
Electronic Systems division at Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass., and has
been awarded contracts totaling more than $80 million for its two installation, the other being at Beale Air Force near Sacramento, Calif. Air Force
officials maintain that an environmental assessment done prior to
construction at Otis shows that there would be no harmful results from the
radar's operation.
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Muitiuser MDS
to bow at
Electro 78

Switching supplies
feature power
in small package

Mysterious radio
signals are neither
mystery nor radio

Addenda
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The Boston Systems Office Inc. and Tektronix will demonstrate at Electro
78 (May 23-25) amicroprocessor development system featuring simultaneous multiuser capability. "This system concept allows several simultaneous users to develop several microprocessor-based designs, even where
the designs use different families of CPUS," Michael Rooney, Boston
Systems president, says. These include the 8085A and 8080A, 9900, 6800,
and Z80 families. Instead of spending $35,000 for the two Tektronix 8002
development systems, auser can buy a$28,650 version of the new system
and get the same functional capability, says Theodore W. Gary, a
Tektronix market development specialist.

Switching power supplies are beginning to give linear supplies a run for
their money at low-power levels. The latest company with switchers at 25
w is Computer Products Inc. of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., with two series to
be introduced later this month that probably deliver more power in a
smaller package than any other encapsulated switching power supply.
The series differ only in configuration — one is for chassis mounting and
the other for printed-circuit-board insertion. Both series have identical
output models, ranging from 5 y at 5 A to 15 y at 1.8 A, have 80%
efficiency at full load, and are epoxy-encapsulated to withstand vibration.
Prices for the chassis-mountable models range from $105 to $110 singly,
but prices for 100 or more drop to $89.25 for some models. Prices for the
pc-board style are $99 to $104, with 100-and-up priced as low as $84.25.

Mysterious radio signals in the Eugene, Ore., area have been reported to be
everything from extraterrestrial in origin to Soviet experiments. But the
signals are neither mysterious nor radio, says Clifford Schrock, a
Tektronix engineer who has privately quantified them. They appear to be
electrostatic, he says. "The phase varied identically with Bonneville Power
Administration line variations," he says, "indicating the source is
connected to that grid." Therefore, Schrock continues, the signal with its
300 fis spikes—with peaks at 4.7 and 7.5 MHZ—is probably caused by a
high-power-consuming industrial facility in southeastern Eugene with
rectifier stack problems or by a large electrical rotating machine with
commutator problems.

After warning buyers that they may have inadvertently purchased thousands of substandard 1702A 2-K erasable programmable ROMS. Advanced
Micro Devices has slapped a $1 million lawsuit alleging trademark
infringement against two southern California independent distributors.
The two distributors, A-OK Electronics of Los Angeles and Gentronix of
Hawthorne, have been temporarily restrained from selling 1702As with
apparent AMD markings
A 32-bit minicomputer capable of operating
from the huge existing base of IBM 370 software at amuch lower price tag
bows this week from Two Pi Co. of Hayward, Calif. Aimed at commercial
data-processing and distributed data-processing applications, the Two
Pi/V32 operates in the same performance class as the 370/138 but
without some of the IBM machine's features. It can directly address up to 4
megabytes of memory, however, and operates in full virtual mode. With 1
megabyte of memory and four input-output channels, it costs about
$190,000.
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1024 (One Thousand Twentyfour) Instructions
with the New Infrared Remote Control System
from ITT Semiconductors
We have always considered it essential to apply our worldwide know-how
to trend-setting developments.
In the early 1970s it was already known that acolor TV set could best be
adjusted for an optimum picture from only the right viewing distance. The
first remote controls using heavy cables appeard on the market. And then came
the wireless but expensive and delicate controls.
We found the ideal solution... thanks largely to our expertise gained in
developing those now legendary tuning diodes for controlling analog and digital
signals in aTV set. (Meanwhile, adiode tuner fitted with our integrated circuit
SAA 1021 can be used also for fully electronic channel selection.)
In those days we started looking for new control concepts... and we developed our 30-channel ultrasound remote control system SAA 1024/25, asystem
that has become the most popular in
Europe today and has propelled
INTERMETALL, our German based
activity, to the top position among
European producers of MOS devices
Infrared
Infrared
for consumer applications. Together
Receiver
Transmitter
with SAA 1051
with SAA 1050
with our partners in the TV Industry
we have continually expanded our
knowledge and refined our technologies so that we can now present our
highly flexible and long lived
Keyboard
Infrared Remote Control System
Video
Games
SAA 1050/51

szetsz

Tedutical Features:
— transmission system for 64 individual instructions, all assignable to 16 different addresses,
giving atotal of 1024 instructions
— transmitter IC SAA 1050 in CMOS technology
— receiver IC SAA 1051 in silicon-gate P-channel
technology, aspecialized microprocessor
— signal transmission by pulse-code modulated
infrared light
— long transmission distance
— high noise immunity through integrated interference suppression circuit
— long life of transmitter battery
— four operation options for the receiver IC
— only one transmitter for 16 pieces of equipment
or addresses

TV Set

A A A

Picture on
Picture

Videotext
(Ceefax)

Data Bus

The dialogue and cooperation with our customers has borne fruit; our new
transmission system is just what the industry wants.
The ongoing know-how exchange with our partners has shown that arevolutionary control system such as ours must also be capable of controlling features
in the audio and video field that are still in the early stages of development, for
example intelligent TV games, teletext, viewdata, remote programming of
high-fidelity equipment, etc.
We will gladly give you more details. Ask for our data sheet 6251-110
and for the application consultants in your country.
Production and Marketing Centers: U.S.A.: ITT Semiconductors, 500, Broadway,
Lawrence, Mass. 01841, Tel. 617-688-1881, Telex 7103420764, U.K.: ITT
Semiconductors, Footscray, Sidcup, Kent, Tel. 3003333, Telex 21836,
W. Germany: INTERMETALL GmbH, P.O. Box 840, D-7800 Freiburg,
Tel. (761) 5171, Telex 07-72716, Japan; ITT Semiconductors, P. O. Box 21,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-91, Tel. 3478881-5, Telex 22858.

•
•
•

max. 15 Circuits

Block Diagram of the new Infrared Remote Control System
with the Integrated Circuits SAA 1050 and SAA 1051

semiconductors
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At last.
The 2901A,
one upped.
Announcing afaster, fully spec'd 2901A
4Bit microprocessor slice.
It's aunique blend of ECL and Schottky,
fully pin-compatible, and faster than any other
2901A in the world.
Here are the numbers.
Typical

Commercial

Military

Our data:

25° C
(5V)

0°-70° C
(4.75-5.75V)

— 55-+125°C

A, BInputs ---> YOutput

37ns

65ns

8Ons

Cn --> YOutput

18

30

35

DInput

20

40

45

35

60

65

Minimum Clock Period

45

60

75

Read-Modify-Write Cycle

45

60

75

Clock

YOutput
Y-Output

(4.5-5.5V)

And if you think those are hot specs,
wait'll you see our 2901A-1 coming soon.
Specs like this really shouldn't come as a
big surprise to you.
After all, we're the industry leader in
bipolar technology. And we invented Bipolar
Tri-State-(which is used with the 2901A).
38
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And another nice thing is all the parts we
support the 2901A with.
First off, afamily of16 products, all
fully spec'd.

Our family:
IDM2901A 4-Bit Microprocessor Slice
IDM2902
Carry Look-Ahead Generator
IDM2909A Microsequencer
*IDM29llA Microsequencer
IDM29702 16 x4Bit RAM (open collector)
IDM29703 16 x4Bit RAM (Tri-State)
IDM29750 32 x8Bit PROM (open collector)
IDM29751 32 x8Bit PROM (Tri-State)
IDM29760 256 x4Bit PROM (open collector)
IDM29761 256 x4Bit PROM (Tri-State)
IDM29803 16 Way Branch Controller
IDM29811 Next Address Controller
*IDM29901 Octal Tri-State
IDM29902 Priority Encoder
¡DM 29903 16x4 Edge-Triggered Register (Tri-State)
*IDM29908 Quad Gated Flip Flop (flag control)
*Available soon.

Also, we supply acomplete line of lowpower Schottky MSI, MOS static and dynamic
RAM's, as well as all the other parts you need to
build acomplete, high-performance processor.
So if you need to know who to go to for
everything you need, now you know.
E 4/13

-I

National Semiconductor GmbH
808 Fuerstenfeldbruck, Industriestrasse 10
West Germany
Gentlemen:

DPlease send more information on your 2901A and its support products.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

/i1)

M National Semiconductor
Electronics/April 13, 1978
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DE
LIVERY
e•
Nlicrocomputer Analog I/O Systems

•

a

with extensive software diagnostics

•
•

For:
INTEL SBC-80 Series (8080A)
ZILOG MCB Series (Z-80)
DEC [SI -11 & LSI-11/2
Computer Automation LSI 2,3 & 4 Series
National Semi IMP 'PACE & BLC-80 Series
PLUS the widest selection of Data Acquisition Modules
anywhere. Concentrate on the Software and other key
system Requirements... and let us take care of Your
Analog Problems.
SEND for Full Technical Data or Call us.
GSA Contract No. GS-00S-64219

e

DATA TRANSLATION
INC

4 Strathmore Rd., Natick MA 01760
(617) 655-5300
Telex 94-8474

••I

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires, 89-4594; AUSTRALIA, N.S.W. (02)747-2731; BELGIUM, Brussels 02-352135; ENGLAND, Cheshire (06123
2321; FINLAND, Helsinki, 90-357457; FRANCE, Buc 956.31.30; GERMANY, Puch,heim (089) 80 60 61-62; INDIA, Bombay 298686; ISRAEL, Ramat Hasharon; ITALY, Milai
34.93.041; JAPAN, Tokyo (03) 355-1111; NETHERLANDS, Rijswijk 70-996360; NEW ZEALAND, 814 9385; NORWAY, Olso 0269 44 90; PORTUGAL, Lisboa 453 13; SPAII
Barcelona (93) 301 78 51; SWEDEN, Vallingby 08 38 00 65; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 01/54 70 60.
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Electronics review
Significant developments in technology and business

RCA to make
Intel parts
using SOS
Agreement gives RCA right to
design Intel microcomputers
with silicon on sapphire;
Intel gains SOS know-how
The semiconductor industry is apt to
take a harder look at building
complementary-MOs circuits with
the silicon-on-sapphire process in the
wake of last week's technology- and
product-exchange accord between
RCA Corp. and Intel Corp. And RCA,
for one, couldn't be more pleased.
"We got what we wanted," says
Carl R. Turner, vice president for
integrated circuits at RCA'S Solid
State division in Somerville, N. J.,
which has been working on sos for
some five years. "We were looking
for someone to acknowledge what
we've been telling our customers
about the virtues of sos and to get
additional products. This agreement
does both."
Although instrument and computer manufacturer Hewlett-Packard
Co. of Palo Alto, Calif., has its own
sos process and uses some of RCA'S
SOS parts, Turner notes: "When
you're in the automobile industry,
it's nice to be acknowledged by
General Motors. We're in the microprocessor business, and Intel is the
General Motors of that industry."
Pact details. Terms of the threeyear nonexclusive pact enables RCA
to design high-density sos versions
of Intel's high-performance 8-bit
microprocessor, the 8085A, and the
8048 single-chip microprocessor,
both of which are n-channel metaloxide-semiconductor devices. Further, Intel will provide RCA with
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know-how for developing c-mos-onsapphire versions of its 8155 random-access memory with input and
output ports and 8355 read-only
memory with uo, as well as supply
support hardware and software.
In return, Intel's Microcomputer
Components division in Santa Clara,
Calif., is to get technical information
on RCA'S SOS technology and the
design of RCA'S sos versions of the
Intel parts. Thus, if it chooses, Intel
may alternate-source the sos versions of its chips.
With the information provided by
RCA, Intel can evaluate the tradeoffs between further squeezing
n-mos and shifting to another technology for future large-scale and
very-large-scale integrated devices.
And sos is worth considering as a
hedge for the future: it not only
offers high speed and low power, but
also may prove to be competitive
with other advanced mos processes
in terms of density and cost.
However, Leslie L. Vadasz, vice
president and general manager of
Intel's Microcomputer Components
division, scotches any thought that
the company is going into the sos
business. "We're committed to
n-channel," he says, "because it is
the mainstream Lsi of the future."
As for any eventual involvement in
sos, he says Intel will continually
evaluate its position.
Low power. The reason that Intel
went for the RCA deal, Vadasz
stresses, is that it enhances the 8048
and 8085 family in low-power applications. "The realization of Intel's
8085 and 8048 microcomputers incorporating RCA 'S c-mos-on-sa pphire technology," he states, "will
allow many customers to whom

In hand. RCA's Carl Turner

holds key

element in the agreement: a 40-mil-thick
ribbon of sapphire, 3ft long and 3in. wide.

power considerations are paramount
to use these industry-standard product families."
Just as Intel is pledged to its
n-mos program, RCA is fully committed to continue its CDP1802 cmos microprocessor program and to
its plans to introduce the 1804
single-chip sos microcomputer later
this year, Turner says. "The signing
of the agreement with Intel in no
way decreases our thrust to expand
our Cosmac family."
But why offer two types of microcomputer? Because the 1804, for
example, is register-oriented to provide easy uo access and "is anatural
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pairs for push-button dialing. It is
also readying atone receiver, apart
that should push its tone dialers into
applications beyond the telephone.
But Mostek reserves most of its
enthusiasm for pulse dialers. Now
that the Federal Communications
Commission lets consumers buy
phones from firms other than telephone operating companies, the
company sets a much larger nearterm market for pulse dialers that
can be used on the older rotary-dial
networks. In February it unveiled a
chip that converts push-button keyboard inputs to pulse signals that
simulate those from a rotary telephone dial.
Pulse dialers grow. To date, the
largest telephone maker to turn to
the integrated-circuit approach for
dual-tone multifrequency dialing is
GTE Automatic Electric Co. Mostek
reportedly supplied that manufacturer with more than 1million parts
last year. Overall, the market for
monolithic tone dialers is growing
more than 20% each year, with
about 5million units expected to be
shipped worldwide this year, according to James M. Garrett, marketing
manager for industrial products at
the Carrollton, Texas, firm. In
contrast, the demand for pulse
dialers should grow to 15 million
units by 1980, up from this year's 2
million, he says.
The reason for the difference in
growth rate is obvious. "There are
many places in the U. S., and especially in Europe, where tone dialing
is not installed yet, and won't be for
several years," points out Robert J.
Paluck, manager of Mostek's Industrial Products department. "But button-to-pulse dialing will work on
both pulse and tone networks."
Further, each telephone operating
company has different sets of specifications for tone dialing, whereas
pulse timing on the two networks is
standard. The upshot is that consumer telephone makers are building
push-button phones with pulse
dialers that are compatible with all
phone systems in order to limit the
number of phone types they must
turn out.
Moreover, there are signs that the
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traditional telephone manufacturers
will drop rotary dials and make
push-button phones with pulse outputs instead, Paluck adds. That is
because the $2 pulse-dialer chip will
operate from a single-contact, calculator-type keyboard—a cheaper,
more reliable assembly than either
the dial mechanism now used in
rotary phones or the two-of-seventone sliding matrix keyboards in
today's mechanically implemented
tone dialers.
Although Mostek's new pulse
dialer, joining one- and two-chip
approaches already on the market
from General Instrument Corp.,
Motorola Inc., and Siliconix Inc.,
will be able to tap immediately into
the gigantic market for individual
telephones, that is not the case with
its upcoming tone receiver. But the
part will dramatically simplify the
$90 to $200 tone-receiver assemblies
now sold for private-branch-exchange and telephone central-office
switching equipment: the assembly's

price should fall to under $15 within
two years, Paluck estimates.
That price will open up markets
beyond telephone equipment. "We
see anew market that we call 'interactive communications' that utilizes
the tone dialer and tone receiver
together," Garrett says. "It allows
the user, over telephone lines or
radio waves, to control some type of
device," he adds, citing credit-verification terminals, security systems,
push-button telephone order-entry
systems, and remote control of oil
field pumps. A major application
will be in home computer systems
that could allow control of lights,
heating, appliances, and security—
all from apay phone booth, he says.
Eventually, tone receivers will be
built into telephones as well. "We
foresee intelligent telephones with
the ability not only to dial but also to
receive digital information," he says.
Such a phone could, for example,
display the phone number of people
trying to call abusy line.

Avionics

Air Force finds new gyroscope
for F-4 that is cheaper, more reliable
The Air Force is equipping its F-4
fighters with new rate gyroscopes
from a somewhat surprising source:
Timex Corp., the manufacturer of
low-cost watches. True to the company's reputation in watches, its
gyros are much less expensive than
those they replace. They will also
last much longer.
The gyro project is being managed
by George Britton of the Productivity, Reliability, Availability, and
Maintainability program office.
With headquarters at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, near Dayton,
Ohio, PRAM is ajoint organization of
the Air Force Systems and Logistics
Commands. Its charter is to lower
operating and support costs of Air
Force weapons systems.
Britton calculates that the substitution—the new fluid-damped gyros
are to replace magnetically damped
units developed close to 20 years

ago—will save the Air Force at least
$2 million over the next five years.
It is a matter of catching up with
the development of technology, Britton says. The KR-7 gyros in the F-4
stability-augmentation system were
state-of-the-art devices when first
built by General Electric, he points
out, but their mean time between
failure of 500 hours has been considered low for some time and the cost
of a replacement has climbed to
$1,800 each. The Timex gyro costs
about $900 and has an MTBF of
3,000 hours.
The way the Air Force decided to
substitute a gyro like Timex's is an
example of the serendipity with
which the PRAM office often carries
out its task. Britton, the office's chief
engineer with 20 years spent at
Wright-Patterson, had been called in
to consult on another Air Force
program—the Pave Penny target-
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
The concept for an air-to-air missile half the size with twice the performance of
the AIM-7F Sparrow has been proved feasible in a recent program conducted by Hughes
under contract to an Air Force/Navy joint system program office.
Using new technology and improved state-of-the-art, AMRAAM (Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air
Missile) will provide a "launch and leave" capability plus the option of launching
several missiles at multiple targets.
The Hughes design features a patented solid
state power combiner, which is the key to the actiV'e radar seeker, and takes full
advantage of the latest digital technology and micro-miniaturization of electronics.
It will be compatible with the F-14, F-15, F-16 and F-18.
AMRAAM also features a
low-smoke, high-impulse rocket motor which reduces the chances of an enemy pilot
sighting either the launch or the oncoming missile and taking evasive action.
The highest TOW missile first-fire hit ratio yet recorded by a U.S. unit has been
earned by the Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton, CA. where Marines scored a 96.6% hit
rate -- 143 out of 148 tries -- on stationary targets.
Developed by Hughes for the
U.S. Army, TOW (Tube-launched, Optically-tracked, Wire-guided) today is deployed
in the air and ground forces of more than 20 nations worldwide.
The airborne version of TOW also is used as an anti-tank missile system by U.S. Army and Marine
Corps helicopter units.
The missile in flight is 117 cm long, 15 cm in diameter
and weighs 19 kg.
Its maximum range in the air is 3,750 meters.
An off-the-shelf compact digital tracker for airborne targets is available now
from Hughes.
Only 45 pounds and shelf- or rack-mounted, the electro -optical
tracker is employable in a TV tracking system which includes a TV camera, gimbal
platform and servo amplifier.
The tracker features automatic acquisition of valid targets within the TV
field of view and automatic gate-sizing to conform with target dimensions.
Its
digital and analog processors, optimized for airborne targets, generate the azimuth and elevation air signals that drive the gimbal servo and keep the TV camera
pointed toward the tracked object.
Hughes Electron Dynamics Division in Southern California has opportunities for:
physicists, mechanical engineers, electronic engineers, materiel and process engineers to work in the design and development of microwave traveling wave tubes,
traveling wave tube amplifiers, materiel and solid state research and development.
For immediate consideration, please send your resume to: Hughes Aircraft Company,
Electron Dynamics Div., Professional Employment, P.O. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509.
The Satellite Business Systems Corporation has completed negotiations with Hughes
to build three communications satellites for its domestic system.
(Its members:
Aetna Life & Casualty, Comsat General, IBM.)
SBS is designed to provide fully
switched private networks to businesses, government agencies and others with varied,
large volume needs.
SBS service will be all-digital, transmitting voice, high-speed
data, facsimile and video-conference information in a Time-Division Multiple-Access
mode.
The SBS spacecraft will be the first to offer point-to-point service within
the U.S. using the K frequency band (12 to 14 Gigahertz.)
It can be launched either
by Space Shuttle or the veteran Delta rocket booster.

Creatog a new world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Our dedicated MOS processing line
can make our ROMs into your ROMs
alot faster than you might think.
All Signetics MOS ROMs Have Standard Pin-Outs.
When you design with our ROMs, regardless of the initial
density specified, memory expansion is automatically built
in. All Signetics ROMs are socket-compatible, and are designed to the industry-standard 24-lead pin configuration.
They're also compatible with the 2708 and 2716 EPROMs.
You can design future systems now,
Ao A A2 A3 A4 A5 A, A,
upgrading density as required in the
same socket.

When we give you apromise
on ROM delivery, you can
consider it acommitment.
Vss

Ordering ROMs is easy. Getting
your ROM order when you need it is
not so easy. ROM production is a
custom business filled with variables.
Your program mask is unique. ROM
quantities vary widely. Your parts
must be handled separately—and
carefully—through all stages of fab,
QC, assembly, test and, lastly, shipment. These factors can snowball to
cause problems.

o,

02

o,

A Fully Static ROM Family—
Single +5V Power Supply Optimizes Design. Ordering your ROMs
from Signetics can produce a lot of
other benefits. We can offer you everything you need in fully static MOS
ROMs from 8K to 32K? They're TTLcompatible, require a single +5V
power supply, and feature state-ofthe-art access time.

Except at Signetics.

Our recent history as a ROM
supplier will tell you something, too.
In 1977 our ROM sales tripled. This
year, we expect to triple again.

Dedicated Processing Means
Predictable Delivery. At Signetics,
we maintain a completely separate
production line for MOS ROMs. This
dedicated processing means efficiency, process uniformity, and predictability. It also means faster
turnaround from mask design to finished product. And it enables us to
tell you—in advance—when your
order will be shipped. Dedicated
processing is our guarantee to you
that your custom mask ROM order
won't be bumped by someone else's
requirement for astandard memory
product.

Call your local distributor today
or use the coupon below to order your
technical data on Signetics' growing
family of high-performance MOS
ROMs and EPROMs.

SiglIntiCS
asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
SIgnetics Corporation
811 East Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Telephone 408/739-7700

We're writing the book on
semiconductor memories.
It has over 300 pages.
Send $3.50 for
your copy.

To: Signetics Information Services, 811 East Argues Avenue
P.O. Box 9052, MS 27, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Da1110

Please send me technical data on the following products:
8K ROMs
0 8K EPROMs

Name
Company
Address
City
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032K ROMs

0 Denser ROMs

0 16K EPROMs 0 32K EPROMs O Denser EPROMs

Ihave an urgent requirement. Please have aROM specialist
,Ext
phone me at once: (

111111111111111111A

*You can expect an industry-standard 64K ROM from
Signetics in the third quarter.

Q 16K ROMs

11-

Title
Division
MS
State

Zip

E Enclosed is my check for $3.50. Please send me your
Memory Data book.
EM-413
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The GI
single-chip
microcomputer.
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GI's PIC 1650 series are the ideal microcomputers for low cost, high volume applications.
These 8-bit single-chip stand alone controllers will add
new dimensions to your appliance, automobile, vending
machine, home entertainment unit or any number of other
products. Emphasis is on versatile control.
GI Microelectronics has put more on its PIC 1650 chip.
There is no other low-cost microcomputer that matches
its performance. This allows you to include many features
beyond the capability of other low-cost microcomputers.
So you have less to buy, inventory, test and assemble.
The PIC 1650 has a512 by 12-bit ROM and a32 by 8-bit
register for read/write memory. Four sets of eight TTL corn-

patible I/O lines and on-chip clock are
other characteristics of this chip, all in asingle 40 lead DIP.
If you're pressed for space (and can live with less I/O)
try the PIC 1655, available in aspace-saving 28 lead DIP.
GI engineers stand ready to assist in your important
move to "microcomputerization." They've got software and
development systems. And they have the ROM-less PIC
1664 for plug-in circuit emulation—using achoice of programmable ROM or RAM. Call or write the low-cost, singlechip microcomputer system experts. General Instrument
Microelectronics Ltd., Regency House, 1-4 Warwick Street,
London W1R 5WB, England, Telephone: 01-439-1891.
We help you compete.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS

El
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out a power supply will sell for
$1,350 in quantities for originalequipment manufacturers.
The standard machine will come
with two typefaces of 96 characters
each that are stored in read-only
memory. Additional typefaces can
be stored—up to 20 of them—in the
56,000 bytes of read-only memory
provided for in the machine.
El

Distributed processing

Micros handle
network protocols
Adding to the many chores they
already do for large computers,
microprocessors are catching on at
the computers' front ends, as an
interface to telecommunications networks. The hard part of this job is to
reconcile the myriad protocols the
many different computer firms have
evolved for allowing their own computers to communicate.
This is where Computer Automation Inc., the Irvine, Calif.-based
minicomputer maker, comes in. It is
using aZilog Z80 microprocessor to
sort out the protocols so that its
computers can talk with other manufacturers' machines.
The Z80 is the brain in the
company's so-called Distributed
Data •
!Base Processor —a pair of
printed-circuit boards that fits into
the firm's minicomputers. This processor in turn is the key element in
the company's ambitious Virtual
Network, to be introduced later this
month.
Tied together. This new distributed-processing network allows up to
31 of Computer Automation's SyFa
minicompurers and 992 terminals to
be linked by one control computer.
An unlimited number of these
networks can be tied together, along
with equipment built by other manufacturers, because of the protocolhandling capability of the Distributed Data Base Processor.
The Virtual Network depends on
the Z80 processor to go into action
on an incoming protocol transmission. As extra cards are added for
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different protocols, which is what the
company expects customers to do
and has provided space for, the
Virtual Network can support a profusion of computer equipment.
With either one or a cluster of
protocol processors in each minicomputer, users can avoid the delay
of going through a central host
computer by directly accessing any
other terminal or data base. This is
expected to be amajor advantage for
such customers as multi-branch
banks and insurance firms.
Making the project economically
feasible is the use of the Z80
processor for protocol control, instead of acomplete minicomputer or
a discrete-device implementation.
Right now, the Z80 sells for less
than $10 each in 1,000-lot quantities, and with bigger buys a$3 price
is in sight by 1980, according to the
company. "This compares with $40
for discrete circuit components,
which don't begin to have enough
performance to handle all the protocol chores efficiently," says Richard
A. Davis, principal engineer for
advanced programs.
The Distributed Data Base Processor is actually two half-circuit
cards (7.5 by 15 inches) that fit into
each SyFa minicomputer. The Z80
and 16 kilowords of random-access
memory sit on one card, called the
distributed microprocessor unit. This
controls the communication line
adapter card, on which sits the
receiver circuitry that actually handles the protocols.
Similar units. All the distributed
microprocessor units are alike, programmed by their host computer.
But the line adapters differ according to which communications protocol is used, Davis says. Altering
them offe,rs maximum flexibility,
since current debate centers on
which protocol will eventually prevail in Government standards. These
include the IBM 3790 SNA/SDLC,
and Bell Systems X.25.
Accepting an incoming signal at
up to 56 kilobits per second, the
adapter makes sure that it conforms
fully to the required protocol format
by deleting or inserting data bits. "A
character-oriented message in bisync
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Still No.1 in all the world.
The industry's No. 1 source for
ICs and discretes continues to
announce an ever-growing list of
military qualified circuits.

The leader in TTL...
Motorola offers more JAN TTL
)arts than anyone else in the world.
\nd with our recent dedication to LS
ve've already qualified 17 of these
)arts with more in the works.

your hi-rel requirements. And we've
received /05503BEC qualification on
our MC14049 series hex buffers.
Several key MOS memories, like the
MCM4C27 4K RAM, also are processed
to Level B and Level C standards.

No.1in Mil MECL...
If you're looking for1OKQPL parts,
it's Motorola. Only Motorola. No one
else can run up a battle flag in high
speed digital logic except us.

/883 standards.
With and without
100 0/0 burn-in. Motorola is totally
committed to supplying the highest
quality, highest reliability microprocessor components.
Motorola. Flying high in Hi-Rel.
Contact us about your needs:
Bipolar Logic: (602) 962-2011.
CMOS/NMOS MPU: (512) 928-6200.

:oming on strong
Hi-Rel M6800
n NMOS Memories
families.
mnd CMOS.
MC6800 data for QPL has
Our entire Austin facility has
)ESC 38510 line certification, excluive of memory boards. You can get
le MC14000 and MC14500 series
383, Class B units off-the-shelf—over
10 high-quality, standard parts for
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been
submitted to DESC.
The ,e are now well over 2 dozen
MPUs, I/O chips, RAMs, ROMs,
EPROMs, MODEMs, timers, controllers, interface adapters and other
M6800 family functions processed to

MOTOROLA
Semiconductor Group
51
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MITEL
CMOS/LSI
LIQUID-CRYSTALDISPLAY
DRIVER/LATCHES
MD4330 •MD4331 •M04332
30 &32-BIT REGISTER DRIVERS

noin

Of:17 ihI
Illfi II
y
TFI
WILL
DRIVES UP TO FOUR 7-SEGMENT OR TWO
16-SEGMENT LCD READOUTS DIRECTLY.
THE LATCHED DATA CAN BE CHANGED BY
SERIALLY SHIFTING NEW DATA INTO THE
REGISTER AT SPEEDS OVER 3MHz
Low-Power (liiA) Consumption with HighPower Performance

FEATURING:
*3 to 18 VOLT OPERATION
*SYNCHRONOUS OR ASYNCHRONOUS RESET
*INPUTS WAVE-SHAPED ON-CHIP
*FULL PARALLEL TRUE/COMPLEMENT
OUTPUTS
*STD 40-PIN DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES
For more information write or phone'
Agembh.
18 AIRPORT BLVD
BROMONT. QUEBEC. CANADA
140 JOE 1L0
(514) 534-2321
TLX.: 05-267474

MITEL
Semiconductor
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form, for example, would be altered
into the more easily processed bitoriented SDLC protocol," explains
Davis.
A failure of any one processor
affects only itself, not others in the
network, he says. He acknowledges
his company is not alone in its
approach, pointing out that Fairchild Semiconductor's recent 9440
16-bit microcomputer can be used
for similar applications. But his firm
has a lead in actually designing
front-end processors into hardware,
he feels.

Data 100 moves
in with IBM appeal
The company has 35% of the
installed base of batch terminals,
estimates International Data Corp.,
the market researchers of Waltham,
Mass. That alone makes Data 100
Corp.'s entry this week into the
distributed processing market well
worth studying.
As expected, the Minneapolis
maker of Ism-compatible terminalsand peripherals continues to focus on

IBM customers. Its new system
resembles the IBM System/34, the
computer giant's newest minicomputer system geared to distributed
processing. Also in keeping with its
practice, Data 100 will sell its wares
15% to 20% below IBM'S pricing, says
Robert S. Bernstein, director of
product-line management.
Easy move. The main concern of
Data 100 is to make the move to
distributed processing easy for its
many terminal-system users. "Customers have wanted lots more functions at the terminal," says Bernstein. "They want to use high-level
languages and do file management
as well as simple data entry. The
easiest way is to add aprocessor."
•The processor that Bernstein has
in mind is essentially a minicomputer, called the Attached Applications Processor. Added to aterminal,
the model 85 gives each terminal the
processing power of alocal computer
while not tying up the host mainframe. It works with Data 100's
existing terminals, including its
model 82, introduced last year and
emulating IBM'S 3271 information
display system.
With the 82 system, users could

News briefs
Storage Technology developing advanced telecom system

Storage Technology Corp. has formed a new wholly owned subsidiary, STC
Communications Corp. of Broomfield, Colo., to develop what it calls the first
small-scale digital telephone voice multiplexer and concentrator offering
normal voice quality. Designated the COM2, the system is based on Intel
Corp.'s new 8086 16-bit microprocessor and can multiplex 31 conversations
onto 16 private lines. Available in July, COM2 configurations will be priced
typically from $60,000 to $80,000.
Siemens acquires line of floppy-disk drives
In a move aimed at broadening its computer peripherals product offering,
Siemens AG of Munich, West Germany, has acquired the flexible-disk drive
product line of General Systems International Inc. of Anaheim, Calif., for an
undisclosed amount of cash. Key products from the U. S. firm are the
FDD110, for single- or double-density storage on a removable diskette, and
the FDD200, which expands data storage to 1,600 kilobytes per diskette.
Rapicom formed to develop high-speed fax products
Rapifax Corp. of Fairfield, N. J., and its Dacom Inc. subsidiary in Santa Clara,
Calif., have been combined into a new company, Rapidcom Inc., that is to
continue development and marketing of awide range of high-speed facsimile
equipment. Based in Fairfield, the new company will continue to market the
existing product line under the Rapifax and Dacom trademarks. It also plans
to explore and develop advanced communications systems.
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What do you do
for printed circuits
ind hubrid microelectronics
when your traditional suppliers
can't meet your needs?

We tailor size, shape,
and electrical characteristics
to buyer requirements.
We are sensitive to the needs

Sometimes your traditional
suppliers are too loaded
with big orders to tool up
right away for your custom
electronics needs.
Sometimes their prices for

We make:

small or medium-sized

Single and multilayer

of our clients, and react quickly
to their problems.
We are flexible in approach,

quantities make your own
production costs too high.
Sometimes you have to wait
a long while until they're free

printed circuit boards,
hybrid microelectronics modules

highly competitive in price,
prompt in delivery.

ard microwave components.

Try Elta.

Transformers, chokes and filters.
Ali produced to customer

We're there when you nen.c1 tm%.

to handle your special design.
Elta is the solution

or military specifications.
Al* incorporating Elta's
renowned high standards —
the highest standards —
of Quality Assurance.

ELTA Electronics Industries Ltd.
A Subsidiary of
Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd.
A foundation to build on
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Ashdod, Israel: Tel: 055-31155.
Telex: ELTA IL 031807.
Cables: ELTASHDOD.
Brussels: 50, Ave des Arts. Tel: 5131455.
New York: Israel Aircraft Industries
International Inc.
50 West 23rd Street, N.Y. 10010.
Te.: (212) 620-4400.

LUè

ELTA
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National and Lambda prove
Fairchild regulators give
you more for your money.
Compare our high
current voltage
regulators to the
leading competitors.
You'll see we
come out on top
across the board.
Our unique
Hybrid technology
allows us to overcome the .imitations

3AMP, 5VOLT REGULATORS
PARAMETER
Available Peak
Current (typ)

CONDITIONS*

FAIRCHILD
SH323SC

LAMBDA**
LASI405

NATIONAL**
LM323K ..,

VIN-VouT= 10V
VINNOUT= 20 V

6A
6A

4.2 A
2.3 A

4.2 A
3.2 A

5A
2.5 A

3A
1.5 A

3A
1.5 A

Available Average VIN-VouT= 10V
Output Current(typ) VIN-VouT= 20 V
Minimum Input
Voltage (typ)

IOUT= 3A

Max Power
Dissipation
Price

_

50 W

30 W

30W

100 pieces

$5.00

$6.75

$5.35

HI-CURRENT
REM

see by this chart,one
leading competitor
doesn't even offer
the pari. And te
one that does isn't much competition.
For more details on our voltage
regulators, just contact your Fairchild
distributor or representative.
Or, for more immediate results, call
your nearest Fairchild sales office.

5AMP, 5VOLT REGULATORS PARAMETER

CONDITIONS*
VINNOUT= 10 V
VINNOUT= 20 V

7A
7A

5A
1.5 A

Available Average
Output Current (typ)

VIN-VouT= 10V
VIN-V OUT= 20 V

5A
2.5 A

5A
1.5 A

C lour= 5A

2V

2.4 V

100 pléces

$5.50

$11.25

Dropout Voltage
(tYP)
Price

France: Foi-chdd Camera 8Instrument SA., 121 Ave clalie,
750C13-Par s.
00331 584 55 66. Telex: 0042 200614.
Italy: FoirchildSemiconduttor SPA., Vio Rosellini, 12 20124
Mdano.Tel: 02 6887451. Telex 36522. Germany: Fairchild
Cornera &Ins -rument (Deutschland) GmbH. 8046 Gorching
Hockbruck. Do nlerstr. 15, Muichen. Tel: 089 320031
Telex: 52 48;31
rd. England: Fairchild Camera 8Instrument
(UK) Ltd.. 23.0 High St.. Porers Bar, Hertfordshire EN6581.1.
Tel: 0707 5111 Telex: 0051 262835. Sweden: Fairdild
Semiconductor AB. Svorlergsgotan 6, S-11620 Stockholm.
Tel: 8-449255. Telex: 17759.

FAIRCHILD
LAMBDA**
NATIONAL
µA78H05ASC LAS1905

Available Peak
Current (typ)

N
0
P
A
R
T

VouT+ 1.8 V VouT+ 2.2 V VouT+ 1.9 V

A
V
A
I
L
A
B
L
E

•"éssed upon peblehed does sheet speed. aeons

of monolithic
designs.
Which means
you get better specs at alower cost.

FAIRCHILD

How our 3Amp regula tors stack up.
Our SH323SC 3Amp, 5Volt regulator
is aperfect example of the value of applying Hybrid know-how to regulator designs.
This side-by-side comparison based
on published data sheets should leave no
doubt.
How our 5Amp regulators stack up.
Our p,A78H05ASC is anew,
enhanced 5Amp, 5Volt regulator that's
pretty much in aclass by itself. As you can
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Everything you need
making custom
4-10
Weeks

A.Concept

Review

When to go custom. When asingle
custom circuit can replace hundreds of
individual components, the benefits are
obvious. But the cost of developing that
single custom circuit is high, and only
becomes practical if the volume you will
actually use is significant. At Synertek,
the first stage in custom circuit evaluation is acost-versus-volume analysis.
Some applications, such as digital
watches, would be impossible without a
single custom circuit. In other cases, the
performance and reliability advantages
may outweigh the initial higher cost considerations. In any case, it's asimple
matter of economics. With fewer parts,
lower assembly and inventory costs,
smaller size, less weight, less heat to
dissipate, greater reliability and acompetitive edge to help build that crucial
volume requirement, savings are enormous in asuccessful custom program.

B.System

Definition

1-4
Weeks
C.
MUS

Logic
Design

D Circuit
Design

6
Weeks
I. Breadboard
Design &
Documentation

Breadboard
Fab

Getting there on time. You can't afford
to wait the normal 26 weeks development time, and then find the end product
doesn't do the job. At Synertek, we have
Our customers participate in design
meetings and are urged to attend the
periodic design reviews. A fully functional breadboard is built for each custom
circuit. Where any possible doubt is
felt about the original specifications,
the customer is urged to work with the
breadboard in his own systems for

the development stages down to a
science. We provide complete working
level interface between your product
development group and our custom
circuit specialists. Every step of the way.

to know about
circuits.
8-14
Weeks
E.
Composite

Design

6-9
Weeks
F.

Mask
Fabrication

2
Weeks

2-3
Weeks
G Water
Fabrication

H.

Test &
Assembly

Breadboard
Approval
(Customer)

alq

Which process to specify. Whichever
does the job best, and most economically.
Our standard product lines are implemented in N-Channel, P-Channel,
CMOS, Ion Implanted Silicon Gate with
or without Depletion Loads. All are
available now for your custom circuit
from Synertek.

441111116.
lands-on review by his own product
ievelopment and marketing people.
To date, we've produced over 200
:ustom circuits for advanced electronic
iroducts covering an incredible array
>f applications. Our record of deliverig on time, in specification, is excellent.
Ve will gladly provide customer refermces on request.

Prototype
Shipment

It's your circuit, and your circuit alone.
You need that confidence. And Synertek
provides it. Our expertise is in MOS
circuitry. We guarantee the proprietary
nature of your Synertek custom circuit.
How we do it. We possess one of the
outstanding custom circuit groups in the
country, and one of the very few completely dedicated to custom work. Our

custom group draws on resources and
experience gained in producing a
tremendous volume of standard MOS
circuits and duplicates every facility and
resource applied to our standard line.
In spec, in production, at the right price.
Synertek, 3001 Stender Way, Santa
Clara, California 95051. (408) 988-5600.
Call collect and give your immediate
requirements to Frank Rittiman, Custom
Circuits Product Manager.

Synertek
3001 Stender Way
Santa Clara, California 95051
I'm interested:
El Please send me your Custom
Capabilities brochure for an in-depth
look at Synertek's facilities, capabilities, and more.
El Attached is aschematic with specifications.We anticipate avolume
of
first year and
second year.
Package requirements are
Name
Title
Company
Street
City
State/Zip
Phone
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EDUARD RHEIN
PRIZE 1978
US 50.000 FOR
TELEVISION RESEARCH
In agreement with the Advisory
Council of the Eduard Rhein Foundation,
the Board of Governors has issued the
following guidelines for the Eduard Rhein
Prize 1978:

1.

The Eduard Rhein Prize is awarded
each year for outstanding achievement in
furthering television technology.
The special topic for the Eduard
Rhein Prize 1978 is:
asignificant contribution to the
improvement in the performance of the
total television system (picture quality or
capability) that can be appreciated by
the general viewer. This contribution can
be both the improvement or development
within the scope of present television or
pointed to the future.

2.

The Eduard Rhein Prize 1978 is
endowed with DM 100.000,-- (approx.
US $50.000) at time of going to press.
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Applicants for the Eduard Rhein Prize
1978 may only be put forward by experts,
organizations or institutions actively
engaged in televis'on research. Papers
may be submitted from anywhere in the
world.

a) Closing date for entries (date of
postmark) is 15 August1978.
b) Applications to be addressed to
the Board of Governors, Eduard Rhein
Foundation, Kloepperstieg 3, 2000 Hamburg 67, Federal Republic of Germany.
cl Applications may be: research
report, internal laboratory report, paper
submitted for publication, already
published paper.

al The applications must be in
German or English.
b) Papers must be submitted with six
copies and must be typewritten or printed.
cl Papers should not exceed 30
typewritten pages. If the contents call for
lengthier explanation, enclose asummary
of no more than 20 typewritten pages.
Each paper must also be accompanied
by asummary of no more than one type-

written page clearly stating the essential
results of the research.
d) Applicants must also enclose a
brief curriculum vitae of their scientific or
engineering career.

6.

The Board of Governors of the
Eduard Rhein Foundation will decide
upon the awarding of the Prize following
the recommendations by the Advisory
Council.
The decision is final and cannot be
contested in law.

For the complete guidelines and
rules applying to the Prize, write to the
Board of Governors, Eduard Rhein
Foundation, Kloepperstieg 3, 2000 Ham
burg 67, Federal Republic of Germany.
The members of the Advisory Couni
of the Eduard Rhein Foundation are:
Prof. Dr. Ing. E.h. Walter Bruch (Chairmar
Hannover;James Hillier, Princeton, N. J.
Joseph Polonsky, Paris ;Prof. Karl Tetzner
Munich ;Dr. Frederik W. de Vrijer, Eindhoven.
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Washington newsletter
Solar satellites get
new lobby to push

Solar-power satellites have their first lobby, agroup formed by 25 major
U. S. industrial and scientific organizations. The group's first target is
passage of H. R. 10601 to create an SPS research and demonstration

for demonstration

program with an initial appropriation of $25 million in fiscal 1979
[Electronics, Feb. 16, p. 60]. Called the Sunsat Energy Council, the
nonprofit group is headed by Peter E. Glaser, vice president of Arthur D.
Little Inc., Cambridge, Mass., who first advanced the solar-power satellite
concept. Ten of the 15 council directors are key executives in the aerospace
and electronics industries. Its Washington counsel is the law firm headed
by former Sen. Frank E. Moss, the Utah Democrat who was chairman of
the Aeronautics and Space Sciences Committee.

Cincinnati, ITT

The Army has named two finalists in its proposed $1.3 billion program to
develop and produce the next generation of battlefield radios for use by all
U. S. military services and possibly by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Under 40-month contracts awarded to Cincinnati Electronics
Corp. ($6.4 million) and ITT ($5.4 million), each company will build 43
prototypes of the jam-resistant, automatic frequency-hopping radios,
called Singcars V for single-channel ground and airborne radio system.
Losers in the competition were GTE Sylvania Inc. and ajoint proposal by
RCA Corp. and Britain's Racal Tacticom.

named finalists
for Singcars radio

U. S. consumer
imports up 23°/o
to $3.6 billion

New EIA unit
for fiber o tics
headed by Wilson
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U. S. consumer electronics imports climbed 23% to nearly $3.6 billion last
year, with Japan's share of more than $2 billion accounting for more than
half the total. At the same time, American exports dropped 7% from the
1976 level to $463 million. These changes increased the 1977 consumer
electronics trade deficit by 29% over 1976, according to Commerce
Department figures.
Separate data from the Electronic Industries Association of Japan
indicates that 1977 U. S. imports of Japanese consumer electronics alone
accounted for 8.7% of that nation's total electronics production in all
categories for the year. The EIA-J estimates that Japan's 1978 electronics
output will rise more than 7% from last year to $25.17 billion despite a
forecast 4.5% drop in color TV production. That results primarily from the
Orderly Marketing Agreement between the U. S. and Japan, reached last
year, which puts a ceiling on such shipments to America. Commerce
Department figures for 1977 imports show TV receivers, chassis, and
tuners totaled $1.13 billion, up 23% from 1976, while radios, excluding
citizens' band, rose 17% to $729 million. Microphones, amplifiers, speakers, and parts accounted for $285 million, up 40%.

The expanding use of fiber optics has prompted the formation of a new
subdivision for companies in the field within the Electronic Industries
Association's Parts division. Leroy Wilson of Corning Glass Works and
ITT Cannon's William O'Hirok have been named chairman and vice
chairman, respectively, of the new subdivision. IBM Corp.'s Philip Dann
will become chairman of the newly organized fiber optics committee. The
EIA'S interest in fiber optics previously was limited to a section of the
electromechanical devices subdivision and an engineering committee
working group.
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Postal Service hit
on electronic mail
test plans

CB price hikes
follow increase
in tariff to 21%

FCC ban on
linear amps takes
effect April 28

Competition scores
Inmarsat proposals
favoring Comsat
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An $895,000 noncompetitive award to Communications Satellite Corp. by
the U. S. Postal Service for the first international test of electronic mail
next year is drawing fire from industry and members of Congress. Critics
of the month-long test scheduled for next February are concerned that
Comsat's selection was based on an unsolicited proposal and that the
Postal Service's legal monopoly on mail service may impinge on the
market's development by private services. Postmaster General William
Bolger says asubsequent year-long trial of the new service under the $2
million program will be put out for competitive bids if the Comsat test
using Intelsat IV-A's 6,000 circuits is successful.

Domestic citizens' band radio manufacturers are raising prices. Their
action follows President Carter's one-year increase in tariffs to 21% from
6% on all CB imports except hand-held models. If approved by Congress as
expected, the duty will drop back in the second year to 18%, declining to
15% in the third, and then return to 6%. While the higher tariffs are well
below the 36% rate recommended by a divided International Trade
Commission [Electronics, Feb. 2, p. 57] and the 50% level sought by
industry, company representatives in Washington say they are satisfied.
Since the commission's recommendation, the decline in the value of the
dollar relative to Japan's yen in the world money market will make CB
imports from Japan more costly. The addition of higher tariffs will make it
possible for U. S. makers to raise prices from present depressed levels and
still hold a competitive advantage over imports, which captured 95% of
last year's market for 8.1 million radios.

The production, importation, and sale of linear amplifiers operating in the
24-to-25-MHz band and used to illegally raise citizens' band radio power
levels has been banned as of April 28 by the Federal Communications
Commission. At the same time, the FCC Says any amplifiers able to operate
below 144 MHZ also will be subject to a marketing ban unless specific
models produced before the cutoff date have been type-accepted by the
FCC'S Laboratory division and proven unable to operate, even with "minor
modification," at 24 and 25 MHZ. The FCC says its action comes after a
study showing that use of linear amplifiers by ceers was responsible for
46% of the complaints of interference with reception of TV and other
home entertainment signals.

Proposals to name Communications Satellite Corp. as the sole "designated
entity" for U. S. participation in the new international maritime satellite
organization called Inmarsat are meeting strong opposition in Congress
from other maritime carriers and at the FCC. Early April testimony before
the House Communications subcommittee on H. R. 11209—a bill that
would give Comsat a U. S. monopoly on provision of maritime satellite
services —generated opposition from such carriers as in' World Communications Inc. Senior vice president and counsel Howard White typified
the opposition, which saw no reason for favoring Comsat and proposed
amendments that would permit participation by other carriers.
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*Only Sprague can supply dual and quad
1.75A, 50/80V Darlington Switches
Sprague Series ULN-2060 and ULN-2070 offer the highest
power ratings available. They are 1.75 amp 50/80 volt Darlington
switches and have guaranteed LVCE (SUS) minimums of 35/50
volts. No other IC manufacturer offers voltage-current combinations of this magnitude.
A pioneer in both high-curent interface and copper alloy DIP
lead frames, Sprague possesses extensive experience with
plastic DI Ps which offer greatly improved thermal characteristics.
All quad switches in this series utilize the webbed-pin "B" DIP
package. Lower thermal resistance ratings offer increased device
limits, reduced junction temperatures, and improved reliability.
Many high-power interface problems are simplified and solved

with Sprague Darlington Switches. Typical uses include interface with solenoids, relays, motors (dc and stepping), LEDs
(MUXed numeric or matrix), lamps, and other applications in
search of 1.5 A IC hardware
For application engineering assistance, write or call George
Tully or Paul Emerald, Semiconductor Division, Sprague Electric Company, 115 Northeast Cutoff, VVorcestef, Mass. 01606.
Tel. 617/853-5000.
For Engineering Bulletin 293054 and VVR-172 'Quick Guide to
Interface Circuits', write to: Technical Literature Service,
Sprague Electric Company, 35 Marshall Street, North Adams,
Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE WORLD TRADE CORPORATION •18 CHEMIN FRANÇOIS-LEHMANN •1218 GENEVA SWITZERLAND
SALES GEELCES AUSTRIA: ELBATEX GMBH, MEN. TEL 02:2-869 ,58 BENELUX: SPRAGUE BENELUX. RONSE. TEL 055.215302 DENMARK:
SENTICAP KOBENHAYN. TEL 01.221510
FINLAND: FIELD OY HELSINKI TEL 90•6922577
FRANCE: SPRAGUE FRANCE SARL BAGNEUX.
TEL 01.6551919 GERMANY: SPRAGUE ELEKTRONIK GEARS FRANKFURT TEL 0611.439407 GAZÉCE: EMITRON SW ATHINAL TEL 021.3242188
IRAN: uN1TEC CO LTD. TEm.. TEL 021•66.5782 ISRAEL: 9ACOM ELECTRONICS CO LTD. TEL 855K TEL 03.453151 ITALY: SPRAGUE ITALIANA
SPA. emtANo. TEL 02.479121 NORWAY: REPRO TEKNISK A'S OSLO. TEL 02.300286 POFITUCIAL: DETRAE' COMPONENTES E ELECTRONIC&
LDA.LISBOA TEL 0•9.‘5313 $OUTH AFRICA: ALLIED ELTR,C (PTY: LTD. DuNSWART. TEL 52.8232 SPAIN: DANCFL SA. SAN SEBASTIAN.
TEL 583.362085
MADDEN: INTERELKO AR ENSKEIX. TEL 06-492505
SWITZERLAND: TEUON AG. ZURICH. tEL 01.549911
TURKEY:
KAPMAN KOMANDIT. ISTANBUL TEL 457625 UNDID KINGDOM: SPRAGUE ELECTRIC (UK) LTD. WEST DRAYTON. TEL 44627 YUGOSLAVIA:
BELRAM SA, BRUXELLES. TEL 02.7342619

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

a

General
luable
subsidiary

... and you thought we only make great capacitors.
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SIEMENS

So many parts to reliably
interconnect two thyristors?

More than 30 parts made
from twelve different materials —
these are the constluents
of a ready-to-install THYodul ,
a twin -thyristor module from
Siemens. Of course, two thyristors
can be interconnected in a less
complex manner, but THYoduls
make the design of space-saving
converters a good ceal simpler
and more economic:

• The module is extremely
compact and fully insulated,
it can be installed without
additional insulation parts.
• A copper bar carrying no
voltage provides for optimum
heat dissipation and guarantees
permanently problem-free
screw-mountrig.
• The proven pressure contacting
ersures abso ute reliability;
thermal stresses at contact
points, as are customarily
associated with .
,•hanging loads,
no longer pose any problems.

THYoduls from Siemens
are available for fully and
half-controlled and forcedcommutated converter circuits,
for currents up to 2 x 75 A and
peak off-state voltages up to
1650 V. And at a price that will
soon dispell any thoughts you
may have of designing your
own devices.

THYodul from Siemens
the new compact module for converters
Circle 255 on reader service card

RCA. Newsmaker in Linear.
New A/D makes low-cost
readout as easyas
Our new CA3162 Ato D
converter lowers the cost of
three-digit readout. So you can go
digital in more places. Or in new
places. Our new driver (CA3161)
and our circuit layout make it easy
as well as economical.
Super accurate A/D
Converter.
Our CA3162 uses dual
slope integration, which means
high noise rejection. Freedom
from long-term drift and changes
due to temperature. It has an ultra-stable on-chip bandgap reference. Onchip clock. And much more.
Companion driver IC.
The CA3161 BCD to 7-Segment Decoder from RCA has a25 mA
current per LED segment for brighter, larger displays.
Circuit board layout.
The whole circuit design is right there, ready for you to
-&-"«!
drop in the actual components for acomplete 3-digit readout.
Send for our new brochure on the 3162 A to D system.
For more information, contact your local RCA Solid State distributor.
Or contact RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville, N.J.; Sunbury-on
Thames, Middlesex, England; Quickborn 2085, W. Germany; Ste. Anne-deBellevue, Quebec, Canada; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Tokyo, Japan.

RCA Linear IC experience is working for you.

RCA
Circle 64 on reader service can

International newsletter
China plans research
in microelectronics
and computers .

... with satellites
and lasers also due
for development

Magnetofluids appear
in full range of
German loudspeakers

B120 pushes work
on codec modulator
and new exchanges
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Microelectronics and computer technology are to be important parts of an
ambitious eight-year program for scientific research unveiled recently in
Peking. The country hopes to make "a breakthrough in the technology of
ultra-large-scale integrated circuits" and to create "a comparatively
advanced force in research in computer science and build a fair-sized
modern computer industry" by 1985, the minister of the state science and
technology commission, Fang Yi, told the first national science conference
since the 1950s. He said China must lose no time in mastering large-scale
lc production and must make extensive use of microcomputers. China is
known to have budding electronics industries [Electronics, March 3, 1977,
p. 78], which clearly will be given a big role in the country's major
economic development program announced in February.

Also announced at the Peking science conference was anew space program
that calls for research in satellites, space laboratories, space probes, and
basic science. Fang Yi, awell-known scientist in his own right, called for
the "study and manufacture of a variety of scientific and applied
satellites." China has launched and brought back on target at least three
satellites, but Western observers believe that country's scientists cannot yet
retrieve satellite data electronically, as do Russia and the U. S. The
conference also heard that a big push will be made in lasers, a field
intimately connected with China's high-energy physics research that is a
keystone of the eight-year plan. Laser-induced nuclear fission is listed as a
research target, along with development of new types of lasers and study of
new mechanisms of laser generation and of optical-fiber communication.

AEG-Telefunken is about to introduce a family of loudspeaker systems
whose tweeter and woofer portions operate with magnetofluids between
the poles of the speaker's permanent magnet. The new series consists of the
75-w TLX1, on the market since February, and the 120-w TLX2 and the
200-w TLX3 to come this month. Basically liquids containing minute
iron-oxide particles, magnetofluids can improve a hundredfold the
magnetic conductivity of the gap in which the coil vibrates. This makes
for notes of higher fidelity and brilliance than can be obtained with
conventional speakers. What's more, the fluid acts like adamper, thereby
reducing ringing effects and hence signal distortion. Prices for the new
loudspeakers are about the same as for conventional versions.

The British Post Office is letting acontract to Ferranti Semiconductors for
development of a delta-sigma modulator microcircuit to be teamed with
the BPO'S single-channel coder-decoder chip. The resulting two-chip unit
will be first used in the BPo-developed CDSS 1(customer digital switching
system number 1). This 100-line all-digital microprocessor-controlled
exchange is to be manufactured by Plessey and General Electric Co., with
preproduction models slated for this year. The all-digital codec chip is to
be made by Ferranti and General Instrument Microelectronics Ltd. (see
p. 77), and the new modulator will work with the bipolar Ferranti version
and the mos model from GIM.
The BP° also says it will place first production orders for its longawaited System X digital main exchange before the year's end with GEC
Telecommunications, Plessey Telecommunications, and Standard Tele-
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phones & Cables Ltd. These first trunk, junction, and local exchanges are
slated to be operational before the end of 1981, months earlier than
scheduled. While the BP° will eventually buy $400 million worth ayear,
System X also carries British hopes for major export sales.
Swiss joint venture
to turn out
semi-custom chips

France ready on
bipolar aid ,but
M OS pacts unsettled

Toshiba offers
home video camera
for less than $1,000

Addenda
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Complementary-mos semi-custom chips will be coming from aSwiss joint
venture established by Heuer-Leonidas SA of Bienne and Eurosil GmbH of
Munich. The wafers and the technology will come from Eurosil, with
Heuer setting up an end-processing facility. The chips will be sold all over
Europe, and instrument makers are expected to be major customers. The
new firm, Heuer Micro-Technik AG, is 60% owned by Heuer, which
specializes in production of stop watches, chronographs, and other timemeasuring devices. The rest is owned by Eurosil, amajor manufacturer of
integrated devices for timepieces.

Although the French government has made up its mind what to do on
bipolar technology in its five-year $130 m illi on lc pl
an, i
t st ill i
s h
av i
ng
trouble putting together the essential mos side. It is ready to sign bipolar
agreements with Thomson-csF and RTC, the Philips group's major components-producing unit in France. These pacts would help pay for development of mostly linears and fast microprocessors at Thomson and fast logic
circuits at RTC. Still unsettled are the teamings in the two MOs-making
firms that the government wants to set up. For custom circuits, Thomson
and EFCIS presumably will join forces, possibly with an American partner.
For standard circuits, the government hopes to persuade a major U. S.
firm to take a minority position in a new company whose French
shareholders chiefly would be equipment makers.

The $1,000 barrier on color video cameras for the home is no more:
Toshiba is selling its new model for abasic price of around $985 in Japan.
Designed to work with the video cassette recorders of many manufacturers, the 1K-1300 features an improved stripe filter integrated into the
single pickup tube and two camera-tube Ics, one for the synchronization
generator and one for the color-processing amplifier.

Ferranti Semiconductors is doubling the complexity of its semi-custom
Uncommitted Logic Array from 225 cells, each roughly equivalent to 11
2
/
gates, to 484. It will be offering arange of performances corresponding to
high-speed, medium-speed, and low-power Schottky-TTL devices. ...Signetics, the Sunnyvale, Calif., subsidiary of Philips, is planning another offshore plant. To be near Manila, the facility will eventually
turn out some 45 million Ics ayear for export to the U. S., Thailand, and
Western Europe, but with perhaps as much as 15% of the output staying in
the Philipines. ...In Greenock, Scotland, National Semiconductor has
finished acrash program to rebuild its diffusion and assembly operation,
which burned to the ground ayear ago. There are three production lines,
for mos, bipolar, digital and linear circuits, all on 4-in. wafers. ...The
move from discrete-component to surface-acoustic wave filters is gaining
momentum: Thorn Industries, Britain's largest Tv-set maker is readying
new models with SAW filter sections from Plessey and Mullard.
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New AM/FM signal generator
for long -medium -shortwave
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1978 will see SSB introduced on
a wide scale for international
maritime and aeronautical radio,
meaning high demands on the
purity and stability of the signals
used in testing the equipment
— and making the SMLH the ideal
signal source for producers of
and workshops servicing marine
and aero radio sets, HF direction
finders, antennas and amplifiers.

SE-SEKIDE

S,GNAL-GENERATOR

10 kHz

43M.

The SMLH covering 10 kHz to 40 MHz
is aprecision generator offering optimal
price/performance, high spectral purity
and frequency stability plus excellent
modulation characteristics. Expandable
to apower signal generator and power
sweeper, its output ranges from 0.05 iV
through 10 V.
The SMLH is economical and easy to
opera:e — use it for all measurements

spacings. A 6-digit counter shows the
output frequency with maximum resolution of 1 Hz. Its high output voltage
makes the SMLH an obvious choice
for multisignal measurements and for
checking very high intermodulation
margins. IM is 50 dB down in multitone
AM.

drift — typically 25 Hz/5 min after onehour warmup — and linear frequency

Options (simply add on without any
trimming):
crystal oscillator for higher counter
accuracy (2 x10 6/year), 2-W amplifier
for boosting the output power, sweep
oscillator covering 100 kHz through
40 MHz, overload protection.

response (±0.2 dB) enable measurements on highly selective filters and
receivers working on narrow channel

For more information quote
SMLH AM/FM signal generator

on active and passive components, subassemblies and whole units. With its
negligible AM distortion it's just right for
measuring receivers. The low frequency

Rohde & Schwarz
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 München 80
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Electronic Measurements and
Radio Communications. Development,
manufacture, sales and service.
Known for "electronic precision".
Independent concern (establ. 1933),
represented in 80 countries.

ROHDE&SCHWARZ

Circle 65 on reader service card

Its new line of synthesizers

from 50 Hz to I.2 GHz
all IEEE bus 488 compatible
THE SERIE 2000
Includes three frequency and level generators, covering the
range 50 Hz/18.6 MHz with various output impedances and
heterodyne frequencies for selective measurements.

THE
Two
with
with

SERIE 3000
versions, from 300 Hz to 60 MHz, one general purposes
AM/FM modulation, the other for system application
programmable frequency and level.

THE SERIE 3100
Very low and low frequency applications, from 0,01 Hz to
200 kHz for structure vibration tests, N.M.R., stimuli generator,
provided with wired options such as high resolution
programmable phase shift, wobulation, programmable
attenuation.

THE SERIE 6000
Universal serie covering with three output plug-in units, arange
of 300 Hz/1.2 GHz fully programmable, frequency, level,
search, AM-FM-PM modulation.

ADRET ELECTRONIQUE
12, AVENUE VLADIMIR KOMAROV •78192 TRAPPES CEDEX FRANCE •TELEX ADREL 697821 F
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Voice-recognition unit
for data processing
can handle 120 words
With three microprocessors,
Japanese terminal permits
auser input of five words
at atime without pause
Speaking a few words needs no
special skill, unlike dancing one's
fingers rapidly across a keyboard, so
voice-recognition units appeal to
industrial and commercial users of
computers and other data-processing
equipment. One that shows how
their manufacturers are beginning to
take advantage of microelectronics is
the new Voice Data-Input Terminal
that Nippon Electric Co. will put on
sale in September.
The first such Japanese unit, the
three-processor terminal can recognize as many as 120 words, spoken
without pause in groups of up to 5
words. Most systems now on the
market recognize only one word at a
time and in standard form have
capacities to recognize considerably
fewer words.
While voice-recognition units have
been on the market for a while, it is
only recently that they have begun to
incorporate microprocessors. One of
the U. S. leaders in the field, Threshold Technology Inc. of DeIran, N. J.,
has been using the LSI-11 16-bit
microcomputer in its models for
some time [Electronics, July 22,
1976, p. 8]. Such units are selfcontained, requiring no programming of voice-associated functions in
a mainframe or host minicomputer,
points out E. Joseph Simmons Jr.,
marketing vice president for Threshold. Like the Japanese unit, the New
Jersey firm's model 600 can recog-
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nize groups of words without pause.
The NEC voice-recognition system
includes avoice analyzer, areference
pattern memory, and three microprocessors performing programming,
input/output, and control functions
(see diagram below). The voice
analyzer, which is composed of
nonrecursive digital filters, breaks
down incoming speech between 120
and 5,900 hertz into 16 separate
channels.
rn for matching. The patternmatching processor, a high-speed
bipolar assemblage of mostly transistor-transistor-logic devices,
matches patterns of incoming speech

with those in the reference pattern
memory. Its programming is considered dynamic because it can be
changed by the control processor, for
example to modify the time scale.
The vo processor is the interface
between the voice-recognition system and the remote-control units
that serve two operator positions. It
also handles the input from the tape
reader that provides the words to be
stored in the pattern memory, and it
can handle the interfacing with the
optional floppy disk and miniprinter.
It is NEC'S version of the 8080A
processor, the itcom-8.
A high-speed 16-bit bipolar micro-

CHANNEL 1

HAND
SWITCH
MICROPHONE
1

VOICE-RECOGNITION

REMOTECONTROL
UNIT

HIGH-SPEED
MICROPROCESSOR

VOICE
ANALYZER

DISPLAY
INPUT/
OUTPUT
MICROPROCESSOR

CHANNEL 2

PATTERNMATCHING
MICROPROCESSOR

.11111111.

D

REFERENCE
PATTERN
MEMORY

MICROPHONE
2

RECOGNITION
OUTPUT
MINI PRINTER
OPTIONS
FLOPPY DISK

Well-equipped. NEC's voice-recognition unit includes a bipolar processor for patternmatching programming, an 8080A type for I/O duties, and abipolar control processor.
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synthesis... in bottles
The reproducibility of processes in the manufacture of semi-conductors
depends upon the pure chemical products having constant properties.
Rhône-Poulenc, being itself aproducer of the base molecules,
controls all the stages product development
and thus ensures constant quality
• ACS and MOS acids and mixtures
• ACS and MOS solvents
• products for epitaxy
• mineral products of high printy

firm _
ass

like to receive information on the pure products for use in electronics.

e-poulenc

(CF /PSP) 21, rue J. Goujon F. 75360 PARIS CEDEX 08 Tél. (1) 256.40.00

From

iemens

rhóne-poulenc
Circle 256 on reader service card

Circle 275 on reader service card
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tenuator, and adding read-ins.
The frequency may be keyed to
seven digits or set manually, and the
level is displayed on a 3'/2-digit
readout or an analog meter scaled to
0.6 decibel. When fitted with the
optional general-purpose instrument
bus, both instruments are fully
programmable, thus allowing keyboard entry for automatic frequency
stepping and level incrementing over
selected ranges.
For troubleshooting digital lines,
HP'S South Queensferry, Scotland,
production unit has come up with an
instrument that can be used to
measure level, phase jitter, weighted
noise, noise with tone, and frequency
shift, as well as three-level impulse
noise, phase hits, gain hits and
dropout transients.
Data-line analysis. Versions of
their 3771A data-line analyzer have
been developed for can' and Bell
standards. They can be used as
stand-alone test instruments or as
part of an automatic test system,
controlled externally via the HP
interface bus. The 3771A is a

companion instrument to the 3770A
amplitude-delay distortion analyzer
and the 3770B telephone-line analyzer, which are used for routine line
measurements and for characterizing aline before equalization.
A receiver. Typifying the new
generation of communications receivers is Redifon Telecommunications Ltd.'s R1000, which bowed at
the show. The London firm's new
offering uses frequency-synthesis
techniques over a range of 15 kilohertz to 30 MHz.
To meet a growing requirement
for simple operation, channel selection and service mode—including
continuous wave, a-m, upper sideband, and lower sideband — can be
made by illuminated push buttons,
as can the choice of bandwidths
between 0.3 and 8 kHz. Alternatively, the frequency can be set by a
flywheel tuning control.
The 20-channel c-mos memory
permits frequency, service, and
bandwidth data to be stored for 19
stations while the 20th holds the
channel in use.

France

Broadcast switching matrix/automatic mixer,
uses MOS logic for up to 10,000 connections
Controlling the variety of inputs that
make up the final modulation fed to
the transmitter for aradio broadcast
is tricky enough. Yet, while broadcast engineers mix the inputs and
fade them in and out, they must ship
signals to a number of other
places— for example, broadcast signal to the transmitter and warning of
an impending switchover to a live
studio feed to the personnel there.
Fortunately for the harried engineer, there are several electronic aids
to ease his job, one of the latest
being a modular frequency-switching matrix designed by Télédiffusion
de France, the government agency
that handles the technical side of
broadcasting. Built of analog metaloxide-semiconductor switches controlled by digital signals from cornplementary-mos logic, the matrix is
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combined with an automatic mixer.
Designated the SN3300 by the
firm, the system can offer
switching matrixes of as many as
100 by 100 points. The 10,000
connections would suffice for all but
the largest central studios while
limiting operator-addressing effort
to four digits: two for the input and
two for the output. Paris-based TDF
says the system is less costly and
complicated than a computer-aided
switching and programming system.
With the new system, the operator
retains complete control of what is
going on without having to know
about computer operations—despite
the enormous number of permutations available. Also, no computer
programming knowledge is necessary to give it instructions.
The module that is the basis for

the switching matrix has 10 inputs
and atriple output. The triple output
furnishes signals for the outgoing
broadcast, for an additional transmission of that broadcast to the
studio, and for remote-control operations— for example, switching on
the red light in the on-the-air studio.
Each module is made up of analog
mos circuits (MEM855P), which
are switched on selectively by binary-coded-decimal signals that come
from adigital control.
The control unit decodes the operator's keyboard inputs and applies
the resulting signals to a logic unit.
Composed mostly of 4000-series
c-mos packages, the logic unit in
turn controls the switching modules.
It also controls the automatic mixer,
which is built around voltagecontrolled amplifiers, one for each of
the two input channels. The voltage
ramps that fade out one channel
while bringing up the second can be
programmed for rise and fall times
of 0.2, 1, 2, or 4seconds.
Three modes. The operator can
punch in switching instructions as
they are needed. Also, he can put
switching sequences into a randomaccess memory. Then he can call up
the sequences with the keyboard, or
he can instruct the control unit's
quartz clock to automatically trigger
them at designated times.
The big advantages of the mos
technology over relay switching and
other methods are reliability, low
power consumption, and high immunity to noise, say the TDF engineers. The signal-to-noise ratio is
above 88 decibels, while power
consumption at 50/60 milliamperes
is reckoned to be some 20 times less
than, say, that of transistor-transistor logic. The relative slowness of
mos is no disadvantage because
there is no need for submicrosecond
switching. Maximum switching time
is less than 2 µs; crosstalk attenuation is about 100 dB.
The first SN3300 went live last
month on France-Culture, one of the
country's four official radio networks. Though developed by TDF,
the new system is being built and
sold by SAF (Société Artistique
Française) of Paris.
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the difference is that it measures amplitude
against frequency (instead of time). This comparatively
small change has led to our instrument being called a
"Spectrum Analyser" which, in turn, has caused
oscilloscope users to believe it's for acomplete), different
job, "they are complicated things used only by boffins
and people concerned with light waves or something".
But — excuse us — that's
where they're wrong. Our TF 2370
is easier to use than many
oscilloscopes, it has afrequency
range from 30 Hz to 110 MHz and
gives much, much more information
about waveforms of nearly all types
than does a'scope. And it has a
built-in digital frequency meter and
sweep (tracking) generator of its
own so you can check amplifiers
and filters too.

measure hum, distortion, modulation depth and all
sorts of things to an accuracy impossible on a'scope —
even on signals which 'scopes show as being 'pure'.
Our special digital store and television display
system gives you asteady 'infinite persistance' picture on
which you may also compare your ideal waveform with
your actual live image. The graticule
is electronically generated — so no
parallax errors — and you can move
it up and down, or sideways, or
expard it, all at the twist of aknob
or two.
Whether you are involved in
design, production, calibration,
ma ,ntenance or indeed virtually any
application where oscilloscopes are
used, you will find tnat the TF 2370
Spectrum Analyser will provide a
faster, easier, more informative and
accurate answer to nearly all your
questions.

Signals are displayed with the
fundamental, harmonics, sidebands
and spurious content all clearly
indicated and quite distinct from
each other. You can see the
waveform as it really is and

mi

If you're still asceptic ask us
for literature or, better still, ring
us for ademonstration.

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS

Marconi Instruments Limited •Longacres •St. Albans •Hertfordshire •England AL4 OJN -Tel: (0727) 59292 •Telex: 23350
Marconi Electronics Inc •100 Stonehurst Court •Northvale New Jersey 07647 USA Tel: (201) 767-7250 Twx: 710-991-9752
Marconi Instruments •32 avenue des Ecoles •91600 Savigny-Sur-Orge France Tél: 996.03.86. •Télex: 600541.F
Marconi Messtechnik GmbH •8000 München 21 Jitirgst-asse 74 •West Germany . Tel: (089) 58 20 41
A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
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Eurocarcl
Qua ity connectors from a
big connector user

F068-I 2,54 mm 2Aat 20°C IEC 130-14 /DIN 41612 /VG 95324
3-row body

2-row body

As abi.g connector user, Philips have
long recognised the need for International, interconnection standards.
But as auser, we also recognise that
there's more to aconnector than the
male

f,mdle

male

number of
contacts

1x32

2x 32

1x32

2x32

2x16

2x32

pitch (mm)

2,54

2,54

2.54

2.54

5,08

2.54

2.54

5,08

5.08

row spacing
(mm)

-

2,54

-

straight wire wrap pins

3x32

2x16

2x32

3x32

2,54

5,08

2,54

2,54

2,54

5,08

5,08

2,54
•

à‘'3 999,

90 dip solder pins
straight dipsolder pins

solder tags

dimensions and format of the Eurocard
system.
In connectors there's avital parameter
called quality. So don't look just to
DIN and IEC, look also for asupplier
who can meet the critical, German
Military (VG) standards. Because even
if you don't need these high-quality
standards, it's important to know that
your connectors were made to
the same quality levels, on the same
equipment, by the same people.
People like Philips.

A comprehensive range
As illustrated in the table above,
Eurocard connectors are available in
two series for 2A and 5,5A applications and in 2-row, 3-row and 4-row
configurations. The series are designated F068-land F068-11 respectively

90 °wirewrap pins
* available with protruding ground contacts
A available to German MIL Spec VG 95324

and are available with awide range
of accessories.

Contacts and terminations
The main specification points are
given in the table below. In addition it
should be noted that F068-I male
connectors with dip -solder pins and
all male F068-1I connectors can be
supplied with protruding earth
contacts. Use of these contacts ensures
that electrostatic effects do not
damage sensitive components, such
as some IC types, when the connector
halves are separated.

F068-I

material for metal parts
contact finish (gold on nickel)
IECand DIN:
nickel
gold
VG 95324:
nickel
gold
termination finish.
reinforced contacts
non -reinforced contacts
removable contacts
mechanical endurance

PHILIPS

2E

F068-11

male

female

male

female

brass

phos. bronze

brass

phos. bronze

2pm
1,3 pm
2pm
2,5 pm

2pm
1,3 pm
2pm
3pm

3pm
1pm
-

2pm
2pm
-

gold lash
on 1pm nickel

6pm tinned

no
yes
no
no
400 insertions: IEC 512-5
500 insertions: VG 95324

yes
yes
no
yes
400 insertions: IEC 512-5

Above, male F068-11 connectors on singleand double-format Eurocards for mating
with female connectors with wire-wrap pins
Below, male F068-1 connectors mate with
female connectors having either wire-wrap
or dip -solder pins.

Electronic
Components
and Materials
Electronics/April 13
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Connectors
F068-11 5,08 nun 5,5 A at 20°C IEC 130-1 /DIN 41612
3-row body

'

4-row body

the male connectors
will only mate with females
having the same code. A set
of coding parts is available for this
purpose.

---.'-'-.
..---•
...----•
..-..--„...4....
.....e
....

male

female

male

female

2x16

3x16

2x16

3x16

4x16

4x16

pitch (mm)

5,08

5,08

5,08

5,08

5,08

5,08

row spacing
(nanU

5,08

5,08

5,08

5,08

5,08

5,08

number of
contacts

straight wirewrap pins

90 -dipsolder pins

IIIIIrF
111,1M.
i

straight dipsolder pins

Testing sometimes requires that
temporary connections be made to
the wire-wrap pins of rack-mounted
female F068-1 connectors. As shown
below,a set of parts is available for this
purpose.

all connectors use even numbered pins only
all male connectors available with protruding ground contacts.
all female connectors available with reinforced contacts.

All female F068-1I connectors are
supplied with contacts reinforced by
metal springs. This ensures reliable
operation under severe conditions
such as vibration.

Accessories

Above, male F068-11 connector on single format Eurocard for mating with female
connector having dip-solder pins.
Below, male F068-I connector with rightangled wire-wrap pins to obviate the use of
intermediate pins.

A comprehensive range of accessories
is available including cable hoods for
use with both male and female F068-1
connectors. The hoods are manufactured in two parts and are provided
with acable clamp and three cable
entry positions, which allow cable
feedthrough.
Three basic connections
can be made: cable to
panel-mounted male
connector; cable to
cable and cable to
board-edge male
connector. The
illustration above
shows acable to
rack-mounted
female connector via an extender board.
The F068-1
connectors can
also be coded so that

A useful accessory for the F068-11
series is the simple tool that allows the
pins to be removed from the male
connector. This can be used, for
example, to relocate a
protruding earth contact.

For adetailed brochure on
the F068 interconnection
system and our manufacturing facilities please use
the Reader Service Number
below.
Philips Industries, Electronic
Components and Materials Division,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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ollieettiinip 10
non impact printer
SOLE AGENT: SIME BRONDI P.O. Box 344,10100 Torio- Itály -Tel. 011 /800.5630/5654/4616, telex 22466 Brondi
+I
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOLE IMPORTERS IN THE MAIN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

COMPACT SIZE
HIGH RELIABILITY
LOW PRICE
EASY CONNECTION
QUIET OPERATION
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
NO INKED RIBBON
NO LUBRICATION
BATTERY OPERATED

scale 1:1

APPLICATIONS
MEASURE AND CONTROL INSTRUMENTS
Digital voltmeters -Frequency meters Electronic counters Electronic thermometers
ELECTROMEDICAL INSTRUMENTS
Function control devices
AUTOMATIC WEIGHING SYSTEMS
Digital scales-Industrial scales
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING CONTROL
Microprocessor output units -Numeric control -Automation monitoring
TELEPHONES
Telephone charge checking systems -Data transmission
OTHER APPLICATIONS
Data loggers -Emergency vehicles -Fire engines -Mobile
communications -Police cars

nui_,LJL..r.aniJKoou

SPECIFICATIONS
DOT MATRIX SERIAL PRINT ON ELECTROSENSITIVE PAPER
7electrode mobile head-Prints numerals, letters of the alphabet
and symbols -Max capacity: 25 characters per line
CHARACTER SIZE
Height: 3mm Width: variable
PRINTING SPEED
Up to 2 lines per second
VERTICAL SPACE
Mechanically controlled, 5mm step
ASSEMBLING AND POSITIONING
Directly on printed circuit -Works in any position
MAX. DIMENSIONS
Width: 175 mm -Height: 45 mm -Depth: 80 mm
WEIGHT
190 gr
ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
Temperature: —1 0°C ++50 °C -Relative
humidity: 90°.
OPERATING LIFE
Printer: >2.000.000 lines -Head: >700.000 lines Easily interchangeable head
POWER
Motor: 4,5 nominal Volts, max. 6Volts. Current 150mA.
At start peak 1,2 A for 1millisecond.
Pins: 35 Volts with negligible consumption.

Now available also in an
O.E.M. version including
the electronic
circuit for motor
and print control.
Complete with
character
generator BCD
and ASCII,
paper-holder,
etc.

Touch & Trigger
Automatic displays to 25 MHz at 2mV
As illustrated, the PM 3212 has
an impressive combination of
features that add up to unbeatable all-round performance.
Bandwidth, sensitivity,
triggering facilities, weight and
dimensions are all what you
need and what you might
expect for this price class.

High light output displays
through 10 kV tube.
Small spot size.
Continuously variable
illumination of fine-line
internal graticule.

"Auto"triggering on the PM 3212 is more
than atrace finder-much more.
In this mode not only is azero line
displayed when there is no input signal,
but in the presence of asignal the
trigger level is derived from the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal.
This gives instant and unambiguous
triggering for a wide variety of
measurement conditions.

Continuously variable
timebase for easier
measurements of phase,
for timing comparisons
and to avoid "double
writing" problems in
digital applications.
Composite triggering
when both buttons are
depressed. When used
in the alternate mode
this gives astable
display of two unrelated
signals.

But we give you more.A brighter
trace, asharper display,
adouble insulated supply,
battery operation and versatile
X-Y facilities. And the usual
Philips plus: the unbeatable
front panel layout.
More details from Philips
Industries, Test and Measuring
Instruments Dept., Eindhoven,
The Netherlands.

DC coupled triggering
without which variable
duty cycle waveforms
cannot be handled.
This is a vital feature for
digital measurements.

Automatic TV triggering
at the touch of a button.
Frame triggering occurs
in the lower sweep
speeds, changing over
automatically to line
from 200 µs/div
upwards.
Level control can be
used instead of "Auto"
when the instrument
needs to be triggered at
an exact point in the
input signal.

PM 3212 has
compact dimensions of
445 x300 x145 mm
(I xw h). Weight
approx. Z9 kg (174 lb)

Double-insulated power
supply eliminates need
for earth connection
(i.e. 2-wire line cord).

Any of the selected
trigger sources can be
switched to the horizontal channel.

Separate source
triggering for unambiguous, stable displays
without the inconvenience of changing
probes.
arrying handle automatically protects crt
and controls.

Test & Measuring
Instruments

Circle
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PHILIPS

to make ourselves heard
building te

through our 2,000 researchers
our 30,000 workforce
communications equipment and systems
in 9 factories.
Exporting worldwide.

ITALTEL

Telecommunications is our business
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20149 Milan (Italy) -12, Piazzale Zavattari -phone (+ 392) 4388.1

Calculator-controlled
radio-set test assembly
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Smart test assembly SMPU using
IEC interface bus and inbuilt
microprocessor for executing
fast and reproducible measurements, no matter how complicated, in production and service —
without external controls and
extremely simple in use.

The accuracy of the integrated devices enables measurements in line with
CEPT requirements. All devices are also
individually accessible for testing subassemblies. Programming to IEC-bus
standard, meaning straightforward adding on of extra measuring and controlling units, e.g. for analyzer and SSB
chores. Combination with IEC-buscompatible calculators, e.g. Tektronix
4051, brings all the advantages of afully
automated, calculator-controlled test
system:
• no limitation to fixed programs

extremely simple program setup
and alteration
Ill high intelligence: true-value measurement with tolerance, fault diagnosis or interactive program
• peripherals: printer, plotter, floppy
disk, magnetic tape or disk, hardcopy unit and card reader
No need to learn a programming language — comprehensive library of piograms is available and constantly being
added to.
For more information quote
SMPU calculator-controlled
•

Rohde &Schwarz
Postfach 8014 69
D-8000 München 80
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Electronic Measurements and
Radio Communications. Development,
manufacture, sales and service.
Known for "electronic precision".
Independent concern (establ. 1933),
represented in 80 countries.
rir,Im
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ROHDE&SCHWARZ

New products international

Solder coater
eliminates steps,
reduces costs
by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

In new process, only
through-holes and pads
are solder-coated by
compact Japanese unit
By eliminating unnecessary coating,
a solder coater developed by Dai
Nippon Screen Manufacturing Co.
promises to solder-coat printedcircuit boards with higher quality
yet lower cost than conventional
electrolytic methods. Since only the
areas that need it are coated, the
DS HSC-224-A also eliminates environmental problems associated with
the disposal of unwanted solder.
The new unit coats only the
through-holes and surrounding pads

with solder, rather than the entire
wiring area. This approach increases
reliability, since there is no solder on
the traces to interfere with the
epoxy-resin solder-resist mask that is
applied before the dip-solder step.
With the DS HSC-224-A, the
operator can process up to 100
boards an hour. Maximum board
size is 550 by 600 mm, minimum is
150 by 200 mm. Still smaller layouts
may be fabricated several at a time
on a board that is later cut apart.
Generally the coater handles glassepoxy boards with copper traces on
both sides, of the kind used in industrial equipment, but it can also
process paper-phenolic boards, including one-sided types with
through-holes.
Fabrication starts conventionally,

F
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e Thermal
drifts
110 -4 /°C
• Combined
error:
0,25%

•Compensated
temperature
range:
—30 to 170 °C

• Working
temperature
range:
— 50 to 200 C

• Pressure
ranges:
0-5 to
0-200 bars
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New products international

Features

ma

1. Two element time axis
Model D-72C permits time recording by
two systems; mechanical recording chart
feed and time axis sweep by time.
2. High performance chart attraction
Troubles due to faulty attraction of the
chart due to friction during chart feed has
been completely eliminated regardless of
the temperature or feed rate.
3. Automatic chart replacement in XV
recording
The chart can be automatically fed and
stopped at the end of chart replacement
with one touch by loading roll chart.

4. Remote control terminals
•Pen up-down
•X-axis electronic time sweep trigger
•Mechanical time feed recording chart
start/stop
•XV chart automatic replacement feed
trigger
5. Easy-to-install optional chart takeup device (Optional)
6. Felt tip pen (Optional)
7. High input impedance 10M(2 fixed

....11umumiii11111111
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•For further information, please contact.
5-5-2, Yutenji, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
TELEX: 0246-8107
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From Electronics
Magazine Book Series.
Zero-risk trial offer.
memory
design

ITIOTIOry

design
memory design:
MX:ROCOMPUTERS
TO MAINFRAMES
Me1110fy
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Memory Design:
Microcomputers to
Mainframes

The technology, devices,
and applications that
link memory components
and system design. As
published in Electronics.
$12.95

Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
Send me
copies of "Memory Design:
Microcomputers to Mainframes" at $12.95
per copy
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund
full payment if the book is returned after tenday trial examination.
D Payment enclosed
1:1 Bill firm
O Bill me
Charge to my credit card:
CI American Express 1:1 Diners Club
O Visa
ID Master Charge
Acc't No.
On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

Date exp.

Title

Company

Dai Nippon Screen Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,

Street
City

with a board typically having a 35gm-thick copper foil laminated to
each side. It is drilled and given an
electroless copper plating, typically 1
to 3 gm thick, and electrolytic
copper plating, typically 10 to 15 gm
thick, on both sides and in the holes.
Then sensitized film, typically Du
Pont Riston T-113S or T-116S, is
laminated onto both sides. At this
point the process diverges from the
conventional electrolytic method.
In the solder-coater process, the
sensitized film is exposed and developed so that it remains only over the
pads, the holes in the pads, and
where the printed wiring will be, to
serve as a resist while the wiring
pattern is etched out of the copper
on the board. Then the film is
stripped, and solder resist is applied
over the entire board except the
holes and pads. Processing in the
solder coater consists of a 2-to-6second dip in a 230°C solder bath
and a 2-second leveling process in
which air heated to 230 °C removes
solder from holes and levels it on the
pads. The board is then ready for
parts insertion and dip-soldering.
In the conventional electrolytic
process, the sensitive film is exposed,
developed, and removed from the
pads and wiring pattern, which are
then plated with asolder film about
20 gm thick. Next, the Riston film is
stripped, and solder is used as a
resist while copper foil is etched
from the areas around it to give the
desired wiring pattern. Areas other
than the pads are then coated with
epoxy solder resist, and the boards
are heated in ovens by radiant heat
to fuse the relatively porous plated
coating into adenser coating similar
to that acquired by dipping. The
resist may shift during the fusing,
turning the board into areject.
In both processes, terminals that
fit into sockets are plated with gold
or other contact material, and the
boards are cut to desired shape when
necessary. The price in Japan for the
compact new coater is 13 million
yen, or about $56,522 at the
exchange rate of 230 yen equals $1.
Horikawa Kurumaguchi, Kamikyo-ku, Kyoto

State

Zip

602, Japan [441]

Signature
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Opening new frontiers with electro optics

Computerized tomographic (CT) X-ray
scanners are creating a lot of excitement in medical circles. Unlike
conventional X-rays, where adense
object can block out something important such as atumor, aCT scan from
hundreds of directions produces a
highly revealing, complete crosssectional view of the patient.
Vital links in this process are the
hundreds of photomultiplier tubes which
measure light scintillations caused by
X-ray beams passing through the body
and striking individual crystal detectors.
RCA, of course, has a bng background
in the design and manufacture of
PMTs. So we've been able to provide
extremely reliable tubes with the performance required for critical measurements at ever-faster scanning speeds—

Array of
600 Stationary
Detectors Encircles
Patient

users report as fast as 2seconds.
These PMTs feature awide dynamic
operating range due to a highly conductive cathode surface and low
anode dark current characteristics.
Cathode currents of several nanoamperes and anode dark current in the
picoampere range are possible when
using the PMTs at operating voltages
around 600 volts, characteristic of most
CT scanning systems.
Two sizes of RCA 10-stage head-on
tubes are being used in scanners. The
4886 has a 3/4" diameter and the
S83001E a1/2" diameter bialkali
photocathode.
They represent aclear case where
RCA saw aneed and applied years of
PMT experience to meeting it. Now,
what can we do for you?

Direction of Motion

For spectroscopists: PMT
with improved responsivity
out to 850 nanometers.
The popular RCA 48401-1/8" dia.,
9-stage PMT has been improved
again. Its high responsivity now
extends over a broader spectral
range—to 850 nm typical. And
there are some other benefits
from buying this RCA tube. The
assurance that comes from
domestic manufacture. Prompt
delivery. Price—about S55. And
in-depth application support
from people who really know
how to help you get the most
from aPM'.
So if you're involved in broadband spectroscopic analysis or
low-level light detectan systems—
analyze the extra benefits you get
from buying your PMTs from RCA.
60
40
20
ABSOLUTE RESPONSIVITY —rnA/W

Just what the doctors ordered:
RCA-developed PMTs that allow
whole-body CT scanning in only 2seconds.

10
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Circle 204

If electro optics can solve your problem, remember: EO and
RCA are practically synonymous. No one offers abroader
product spectrum. Or more success in meeting special needs.
Call us for design help or product information. RCA Electro
Optics, Lancaster, PA17604. Phone 717-397-7661. Sunbury-onThames, MiddlesexTW16 7HW, England; Ste.-Anne-de-Bellevue,
Quebec, Canada; Sao Paub, Brazil; 1-bng Kong.
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1. Microprocessors What you mus know about available microprocessor technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95

2. Applying Microprocessors 2nd and 3rd generation tech-

nology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to video
games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration Covers the basic technology, new

LSI devices, LSI testing procedures, plus system design and
applications. $9.95

4. Basics of Data Communications Includes 47 articles from
Data Communications magazine covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95

Series 265 relays are available with a range
of pin spacings that provide interchangeability with various European types. The relays
have dimensions of 25.9 by 28.8 by 12.1
mm. Pye Electro-Devices Ltd., Controls Division, Exning Road, Newmarket, Suffolk CB8
OAX, England [443]
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5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers Contains 306 circuits
arranged by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Votage Regulating
Circuits. Saves design drudgery. $15.95

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers Nearly
300 articles drawn from "Engineer's Notebook." A storehouse of
design problem solutions. $15.95

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
The technology, devices, and applications that link memory components and system design. $12.95

8. New Product Trends in Electronics, Number One
From "New Products," state-of-the-art materials and equipment,
arranged according to function. $14.95
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Electronics Book Series P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
1. Send me
copies of "Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy.
2. Send me
copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95
per copy.
3. Send me
copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9.95
per copy.
4. Send me
copies of "Basics of Data Communications" at
$12.95 per copy.
5. Send me
copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers"
at $15.95 per copy.
6. Send me
copies of "Design Techniques for Electronics
Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
7. Send me
copies of "Memory Design: Microprocessors
to Mainframes" at $12.95 per copy.
8. Send me
copies of "New Product Trends in Electronics"
at $14.95 per copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.

A low-light TV camera produces high-resolution signals of full video amplitude with scene
highlight brightness of only 0.05 lux. Usable
signals are obtained at brightnesses down to
0.02 lux. Cotron Electronics Ltd., Rockland
Works, Eagle Street, Coventry CV1 4GJ,
England [444]

Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book
is returned after ten-day trial examination.
D Payment enclosed
Charge to my credit card:
D American Express
D Ban kAmericard/ Visa

O Bill firm

D Bill me

wil

D Diners Club
D Master Charge

Acc't No.

Date exp._

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

Title

Company
Street
I Ci ty

State

Zip

The VP-6621A (two-pen) and VP-6611A
(one-pen) flatbed chart recorders have
writing speeds of more than 100 cm/s. Input
ranges are 1mV to 5 V in 12 steps. Matsushita Communications Industrial Co., 4-3-1
Tsunashima Higashi, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama
223, Japan [445]

! Signature
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new performances

doped tantalum
capacitors
L.T.T. offer new performance with doped
tantalum capacitor type CTS 31 (PAS!
85).
This capacitor. in addition to excellent
standard characteristics:
-low leakage current.
-high capacitance,
-stability with both temperature and
time

displays improved performances to surge
current and reverse voltage in low impedance circuits.
These new performances are tested by
Qualification and Group C life test of
2000 hours /85 °C with 20 % AC 50 Hz
Rated Voltage (without DC polarization),
under low impedance conditions. AC
voltage for A and B size may be 30 %
Rated Voltage.
The CTS 31 from L.T.T. is the first high
volumetric efficiency electrochemical
capacitor to withstand this test.

89, rue de la Faisanderie 75782 Paris Cedex 16 télex 620356 Gralifil Paris tél. 504-45-50
Please send me more
11 name
title
company _
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information

on the CTS 31

doped tantalum capacitor.

address
city
state

zip
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SWITCH MODE POWER

-

New products international

SUPPLY TRANSFORMERS

(FIXED OR VARIABLE FREQUENCY SYSTEM)

AND CONVERTERS
(D.C./D.C. OR D.C./A.C.)

T.V., RADIO,
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
APPLICATTONS

An option for the 1041 and 1051 digital
voltmeters—compatibility with the IEC standard bus system —allows them to be
installed with only simple software changes.
Dation Electronics Ltd., Meteor Close, Norwich Airport Industrial Estate, Norwich NR6
6H0, England [446]

•

Operating frequency from 15 up to 50 KHz
(instead of 50 Hz for classical power supplies)

•

Power from a few watts up to 500 W

•

Small size and low weight

•

Low power consumption

The model TH 7501A is a self-contained
video-signal store, which will hold a single
television image for later examination or
processing or to integrate several TV images.
Thomson-CSF, Division Tubes Electroniques,
38 rue Vauthier, 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt, France [447]

• Automatic overload protection
•

Non-dissipative regulation

• Galvanic insulation of circuits
•

Safety: insulation of all products according to the international C.E.I. 65 norms (1st publication,
5th edition 1976)

•

Possibility of moulding the transformer

Any development on request: transformers, associated
wire wound components (driver mains filter) and entire
power supply unit.

ORECA

Electronique et Mécanique

0

General Management: 21110 GENLIS (France) - Tél.: (130) 34.70.80
Trade Department: Tel.: (OM 360.37.37
- Telex: tee 204.7E10 F
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The BH 604-7 automatic continuity tester is
the first standard system to be released that
is based on the BH 604 computer. It is
inexpensive, fast, and easy to use. Errors are
listed on a display and/or printer. Burnt Hill
Electronics Ltd., 19 Holder Rd., Aldershot,
Hampshire GU12 4RH, England [448]
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If you want
aCesium frocuency stancarc
vveout the fñHs
Osallocuar7 has covelopec
aunicuc OEV mocule
Now you can obtain a
primary frequency refer"11111111
-e".11""1.18111l1ie11"l.l."ia-ll
4
ence that gives you access to Cesium standard
performance but leaves
yóu free to apply it as you
wish, choose your own
peripherals and package.
And you don't need indepth knowledge of the
complex
resonance
technology. Oscilloquartz
has designed their OEM
module (Cesium beam tube,
5MHz
crystal
oscillator,
microwave multipliers, etc.)
so that any competent engineer
can install it and achieve optimum
performance without difficulty.
You can obtain the same levels of longterm stability and accuracy formerly achieved
by only afew large and specially designed laboratory set-ups. And now you can also obtain short-term
stability comparable to that of Rubidium gas cells. And all
this without any need for calibration on your part.
Developed specifically for OEM application, this Oscilloquartz compact 5MHz frequency source offers the stability, reproducibility and accuracy needed for highTechnical data

resolution test equipment and timing
devices, fail-safe navigation
and communications
systems,
geophysical survey
systems, very long
base-line interferometer arrays, etc.
Then, if you prefer
a self-contained
Cesium beam
frequency standard, we offer
our basic OEM
module along with
a mains power
supply,
stand-by
battery,
controls,
monitoring instruments and indicators — all packaged in astandard
19" rack.
Either way, you get
the best in technology, quality, accuracy and
technical service that built the name and
reputation of Oscilloquartz. Run through the
specification ... then contact us for more details.

Stability

Accuracy:

±1.10- '
1 over temperature range
(without calibration)

Reproducibility:

±5.10-12

10

Settability:

± 5.10-13 ,total range ± 4.10-"

10 ...

Output:

5 MHz, 1Vrms/50 Q

Power supply:

22 to 30 VDC, 25 W

Dimensions:

height 190mm( 7.5")width:120mm
(4.75") depth:466 mm (18.37")

OSCILLOQUARTZ SA
Pathfinders in Precision
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Member of the Ebauches group
CH-2002 Neuchâtel 2Switzerland
Tel. 038 25 85 01 Telex 35315
Circle 114 on reader service card

The Beckman
alternative

One Piece Money Savers
that save Time and Space,too.
The logical alternative to discrete resistors.
Beckman resistor networks do the same job—quicker,
easier, cheaper—and in less space, whether inserted
automatically or by hand.
Use the Beckman Alternative to reduce inventory and
handling costs, lead bending, QC and other factors in
manufacturing cost.
Beckman are pioneers in resistor network
technology. It was they who developed thick film
processes back in 1955 and since then they've led the
field. Their range of DIPs and SIPs, Flatpacks or
Customs, thick or thin film Resnets, is the best in the
world. Beckman means reliability, consistency of

quality, off-the-shelf service and quick delivery. It
means an ability to meet you on price as well as
performance—it means experience. A wealth for you
to draw on.
If you want the best, use the Beckman name.
For further details contact—
The Sales Department
Beckman Instruments Limited
Queensgate
Glenrothes
Fife SCOTLAND KY7 5PU
Tel: 0592 753811
or your local Beckman Helipot Distributor.

Beckman Subsidiaries
Beckman Instruments Italiana S.p.A., Via Arese 11, 20159 Milano, Italy. Tel. 6888951. Telex 36484.
Beckman Components GmbH, 8Munchen 40, Frankfurter Ring 115, Munich. Tel. No. 38871. Telex 5216197.
Beckman Composants SARL., 52 Chemin Des Bourdons, Gagny 93220, France. Tel. No. 9278295. Telex 6921.

BECKIVIAN'te
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Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 2 MHz
Waveforms: f\„ •\,,1, DC, TTL,
Vobulation: internal, external ratio 1000: 1
Output level: 20 V peak to peak
Distortion factor: 0.15 %

ENERTEC
DÉPARTEMENT INSTRUMENTS
5, RUE DAGUERRE 42030 SAINT-ETIENNE
CEDEX FRANCE TEL. (77) 25.22.64
TELEX 330696 CIRCE STETN

New products International

The NSG226 interference simulator for datatransmission systems simulates interference
pulses with a 5-ns rise time. For two-wire
data lines, the interference may be coupled
capacitively to the line in either the common
or differential mode. Schaffner AG, 4708
Luterbach, Switzerland [455]

The TR-4114 spectrum analyzer covers a50Hz to 120-MHz frequency range. Its noise
sidebands are more than 95 dB down at
frequencies more than 50 kHz from the
carrier for a 1-kHz i
-f bandwidth. Takeda
Riken Industry Co., 1-32-1 Asahi-cho, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 176, Japan [456]

The B 424 is an automatic tester that reads
out component values with no more than
0.25% error on a liquid-crystal display.
Resistance, capacitance, and inductance are
read with 2,000-count resolution. Wayne
Kerr, 442 Bath Rd., Slough SL1 6BB,
England [457]

The NEOHM
NEOHM

Spa

Via Torino 177 -10040 LEINI' (Torino) ITALY
Tel. (011) 9989553/9989664 -Telex 21577
NEOHM UK
18 Greenacres Road - Oldham Lancashire - England
Tel. (061)624-0281/9261 -Telex 666060 Neohm G
NEOHM D
Auweg 96 - 8056 Neufahrm - Bei Freising - W. Germany
Tel. (08165) 5561 -Telex 526710 NeohmD
Representatives
Austria - Rieger - Tel. 734684
Denmark - Tage Olsen - Tel. 294800
Finland - Oy E Friis - Tel. 90-327722
France - Rifa - Tel. 6030640
Holland - Ritro - Tel. 03420/5041
Norway - Melbye - Tel. 02-106050
South Africa - Joseph Teer - Tel. 22-4634
Spain - Hispano Electr. - Tel. 6194108
Sweden - Abemi - Tel. 08-7300790
Switzerland - Memotec - Tel. 063-26181

I
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The Maxireg 761.1 and 762.1 power
supplies both deliver up to 60 watts. The
761.1 offers ranges of 0-15 V at up to 4 A
and 0-30 V up to 2A, while the 762.1 ranges
from 0-30 V up to 2A and 0-60 V up to 1A.
Weir Instrumentation Ltd., Durban Rd.,
Bognor Regis, Sussex, England [458]

For logic and fault indication, the 547 and
555 series of LEDs mount easily on printed
circuit boards, have integral resistors, and
can be directly driven from TTL and DTL
circuits. Range is from 3to 20 mA and 3.6 to
14 V dc. Pye Electro-Devices Ltd., Newmarket, Suffolk, England [459]

A range of brushless resolvers with accuracies to within ±3minutes of arc over arange
of from 400 Hz to 10 kHz are suited to
applications as shaft angle encoders with
electronic resolver to digital converters.
Moore Reed and Co. Ltd., Walworth Industrial Estate, Andover, Hamps., England [460]

programmes
Computers
Switch to the compacts
Space saying IS just one of our features
Resistors
Thick film carbon. Metal Glaze
metal film, wirewound
Precision Trimmers
Cermet and wirewound
Slider Potentiometers
Rotary Potentiometers
carbon and wirewound
Preset Potentiometers
carbon and wirewound
Resistor networks and hybrid circuits

Circle
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FARD

Programmable
Monitoring
Receiver
10kHz to
960MHz

New products international

4
011
71
425
1
A monolithic timer-counter, the model XR2242, produces ultra-long time delays from
microseconds to days. Its two timing circuits
can be cascaded to generate delays or
timing intervals up to one year. Rastra Electronics Ltd., 275-281 King St., Hammersmith, London W6 9NF, England [461]

Extremely fast computer controlled
monitoring receiver.
In use at postal-authorities
in Germany and France.
Characteristics:
Simultaneous measurement of
level, frequency and modulation.
„Fingerprinting"
of newly detected stations.
Level depending search rate.
Differential panoramic presentation.
Occupancy statistics.

The model FEPS2 is a very-low-profile linear
voltage regulator, which supplies high current peaks without shutting down. Regulated
outputs range from 5 to 24 volts either positive or negative. Roband Electronics Ltd.,
Charlwood Works, Charlwood, Surrey RH6
OBU, England [462]
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Me8gerate GmbH
Ingolstadter StraBe 67a •8000 Munchen 46
Telefon 317031 Telex 05 215015 somvd
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The A-2000 series optoelectric measuringdisplay system uses flat fluorescent elements, which are bright green. An indicator
shows the direction of measured results as
well as their value. Hartmann & Braun, 6
Frankfurt 90, P. O. Box 900507, West
Germany [463]
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for level and sweep measurements
from 10 kHz to 100 MHz
A measuring setup for all who are not satisfied

The SG-2 or SG-3 Display Unit plus the SPM-14

with EITHER-OR. For instance: either

becomes the Sweep Measuring Setup WM-14.

high level resolution or wide level measuring

The most important features:

range? The PSM-14 has both. It has one as

*Crystal slave-locked frequencies give

well as the other: a ±1 dB scale expander and

increased accuracy *7digit frequency

a 100 dB indication range.

readout, 10 Hz resolution *Linear scales for

Continuous frequency setting or high frequency

voltage and level *Measures levels 130 dB +3 dB

stability? Wide frequency-range or high

bandwidths: 2.3 (1.74) kHz, 360 Hz, 25 Hz

frequency-resolution? Narrow sweep width or

if requested *Fast signal detector to simplify

panoramic reception over complete frequency

finding narrow-band signals *Any frequency

range? The PSM-14 offers both...

deviation between 100 Hz

AS-WELL-AS. It unites the advant-

and 100 MHz *Sweep

ages which other sets exclude,

time to 100 sfor X-Y recorder

and is aperfect all-round

connection *Vertical and

setup. Also it is economi-

horizontal reference traces

cal: the measuring setup

on swepl display.

PSM-14 is also available

The only thing remaining is:

as an independent Sender/

EITHER you are already measuring

Receiver combination PS-14/

with the PSM-14/WM-14 OR you

SPM-14 providing the

should immediately request detailed

same characteristics.

free information.

Wandel & Goltermann
Postfach 45 •D-7412 Eningen •F R o Germany
Tel. (0 7121) 84 41 •Telex 0729833/wug d
Electronics/April 13, 1978

Representatives in more than 50 countries Affiliates in
BR
Wandel & Goltermann L A RIO DE JANEIRO, Tel. 275-7799
CON R-O-R Associates Ltd •SCARBOROUGH Ont., Tel. 416-291-7121
F
Wandel & Goltermann France •94-RUNGIS, Tel. 6873270
GB
Wandel & Goltermann U K Ltd •LONDON W 3, Tel. 9926791
S
Wandel & Goltermann AB •STOCKHOLM, Tel. 08/188345
USA W & G INSTRUMENTS Inc. LIVINGSTON N.J. Tel. (201) 994-0854
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it is packed with an eye to
minimum risk of pollution

ErbRUCC
ALCOLE ISO-PROM/CO
cH,CH(OHIcH,
e•

it is labelled according to
EEC regulations;
the name of the product
and warnings appear in five
languages, for safety's sake

ALCOOL 11,04.0.01A0 A
ISO.P110111

11COM

180-PROPILALKOM
ALC01104.110JOLOIXO

Cod. 415161

it is manufactured
and controlled applying the

IT'S NOT
JUST A CHEMICAL WE SELL

we also offer our know-how as reagent manufacturers,
gained over decades of work in this field.
It is from this experience that we have built up the purification
and sophisticated analysis methods which enable
us to guarantee you highest purity levels from both the
physical and chemical aspects.
Packaging materials are studied and selected with great
care, too, to ensure they do not cause deterioration
with time, and offer maximum safety in handling.

Our bottle of IPA is not just plain ISO-PROP.YL
ALCOHOL.

MONTEDISON GROUP

CARLO ERBR

CHEMICALS DIVISION
P.O. Box 3996/20159 MILANO/Via lmbonati 24 (Italy)
Telex Erba Mi 36314/Tel. 6995
13 REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF MONTEDISON SpA -ITALY
Circle 197 on reader service card

All 11111111011E MAKES
• ARE POWER
•
SEMICONDUCTORS.
WE HAVE TO
MAKE THEM BETTER.
Unitrode makes power semiconductors.
Period.
And when acompany's income relies
totally on only one area of semiconductors,
it better make them better than anyone else.
We do.
Take ultra-fast rectifiers. Our UES series
gives you the lowest forward voltage drop in
the industry: .7V at rating. Plus 15ns forward
recovery, 3Ons reverse. Plus thermal resistances of 0.6°C/W for the DO-5, 0.8°C/W for
the TO-3, and 1.2°C/W for the DO-4. And
operating junction temperatures of 175°C.
All this performance is available in ratings
from 2.5-70A and up to 150V.
Take our unique PIC600 switching •
regulator power output circuits. A whole
power circuit —already designed and built —
for less than the price of its individual parts.
To save you time in design, breadboarding,
and debugging— as well as money.
Take our BarrierTM NPN power
switching transistors. Ours give you half the
fall times of conventional designs. And three
times better Es/
I) with ratings up to 400V.
Take our exclusive ChipStrate®
thyristors. The revolutionary packaging
concept for power SCRs and Triacs that
bettered the form factor and lowered the

cost. The line covers 3to 55A and up*to
800V
Take power PIN diodes. Ours can withstand up to 1000V, with the power to switch
up to 5KW thanks to thermal resistance as
low as 4°C/W and series resistance as
low as oln
Take our IAN-qualified 2N5660 series
of state-of-the-art power switching transistors. They give you the best combination of
high voltage, fast switching, and low leakage
in the industry.
But abetter product isn't enough in
this business. We have to do abetter job of
getting it to market.
So with Unitrode you'll never have to.
pay state-of-the-art prices for state-of-theart semiconductors. We have one of the most
competitive pricing policies you'll find.
Come to Unitrode for your power
semiconductor needs.
And find out just how good apower
semiconductor company can be.
.
For our "Semiconductor Selection
Guide", circle the reader service number.
For afree copy of our 496-page "Semiconductor Databook", just call or write:
Unitrode Corporation, 580 Pleasant Street,
Watertown, MA 02172.
BarrierT" is atrademark of Unitrode Corporation

^

•UNITRODE

IN -EMIC111111111 TORS,UNITRODE MEANS POWER.
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Unitrode Electronics GmbH, Hauptstr. 68,8025 Unterhaching, W. Germany, Tel.: 089-61 90 04 to 06, TELEX: 05-22 109.
Also available in Munich, EBV, 089-64-40-55; London, Walmore, 01-835-1228; Brussels, J.P. LeMaire, 02-478-48-47; Capetown, Electnolink. 45-7656; Copenhagen, A.F.
Pedersen, 01-19-4500; The Hague, Koning en Hartman. 67-83-80; Helsinki, Nores 8, Co., 13-360* Madrid Cornisa ln. 254-29-01/04; Milan, Microel Italia, 02-47-94-87: Oslo.

LE1automatically now"
"Until EIP invented the Model 451,
measuring the frequency of my radar
signals was about as easy as finding
Atlantis with asnorkel. Ihad to use
narrow band cavity wavemeters with 0.1
to 0.2% accuracy. Or Ihad to use a
transfer oscillator with its infernal zero
beat. Both these techniques required a
lot of auxiliary equipment. Not to
mention being difficult and time consuming, particularly for narrow pulses
and low repetition rates.
“EIP's Model 451 Automatic Microwave Pulse Counter is the first and only
counter around that automatically and
directly measures pulse modulated signals
from 0.3 to 18 GHz.

signal's frequency immediately appears on
abright 7digit LED display with resolution to 10 kHz. Ican measure pulse
widths as narrow as 100 nanoseconds.
And there's no minimum or maximum
frequency limits on pulse repetition.
"It's also awhiz for doing frequency
measurements in the time domain—
VCO post tuning drift measurements for
instance.
“The EIP engineers have put together an informative app note explaining how
the 451 works. To get your copy, phone
or write EIP. Tell them you're ready to
retire your snorkel.),

"Even unskilled operators can use it.
All that you need to do is connect a
signal to the counter input. The pulsed

E
EIP, Inc. /3230 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California
95051 /Phone (408) 244-7975.
In Europe: EIP International, Brussels, Belgium /Phone
2/660 48 70.
Circle 199 on reader service card

MEMBRAIN'S MB 7730.
It makes high-speed automatic testing
of complex microprocessor circuits
an unskilled occupation.
This new-generation
automatic test equipment for
digital and hybrid sub-assemblies
offers afull range of diagnostic
facilities for accurate fast faultfinding -without requiring highly
skilled operators.
It doesn't cost the earth,
either.
And what's more MB7730
options cover awide range of
testing techniques.
It can be alow-cost, easy-touse system for small-scale
production testing; ahigh-speed
system with parallel test patterns
for testing boards with
microprocessor, static and
dynamic LSI circuits; or ageneral
purpose tester handling arange of
assemblies.
Powerful software aids
minimise time and effort required
for programming.
Up to 8MHz.
Pattern rates of up to 8MHz
across the entire field of pins
permit circuit testing at full speed,
closely emulating the behaviour of
boards when installed.
The test system, computer
and peripherals are all made
by Membrain, using far fewer
components than most systems,

to give exceptional reliability
and across-the-board support
from asingle,
specialist supplier.
Your MB7730
system will not only
cope with today's
circuits, it can be
expanded and uprated to
handle new developments
as they arise!
More MB7730 Advantages
Fixed and programmable
driver/sensor voltage levels.
Analogue instrumentation
controlled through IEEE 488 bus.
Matrix switching. Advanced
operating system for ergonomic
programming. ASSET logicsimulation software. MENTOR
known-good-board programming
software. HYPOINT guided-probe/
clip for fast fault isolation... and
compatibility with common
operating procedures and
programming languages of the
entire Membrain MB7730 series.
How are you testing your
microprocessor boards?
Contact Membrain or your
local representative-or use the
reader service card for further
details of the remarkable MB7730,
and what it can do for you.

MERAIN LIMITED,
Femdown Industrial Estate, Wimbome, Dorset, England.
Tel: Femdown (0202) 893535 Telex: 41436
MEMBRAIN TEST SYSTEMS GmbH Munich
Tel: (089) 376363 Telex: 5215014
32E
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MEMBRAIN SARL Paris
Tel: (1) 687 0193 Telex: 202973

Free on request
Reprinted from 'New
Electronics' Nov 15 '77. This
topical article by N. B. Vernon
of Membrain covers the state of
the art in microprocessor
testing. And points to the
READ
future of ATE in
THIS!
this field. Send
for your copy
to the address
below

*MEMBRAIN

European. leaders in
Automatic testing
Electronics/April 13, 1978

The Teledyne Zener Report

At 100 nanoamps...
Our knee makes
their knee look sick
If your logic circuit needs an
extremely constant reference voltage, but you want to draw as little
current as possible, our new LVA
zener is your only choice.
That's right. Your only choice.
Other zeners can give you astable
voltage at 50 microamps. Only we
can do it at 100 nanoamps.
Teledyne low voltage avalanche
zeners are available in a range of
voltages from 4.7V to 10V at your
tolerance requirement. Let us know
what you need, and we'll give you
exact specs. And the most pleasant
surprise of all may be the price.
For complete information and/or
evaluation samples, contact Jerry
Kramer at (415) 968-9241.

lee

WTELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR
1300 Terra Bella Avenue, Mountain View, California 94043 •(415) 968-9241
SALES OFFICES: DOMESTIC: Salem, N.H. (603) 893-9551; Stony Brook, N.Y. (516) 751-5640;
Des Plaines, IL (312) 299-6196; Los Angeles, CA (213) 826-6639; Mountain View, CA (415) 968-9241
INTERNATIONAL: Hounslow, Middlesex, England (44) 01-897-2503; Tiengen, West Germany 7741-5066;
Kowloon, Hong Kong 3-240122; Tokyo, Japan 03-403-8141
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Teradyne finds the practical solution.
No. 4in aseries.

The testing of ECL propagation delays
In the su onanoseconc \Nor ,any mistake is aaic one.
In the mainframe computer business, victory belongs to
the swift. So computer designers have turned from fast
TTL devices to faster ECL ones, as they attempt to outcycle-time one another. The battle lines are currently
drawn somewhere on the short side of ananosecond, as
ECL devices with propagation delays of 700 picoseconds
come on stream. Of course, a700-picosecond propagation
delay isn't of much use unless it is known to be 700 picoseconds. That means that test systems that take on ECL
must resolve tens of picoseconds, which is difficult enough
in the laboratory but murder on aproduction or incominginspection line.
The first commercial system dedicated to the ECL problem
is Teradyne's S357 Pulse Parametric Subsystem, designed
to offer (in conjunction with aJ325 Digital IC Test System)
single-socket testing of an ECL device's dynamic, functional, and dc parametric properties. Some of the techniques
that enable this system to operate reliably in the subnanosecond domain illustrate both the magnitude of the testing
challenge and the ingenuity of the design team assigned to
the project.
One of the toughest problems, for example, is what to
do about pin-to-pin skew caused by unavoidable variations
in signal paths and in the propagation delays of the test
system's own level detectors.
In the S357, an automatic deskew routine is used to measure the system's variables and to correct for them in software. To handle signal-path variations, the system uses
built-in time-domain reflectometry to measure the actual
distance between detector and socket, and programmed
values are then adjusted in software. Level-detector variations fall into several classes, and an error reduction
routine has been developed to deal with each.
For example, the voltage offset of each
detector varies with slope. The
automatic deskew rou tine
measures this variation
and corrects programmed voltages
accordingly.
Level detectors also react
differently to positive- and
negative-going slopes, and the

76

automatic deskew routine has an answer to that one, too:
An inverting rf transformer flips the pulse, the variation in
response is automatically measured, and asoftware timeskew correction is applied.
The entire deskew routine takes only about four minutes, so
there is little reason not to perform the operation regularly.
Once the system has been deskewed, only drift stands
between the user and complete confidence in system timing.
To erase that last trace of uncertainty, the S357 verifies
its time measurement unit against one of several built-in,
NBS-traceable delay lines, the fastest of which is 500
picoseconds -1:10 picoseconds.
With the system deskewed and calibrated, one still needs
good programmable pulse sources. The trouble here is that
just about every pulse parameter interacts with every other:
Change rise time and the amplitude shifts; change duration,
and the fall time gets away. Solution? Calibrate not pulse
parameters, but whole pulses, as to delay, width, rise time,
fall time, and amplitude. Once apulse is defined and calibrated, it is locked safely in software for recall when it is
needed in the test program.
All this software ingenuity is backed up by hardware engineered to carry low-level ECL signals from point to point
with aminimum of degradation. A 50-ohm environment is
slavishly maintained from the device under test through the
rf matrix to the detectors and pulse sources, via special relays and carefully routed runs of semi-rigid coaxial line. Signal integrity is further enhanced by the design decision to
confine all critical electronics to the mainframe and to bring
only four signals (two pulse sources and two level detectors)
out to the rf matrix.
Only yesterday, it seems, our industry
was busy learning how to measure
microseconds. Then carne
nanoseconds. Now we
resolve tens of
picoseconds,
but not without agonizing
attention to
every detail of
system design. These
indeed are the times that
try men's souls.
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

The latest buzz word is codecs
Semiconductor makers heed seductive call of new market in U. S. and Europe
in belief it has the greatest potential ever for linear ICs
by William F Arnold, San Francisco bureau manager
Although it is easy for semiconductor
manufacturers to wax enthusiastic
about new markets, the emerging
telecommunications market is especially exciting for them. The reason:
as telephone systems around the
world go digital, they will need an
increasing number of monolithic
integrated circuits.
Pacing the market are codecs,
coding-decoding devices that convert
voice signals into digital bit streams
and back again. Just behind are such
circuits as filters, pulse-code-modulation switches, and line interface
chips. And this comes on top of
expanding telecommunications ap-

plications for microprocessors and
memories.
"Generally, telecommunications is
the largest potential market linear
has ever seen," declares Steven
Thompson, linear lc product marketing manager for Advanced Micro
Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Agreeing is James Solomon, manager of standard linear lc development at National Semiconductor
Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. "It's a
consumer business, yet it doesn't
have the characteristics of that business that we've all had trouble with."
It will not go out of control as
calculators did, he says, and compar-

es it more to the computer market.
Naturally, that kind of market has
great appeal. Worldwide there are at
least 15 chip makers already out
with codecs, about to launch them,
or in advanced design. To AMD and
National, add American Microsystems Inc., General Instrument
Corp., Intel Corp., Mostek Corp.,
Motorola Semiconductor, Precision
Monolithics Inc., Siliconix Inc., and
Signetics Corp. in the U. S. In
Europe, there are EFCIS of France,
Britain's General Electric Co., Plessey Ltd., Ferranti Ltd., and Siemens
AG of Germany. Industry insiders
expect to add Texas Instruments Inc.

Where codecs will be used. A typical estimate of the near-term market for codecs is that 3.5 million units will be sold in 1979, with the total
doubling by 1983. Codecs will be used in D3 channel banks, in central office switches, in PBXs, and in the subscriber carrier interface.
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systems. Industry, he believes, does
not yet fully appreciate that "most
of the kids we have on our ships are
just that—kids. Most of their formal
education stopped at high school."
Aircraft. With its four nuclearpowered engines able to steam for 13
years at classified• top speeds in
excess of 30 knots, the Eisenhower
has ample storage space for aircraft,
ordnance, and other supplies that
would otherwise be taken up by
conventional fuel. As a result, its
4.5-acre flight deck can accommodate up to 100 embarked aircraft of
about a half-dozen types, ranging
from the F-14A to the A-63 and
including propeller craft.
Maintaining that mixture "is
something of ajob," concedes Cdr.
Frank A. Bransom, head of the
carrier's aircraft maintenance department. Aircraft maintenance
crews rely heavily on the semi-automated system built by Harris Corp.'s
PRD Electronics Inc. called vAST—
for Versatile Avionics System Test.
Bransom and his team, who have a
separate shop for repair and testing
of avionics cards with integrated
circuits and discrete components, are
less concerned with available hardware than with manpower issues.
Proficiency is one. An aviation electrician's mate or an aviation electronics technician, for example, can
spend between four and six months
of his four-year enlistment in training. But, says one of Eisenhower's
maintenance officers, "it takes a kid
probably 2to 21
/ years of hands-on
2
experience before he is really good at
what he does." The benefits of this
training may be lost, however, "if he
doesn't ship over."
For most electronics and electrical
specialty ratings, Navy data shows
that between 50% and 70% of enlistment time is spent on assignment to
fleet units. Shipboard electronics
officers estimate that between 40%
and 50% of their crews are on the job
for the first time. As a result, the
Eisenhower's electronics and avionics maintenance officers are in
agreement with Capt. Ramsey that
electronics suppliers to CVN-69 —
and the rest of the fleet as well—
need to take ahard look at the documentation they provide with their
systems and "put it in plain
English."

Rockwell MOS/LS I
Touch Tone detection can
get you into more products.
CRC-8030, Rockwell's MOS/LSI digital Touch Tonedetector, cán open up new
markets for your products by providing alow cost, high performance solution for
dual tone multi-frequency (DTMF) detection.
A product of Collins high-technologytelecommunications experience coupled
with Rockwell's extensive MOS/LSI production capability, CRC-8030 has been in
quantity production for over ayear. Besides traditional telephony systems, it can
be used in agrowing number of applications including computer signaling and
control systems.
CRC-8030 reduces costs versus conventional systems (in some cases as much
as one fifth the cost) and offers the size and reliability benefits of MOS/LSI. You
get: detection in 22-39 MS; on-chip oscillator operating at 3.579545 MHz color
burst crystal frequency; binary or 2-of-8 coded outputs; operation with single or
dual power supply.
The CRC-8030 performs the key critical functions of DTMF detection. To
implement acomplete DTMF receiver, anumber of front-end band-split filters are
available. And, if you need DTMF-to-dial pulse conversion, use the CRC-8030 in
conjunction with Rockwell's MOS/LSI Binary-to-Dial Pulse Dialer, the CRC-8001.
For more information an telecommunications devices and applications
services, contact your nearest Hamilton/Avnet distributor. Or use the coupon below.
Touch Tone is aregistered trademark of AT & T

Get the full story.
Microelectronic Devices
Rockwell International
P.O. Box 3669, Anaheim, CA 92803
Attn: Marketing Services D/727 RC55 •(714) 632-3698
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Iwant information on El CRC-8030 0 CRC-8001
D Send it by mail O Have asalesman call me.
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Company
Address
State

City
Zip Code

Telephone

Rockwell International
...where science gets down to business
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Probing the news

Satellites

Battle lines form over satellite types
Meeting in San Diego should see controversy over merits
of spinner craft vs body-stabilized platforms
by Rob Brownstein, San Francisco bureau

A smoldering controversy over the
design of future communications
satellite systems is expected to flare
up again in late April at the
Communications Satellite Systems
Conference sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics in San Diego. At stake
in the mammoth market is the direction of the technology of future
satellites, ground stations, photovoltaic cells, and antennas.
The complex issue centers on one
question: should future communications satellites be single-purpose
spinner types or large, multipurpose,
multiuser body-stabilized platforms?
An example of the latter are the
"orbital antenna farms" proposed by
Burton I. Edelson and Walter L.
Morgan of Communications Satellite Corp. Laboratories in Clarksburg, Md. Although the answer will
not be clear until the mid-1980s,
electronics subcontractors, vendors
of photovoltaic panels, and designers
of antenna systems anxiously await

any signs of any trend so they can
prepare long-lead time designs.
The question.
Reduced to its
simplest arguments, the battle is
ease of stabilization vs optimum
power. The spinner can be stabilized
in relation to the earth more easily
than a body-stabilized craft. However, the spinning motion prevents
all the photovoltaic cells covering the
outer surface from facing the sun
simultaneously: only 1/3.14 of the
total potential photovoltaic power is
produced, says Edelson.
Conversely, the body-stabilized, or
three-axis—stabilized, craft is essentially motionless in orbit, and all of
its photovoltaic cells can be kept
pointed at the sun. Paul Visher of
Hughes Space and Communications
Group, which makes only spinners,
admits that the body-stabilized craft
has a power advantage. But he
points out that the Space Shuttle has
reduced some of the size constraints
on future spinners, allowing them to
produce more power —up to 6 or 8

kilowatts. The reason is that the
shuttle has a large bay that permits
it to carry and launch larger spinning-type satellites.
Another point of contention between the proponents of the two
approaches is economy. Those favoring antenna farms foresee overall
savings because of economies of
scale. Edelson and Morgan say these
will come because of the more efficient use of the Space Shuttle orbiter
and because the various systems will
share common power, antenna
systems, and orbital housekeeping,
such as power budgets and the like.
Over and under.
However, Harold Rosen of Hughes Aircraft Co.,
creator of the spinner satellite concept, disagrees. "I believe the economies are overstated and the problems
underestimated," he declares. A
large platform "forces needless station-keeping fuel consumption,
which is definitely not an economy."
Moreover, he foresees compatibility
problems among the several systems
sharing the platform.
Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp. makes both spinners and
stabilized types, and Lewis Cuccia,
senior scientist there, supports the
latter concept. "The spinner, because of its motion, cannot produce
as much electrical power as the
body-stabilized satellite can," he
says. "Moreover, the spinner cannot
support the newer, more complex
antenna designs that are being developed." Power and antenna gain can
be crucial when a momentary misalignment of satellite and earthCommunicating bird. This is ascale model
of ATS-6, a body-stabilized satellite. Prime
contractor for the program is Fairchild.
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Tektronix 4662
station antenna occurs.
Antennas.
Besides the power
advantage, the body-stabilized configuration has an advantage in
antenna accommodation. Whereas
the spinner has been able to support
amultiple-spot-beam antenna array,
the body-stabilized version can support more complex arrangements
giving greater gain performance.
However, these advantages are
blunted by questions of reliability
and life expectancy. The spinner has
been a largely reliable craft, says
Sam Fordyce, NASA'S manager of
special studies in communications
for the director of the Office of
Space and Terrestrial Applications,
"The ATS-6 [Applications Technology Satellite, a body-stabilized
type] developed problems with its
thrusters." He sees no clear preference during the next decade and a
half for either the spinner or small
three-axis stabilized satellite emerging. "A lot will depend on their
respective reliability histories and
the success of Hughes' Syncom-4
[15-foot spinner] satellite," he believes.
Shifts are key.
Life expectancy
most affects the time a satellite can
remain in a stable orbit. Although
electronic failure can kill asatellite,
the life-expectancy of the electronics
on board far exceeds that of the
craft's orbital stability. A satellite's
ability to sense orbital shifts and to
correct them is key to its longevity.
Since all satellites correct position
by firing hydrazine-fueled thrusters,
any advantage of increased fuel
capacity may be nullified by faulty
thruster sensors or servo electronics.
And it is impossible to tell whether
one type uses more hydrazine than
the other until well into the design
for a particular communications
setup.
There is likely to be a place for
both kinds of satellite configurations
for at least the next 15 to 20 years,
proponents for both agree. However,
the large multiuser platform will
require a larger capital investment
than the spinner. The originators of
the idea, Edelson and Morgan, want
a governmental agency—like
NASA —to undertake the project and
prove its viability before a user
consortium with the necessary capital would be formed.

High speed plotting,
built-in digitizer,
automatic page scaling
and camera-ready output.

/
i
iImum=errirm 4all from one very intelligent plotter

T

he Tektronix 4662 Digital Plotter can rotate and scale alphanumerics and draw on most media, including mylar. And it is
plug-compatible with any teletype or ASCII terminal.
Flexible and easy-to-use, the 4662 is part of afull range of low-cost
Tektronix graphics developed to help you solve alot of problems faster
and more profitably than before. Fill in the coupon and send for the
details today. OEM terms and conditions are available.

No 1in display Graphics
TEKTRONIX DATATEK NV.
Postbus 159, Badhoevedorp,The Netherlands.
Telephone No 02968 6051.Telex No16565

The 4662 Intelligent Plotter/Digitizer

0 Send me adetailed specification, including
the price, of the Tektronix 4662 Digital Plotter.
CI I'd like to know more about the complete
range of Tektronix products. Please send me
your 'Graphics' brochure.

Name:
Position:
Company:
Address:
Telephone No:

mix°
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Now you can have the ,uP- compatible
A/D converter
you've been waiting for.
eke,
taei414?
ezt.
11,

Nt.
\
1

Without
the waiting

•

The newest thing you ought to know about our MP7570 A/D Converter circuit is its immediate availability.
That means you can get it----now!
The circuit itself isn't new. It's been around for acouple of years, initially as an Analog Devices part. Its
popularity is well-established, which means demand
occasionally exceeds supply.
Micro Power's recently expanded production capabilities now provide a volume second-source supply
for the 7570. You can design in its unique characteristics and depend on us for the delivery you need.
Functionally, the 7570 is aCMOS 10-bit A/D converter on asingle chip. It uses the successive approximation principle and requires only an external comparator,
reference and passive clocking components. Ratiometric operation is inherent in the design, since an ex-

tremely accurate multiplying DAC
incorporated in the feedback loop.
The 7570 has appropriate control inputs
and status outputs for convenient interface
with most 8-bit or 10-bit microprocessors.
Micro Power's proprietary High-Density CMOS is
employed in producing the 7570. This low-power process features an on-chip network of thin-film resistors
and silicon nitride passivation to enhance reliability
and long-term stability.
Listed in the table are some of the key specs and
prices for the 7570 and related CMOS converters. To
get more information on these and other linear CMOS
products, use the coupon below.

A

MICRO
POWER
SYSTEMS

1

3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050, (408) 247-5350

Micro Power Systems, Standard Products Diyisionn
11111
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050

Please send me technical data on these converter
products: o mp7570 A/D O mp7550 A/D

LOW-POWER CMOS CONVERTERS
Three-state Logic
Type
7570
7570
7550
7522
7522
7522

JD
LO
BD
JN
KN
LN

(A/D)
(A/D)
(A/D)
(D/A)
(D/A)
(D/A)

Resolution
8-bits
10-bits
13-bits
10-bits
10-bits
10-bits
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Nonlinearity
N/A
N/A
N/A
8-bit
9-bit
10-bit

Conversion
Time
20µsec
20µsec
40msec
50Onsec
current
settling time

Price
(100+)
$19.90
$42.00
$24.90
$13.90
$16.95
$26.10

III MP7522 D/A
Ill Ihave an urgent requirement. Please have a converter applications specialist phone
Name

11

Title

Company

11

Address

City/State/Zip
Ill Please also send data on your linear CMOS switches
and multiplexers.
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OUR
EXPANDING
UNIVERSE OF
LIGHT EMITTINE
ELECTRONICS
CHOOSE THE DEVICE YOU NEED FROM 310 TYPES

90
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Now Litronix offers an
)pto- electronic device for Virtually
'very application. Over 300
-ED displays, LED lamps, optosolators, IR emitters, photoletectors and photo-voltaic cells.
nd more are coming every month.
You will find advanced
)roducts not available anywhere
.Ise. As well as widely-used
,tandard devices at highly corn)etitive prices.
Some highlights:
1LPHANUMERIC
-ED DISPLAYS.
Character sizes
from 0.16" to 0.50"
in end-stackable
arrays of 1to 4red
characters —
including an inteligent display that interfaces just
Ike aRAM to µP buses.
)IGITAL LED DISPLAYS.
Green, yellow
and red digits.
Nine sizes from
0.1" to 1" high. In
DIPs of 1and 2
digits. On PCBs of
to 6digits with edge connectors.
,oth light-pipe displays with

very wide viewing angle
and low-cost reflector displays.
70 different types.
LED LAMPS.
Red, orange,
yellow and green
lamps. T-1, T-1 /
4
3
and axial packages. Arrays of 2to
10 lamps. With
panel mounting clips. Lamps that
flash on/off. Constant brightness lamps. Voltage-indicating
lamps. 58 different types.
OPTO -ISOLATORS.
One, two and
four-channel opto isolators. Current
transfer ratios up
to 320%. Isolation
voltages up to
5000v. Transmission rates as high
as 4megabits/sec. 15'JEDEC
types. 25 different types in all.
IR EMITTING DIODES.
From medium to
very high power.
Beam widths from
6° to 60?
Hermetic and nonhermetic TO-18

size. Miniature with axial or radial
leads. 30 different types.
PHOTO-DETECTORS.
Photo-transistors
and photo-diodes
with acceptance
angles from 6°
to 73° Hermetic
high-reliability
devices and low-cost nonhermetic devices. TO-18 packages,
ceramic packages and miniature
radial lead configurations.
Arrays of 2to 10 detectors. 47
different types.

•

PHOTO-VOLTAIC CELLS.
Silicon solar
cells. Sensitivity
from .04 microamperes to 2.8
microamperes.
Twelve different

types available.

SEND FOR FULL CATALOG.
Contains 32 pages on all devices
in the product categories
above. Phone your local distributor
or contact Litronix at 19000
Homestead Road, Cupertino, CA
95014. Phone (408) 257-7910.
Circle 91
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Intel MbS RAMs match
35% price reduction deliven
Convert to the Intel 2115A and 2125A and take advantage of
MOS economy, the bipolar speed of our HMOS process and power
savings up to 50%. These parts are following the price curve
we projected. Volume production has enabled us to
reduce the 100 quantity price on the hermetic
D2115A-2 and D2125A-2 7Onsec versions,
for example, from $7.50 to $4.75.
The 2115A and 2125A silicon gate
static RAMs are pin-for-pin plug-in
replacements for the popular 93415
and 93425 bipolar RAMs. They
offer the same advantages. No
need for external clocks or refresh
circuits, fully TTL compatible,
16mA output sink current
and operation from asingle
+5V supply. Worst case
access time on our fastest
version is 45nsec.
In addition, the 2115A/2125A dissipate 20% less power and the 2115AU
':::mammmiammomm 2125AL 50% less power than the 93415/93425. This
saves power supply and cooling costs which all adds ur
5V - STATIC 1K RAM PERFORMANCE

600

202

MM

MI

to additional savings in the cost of your system. And
there's more. Unlike bipolar RAMs, the 2115A/2125A
use only asingle layer of metalization which means
ram lower manufacturing cost and amore reliable process.
So you can look for continued improvement in cost/
IIII performance. To put the cost potential in proper
11 perspective, consider this: The 2115A/2125A chip is
35% smaller than Intel's industry standard 2102A.
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bipolar speeds. Now our
even greater MOS economy.
And the 2115A/2125A are made on
the same manufacturing line and
with aprocess similar to the
2102A. If you've been
following the 2102A
price curve you'll
understand the
significance.
T

PROJECTED 2115A VOLUME PRICE CURVE,
BASED ON THE PRICE HISTORY OF THE 2102A

s
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technology delivers HMOS RAMs
to match bipolar speed. Tomorrow
look for greater speed, higher
densities, and even lower cost.
Order 2115As and 2125As
from your local Intel distributor and take advantage
of HMOS economy and
bipolar speed.
Contact: Almac/Stroum,
:omponent Specialties, Cramer, Elmar, Hamilton/Avnet, Harvey Electronics,
ndustrial Components, Liberty, Pioneer, Sheridan, L.A. Varah or Zentronics.
For your copy of our 2115A/2125A Data Sheet, write: Intel Corporation,
,iterature Department, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, California 95051. In
,urope, contact Intel International Corp. S.A., Rue du Moulin àPapier, 51-Boite 1,
-1160, Brussels, Belgium. Telex 24814. In Japan, contact Intel Japan Corporation,
'lower Hill-Shinmachi East Bldg. 1-23-9, Shinmachi, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 154.

intel delivers.
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Introducing amicroprocessor
that thinks it's aminicomputer.
Introducing 9440 µFLAME.'" —the
world's first 16-bit bipolar microprocessor that executes a
minicomputer instruction set with
minicomputer performance.
The 9440 µFLAME
microprocessor
is acomplete
minicomputer
CPU on one chip,
packaged in a40-pin DIP.
Major applications
for the new device
include OEM data
processing in a
variety of computing
control and instrumentation
environments; telecommunications
PBX and PABX switching installations; and distributed intelligence,
distributed multi-processing and

Hot new technology.

The software will include afloppy
disc operating system, disc
operating system and aFORTRAN
compiler. New LSI circuits will
include a16K HL dynamic RAM;
amemory control with control,
refresh and DMA capabilities;
an I/O control, and ahardware
multiply and divide capability.
We put the whole 9440 story
in abrochure for you. Just write us
and we'll send you acopy
For kits and data sheets,
contact the Fairchild sales office in
your country.

The new microprocessor is
based on an advanced form of 1
2L
technology
known asI 3LTh
(Fairchild's
Isoplanar Integrated Injection
Logic). It provides
the combined
advantages of
bipolar high speed and
MOS packing density and
power dissipation. In addition
to thel 3Lcircuitry on the 9440 chip,
there is conventional TTL circuitry
which allows HL interface
with other logic, PROMs and RAMs.

France: Fairchild Cornera &Instrument SA., 121 Ave. d'Italie,
750013-Paris. Tel 00331 584 55 66. Telex: 0042 200614.
Italy: Fairchild Semiconduttori SPA., Vio Rosellini, 12,20124
Milano. Tel: 02 6887451. Telex: 36522. Germany: Fairchild
Carnero 8. Instrument (Deutschland) GmbH. 8046 Garching
Hockbruck, Do imlerstr 15, Munchen. Tel: 089 320031. Telex:
52 4831 fair d. England: Fairchild Carnero &Instrument (UK)
Ltd., 230 High St., Potters Bor, Hertfordshire EN6 5BU Tel
0707 51111. Telex: 0051 262835. Sweden: Fairchild
Semiconductor AB. Svartengsgaton 6, S-11620 Stockholm.
Tel: 8-449255. Telex: 17759.

Build your own.
Fairchild is offering an introduc-
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PROGRAM
COUNTER

SCRATCH
REGISTER

_1

SUS REGIS
DST
MUR

Eg SOR
front-end (terminal) processing.

Where there's flame there's fire.
Fairchild is also introducing its
FIRE?'" (Fairchild Integrated Real
Time Executive) software. FIRE I
is
an initial software package for
the 9440 that includes the required
development aids: diagnostics,
abootstrap and binary loader, and
an interactive entry and debugging
program.
In addition, the µFLAME
microprocessor can execute the
Data General NOVA 1200
instruction set. FIRE software such
as text editor, symbolic debugger
and business BASIC are also
available now.
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tory low-cost kit to familiarize
you with the outstanding
<>
advantages of the 9440
1
\Y
µFLAME microprocessor.
It consists of the 9440, sixteen
4,096-bit HL dynamic memories, the SSI/MSI components
required for memory control,
plus FIRE I
software manuals
and i
nstructions. You get the
entire kit for only $750. It will
enable you to construct an exercise
at the board level in your own format.

FOUR
16-BIT
ACCUMULATORS

INFORMATION
BUS

INSTRUCTION
REGISTER
DATA PATH

I
t

CONTROL
DATA PATH
CONTROL

CONSO,

ONSOLE
LATCH

>

MEMORY CONTROL

CROPROGRAM
PLA
1
,0 CONTROL

EWE
SEOUENCE
NEXT SEQUENCE
STATE

0440 Block D

MAI\ I

Only the beginning.

or.

C I-1 IL-1=1

More sophisticated FIRE
software, board level hardware and
LSI support circuits will become
available throughout the year.
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Technical articles

1
2Lputs it all together
for 10-bit a-cl converter chip
by Paul Brokaw,

Analog Devices Inc.. Norwood. Mass.

El Linear-compatible integrated injection logic may well
become the technology of choice for fabricating highperformance monolithic analog-to-digital converters. As
a bipolar process, it can produce better analog components than any metal-oxide-semiconductor process, and
unlike other forms of bipolar logic, it can compete with
mos levels of digital-circuit density.
As aresult, i
2Lis the technology behind anew 10-bit
a-d converter, which is also the first chip of its kind to be
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fully self-contained. Its only external needs are the
appropriate power-supply voltages and a convert
command. Its on-chip voltage reference and clock save
the user both the bother and expense of implementing
these functions off chip. Its other elements—a comparator, a digital-to-analog converter, a successive-approximation register, and control logic—handle the successive-approximation conversion.
Interfacing to the AD571, as the chip is designated, is

99
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I. Single chip. Combining I
2L digital circuitry with conventional bipolar linear circuitry, this a-d converter chip makes a 10-bit successiveapproximation conversion in only 25 µs. The device is fully self-contained, including a clock, comparator, and reference.

;urface passivation. Moreover, the zener does not desta)ilize itself by depositing hot carriers, the result of
ivalanche breakdown, in the passivating layer.
Operating from supply voltages of +5to + 15 y and
— 15 y, the AD571 can accept unipolar analog inputs of
)to + 10 y or bipolar inputs of + 5v. The user makes
his selection by simply grounding or opening a single
)in. When the device's blank-and-convert line goes high,
he output buffers go into the blank (or open) state, and
he successive-approximation register resets to a state
hat prepares it for a conversion. When the blank-and:onvert line goes low, the internal clock starts, and a
:onversion begins. During the conversion, the data-ready
me remains high, and the bit outputs remain blanked.
)it the end of the conversion cycle, the data-ready signal
witches low, activating the buffers so that the digital
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word stored in the register is presented at the bit outputs.
Pulling the blank-and-convert line high blanks the
outputs and readies the device for the next conversion.
Upon receipt of a conversion command, the successive-approximation register tests the unknown input
signal against the successively binary-weighted bits of
the internal 10-bit current-output d-a converter. During
this test sequence, the input voltage is compared to the
voltage developed by the d-a converter output current
across the 5-kilohm input resistor. Starting with the most
significant bit, which is equal to half of the full-scale
weighted signal, the register tests each bit against the
input voltage as part of alinear sum. If the comparator
signals that this sum is less than the input, the test bit is
retained in the sum, or left on. If the sum exceeds the
input, the test bit is rejected, or turned off. After testing
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I
2Lfrom the linear viewpoint
Integrated injection logic differs from conventional logic
circuits that have to be made with linear transistors in two
important ways. First, though fabricated with the same
diffusions, I
2L transistors can be made much smaller than
the usual junction-isolated linear transistors. Secondly, 1
2L
gates and circuits are simpler than most other logic forms.
In effect, I
2L reduces
a gate to a single pair of
complementary transistors—a vertical npn one having
multiple collectors and operating in an inverted mode, and
a lateral pnp one with adistributed structure that serves as
both a base current source and collector load.

Actually, the active area of a conventional junctionisolated npn transistor (a) is confined to a small region
under the emitter. By far the larger part of the device
provides the junction isolation and makes contact to the
base and collector. The structure is vertical, with the
emitter at the top, the collector at the bottom, and the
base in between.
However, this top-to-bottom structure may be operated
in reverse—that is, with the collector at the top and the
emitter at the bottom—but then the transistor has low
beta and a low collector-base breakdown voltage. Even
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so, it is possible to select the junction depths and doping
profile so as to produce high-performance normal-mode
transistors, as well as inverted-mode transistors that are
adequate for building digital logic circuits.
Indeed, inverted-mode transistors are the key to the
effectiveness of 1
2L. Simply diffusing another base into the
n epitaxial region of the npn transistor creates a second
inverted-mode transistor, which shares the emitter
connection of the first device. This means that invertedmode transistors may be packed much more densely than
conventional junction-isolated transistors, because no
wide nareas are needed to contain depletion regions or p
isolations.
Inverted operation also lets extra collectors be diffused
into each base region, producing a multiple-collector transistor that may be operated as a multiple-term logic gate.
Such I
2L gates, though, have a single input and multiple
outputs, in contrast to the multiple inputs and single
output of conventional gates. This variation may entail a
slight adjustment in a given design, but need not increase
its complexity.
The major processing difference between a conventional bipolar linear integrated circuit and an I
2L structure
is a deep n diffusion separating the individual gates in the
I
2L circuit. The other processing steps and their sequence
of execution are identical.
I
2L combines inverted-mode npn
transistors with a
distributed lateral pnp transistor, as shown in (b). The
emitter of the distributed structure is forward-biased with
respect to the n epitaxial region and injects minority
carriers into it. Called the injector, this element serves as a
current source, injecting base current into each of the npn
transistors in the array. The p-type bases of the npn
transistors act as the collectors of the distributed pnp.
The additional deep ndiffusion separates the gates, and
the p-isolation diffusion separates the entire 1
2L array from
other circuits on the monolithic chip. The emitters of all the
transistors in any array are joined structurally and are
connected in common to a single point in the circuit. The
multiple collectors of each npn transistor drive other gates
in the array.
Within a logic network, the base of each gate is driven
by the collectors of one or more other gates. The current
collected by the p-type base enables its associated gate
when all the collectors driving it are off. This current acts
as the load or pull-up for any or all of the driving gates as
they come on. Therefore, in contrast to the traditional
operation of IC logic, the application of power turns on 1
2L
transistors, so that they must be turned off to switch their
outputs.
Without interconnections, all of the gates collect base
current and are turned on. If the beta of each collector of
each gate is greater than unity, a single collector can
switch more than the base current collected by another
gate. As a result, the collector of an on gate can be
connected to steal the base current of another gate and
hold it off.
Since each injected I
2L transistor can be a complete
gate and each gate is smaller than a junction-isolated
linear transistor, I
2L results
in very compact logic
networks. Furthermore, this efficient bipolar logic structure
can be easily combined with conventional bipolar linear
structures to produce economical, high-performance
analog circuits.
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all the bits, the register contains a 10-bit binary code
that represents the input signal to within ± 1/2 LSB.
Upon completion of the sequence, the successiveapproximation register sends out an active-low dataready signal that brings the three-state buffers out of
their open state. This causes the bit output lines to
become active high or active low, depending on the code
in the successive-approximation register. When the
blank-and-convert line again goes high, the output
buffers revert to their open state, and the register is
ready for another conversion cycle.
These three-state buffers are made up of conventional
diffusion-isolated transistors in circuits similar to transistor-transistor-logic gates. Since these transistors are
not gold-doped, as they would be in an all-TTL circuit,
they are slower than an ordinary TTL gate, but they can
still switch fast enough to multiplex the outputs of
several converters onto acommon 10-bit bus.
Moreover, since the buffers employ high-voltage
linear transistors, they can be operated with supply
voltages ranging up to 16 NI, so that the converter outputs
can directly drive high-level c-mos logic or highthreshold TTL. In normal operation, the internally generated data-ready signal automatically controls the threestate buffers. This feature saves acontrol pin, letting the
converter be housed in an 18-pin dual in-line package.
While the bit outputs are driven by three-state buffers
having active pullups, the data-ready output has a resistor-pullup open-collector buffer, which permits dataready lines from several devices to be wire-oRed.
The AD571 also provides a bipolar-offset input to
compensate for any offset at the output of the internal
d-a converter. This input controls a switch that allows
the bipolar offset current, which is equal to the value of
the MSB, to be injected into the summing node of the
comparator, thereby offsetting the d-a converter's output
current. The thin-film 5-kfl input resistor is trimmed at
the factory so that afull-scale input signal will generate
an input current that matches the output of the internal
d-a converter when all its input bits are on.
To permit more flexible control of system common
busing, as well as digital and analog returns, the AD571
offers separate analog and digital common connections.
It will operate properly with as much as ± 200 millivolts
of common-mode voltage between the two commons. To
avoid exceeding the maximum ± 1-v common-modevoltage rating when the two commons are joined
remotely, they should have a parallel pair of back-toback diodes connected between them.
The microprocessor hookup
With a minimum of additional components, the unit
may operate from standard microprocessor control lines,
presenting data to any standard microprocessor bus,
whether 4, 8, 12, or 16 bits wide. For example, Fig. 3'
shows the AD571 operating with an 8-bit bus and standard 8080-type microprocessor control signals. In this
case, the input control circuitry assures that the
converter receives awide enough pulse for its conversion
command. When the device is in the standby mode, its
blank-and-convert line is low, as is its data-ready line.
To command aconversion, the circuit's start-address-
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2. For reference. The on-chip voltage reference of the new 10-bit
converter is derived from a subsurface (buried) zener diode. Since
avalanche breakdown occurs below the surface of the silicon, the
zener is immune to adverse charge-carrier effects in the surface layer.

-15V

+15 V

decode line goes low, followed by the Wk line. The blankand-convert line will now go high, as will the data-ready
line about 1.5 its later. This resets the external flip-flop,
which drives the blank-and-convert line back to low, thus
initiating the conversion cycle. When the conversion is
complete, the data-ready line goes low, the converter's
data outputs become active with the new data, and the
control gates return to their standby state. The new data
will remain active until anew conversion is commanded.
To present this data to the data bus, the user
commands the three-state buffers when desired. A data
word, either 8or 2bits long, loads onto the bus when its
decoded address goes low and the system's 13 line goes
low. Such an arrangement presents data to the bus leftjustified, with the highest-order bits in the 8-bit word.
(A simple rewiring modifies the circuit to a rightjustified data arrangement.)
Addressing the gate that buffers the data-ready line
polls the converter to determine if a conversion is
complete. In this configuration, there is no need for extra
buffer-register storage provided that the data may be
held indefinitely in the converter itself, since the blankand-convert line is held low.
Another way of interfacing to a microcomputer bus is
to use one of the newer peripheral interface devices, as
shown in Fig. 4. This example also demonstrates how
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3. Interfacing is a breeze. With just a few external components, the AD571 a-d converter easily interfaces to any standard microprocessor
data bus. Data may be stosed indefinitely in the converter itself, as long as the device's blank-and-convert line is held low.
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4. Multiplexing. The device's three-state output buffers and the wired-OR feature of the data-ready line permit several converters to be
multiplexed digitally, often without the need for asample-and-hold. A peripheral interface chip simplifies the microprocessor hookup.

several converters may be multiplexed together, taking
advantage of the AD571's collector-OR feature and its
three-state output buffers. With aconverter per channel,
digital multiplexing eliminates the need for analog
multiplexing and often the need for a sample-and-hold
circuit as well. The peripheral interface adapter ties
eight converters to the microprocessor data bus without
the need for any extra logic.
Multiplexing details
The eight converters drive acommon 10-bit data bus
that terminates at the interface adapter, utilizing its
8-bit port A and 2 bits of its port B. The system reset
signal automatically puts these 10 data lines into the
input mode. These data lines may be read under software
control, and the remaining 6 bits of port B may be
programmed as outputs, as may control bits CA2 and
CB2. The latter eight lines drive the blank-and-convert
inputs of the eight converters, so that the devices may be
operated in sequence under program control.
Those converters that are to remain inactive are
simply held in the blank mode with open outputs as long
as their blank-and-convert inputs remain high. The dataready (or status) lines may be collector-oRed in two
groups of four, and these two groups drive the two
remaining control bits of the interface adapter. Interro-
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gating these bits tests the status of the conversion in
progress. The converters are divided into two groups to
minimize the loading effect of the internal pullup resistors on the data-ready buffers.
When acontrol line is in the logic-1 or high state, its
associated converter will be automatically blanked —that
is, that unit's outputs will be in the inactive open state.
Switching a single control line low starts its associated
converter. That converter's outputs will automatically go
active when the conversion is complete, and the result
can be read from the two peripheral ports. For the next
conversion, a different control line can be pulled low,
blanking the previously active port at the same time.
Subsequently, the cycle may be repeated.
In the future, the AD571 should prove to be just the
forerunner of a class of monolithic circuits that efficiently combine complex logic with high-performance
linear circuitry. Because of the high degree of' circuit
complexity it permits, linear-compatible PL. will mean
analog chips that incorporate such features as astandard
microprocessor interface, stored-data memory functions,
and even possibly an intelligent microprocessor interface.
In turn, laser wafer trimming makes it possible to
achieve high accuracy at low cost. When combined,
these technologies will undoubtedly carve out a sizable
niche in the data-conversion field.
EJ
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New
arrivals
in the
bulk storage
inventory
by Laurence Altman,
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TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF MEMORY ATTRIBUTES
,
Methods
Volatile Mecuan - of data
ical
access

Type

Access
time

Typical
sue (bits)

TTL RAM

yes

no

random

60 ns

10 3 to
5x 10 5

3.0 cents

MOS RAM

yes

no

random

300 ns

4 x 10 3
to 10 6

1.0 cent

Core

no

no

random

400 ns

10 5 to
5x 10 7

0.7 cent

BEAMOS

no

no

random
block

30 ms

2.5 x 10 7
to 6 x 10 5

0.01 to
0.02 cent

CCD

yes

no

random
block

100 ps

10 4 to
8x 10 6

0.25 cent

Bubble domain
(block-organized)

no

no

random
block

1ms

5x 10 5
to 2 x 10 8

0.03 to
0.05 cent

Floppy disk

no

yes

serial
block

100 ms

5x 10 5
to 5x 10 6

0.05 cent

10 s

10 6 to 10 7

0.04 cent

10 7 to
2x 10 8

0.08 cent

5x 10 7
to 5 o 10 9

0.0025 cent

5x 10 5
to 2x 10 9

0.03 to
0.05 cent

10 6 to 10 1°

0.0001 cent

Cassette

no

yes

serial

Head/track disk

no

yes

serial
block

8 ms

Moving-head
disk

no

yes

serial
block

100 ms

Bubble domain
(serial organization)

no

no

serial

1s

Tape

no

yes

serial

20 s

performance advantage other than the elimination of
moving disk drives. (It should be borne in mind that
bubble chips still need Permalloy or conductor patterns
covering every bit location, and the attendant processing,
yield, and packaging problems are likely to result in
higher cost than the manufacture of continuous
magnetic-storage media.) CCDS likewise are excluded
from this segment because they are nonvolatile. In fact,
flexible continuous magnetic media can be expected to
cover the archival storage segment of systems for along
time to come, thanks to their inherently reversible,
removable, nonvolatile, and low-cost characteristics.
An interesting application can be foreseen for static or
quasi-static shift registers like bubbles or CCDS. They
could serve as buffers (shaded in Fig. 2) between storage
devices that cannot otherwise communicate directly with

CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

CCD'

BUFFER
MEMORY

RAM:
8KILOBYTES,
50 TO 500 ns

MAI N
MEMORY

RAM:
128 KILOBYTES,
250 TO 1,000 ns

— —

DISKS:
10 MEGABYTES,
—40 ms

A new concept in bubble memory design increases
packing density by an order of magnitude. Recently
introduced by researchers at IBM Corp.'s laboratory in
San Jose, Calif., the technique packs bubbles into a
configuration like a crystal lattice, using the magnetic
flux in the lattice walls surrounding each bubble to
represent the logic is and Os of computer language.
Bubble lattice storage, as it is called, differs radically
from conventional bubble memories, in which the
presence or absence of bubbles is what counts. In
these memories, the bubbles are not static but move
about beneath athin-film Permalloy pattern as directed
by a rotating magnetic field. The field constantly
reverses the north and south polarity of different parts
of the pattern, thus pulling the bubbles along from
point to point.
The bubble lattice, on the other hand, squashes the
normally cylindrical magnetic-bubble domains so close
together that they become hexagonal in cross section,
like the cells in a honeycomb, and there is no empty
space between them. Storage density increases significantly, but a logic 0 can no longer be represented by
the absence of abubble.
Instead, binary data is represented by a magnetic
difference in the stationary bubbles—the direction of
magnetization in the boundary or wall that separates
the bubble from its surroundings. The magnetization
rotates in either aclockwise or counterclockwise direction round the hexagonal perimeter of the bubble. The
two directions are used to store is and Os.

each other because of a lack of synchronization or a
difference in their data ranges. Usually, data passes from
tapes to drums or disks and vice versa through randomaccess main memory. A low-cost shift register, capable
of temporarily storing the data of atrack (or cylinder) of
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The bubble lattice —a new idea
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2. Finding aplace. IBM analysts see targets for charge-coupled devices in
storage between the main memory and the file and archive storage. Bubbles
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I

SOURCE

IBM

main memory (if the price is right) or possibly as an intermediate
could serve as resident storage or in mass storage.
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3. Two types. Bubble chips built with aserial organization lead to an

MODULE
ADDRESS

easy-to-use memory system requiring simple controllers (a). The

BLOCK
ADDRESS

multiple-loop chip, on the other hand, results in fast-access but
complex memories needing sophisticated controllers (b).

adisk, would be attractive since it would relieve the data
flow through the main memory. Nonvolatility is not
required in this application, since data is stored only for
brief periods of time; hence, bubbles and CCD buffers
could have an equal shot here.
Bubble system designs
A great deal of bubble-device and -system analysis has
been carried out at various Rockwell divisions, where
research and development programs have been under
way for almost 10 years. At present, there are two types
of bubble memory devices. One is organized as asimple
serial-data loop, a configuration that yields a family of
bubble memories that serve either as data loggers or
slow-access program stores. This class of device has
characteristics similar to those of cassettes. It gains
simplicity of operation at the expense of slow access
times of about 100 ms.
The second type of bubble device is built with aseries
of minor and major loops for data storage. This configuration will be used for systems that require relatively
fast, 1-ms access to data blocks.
Using 4-to-6-micrometer bubble chips having capacities ranging from 64 to 100 kilobits, first-generation
bubble-memory systems of both types are being introduced or are at the design stage. For instance, there are
Bell Telephone's repertory dialer, containing a 1,100-bit
serial bubble store; Hitachi's 32-kilobyte serial bubble
memory for point-of-sale applications; Rockwell's
102-kilobyte serial bubble memory, also for-point-of-sale
systems; Rockwell's 100-million-bit bubble module built
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for use in a space-borne, four-channel recorder; Texas
Instruments' similar project for the Air Force; and, of
course, Ti's commercially available 92-k bubble-
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memory-chip subsystem module for data terminals.
Figure 3a is a block diagram of a characteristically
simple system built with eight serial bubble chips. Data
is stored in the bubble chips under asingle drive coil in a
1-byte-wide data organization similar to that of today's
cassettes. Little housekeeping is required since each loop
represents data stored in a single device. In fact, a
straightforward controller implemented with any standard one-chip microcomputer can start the memory,
read through the data searching for the record desired,
and then read or write it as necessary. Only four operating commands—run, erase, write, and read—are
needed for serial systems of this type.
On the other hand, the minor-loop bubble chips
require amuch more complex organization, but one with
far greater flexibility, speed, and ability to expand.
Figure 3b shows a minor-loop system of the kind that
might be used to transfer data to amicroprocessor main
store through a direct-memory-access port. In this
system, since block addressing to the memory modules
must be combined with some indexing of the location of
each record within amodule, acomplex controller must
be implemented. Indeed, minor-loop bubble-memory
system controllers will contain most of the features at
present found in large disk controllers, including address
search logic, parity checking, and error correction. Here,
the bubble control may map data away from bad loops
and into spare ones in amanner similar to the reassignment provisions of large disks.
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One multiloop design of this type is the TI bubble
system for microprocessor mass storage (Fig. 4). Besides
the microprocessor elements, it uses a bubble-memory
controller, a function-timing generator, redundancy and
data-handling logic, chip-select logic, and eight memory
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5. Redundancy. A bubble-memory system might contain a redundancy system that uses a programmable ROM to prevent bad bits from
causing errors. The PROM is programmed to bypass the bad bits from each page read, thus preventing them from reaching the output.
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TABLE 2: PRESENT AND FUTURE BUBBLE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
Present technology

Next 1to 3years

10 years from now

$100/2-in. wafer

$35/2-m. wafer

$25/3-in. wafer

Films

YSmCaGe Garnet
YSmGe Garnet

YSmCaGe Garnet
YSmLuCaGe Garnet

YSmCaGe Garnet (3 layer)?
YSmLuCaGe Garnet

amorphous materials
Gd Cobalt

Bubble size

4— 6gm

2— 3pm

1pm

< 1grn

Patterns

T-bar using optical
contact lithography

gap-tolerant patterns using
optical contact lithography

contiguous patterns using
electron-beam masks and
X-ray lithography

conductor driven or
field access?

Bias

permanent magnet

permanent magnet

self-bias

none

Drive

field access
35 — 50 Oe

field access
50 — 65 Oe

field access 75 Oe

current loop

Device bit size

64-K — 128-K

128-K — 256-K

256-K — 1-M

256-K — 1-M

Speed

100 — 500 kHz

0.1 — 1MHz

1— 5MHz

0.200 — 5MHz

Organization

serial loop or
minor loop

major-minor or redundant
loop designs

redundant loops only
10 6 — log

lattice file
10 7 - 10 10

System bit size

5.0 x 10 5 — 108

10 8 — 2x 10 8

Temperature range

—25 to +75°C

—25 to +75°C

—25 to +75°C

0to 50 °C

System cost

0.1 cent/bit

0.05 —0.03 cent/bit

0.012 —0.005 cent/bit

0.010 —0.003 cent/bit

chips. Four sense amplifiers and their associated termination networks are shared by the eight chips.
This organization restricts the data rate to 10 kilobits
per second while reducing parts count, since only one
bubble module from each pair sharing asense amplifier
may be accessed at one time. The maximum transfer
rate could be increased to 20 kb/s by reconfiguring the
data-handling and sense circuitry so that bubble modules
might be accessed in parallel.
To read data into this system, the CPU directs the
data-handling logic that selects the module to be
accessed and then loads the data into the controller with
the required page number and read commands. The
controller then accesses the proper page and stores the
data in its buffer. Finally, the controller sends an interrupt signal to the CPU and commands it to read the data
from the controller's buffer.
To write, the process is reversed. The CPU sends the
data into the controller buffer and the controller interrupts the CPU when the data entry is completed.
A key advantage that bubble devices have over other
memory technologies is the ease with which redundancy
can be built into them. Extra minor loops can be
included on the chips for use in place of loops containing
errors. Thus, false readings and errors are much simpler
to correct than is the case with semiconductor chips of
the same density.
Redundancy
Redundancy may be handled in several ways. First,
the masks for all the bubble modules might be stored in
aspecial programmable ROM. The mask for an accessed
module could be read from the ROM and gated with each
bit of the page as it is read, preventing bad bits from
reaching the controller buffer (Fig. 5). Alternatively,
equivalents of the masks could be stored in the CPU ROM.
In this case, all the bits in apage would be read and the
data reconstructed by CPU software. A third alternative
is to store the redundancy map in the bubble device and
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5years from now

Wafers

read it into aRAM during system initialization.
Even as first-generation bubble-memory systems are
being designed, continuing research is increasing the
capability and reducing the cost of bubble devices. A
glimpse of what can be expected is provided by Table 2,
an assessment developed by Rockwell researchers. In the
near term, finer metalization will improve propagation
patterns so that smaller bubbles can be fabricated
without aggravating the lithography constraints of
device fabrication.
Expected this year are bubbles with diameters of 3
and 4micrometers, doubling the density and halving the
speed of today's typically 5-to-6-µm-bubble devices. As
metalization improves in the next one to three years, the
chips will rocket to a 256-k density. Such a packing
density will favor the minor-loop configurations and
make possible systems with a high-level fault tolerance.
At the same time, bubble bit costs in the range of 1
millicent will make this technology increasingly attractive for moveable-storage mass-memory replacements.
The future of bubbles
Further ahead—perhaps five years off—devices
containing 1-tam bubbles are expected. Since the pattern
resolutions of 0.25 gm required for this bubble dimension are beyond the reach of optical lithography, a
parallel development of electron-beam mask making and
electron-beam and/or X-ray lithography will be necessary for achieving these dimensions. The payoff,
however, will be well worth the investment: devices with
capabilities approaching 1megabit will be possible.
Packing densities of this magnitude, however, will
mandate redundant fault-tolerant and extremely lowpower device designs. Nevertheless, these very largecapacity devices will more than amortize the relatively
high costs of the raw garnet substrate material used in
bubble fabrication and the high cost of the system
support that will be required to manage as many bits as
this. All in all, a 1-million-bit memory bubble chip will
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6. CCD types. Long-loop CCDs (a) are composed of high-frequency input and output serial

7. Power saver. Short-loop device in page-

registers and a relatively slow array of parallel registers. Short-loop types (b) are made up of

mode operations consists of 256 loops that

short straight paths multiplexed together to form the recirculating registers.

are accessed by 8-bit addresses.

cause the bit costs to drop below 1millicent.
Beyond this lie exotic new approaches. The use of a
self-biasing film in bubble fabrication could eliminate
the dependency of bubble memory systems on bias
magnets. Moreover, amorphous materials utilized as
lattice files (see "The bubble lattice—a new idea,"
p. 109) offer of a completely new approach to bubble
storage, one that would eliminate all drive coils and yield
bubble memories in the range of 10'° bits.
The outlook in CCD systems
As for charge-coupled devices, they are being designed
into a wide variety of equipment, ranging from blockaccessible memories for large computers to look-up files
in point-of-sale terminals. CCDS are a good choice for
these applications because they are cheaper than semiconductor RAMS and perform better than disks.
All CCD applications have in common the need for
low-cost memory storage. Beyond that, the requirements
vary according with the design criteria. Hierarchical
memories intended for large computers and therefore
needing high performance require CCD systems with low
latency times and high data-transfer rates. But microprocessor-oriented CCD memories could trade off lower
data rates for minimal design-in overhead.
In between there is a full range of applications with
varying key requirements. CCD replacements of fixedhead disks, for instance, can get by with low data rates
but must be cheap to compete, whereas the reverse is
true for CCD data crunchers, main memory extensions,
and associative processors. These must be fast, to keep
pace with the semiconductor-RAM-based systems that
control them, but they need not be cheap since their
capacity is small.
Manufacturers of ccos are experimenting with several
device layouts to see which best suit the different applications. The most fundamental parameter they are
playing with is the length of the loop in which the CCD'S
charge circulates. According to designers at Intel Corp.,
which along with Fairchild and TI have CCD chips either
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available or soon to be available in sample quantities, a
can be made with a few long loops or with several
short loops. The choice affects overall device performance and system architecture, since the loop length in
essence adds a third dimension to the two (row and
column) of RAM design.
Long-loop ccos generally employ a serial-parallelserial organization (Fig. 6). A single loop consists of a
high-frequency serial-input register, a high-frequency
serial-output register, and alow-frequency parallel array
between the input/output registers shifting at 1/n of the
Ito frequency. The charge packet makes two turns, one
at each interface between the parallel array and the
serial Ito registers. Since the bulk of the bits reside in the
parallel section and move at a significantly lower
frequency than the Ito, the SPS organization saves power.
A 64-K device typically consists of 16 such loops, and a
4-bit address input selects aspecific loop.
CCD

Two examples
The device depicted in Fig. 6 is a typical short-loop
Each loop is a short, straight path for the movement of charge. Power is reduced by the use of an
internal multiplexing scheme to reduce the actual shift
frequency of the array. In the Intel 2464 short-loop
device, for example, four 64-bit registers are multiplexed
to create one 256-bit loop. For an effective 1-MHz shift
rate, the actual array shifts at only 250 kHz. The array
comprises altogether 256 identical loops that shift
synchronously. Eight-bit address inputs select each loop.
CCD users can reduce power still more in short-loop
devices if they use the operating scheme known as pagemode operation (Fig. 7). Since short-loop devices require
relatively few shifts between refresh periods, they can
stop between shifts for ashort time during which several
data bits can be accessed. In effect, the data and shift
rates are independent. It is entirely feasible to run the
fastest possible page-mode data rate while also using the
fastest possible shift frequency. In this way, maximum
performance may be derived from minimum power.
CCD.
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Designer's casebook
off any charge being stored in capacitor CI.
When braking is desired, SI is activated and thus
opened, so that the positive half-cycle of the line voltage
will appear across DI,CI,and R1—R 3 and the SCR will be
triggered. This action, in addition to enabling a strong
pulse of direct current to flow through the motor
by Stephen Wardlaw
windings, partly charges CI.
Yale-New Haven Hospital, Dept. of Laboratory Medicine, New Haven. Conn.
When the line current drops through zero and into its
negative half-cycle, the SCR turns off and remains in that
Alternating-current motors used in position-sensing state until the ac input reaches its positive half-cycle
circuits must be quickly braked and stopped if the again. The process is repeated until CIis charged to near
system is to retain its positional accuracy. In the case of the peak value of the line voltage, at which time direct
a small shaded-pole motor, a dc source connected current will cease to flow. The sat will not turn on
directly to its field winding brakes it dynamically by again, because DIwill be permanently back-biased.
The 150-volt varistor helps to suppress line spikes. The
rapidly dissipating its kinetic energy. But if not turned
fuse, F, is included as asafety precaution and will open if
off in time, the source will overheat the motor.
A safer way is to derive the de voltage through a for some reason the braking unit continues to enable the
silicon controlled rectifier, a diode, and a resistance- power line to feed a relatively high direct current
capacitance network. Moreover, such acircuit costs less through the motor winding. Using the component values
than an electromechanical switch and is simpler than a shown, the braking unit will enable the line to supply a
pulsating dc to the motor for approximately 1second—
thermal-delay or momentary-contact switch.
As shown in the figure, the braking unit (within the more than enough time to completely brake any small
D
dotted lines) must be placed in parallel with a manual motor with arating of up to 1/4 horsepower or so.
electronic switch, SI,that is used to trigger the braking
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
of motor M. With SI in the normally closed position, no and
unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
voltage appears across the braking unit, and RI bleeds the circuit's operating principle and purpose. Well pay $50 for each item published.

Diodes and integrator brake
small motors dynamically

Fast reaction. S, initiates motor braking.
Positive half-cycle of input voltage appears
across D,, CI, R,-R 3,firing SCR and enabling
direct current to flow through small shadedpole motor. C, charges to nearly peak value
of input voltage during succeeding positive

1N4008

half-cycles, terminating process.

S
'

S2800-13

0.47 pF —

10 MSS

600 V
0150V
VARISTOR

100 S2

117-V ac
INPUT

D flip-flops sense
locked state of PLL
by L. W. Shacklette and

H. A. Ashworth

Seton Hall University, Department of Physics, South Orange, N. J.
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This circuit uses a dual D flip-flop to sense the locked
state of many popular phase-locked loops, such as the
Signetics 562 and 565. By adding adual one-shot—lightemitting-diode combination to the flip-flops, the circuit
visually indicates locking for the conditions where the
output frequency, f., is locked to the input signal (f.), to
its harmonics (Nf,) or to its subharmonics (f,/N).
The circuit shown in (a) determines whether a fixed
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Lock detector. Monitor (a) detects the existence of a phase difference between f, and f
0 and can thus differentiate between three locked
conditions, because circuit is also sensitive to ratios f. /f., f,/21 0,and 2t/f. (b). Table (c) summarizes circuit response.

(that is, locked) relationship between f, and f
0 exists by
employing both flip-flops in asimple phase detector. The
f, signal drives the D input of flip-flop A, and the C
input of Az, and the f
0 signal emanating from the
voltage-controlled-oscillator output of the PLL drives CI
and D2. The design of the phase detector accommodates
a PLL having a phase comparator that can generate an
upper and lower f
r to-f0 phase displacement of 180° and
0°, respectively, for the locked condition. The comparator does this by deriving an f
0 that is displaced 90° with
respect to f, when the loop is in the center of its range.
The circuit response for a constant f
0 and f, may be
understood with the aid of (b). Because the D flip-flops
read the data signals (Di) on the positive edge of each
clock (C,), whenever the data frequency fa, equals the
clock frequency, fd, Q. and Q2 of the 4013 remain fixed
it either logic 1or logic 0, depending upon whether the
;ignals at C1 and Di are in phase or out of phase. In

Delay lines help generate
luadrature voice for SSB
)y Joseph A. Webb and M. W. Kelly
Iniversity of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand
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either case, the output from the corresponding edgetriggered one-shot in the 4528 will be zero.
When f
0 is an integer multiple of fd, or f
d is an integer
multiple of f., there will be apulsed output signal from
one of the output ports of the 4013 and acorresponding
signal at the 4528 to light the LED. Note that because the
one-shot is retriggerable, its output will be constantly at
logic 1for apulsed input signal. The output (logic 1or
logic 0) from the other port of the flip-flop will be
constant. When f
0 and f, are out of lock, each flip-flop
reads random Is and Os, causing pulsed output signals to
appear at both ports of the 4013. The table (c) summarizes circuit operation.
In cases where it is necessary to detect only the
condition f.= f„ a simpler monitor can be constructed
using only a smile D flip-flop and one LED that is
connected to its Q output. The LED will light whenever
f
o# f..
D

The major difficulty faced by designers when trying to
generate a single-sideband signal by the phase-shift
method—that is, obtaining the modulating signals in
quadrature over awide band while achieving good transient response—may be overcome by implementing the
well-known Hilbert transform with two clocked analog
delay lines and aresistor weighting network.
This simple circuit splits the modulating (audio)
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Constant phase. Hilbert transform function shown in (a) is impleREFERENCE
CHANNEL

mented by delay-line circuit shown in (b) in order to keep modulating
signals in phase-modulated single-sideband system in true quadrature. Plot of imaginary component of circuit's generated Hilbert

VOICE LO°

RETICON TAD-32

(b)

transform, h(n), indicates good transient response (c). Audio signals
RELATIVE AMPLITUDE (IMAGINARY COMPONENT OF 11(111)

remain in quadrature over entire frequency range shown.

signals into two components that are identical in content
but displaced by the required phase difference of 90°.
Maintaining the range of quadrature over awide band of
audio frequencies, which ultimately makes possible
excellent system rejection of the unwanted sideband, is a
feat beyond that of conventional RC networks.
In the phasing method of SSB generation, a pair of
balanced mixers is used to multiply two quadraturerelated carrier frequencies (coch coe2), with two similarly
related modulating frequencies (covi, wv2). In the circuit,
WC, is multiplied by cov2, and coo is multiplied by coy,. If
the reference audio and carrier frequencies are represented by trigonometric (cosine) generators, the output
of the mixers are:
cos(wct)cos(covt) = /
2 [cos(w c +cov)t +cos( WC —cov)t]
1

_

/,
/ //
/

/ /
/

— — —
16 SAMPLE PERIODS
—• —•- 32 SAMPLE PERIODS
64 SAMPLE PERIODS

o
sin(coct) sin(cc)vt) = /
2 [cos(co c +cov)t —cos(c.oc —co v)t]
1
where the subscripts 1and 2for coy and co c are dropped
because the sine and cosine functions are 90° out of
phase. The output of each mixer is then added or
subtracted to obtain the upper (co c +coy) or lower
(wc coy) sideband, as desired. Remember, however, that
quadrature between the audio and carrier frequencies
must be maintained for optimum response.
The discrete Hilbert transform of any signal, that is:
h(n) —

1—ern

1—cosrn

corresponds to a 90° phase shift of all its frequency
components, and thus by implementing this function the
quadrature relationship for the audio channels is maintained. Attaining quadrature for carrier signals is
iimple, since the co c signal has virtually zero bandwidth.
The discrete Hilbert transform is defined from plus to
minus infinity, although truncation is needed for physcal realization of the function. The truncated impulse
-esponse of this function is illustrated in (a).
The required response may be generated with the
lelay-line circuit shown in (b). A Reticon TAD-32
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RELATIVE AMPLITUDE NORMALIZED AT 2kHz

0.5

10

2.0

4.0

FREQUENCY IkH/1

charge-coupled device is used for the delay line. The
weighting resistors are selected so that the circuit will
generate the product of the truncated function, h(n), and
a smoothing or weighted function, W(n), where
W(n)=cos 2nr/N. Each resistor is selected so that
R(n)= h(n)W(n). Note that the cos 2 function is defined
from +90° to —90°, not from plus to minus infinity.
The reference voice channel is delayed by N/2
samples for the audio channels to remain in true quadrature. At a clock frequency of 8 kilohertz, the delay
amounts to 4milliseconds for 64 samples.
The plot of the imaginary component of h(n) in (c) of
the figure illustrates the excellent transient response of
the circuit. As can be seen, relatively few samples are
needed for good performance. In these tests, the clock
frequency was 8 kHz. For telephone-quality voice
signals, N=32 is sufficient, and N=64 represents excellent performance. Since the Hilbert transform is
symmetrical, that is, f(t)= —f(t), quadrature is perfect
over the entire frequency range shown.
LI
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Say it in ahigh-level language
with 644 read-only memories
The next generation of ROMs will hold complex, complete software packages,
including interpreters and compilers for Basic, Fortran, PL/M, etc.
by Rudy Langer and Thomas Dugan,
El A new era is dawning in the world of solid-state
memories as very-large-scale integration boosts readonly-memory chips to 64-x size, with 256-K devices
standing in the wings. These chip capacities make the
ROM a full-blown program-storage medium with acost,
convenience, and durability never before possible. Such
silicon software—that is, complex, complete software
packages in plug-in ROMS—will change the way memory
is used, the way microprocessor systems are designed,
and the way software is implemented, developed, and
distributed.
Right on the horizon is the lodestar of this momentous
development: the availability to microcomputers of highlevel programming languages. Basic, Fortran, and PL/M,
which now require expensive disk-based systems for their
effective use, will be accessible for no more than the cost
of a$15 or $20 integrated circuit.
Indeed, with programmed Roms, high-level languages

ch AND
OP8224
CLOCK
GENERATOR
AND
DRIVER

02

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

will be at last cheap enough for even the smallest microcomputer systems. Moreover, encapsulating software in
Roms means that a large variety of commonly used
routines and subroutines can be packaged in readily
available off-the-shelf families. Such firmware will be
seen as simply aresource of the microcomputer system,
nothing more than another peripheral chip.
Bit patterns to programs

Read-only memories have come along way since their
first use as pattern storage on a bit-by-bit basis. Such
applications—code-conversion tables like those converting EBCDIC to ASCII, for example—typically require
1,000 to 2,000 bits. As Rom capacity grew, so did its
uses. With 4-K chips, it was possible to store acomplete
font of 5-by-7 dot-matrix characters.
Now, with 65,536-bit Roms available, extended bitpattern storage can be achieved. The most immediate
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1. Basic microcomputer. Few components are needed to build an 8080-based microcomputer that programs in Basic. Besides the usual
ROM, RAM, and system-control chips, the 64-K 8298 ROM is connected to the system's address and data buses. It stores an LLL Basic
nterpreter and ahandy hexadecimal debugging tool, which allows the user to examine and internal registers and memory location.
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TABLE 1: BASIC STATEMENTS AND CONTROL COMMANDS

Statement

Function

CALL

Calls user-written assembly-language routines.

DIM

Declares an array. (Indexing is from zero).

END

Terminates aprogram and returns control to the Basic subsystem.

FOR

Causes program to iterate through aloop adesignated number of times.

GET expression

Reads input data from aspecified port.

GOSUB nn

Transfers control to asubroutine beginning at line nn.

GOTO nn

Transfers control to line nn.

IF expression THEN nn

Transfers to line nn if the condition of the•expression is met.

INPUT list

Allows the user to supply numeric data to aprogram directly from the terminal.

LET identifier=expression

Assigns the value of an expression to the identifier on the left side of the equal sign.

NEXT

Signals the end of aloop.

PRINT

Allows numeric data and character strings to be printed on the terminal.

PUT expression

Writes output data to aspecified port.

REM

Allows comments to be inserted in the program listing.

RETURN

Returns control to the line after the last GOSuB.

STOP

Suspends program execution and returns.

Command

Function

CONTROL/H (backspace)

Deletes the previous character typed during input.

CONTROL/S

Interrupts program during execution and returns to immediate mode.

DEBUG

Transfers control to the hexadecimal debugger program (HDT).

LIST

Prints out all or part of aprogram at the terminal.

PACK

Frees memory locations in RAM to allow the user more working space.

PLIST

Punches paper-tape copy of aprogram.

PTAPE

Reads in paper-tape copy of program using high-speed reader.

RUN

Begins execution of the program currently in memory.

SCR

Erases the program in memory.

impact will be in video games, since the bit patterns for
the most part are not programs but actually represent
patterns on the screen. Thus they require less development time than computer software. The availability of
1-, 2-, and 4-kilobyte Roms is largely responsible for the
variety of video games, and the development now under
way of games using 8-kilobyte memories promises even
greater sophistication.
Accordingly, consumer product design is a prime
target for silicon software. Advanced general-purpose
calculators with basic computation keys and programming capability now require the user to understand both
the language of the machine and the detailed mathematical concepts of a particular application. They could be
supplanted by special-purpose machines tailored to
specific applications by achange of ROMS.
For example, the groundspeed of an airplane may be
calculated from windspeed, airspeed, and direction of
flight, if one knows the fundamentals of trigonometry
and vector arithmetic. Most pilots do not and would not
have the time to do it anyway. But anyone could solve
the problem using acalculator with appropriately designated input keys and a groundspeed answer key. Such a
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dedicated machine would be feasible only if the same
basic hardware were used for, say, a realtor's, photographer's, or carpenter's calculator, with the personality
formed simply by the insertion of aprogrammed Rom.
A future in computers
Soon Roms will begin to affect the ways in which
computer software is implemented, stored, and distributed. In fact, system software that is exclusively Romresident will be the norm in systems of the future.
The benefits of such software are many. First.
programs need not be loaded from cassettes, disks, or
paper tape. Rom chips will be the cheapest storage
medium in the long run, as well as being the smallest.
Moreover, they are as indestructible as the machine that
uses them, in terms of the nonvolatility of the information they contain.
The advantages a high-level language brings to a
microcomputer system using silicon software are many:
• Ease of operation. High-level languages are easy to
learn because of their English-like statements and their
conversational nature. Compared with assembly language, it takes arelatively short training time to become
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TABLE 2 MEMORY MAP FOR BASIC INTERPRETER
10

REM "THIS IS A SIMPLE BENCHMARK PROGRAM. IT"

15

REM "MULTIPLIES, DIVIDES, ADDS AND SUBTRACTS."

ROM Address
(hexadecimal)

Function

20

REM

1000 — 1047

Basic entry points for initialization

30

INPUT A

1048 — 1291

Basic I/O (standard for INS8251 at ports EC and ED)

40

INPUT B

1292 — 12CC

PACK routine

50

LET C = A + B

12CD — 27FF

Basic interpreter

60

LET A = A + 1

2800 — 2E FF

Hexadecimal debugging tool and loaders

70

LET E = B/C

2F00 — 2FFF

I/O jump routines

80

LET F = A

90

LET C = C — F

E

RAM Address
(hexadecimal)

Function

100

IF A = 1001, THEN 200

3D00 — 3DF F

Basic RAM scratch area (printers, stack, etc.)

110

GO TO 50

3E00 upward

Basic user program space

200

PRINT "THE LOOP IS DONE AT"

210

END

2. Benchmark program. A simple program written in LLL Basic
compares run times in compilers and interpreters. The loop in the
program carries out addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
all of which execute 1,000 times. The compiled code runs about 31
2
/
times faster than interpreted code.

proficient in Fortran, and even less time for Basic. Of
course, proficiency in the language of a system will
simplify the job of operating and maintaining that
system.
• Reduced programming time. One high-level statement
does the work of about 10 assembly-language statements. Yet, writing astatement in Fortran, for example,
takes the same amount of time as writing one in
assembly language. High-level languages are also easier
to debug, so programs are completed faster.
• Reduced development time. Because the user does not
have to convert a high-level development program
written for the prototype system into the machine- or
assembly-level program for the production unit, development time from concept to market is much reduced.
• Reduced documentation costs. It is easier to write out
explanations of high-level programs because they are
more natural in their syntax and hence more straightforward in their expression of what is being done.
• Program-language commonality. Assembly language
statements vary from computer to computer, but ahighlevel language can provide a common way of encoding
programs for use with different types of computers.
• Elimination of the specialist. Programming in ahighlevel language lessens the need for a highly trained
programming specialist. This brings the system's operation closer to the people who understand the application,
not necessarily the computer. With assembly language,
the opposite is often true: programs end up adjusting the
application to the computer's convenience.
To use high-level languages on a microcomputer
system requires either interpreters, which translate and
execute each source (high-level) statement into machine
language, or compilers, which translate entire high-level
programs into machine language before execution.
Compilers are much larger programs than interpreters,
but generate native machine code that executes signifi-
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cantly faster, having substantially less lines.
Since an interpreter translates and executes individual
statements essentially in their source form, the programmer can make immediate alterations to the source
programs during checkout. Many interpreters also can
detect programming syntax errors as statements are
being typed in. With assembly-level programs, errors
often go undetected as far as the prototype system.
High level for microcomputers
With lots of program space in the new large ROMS,
extremely space-efficient code need no longer be written
for every microprocessor application. Although highlevel languages may produce four or more times as much
assembly code when compiled, they can now filter down
to production-level microcomputer systems—unless the
execution-speed requirement demands a tightly written
assembly program.
With ahigh-level language running directly in afinal
production system, the designer may pay penalties in
execution time of as much as 10 times over that obtained
by using optimized machine languages. But of the range
of microprocessor applications, the vast majority are not
very time-critical. Most instrumentation, data-acquisition, and process-control jobs can be done by amicroprocessor configuration that operate at just a tenth the
speed of an 8080A.
Already, several versions of Basic interpreters are
available that take up less than 8 kilobytes of memory
and could fit in asingle integrated circuit. One version,
for example, is Lu.. Basic, developed at the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory in Livermore, Calif., and tailored
for data-acquisition and process-control applications.
The LLL Basic interpreter requires 6 kilobytes of
memory, and therefore fits comfortably in an 8-kilobyte
ROM.

Nearly all interpreters, and even some compilers, will
be accommodated by the 16-kilobyte ROMS under development, and forthcoming ROMS as large as 64 kilobytes
will be large enough for awhole family of compilers and
compiled programs that are already in the public
domain. Thus the era of silicon software is well on the
way to being launched.
Software packaged in Roms has additional benefits of
its own. Immediately apparent is the impetus it adds to
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LLL BASIC PROGRAM

ASSEMBLY-LANGUAGE PROGRAM

10REM "THIS IS A TEST TO COMPARE PLM
ASSEMBLY AND"

ORG 374000
SCR E OU 300

20REM "BASIC LANGUAGES FOR WRITING FAST AND
EASY"

PAG EQU 44000
PRESS EQU 40

30REM "TO DEBUG PROGRAMS FOR MICROPROCESSORS."

TEMP EQU PRES +4

35REM

VOL EQU 00
;READ VOLUME
LXI H, PAG

;PAGE 11 LOC 0

MVI C, SCR

;SCRATCH AREA

CALL INPUT

;READ VOLUME FROM TTY TO
;MEMORY BUFFER

40REM "CALCULATE VOLUME USING THE IDEAL GAS
LAW"
45R EM "VOL2 — VOL1*(Pl/P2)*(T2/T1)"
50REM
60PRINT "ORIGINAL VOLUME"
651N PUT V1
75PRINT "ORIGINAL PRESSURE"

MVI L, PRESS

;READ PRESSURE

MVI C, SCR

;SCRATCH

CALL INPUT

;READ AND STORE IT

MVI L, TEMP

;READ TEMP

MVI C, SCR

;SCRATCH

CALL INPUT

;READ AND STORE IT

105LET A=T1+273.15

MVI L, TEMP+4

;CALCULATE STD PRESSURE

115REM "Ti IS IN DEGREES C"

MOV B, L

;SAVE IN B

116REM "A IS IN DEGREES KELVIN."

MVI M, 2760

;LOAD 760 INTO MEMORY

120LET B=P1/760.0

80INPUT P1
85PRINT "ORIGINAL TEMPERATURE"
90INPUT Ti
100REM "NOW THAT THE VALUES ARE INPUTED LET'S
DO THE CALCULATION."

INR L

125REM "Pl IS IN MM OF HG."

MVI M, 0000

127REM "P2=760.0 WHICH IS 1 ATM."

INR L

130LET C=273.15/A

MVI M, 110Q

135REM "C IS T2/1-1"

INR L

136LET E=C*13

MVI M, 0120

137REM "E=11-2/1-1)*(P1 /P21"

MVI I, PRES

;DIVIDED

MVI C, TEMP+8

;RESULT

CALL LDIV
;STORE 273.15

MOV B, L

;SAVE IN B

MVI M, 2100

calculation is written in assembly language (a) and in LLL Basic (b).

MVI M, 2230

While

INR L

MVI M, 01110

code

occupies

21/2 times

as

much

;RESULT PTR TO L

program modularity. A concept widely used in computing circles, application-program modularity is just
coming into vogue with microcomputers. It allows the
design of software packages or modules that can eliminate redundant programming efforts.
Such modules are at present sold, rented, and swapped
in paper-tape, magnetic-tape, and disk form and are
ready-to-go application packages designed so that the
user merely specifies which options or special requirements are needed and what particular values must be
used. If designed and inserted into Roms, these packages
become truly modular, since small plug-in units incorporate the program function.

;FINAL VOL AT STD PARD GING

Interchangeable languages

MVI L, TEMP
MVI C, SCR

;SCRATCH

CALL LADD

;ADD TO GET DEGREES KELVIN

MOV C, L

;STORE RESULT PTA IN C

MOV L, B

;273.15 IN B

MOV 8, C

;TEMP IN DEGREES K

MVI C, TEMP+12

;RESULT

CALL LDIV

;DIVIDE THEM

MOV B, C
MOV L, TEMP+8

;PRESSURE

MVI C, PRES

;TEMPORARY RESULT

CALL LMUL

MOV B, VOL
CALL LMUL
;FINAL RESULT

MVI C, SCR
;WRITE ANSWER TO TTY

END

(a)
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Basic-generated

assembly language program took more than four days.

INR L

CALL CVRT

the

memory, the program took only an hour to write and debug; the

MVI M, 0630

MVI L, C

READY

3. Assembly vs Basic. A program that performs the ideal-gas-law

INR L

MUI C, TEMP+12

150PRINT "THE VOLUME AT STD PRESS AND TEMP IS";V2
200END

MVI L, TEMP+4

MOV L, C

140LET V2=E*V1

Another ROM software advantage is in language interchangeability. Using silicon software, a microcomputersystem designer can change the language of his system
by simply swapping chips. A single-board computer
could be turned into a Basic machine by dropping a
Rom-resident interpreter into the proper socket. The
board could subsequently be changed to an APL, Fortran,
Pascal, or Cobol machine merely by substituting the
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proper plug-compatible programmed device.
An example of silicon software is the INS8298 Basic
interpreter for the 8080A microprocessor. Few additional components are needed with the microprocessor
and the 8-kilobyte ROM interpreter to build the complete
Basic microcomputer system shown in Fig. 1.
The LL.t. Basic interpreter in the 8298 can translate,
debug, and execute ASCII-coded programs written into
random-access memory by the user. Each statement is
interpreted from its basic ASCII format and then
executed line by line. Since the interpreter works directly
from user-written source statements in memory, the user
can easily manipulate source code and instantly revise
the program when errors are detected. If the application
needs more efficient assembly code than can be generated by an interpreter, a Fortran program that compiles
LLL Basic programs is available in the public domain.
Basic interpreter in action
The 8298 accepts both the program statements and
control commands listed in Table 1. Program statements
describe operations to be performed on program data,
while control commands specify actions that alter the
status of the user's program by directing the execution,
saving, and retrieval of programs.
All program statements, except those preceded by a
line number, are executed immediately and then
discarded. Called the immediate or direct mode, this is
especially valuable for program checkout. Those statements preceded by a line number are inserted into the
program for later execution at aspot determined by the
line number.
The memory map for the Basic interpreter is shown in
Table 2. Hexadecimal ROM addresses cover from 100016
to 2FFF 16 ,and the interpreter assumes its working RANI
starts at 3D0016. All input/output routines used by the
8298 are in the upper 256 bytes of address space so that
asimple address-decoding circuit can allow the substitu-

tion of special user-supplied input/output packages if
necessary. As an alternative scheme allowing the user to
tailor wo to his own needs, entry points to the interpreter
are provided that allow the page-0 initialization program
to route all Basic input/output through its own routines
by preinitializing the RANI I/O jump table used in all 8298
programs.
A hexadecimal debugging and utility tool (HDT) is
also included in the 8298. The HDT allows the user to
examine internal registers and memory locations and to
modify their contents. It is called from the Basic interpreter to help debug user-developed software. Input and
output data representation is in hexadecimal format. In
addition, HDT also has commands that test a specified
range of memory locations, load programs in hexadecimal, NSC, and LLL binary formats, and save the contents
of aspecified range of memory locations.
The benchmark program shown in Fig. 2was used to
compare the Basic interpreter with acompiler. Running
the program took 75 seconds with the interpreter. When
it was compiled into 8080 machine code, it ran in 22
seconds. Thus, an application that calls for stringent
speed requirements may warrant the extra effort
required to program in assembly code rather than in a
high-level language.
Gas-law program
For comparative purposes, a program that performs
simple mathematical routines—the ideal gas-law calculation—has been written in both LLt. Basic and
assembly language (Fig. 3). The assembly language
routine is 100 bytes long and took four to five days to
program and debug on an 8080-based system. The LLL
Basic version occupies an estimated 250 bytes, exclusive
of comments. But it took only one hour to program and
debug into astate suitable for input into acompiler. Of
course, an 8298-based system, using the capabilities of
its HDT package, could immediately punch the program

12-BIT RATE MULTIPLIER
60 Hz
CLOCK

6BITS

ZERO-CROSSOVER
SOLID-STATE RELAY

6BITS

12-BIT
DIGITAL-TOANALOG
CONVERTER

POWER
LEVEL
METER

TRANSFORMER

HEATER
8080

TELETYPEWRITER

MICROCOMPUTER

DIGITAL
THERMOMETER

SOURCE
/77
THERMOCOUPLE
MASS SPECTROMETER

HIGH

ON

LOW

(CONTROL STATUS LIGHTS)

4. Temperature controller. A microcomputer-based temperature controller for the inlet probe of a high-resolution mass spectrometer is
programmed in LLL Basic. The system hardware took 11/
2 months to complete, while the Basic programming required just 1
1
/
2 weeks. If the
program were implemented in assembly language, a period of at least three months would be needed for to carry out the tasks of writing and
debugging. In operation, the Basic program calls asmall assembly-language routine that performs calculations quickly.
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5. Nibl Board. The 9295 32-K read-only
memory contains an

intepreter for the

National Industrial Basic Language (Nibl),
which is evaluated in this SC/MP-based
microcomputer system. Hooking a teletypewriter to the input/output line, the user can
develop his application program in Nibl in
on-board random-access memory and then
burn it into the PROM once it is debugged.

out in aformat suitable for aprogrammable ROM.
A typical application using LLL Basic is for temperature control of the inlet probe of ahigh-resolution mass
spectrometer (Fig. 4). A digital temperature is obtained
from a thermocouple, which is connected to a digital
panel meter with abinary-coded-decimal output.
In operation, the LLL Basic program calls a small
assembly-language routine to read the temperature. The
program then operates on the reading, calculating the
deviation of the actual temperature from the desired
temperature variation curve, and applies an appropriate
amount of heat to keep the inlet temperature tracking
correctly.
The hardware for the system took about six weeks to
design and debug, and the software effort took about
half as long. If assembly language had been used, the
software would have taken about twice as long as the
hardware. This example shows how high-level languages
can greatly reduce the time required for overall system
development.
Nibl on achip
Another example of silicon software is an 8060 SC/MPoriented interpreter for Nibl —National Industrial Basic
Language—which is implemented in asingle 32,768-bit
ROM called the INS8295. Nibl, aimed at industrial
control applications, is arelative of Tiny Basic, alimited
version of the standard Basic developed by Robert
Albrecht and James Warren as ageneral-purpose game
and educational language for microprocessors.
Since Tiny Basic was intended for adaptation with
many different types of microprocessors, it was written
in ahighly interpretive language designed expressly for
the construction of translators. It requires, therefore,
only a simple interpreter for the 8060 microprocessor.
Since Nibl is intended for industrial applications, significant improvements have been made over Tiny Basic in
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the areas of ho, program control, and device control.
The interpreter is broken into two blocks: a program
written in the intermediate language that does the actual
interpretation, and a collection of 8060 machinelanguage subroutines invoked by the intermediate
language.
The organization of aprototype Nibl-evaluation board
is shown in Fig. 5. Its purpose is to aid users of the 8060
in assessing the usefulness of Nibl in their particular
applications. The board contains the 8295 Nibl ROM, two
random-access memory I/O chips, eight 4-K static RAMS,
an 8060, and two PROM sockets, one of which may be
used as a2708 ROM programmer and the other as a2716
programmer during program development. Once the
user programs are developed, both sockets can be used to
run them.
A roughly equivalent system—the 8060 low-cost
development system—typically requires at least four
boards: a central-processing-unit board, a 4-kilobyte
ROM/PROM programming board, a2-kilobyte RAM board,
and a special Nibl board containing eight 4-K
programmed ROMS.
With the board, users can enter Nibl programs with a
teletypewriter or some other RS-232-C link into the onboard ROM. Once developed and debugged, the programs
may be loaded into the ROM programmer for burn-in.
When the same board is plugged into auser system, the
Nibl-based program stored in ROM or PROM is executed
directly through the 8295.
The 4kilobytes of RAM user space allow aminimum of
about 120 average Nibl statements, more than adequate
for most operator interfacing and for avariety of industrial-control applications. And although Nibl does not
have the speed to handle video interfacing or direct
control of fast peripherals, the algorithms can easily be
proved out in Nibl and translated into 8060 machine
code for installation in the final system.
El
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What's new
about GE's
Optically Isolated
Bilateral FET?

General Electric continues to innovate in Optoelectronics
with the new H11F, that optically combines the
dependable, efficient GaAs IRED with aSilicon Bilateral
Analog FET. The H11F can be used either as alinear
variable resistor output with <2001) "on" resistance,
>300
"off" resistance—or as afast (<15p, sec)
bilateral analog switch featuring 60-volt peak-to-peak
output and extremely low offset voltage.
A typical application of the H11F
as avariable resistor yields
distortion free attenuation of low
level 10KHz signals over a70 db
range.
Another unique application of the
H11F is in an isolated sample and
hold circuit where signal polarity is
undefined and cost is critical. H11F
series coupler prices start at 984 in
SAMPLE
PULE
1,000 lot quantities.

ion

Linear
low level output.

Other applications include automatic gain control,
active filter fine tuning, multiplex A/D conversion.
The H11F series, like other General Electric opto
couplers, features patented glass dielectric isolation for
uniformity, performance and reliability.
The H11F is another example of GE innovative leadership in Optoelectronics. For adesign specification sheet
and free sample, write to General Electric, Electronics Park
7-42, Syracuse, N.Y. 13221, (315) 456-2715 or contact your
authorized distributor.
In Europe, contact Electronics Trading Company,
Dundalk, Ireland. (042) 32371, TELEX: 6500.
222-09

There's more to
any GE semiconductor
than meets the eye
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Three ways
digital storage makes
our 820 asuper scope.
1

Capture one-time analog events.

Right cursor —

There's no better way to record one-time events than
our 820 Digital Storage Oscilloscope. It captures analog
signals, converts them to digital data, then stores that
data in semiconductor memory
Digital storage techniques enable us to give you
"pre-trigger" recording, aBiomation exclusive. You can
actually begin recording arandom signal before you
know it's going to occur, and apportion the 820's
memory to record data both before and after the trigger.
And set the trigger level to prevent false triggers.

Trigger point _
Left cursor _

Delta Volts
between cursors
Delta time
between cursors
Horiz.
expansion factor —

2

Right cursor

Expand the display for detail
analysis.

Left cursor

When you need to analyze the event in detail, you can
expand the display 2, 5, 10, 20 or 50x. Movable cursors
let you pinpoint the portion of the waveform you want to
study. And on-screen digital readout of time and voltage
is automatic.

Perform computer data analysis.
Digital storage gives you maximum analysis flexibility.
You can transfer the data, already digitized, to mag tape,
disc or other permanent storage. Or you can read the
data out directly to aprogrammable calculator or
computer system.

The 820 is the latest product in our six-year history of using digital storage techniques to help you
capture and analyze analog signals. Other Bionnation products enable you to convert your scope to
a-super scope" by adding digital storage. For more information, or to arrange ademonstration in
your lab, call Don Dedinas, (408) 988-9600. Or write GO t
us: 4600 Old lronsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
m> biorriation
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Components meeting reflects
growing IC compatibility
On the bill at the 28th FCC are new optical devices, improved
fiber-optic connectors, superdense LSI packages, screenable capacitors
by Lucinda Mattera,

Components Editor

Components are tracking integrated circuits more
closely than ever before. In size, shape, packages, and
even processing, the two areas are becoming increasingly
compatible. This trend will be readily apparent at the
28th Electronic Components Conference, which will
begin on April 24 in Anaheim, Calif. In particular, the
program will reflect advances in optical components,
packaging techniques, and both capacitor and resistor
technologies.
Among the highlights in optical and packaging developments are: an optical potentiometer for high-speed
servo systems, a transformerless double-balanced ring
modulator for telecommunications equipment, connectors for terminating single-fiber optical cables, and anew
hybrid packaging technique for squeezing close to a
quarter of amillion logic gates into asingle module.
Among passive components, some of the more notable
advances include: ahigh-stability aluminum electrolytic
capacitor for long-delay timing circuits, a leadless
construction for tantalum chip capacitors, a thick-film
materials system for printing hermetic high-value capacitors, and another base-metal thick-film resistor system.
Finally, there is anew technique for putting thermistors
with a negative temperature coefficient on thin plastic
backings so as to permit their use at frequencies up in
the audio range.
Lighting the way with optics
Without a doubt, optical techniques are playing an
increasingly important role in components technology.
Optical methods are resulting in both discrete and integrated components that are faster, smaller, and simpler
than their earlier counterparts. And the transmission of
data over optical fibers is leading to anew generation of
special connectors.
Take the optical potentiometer designed by Japan's
Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. The new device, say its developers, eliminates such shortcomings as chatter and wear
common to conventional mechanical-contact units. It
holds nonlinearity to less than 1% and provides an output
smoothness of within 0.3% at an operating speed of
2,000 revolutions per minute. Such acontactless design
will most likely find use as a feedback sensor in highspeed servo systems.
At the heart of the optical potentiometer is its element
(Fig. 1), which consists of aphotoconductive film sand-
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RESISTIVE
FILM

IRRADIATED
PORTION

ELECTRODE
PHOTOCONOUCTIVE
FILM

1. Photopot. Utilizing tellurium-doped cadmium-selenium photoconductive film, Fujitsu Laboratories is building an optical potentiometer
that can operate at 2,000 revolutions per minute. The device will
likely find use as afeedback sensor in high-speed servo systems.

wiched between aresistive film and an electrode. Made
from tellurium-doped cadmium-selenium, this photoconductive film makes continuous contact with the resistive
film and the electrode, and when illuminated at a
specific point, electrically connects the resistive film and
the electrode at that point.
A slit rotary disk, ashaft, and alight source make up
the rest of the potentiometer. The disk, which has ahole
with a diameter of 2 millimeters, mounts on the shaft,
resulting in aspace between the disk and the element of
0.3 mm. The lamp housing contains aspherical mirror in
order to irradiate the photoconductive film uniformly.
Optical techniques are also behind the new transformerless ring modulator for telecommunications being
proposed by Japan's Tottori University and the University of Osaka Prefecture. The researchers are using
optical couplers to build a double-balanced ring
modulator that should help to miniaturize telecommunications equipment. Such smaller equipment would
replace comparatively bulky conventional modulators,
which contain at least two transformers. Also, because it
is transformerless, the optical modulator may be integrated easily.
Essentially, the modulator consists of two symmetrical
phototransistors, an amplifier for the carrier signal, and
phase-shifting circuits for the input signal. Each
symmetrical phototransistor is made up of two photo-
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3. Superdensity. Hybrid packaging technology developed by Raytheon's Missile Systems division allows up to 200,000 logic gates or 4
million memory bits to be packed into a single module measuring only about 30 in.' Utilizing large-scale integrated devices mounted on tape
carriers, the company puts the latest packaging innovations to work. Sapphire substrates carry the [SI devices, while polyimide tape makes
the interconnections between these substrates and the boards to which they are attached. A fluorochemical fill provides adequate cooling.
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Despite these advantages, the use of screen-printed
capacitors has been limited. Existing thick-film compositions have relatively low dielectric constants, and they
are inherently porous, even when fired at high temperatures of 950 °C to 1,000°C. The absence of a reliable
method for encapsulating these porous structures and
their high processing temperatures have hindered their
widespread use.
But the new Du Pont system provides hermeticity, and
it delivers densities of 20 to 30 nF/cm 2 with standard
processing temperatures of 850 °C to 950°C. The system
(Fig. 4) consists of silver-bearing conductor electrodes, a
two-layer inorganic encapsulant, and a barium-titanate—based dielectric that contains crystalline phases to
promote sintering and to optimize electrical properties.
The first layer of the encapsulant is acrystal-filled glass
having a thermal coefficient of expansion suitable for
interfacing with the conductor, the dielectric, and an
alumina substrate. The second layer is another glass, but
it has athermal coefficient of expansion that is compatible with the first encapsulant layer and the alumina
substrate.
For sensing temperature
Capacitors made with ferroelectric materials exhibit a
large temperature dependence—above the Curie temperature of the material, the dielectric constant becomes
strongly inversely proportional to temperature. Researchers at Finland's University of Oulu have found a
way to put this phenomenon to work, obtaining acapacitive temperature sensor that can be fabricated with
standard thick-film processing techniques. The new
sensor may be implemented as a discrete or integrated
with an oscillator to make ahybrid transducer having an
output frequency that is proportional to temperature.
Based on barium-titanate and strontium-titanate
powders, the sensor produces a maximum reactance
change of 65% over atemperature range of 100°C with a
nonlinearity of only 1.5°C (Fig. 5). By varying the ratio
of strontium to barium, the Finnish researchers can
adjust the minimum temperature of the sensing range
between — 180°C and + 180 °C. Such acapacitive sensor
offers anumber of performance advantages. Its nominal
capacitance can be changed by simply altering the
device's physical dimensions. Since measurements are
made with ac, errors due to contact resistance or potentials are eliminated. Also, self-heating effects are negligible, and no cold junctions or compensating cables are
required.
Not to be overshadowed by capacitor developments,
resistor technology, both thick- and thin-film, is forging
ahead. Another source for a base-metal thick-film resistor system has emerged, as well as ways of fabricating
negative- and positive-temperature-coefficient thermistors that promise to open up new applications for these
devices.
The base-metal resistor system comes from TRW Inc.
in Philadelphia, which has developed thick-film materials that are compatible with both copper and nickel
terminations. The system provides atemperature coefficient of resistance of 200 parts per million/°C over a
wide range of surface resistivity values—from 1kilohm
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5. For sensing. Fabricated from ferroelectric materials with standard
thick-film techniques, capacitive temperature sensor developed by
Finland's University of Oulu produces a reactance change of 65%
over a 100°C range with only 1.5°C nonlinearity.

per square to 2megohms per square.
Preparation and processing techniques for these basemetal glazes are similar to those for noble-metal glazes.
The glaze pastes are printed on ceramic substrates in the
desired configuration using conventional thick-film
screeners and screens. Optimum performance is achieved
when the glazes are fired in standard thick-film furnaces
at apeak temperature of 1,000°C on a 30-minute cycle
with anitrogen atmosphere.
Thermistors make gains
As for negative-temperature-coefficient thermistors,
applications have been limited to uses involving time
constants of just below 1second because of the heavy
substrates these devices usually have. But Sym-Tek
Systems Inc. of San Diego, Calif., is putting thermistors
on thin plastic backings—like polyimide, Teflon, or
Mylar — to obtain time constants as small as 50 microseconds. Thus these devices are now suitable for use in
oscillators, modulators, and amplifiers operating at
frequencies in the audio range.
The company employs field-emission ion-beam processing to deposit either high-dielectric-constant or highresistivity materials on various plastics, with little if any
heat and at reasonably fast rates. The plastics require no
firing after deposition.
Similarly, the future for positive-temperature-coefficient thermistors is also looking brighter. Until now, it
has been difficult to establish low-resistance ohmic
contacts to these devices, so that at least two processing
steps were needed before soldering. However, Du Pont
has again come up with a solution, this time from the
Photo Products department of its Electronic Materials
division in Wilmington, Del. The group has developed a
thick-film silver-based conductor that, in a single-step
application, provides solderable contacts for positivetemperature-coefficient thermistors on ceramics.
lJ
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Engineer's notebook
the input ports, and bits 4-7 as the output ports.
Normally, corresponding switch contacts in each row of
the 4-by-4-bit array are connected in common, and then
in turn to one of the output lines; similarly, the
remaining switch contacts are connected in common to
one
of the input ports. This configuration assumes that
by Neil Heckt
The Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.
each line of the Ito port has active pull-up resistors.
Output lines 4-7 are used to interrogate one or more
rows of switches. Normally at logic 1, each line is
The standard hexadecimal keyboard is a widely used commanded to a0 level in sequence; if any switch in the
man-to-microprocessor interface even though it has a interrogated row is closed, the corresponding input line is
serious drawback: there is no direct relation between the pulled low. The data generated is thus sufficient to
key number depressed and the binary-coded number enable the microprocessor to determine the number of
read by the microprocessor, and thus complicated and the closed switch, but this keyboard-port configuration
costly software must be written in order to perform this yields a poor numerical relation between the data read
key-to-code transformation. Often, conversion (look-up) and the switch number depressed, because the data on
tables are used, but if two diodes are connected to the bits 0-3 is presented in binary form and the switch array
keyboard, as shown in the figure, a few simple instruc- has adecimal base. Moreover, the configuration does not
tions can be written to enable the microprocessor itself to lend itself to an easy base-to-base conversion.
easily ascertain the number of the switch depressed.
However, by modifying the keyboard-to-Ito-port
In this typical switch-port configuration, bits 0-3 of an wiring slightly and adding two diodes to the circuit as
8-bit bidirectional input/output port are designated as shown, the binary data generated by any row, i, will be

Two diodes simplify
hex-keyboard software

Each translation. Modifying keyboard-to-

6
OUTPUT
5

MICROPROCESSOR
I/O
PORT

Lu7 L L Lw

Lw Low Lou7
Lw L. L22'
b
z
0—*

—0

number to true

BCD equivalent for microprocessor without
using complex software.

Simple software

adds a row-dependent bias number to input
data during output (interrogation) command
for number conversion.

0—•

I

INTERROGATION
OUTPUT

SWITCH NUMBER
BIAS

-3

EF (BIT 4LOW)

10 =-E, 3

4- 7

DF (BIT 5LOW)

31 =-0, +1

8- B

BE (BIT 6LOW)

55 =-B, +5

C- F

7F (BIT 7LOW)

99 =-7, +9
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(changes shown in color) enable transformation of depressed-switch

1Z7

—0

INPUT

ROW

1/0-port connections and adding two diodes
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Finally acheap
(or rather inexpensive)

Video A/D Converter

Now you can afford to go digital
We've done today what everyone thought was years away.
We've developed a Monolithic Video A/D Converter to
sell for less than $500—it works just great—and best of
all, it's ready for delivery now.
TRW's new 8 bit TDC 1007J costs only $485 (in 100's),
features up to a 10 to 1 power reduction over existing
converters, is less than 1/
3 the size, and converts with
unmatched accuracy up to 30MHz (33 ns conversion time).
The TDC 1007J exceeds the standards that networks require for studio equipment, yet is economical enough for
field and/or industrial use. If you have a product that is
now using one of those expensive Video A/D Converters
you can mount the TDC 1007J (and about $30 worth of
other components) on a card and start saving a bundle
immediately. (Incidentally—we are making available, in
small quantities, an evaluation board. It's a fully tested
drop-in unit containing everything you need to go digital
—just ask for TDC 1007 PCB.)
Let us show you how you can go digital...economically.
Available from stock from Hamilton /Avnet or contact
your local TRW Electronic Components field sales office
or call Willard Bucklen at (213) 535-1831, or send coupon.

TRW LSI Products
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.,
P.O. Box 1125
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Please send data sheets on the new TDC 1007J Monolithic Video
A/D Converter and the TDC 1007 PCB.

Name

Company

Div/Dept

Mail Code

Address

City

State

Zip
E-4 j

TRWLSI PRODUCTS
... for Digital Signal Processing
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INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: AUSTRALIA, Kingsgrove N.S.W. 500111
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FRANCE, Pans 7581111
GERMANY, Munich 503007 ISRAEL, Tel Aviv 444572 ITALY, Monza 360021
JAPAN, Tokyo 4615121
NETHERLANDS, Amsterdam 934824
NORWAY, Oslo 157550 SOUTH AFRICA, Capetown 457656 • Johannesburg 6181027 SPAIN, Madrid 2425204 SWEDEN, Vallingby, Stockholm 380370

made to differ from the next row, i
+ 1, by only one. The
modification allows addition of a software-introduced
correction factor—in the form of a bias number to the
input bits as afunction of the row interrogated —so that
the microprocessor may store data numbers equal to the
number of the depressed switch.
With the modified circuit, for any row interrogated,
switch column 0-4-8-C will generate the binary-coded
decimal 3. Similarly, each succeeding column will
produce 4, 5, and 6, respectively. A BCD 7is produced if
none of the switches is closed; any other number indicates that more than one switch is closed.
If the software is written so that abias of — 3is added
to the input data when row 0-3 is interrogated, then the
microprocessor will translate the data number read (3, 4,
5, or 6) to 0, 1, 2, or 3, which equals the switch number.
Similarly, a bias of + 1should be assigned to the data
signals emanating from switch row 4-7, +5for row 8—B,
and +9for row C—F.
Bit position 3on the 1/0 port, which is grounded, will
always have a data input value of logic 0, of course.

Subtractor eliminates op-amp
offset, common-mode errors
by Akavia Kaniel
Digital Equipment Corp., Marlboro, Mass.

A major problem common to electronic measuring
systems employing operational amplifiers—namely, opamp offset and common-mode and related temperaturedependent voltage errors— will be virtually eliminated if
the error components are subtracted from the voltage or
current to be measured. The circuits described here will
automatically perform the subtraction required.
The op amp's offset voltage will be canceled with a
system of the type shown in Fig. la. A slight modification to this circuit will enable cancellation of commonmode and temperature-dependent errors as well.
As shown, sensor T1 converts pressure, temperature,
light intensity, and so forth, into avoltage, Vn.When the
switches are in position a, the voltage at the output of the
op amp is VI = G(V. +V.), where G is the gain of the
stage, and V. is the offset voltage of the op amp. VI is
stored in the input memory.
As the switches are moved to position b, the voltage
appearing at the output of the op amp will be
V2 = G(V.), and this voltage will be stored in the error
memory. The subtractor circuit then determines the
difference between the contents of the memories, which
is V.= VI—V2 = GV„.
A practical implementation of such an offset-voltage
cancellation scheme is shown in Fig. 1b. In this application, the output quantity is a current. When the input
voltage is sampled (at a rate determined by particular
system requirements), the voltage stored in the sampleand-hold module that serves as the input memory is:
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However, its corresponding output bit as seen by the
microprocessor may have a logic value of 1because of
the carry bit generated by adding the aforementioned
bias values to the input data.
Alternatively, the switch number can be ascertained if
the interrogation commands emanating from bits 4-7
are read simultaneously when scanning the switch array.
The number emanating from these bits may then be
subtracted by appending the 2's complement of the
interrogation command to the bias value for each row.
For example, when interrogating row 4-7, an interrogation byte equal to DF is generated from bits 4-7. This
query sets bit 5low and bits 4, 6, and 7high. Data read
into bits 0-3 will thus be D3, D4, D5, or D6, depending
on which switch (0, 1, 2, or 3) is depressed. Assigning a
bias of 31 (where D =3 and 1= + I) to all lines transforms the input numbers into 04, 05, 06, or 07, respectively. The table gives all the switch-bias codes.
Engineers notebook Is a regular feature h Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. Well pay $50 for each item published.

VI = GRAN/. +V. 1)/R I+V.2(1 +R2/RI) + Ida(leak)R2
Once logic control (dependent on the application) places
the circuit into the hold position, the circuit waits for the
voltage at V„ to settle to V,, 2.At that instant, the input
voltage to the operational transconductance amplifier is
zero, as is its output voltage, and the logic is instructed
to perform an analog-to-digital conversion of the current
at V„, which is:
I
da = VI
/R2

Vaal Gat

Vas2 (1/RI+ 1/R 2) Ida(leak)

or:
= GV./R I
There is no error memory as such. The point V, serves
simply as a summing node and subtracts the real-time
output of G from the voltage previously stored in the
sample-and-hold module. Also, note that the complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor switches have
negligible offset voltage of their own for input frequencies less than 100 kilohertz. Moreover, they have almost
zero leakage current and very low source resistance—
essentially they add no error to the system.
Fortunately, cancellation of the common-mode voltage error (caused by voltage differences between system
ground and transducer ground) and the effect of the
transducer-to-measuring system temperature differential
may be attained with relatively little modification of the
basic offset-voltage circuit, as shown in the block
diagram of Fig. 2. The input memory, error memory,
and G have the same function as in the circuit first
described. The common-mode voltage memory is similar
to that of the input memory and is introduced to ensure
elimination of all common-mode voltage differentials,
including those that are time-dependent. With this
configuration, the cmv error will be canceled independently of either the switch-sampling frequency or the
elapsed time between the sampling of the input and error
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• True RMS to DC
usn't abig deal anymore.
The AD536 true RMS to
DC converter is amonolithic IC
in a14-pin ceramic DIP. Complete and self-contained. Just
plug it in and forget about external trims.
The chip is laser wafer
trimmed for maximum accuracy

For specs and samples call
and stability. That means an
accuracy of ±-.2mV ±
-0.2% of
Doug Grant at (617) 935-5565.
Analog Devices, P.O. Box 280,
reading with high crest factor
Norwood, MA 02062.
and excellent bandwidth. And
besides the linear DC output,
you get adB output with a60dB
ANALOG
dynamic range for free.
DEVICES
Only $9.95 in 100s. Now that
is abig deal.
The real IC converter company

Analog Devices. Inc., Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062 East Coast: (617) 329-4700; Midwest: (312) 894-3300; West Coast: (213)595-1783;
Texas: (214) 231-5094; Belgium: 031/37 48 03; Denmark: (02) 845800; England: 01/9410 46 6; France: 686-7760; Germany: 089/53 03 19; Japan: 03/26 36,82 6; Netherlands: 076/879 251;
Switzerland: 022/319704; and representatives around the world.

See us at Electro '78 in Boston,
Booths 1235 and 1237.
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1. V. cancellation. Circuit eliminates offset voltage of operational amplifier with switches, two memories, and a subtractor (a). Practical
implementation of circuit (b) uses C-MOS gates for switches, sample-and-hold module for input memory, summing node V. for combination
error-memory-and-subtractor (b). Sampling rate and logic control constraints are determined by particular system requirements.
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2. Total compensation. Common-mode errors and the effect of transducer-to-system temperature differentials are eliminated with small
modification of the offset-canceling circuit. Common-mode voltage memory is similar to input memory, eliminates all CMV errors, including
those that are temperature-dependent. A second transducer, T2, is needed to monitor the system temperature (T s is converted to V1).

memories when the cmv memory is used.
To cancel the error created by transducer-to-system
temperature differences that introduce small voltages to
G, asecond transducer is used to monitor the temperature at the input port of the system (terminal block) and
to convert the system temperature, Ts,to avoltage, VT.
Keeping in mind that Vn also has a temperaturedependent term, the output voltage from the system is:
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V. = G[V. + (Vn +Nit) +

—V.—

—V.] = GVn

Although logic-control and other timing requirements
are not especially critical in this circuit even when the
cmv memory is added, the major prerequisite for
successful operation is to ensure the input samples are
coded at the proper time—that is, when the summing
node at which subtraction is performed has settled.
D
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Engineer's newsletter
What's coming
in one-chippers

Read out data
from stack re gisters
of Tl -58 calculator

Careers open up
in computer modeling,

Texas Instruments' TI-58 printing calculator has a command series not
noted in the owner's manual, points out Wayne K. Spring, who is amajor
in the United States Air Force. The PC-100A printer decodes 82nn as
nn, where nn is an integer between 11 and 19, and HIR apparently
refers to hierarchy. Execution of this code reads out data from the stack
registers, which are not normally addressable directly by the user. This
lets you reuse intermediate results from several different labels within the
stack without disturbing the stack. Moreover, closing of pending operations with either = or )does not cause loss of the results. Although there
does not seem to be a valid key combination for generating this code
directly, it may be simulated easily within aprogram. For example, you
can write RCL 82 and then delete the RCL code. The integer codes 11
through 19 are directly available on the A-E and A'-D' keys.

Which electronic engineering disciplines are the hottest? According to
several large computer manufacturers, the money is in data communications and computer modeling. Software people are hard enough to find,

data communications

but data-communications and computer-modeling engineers are a rare
breed indeed — there's probably not more than ahandful of either in the
whole country, says Phil Sakakihara, project manager of networking at
Hewlett-Packard. To help meet industry's needs, the University of California in Santa Clara has started anew masters' degree program in both
computer science and data communications. The program is very applications-oriented, notes Sakakihara, who teaches one of the courses. In fact,
he adds, many of the instructors are people right out of industry.

Glossary covers

If you're shopping around for aswitching power supply or having trouble
understanding the data sheet of aunit you've already bought, you'll want
to get a copy of Boschert's new glossary of specifications and terms for
switchers. In four pages, the glossary lists over 80 definitions, among
them: common-mode noise, differential-mode noise, centering, soft start,
overshoot, peak charging, and transient recovery time. For your copy,
write to Boschert Inc., 384 Trinita Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086, or call
(408) 732-2440.
Lucinda Mattera

switching supplies
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Designers of microcomputer systems who don't need a lot of processing
power should check out the coming crop of one-chip microcomputers.
Suppliers of these devices are beginning to trade off processing capacity for
such input/output functions as data conversion, manipulation of serial bit
streams, increased memory storage, and the like. For example, Mostek's
new memory-intensive 3872 one-chipper contains 4kilobytes of read-only
memory for storing large programs, as well as 64 bytes of executable
random-access memory for ho manipulation that doubles the RAM
capacity of the firm's popular 3870 machine. Other makers are close to
including analog-to-digital converters in their various one-chip processors. Also, keep an eye on the new, low-power complementary-mos
versions of popular one-chip microcomputers. Both Texas Instruments and
Motorola will be offering c-mos versions of Ti's TMS1000 4-bit unit, and
Intersil is designing a c-mos version of Intel's 8048. Meanwhile, RCA is
planning ahigh-performance, low-power silicon-on-sapphire Cosmac onechipper.
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Hybrid circuits for any
automotive electronics application.
Magneti Marelli is one of the largest
producers of electric and electronic systems and has been manufacturing standard or custom made thick-film hybrid
circuits for over five years.
Magneti Marelli is happy to allow
its customers to take advantage of its
complete design capabilities and production facilities at competitive prices.

Magneti Marelli can manufacture
hybrid circuits for awide range of applications including:
—data processing systems
—communication equipments
—automotive electronics
—industrial electronics
—medical equipments
—consumer market
—military electronics

tiAGNet capability& technology
"IAREL1. 1
SYSTEM AND ELECTRONICS DIVISION

MAGNETI MARELLI/DIVISIONE SISTEMI ED ELETTRONICA,'SESTO S. GIOVANNI/MILANO/ITALY/V.LE ITALIA 1/TEL. (02) 2490.1/TELEX 31041 MAGNET'
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lere's technical achievement for you...
etter living for you and your family.
e particularly anxious to meet you if

people who are experienced in developing

.
e

state-of-the-art instrumentation, components,

a circuit-design, packaging and me-

ical, or software engineer—or a sped in electron optics, vacuum technolor materials and processing. But whatyour technical strengths, if roll-up-thees engineering appeals to you, we'd
o hear from you.
Iktronix you'll find an environment that
asizes the individual. and Ms personal
ibution to technical development—by
ng on projects, not writing about them.
work will benefit advanced engineering
ghout the world. Personal professional
h comes from working with first-rate

and devices.
All Tektronix R & D—financed entirely from
our annual sales of approximately $455 million—is directed toward commercial products. Our community is prosperous, with a
stability of employment not typical of every
industrial center.
Tektronix is located just outside of Portland, one of the nation's most liveable cities.
We live in a green land. Mt. Hood and winter
sports are a short drive to the east—the Pacific Ocean is just beyond the forested Coast
Range to the west.
If you're seeking technical advancement and
better living for you and your family, write
to us.
An equal opportunity employer.

Tektronix Professional Placement,
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 500E. Beaverton, Oregon 97077
Please send me an application form.
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Tektronix

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

THE STANDARD FOR
INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Kearfott's Inertial Navigation
System for U.S.A.F. F-16.

Kearfott's Inertial Navigation System (INS) for the F-16
consists of two major line replaceable urits—Inertial
Navigation Unit (INU), and aFire Control Navigation
Panel (FCNP). It is aprime sensor for aircraft velocity,
attitude, and heading, and aprime source of navigat.on
information.
Navigational data are developed from self-contained inertial sensors consisting of avertical accelerometer, two horizontal accelerometers, and two-axis
displacement GYROFLEX'e gyroscopes.The sensing
elements are mounted in afour gimbal, gyro-stabilized
inertial platform with the accelerometers. which are
maintained in aknown reference frame by the gyroscopes, as the primary source of information. Attitude
and heading information is obtained from synchro
devices mounted between the platform gimbals.
The system provides pitch, roll. and heading in both
analog (synchro) and digital form. ln addition, the following outputs are provided on aserial MUX channel
(MIL-STD-1553):
• Present Position—Latitude, Longitude. Altitude
• Aircraft Attitude—Pitch, roll, Heading (True and
Magnetic)
• Aircraft Velocity—Horizontal and Vertical
• Steering Information—Track Angle Error
In order to permit operation in aided-inertial configurations, the INS accepts the following digital
142
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inputs in 1
4
/
1
AUX serial format (MIL-STD-1553):
• Position Update—Latitude and Longitude
• Velocity Update—Velocities in INS coordinates
• AngJlar Update—Angles about INS axes
• Gyro Torquing Update—Torquing rate to INS gyro axes
Significant features:
• MUX interface (MIL-STD-1553)
• Lightweight-33 pounds
• Small Size-7.5"h x15.2"d x7.5w
• High Precision—better than 1nrri/h
• Rapid Align-9 minutes at 0° F
• Fast Installation/Removal—rack and panel-type
mechanical interface
• Provides Back-up MUX Control in Event of Fire
Control Computer Failure
For additional information write to: The Singer
Company, Kearfott Division, 1150 McBride Ave.,
Little Falls, N J. 07424.

Kearfott
adivisioi of The SINGER Company
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WORTH FLIPPING OVER:
Pertec's 40-track double density MicrofloppY—
compatible with Shugart's 35-track;
comparable to no other I
.LC disk drive.
Bottoms up. Here's where asecond source leaps
to the head of the class. Pertec's FD200 Microfloppe
offers big system performance—with no redesign —
to OEMs using 51
/ "diskettes. (For 8" applications,
4
our FD514 is interface compatible with Shugart
SA800.)
FD200: Fully compatible with Shugart SA400.
Same dimensions, same mounting holes, same
interface signals, same power connector. But unplug
their 35-track drive, plug in FD200 ... and suddenly
you're into the only double density, 40-track
recording available to date for µC applications.
Plus flip-side storage. Up to 500,000 bytes
per diskette, recording double density both sides.
Up to 250 KB on one side—flip it over and store
another 250 KB.
Compatible to IBM standard. Through our
inventive electronics, it's the same proven read/
write head that's built asolid track record for
Pertec, in thousands of minicomputer flexible disk
drives worldwide.
Easier to use and maintain. Options are switch
selectable; power supplies are internationallystandard 5- and 12-volt DC.
And Pertec cuts the number of PCBs in half.
Not two, but only one quick-disconnect board —to
simplify field maintenance, boost system reliability,
reduce spares stocking.
The cost-efficiencies of our FD200 Microfloppy
are so indisputable, we expect fast turnovers with
microcomputer OEMs. Jump in.

r
Please send specs for: D FD200 Microfloppy.'

FD514 8" Drive.
(quantities) FD200's.
(quantities) FD514's.
D Contact us immediately for consultation.
Tel (
)
ext
Send pricing for:

Name
Title
Clip coupon to company letterhead and return to
Pertec, 9600 lrondale Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Or call the Pertec regional sales office nearest you: Los Angeles
(213) 996-1333. Ann Arbor, Michigan (313) 668-7980. Hudson, New
Liampshire (603) 883-2100. England (Reading) 582115.

PCC

PERTEC

c ,977 Port, Compute , Co•pc,,C,
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It started simply enough. Electronics engineers here at the General Motors Research
Laboratories set out to devise ahighly accurate
method of indicating liquid level. And they
succeeded.
But then they realized that the heart of their
solution, aunique circuit design, had great possibilities for use in all sorts of electrical measuring
systems.
Consider the features. This patented circuit
can work in conjunction with any sensor that
monitors capacitance, resistance, or inductance

(the three most commonly used measurement
parameters). Its outstanding asset, however, is
that it converts the analog output of asensor into
apulse-width modulated, or digital, signal.
As aresult, the circuit can serve as the lone
interface between asensor and amicroprocessor
(minicomputer) in precision control, diagnostic,
and other digital systems. Moreover, it is compatible with standard indicator gages.
For added ruggedness and versatility, our
engineers squeezed the circuit into solid state
form. They designed and custom built aprototype
complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) integrated circuit chip.
About amillimeter
square, the unit conThe
chip
sshown
tains 55 transistors
actual size
here and
and performs seven
enlarged
basic circuit functions
on the right
— doing a job never
before possible with asingle IC chip.
Successfully tested in avariety of experimental uses, including anovel alcohol-in-gasoline
percentage meter, the chip can be applied in almost any environment to measure position or
displacement, liquid level, or pressure.
The universal interface: A promising IC chip
off the block of our electronics technology.

I
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Achip that
may someday
launch a
thousand
interfaces..

GM

General Motors
Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan 48090
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New products

Motorola's new direction: subsystems
First product offerings include open-frame linear power supplies,
solid-state relays, and input/output interface modules
by Lucinda Mattera, Components Editor
Putting its semiconductor know-how
to work in anew direction, Motorola
Semiconductor has started up anew
product-development and manufacturing unit to produce subsystems
with high semiconductor content—
specifically those needed by the
original-equipment manufacturer
serving the industrial control market. Called Subsystem Products, the
new unit is a subgroup of the
company's Discrete Products division.
According to Bruce McDonald,
manager of the group, the OEM
subsystem market is big business.
"We estimate the market to be $6
billion today and growing to $10
billion by 1982," he says.
Initially, the group is concentrating on supplying subsystems that
are peripheral to microcomputer
systems. Its first products, now available, are four open-frame linear
power supplies. Later this month, a
line of solid-state relays will be
ready, followed by a series of
input/output interface modules. The
summer will bring more power
supplies, but of the switching-regulated variety, "which will really be
our main thrust in supplies," says
Nick Freyling, engineering manager.
The four linear supplies are all
triple-output units intended for lowpower microprocessor applications.
Three convection-cooled models provide outputs of + 5y at 2, 4, or 6A
and ± 12 v at 0.3, 0.7, or 1A. An
air-cooled model offers outputs of 5
vat 15 A, + 12 vat 2.5 A, and —12
vat 1.5 A.
Since they have about 50% more
heat sinking than competitive designs, the supplies run cooler, Freyling notes. For enhanced reliability,
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he continues, "we're using hermetically sealed output transistors, and
their maximum junction temperature doesn't go above 150°C." Moreover, such features as overvoltage
protection and foldback current limiting are standard. Line and load
regulation is to within 0.1%. In large
quantities, prices are expected to be
10% to 20% below that of the
competition.
There will also be four solid-state
relays, two in power-block (chassismountable) packages and two in
printed-circuit-board-mountable
packages. The pc-board units can
switch 120 or 240 v ac at 2or 3A,
while the chassis-mountable devices
can handle 5or 10 A. Zero-crossing
circuitry and output snubbers are

standard. Furthermore, the relays
incorporate input current limiting to
extend the life of their internal
optical coupler. As with the supplies,
pricing will be about 20% lower than
that of competitive units.
For the vo modules, Motorola
will again be offering four units, two
input and two output, with achoice
of ac or dc versions in each case.
They will be available separately or
as assemblies mounted on a board.
The initial board, which will measure approximately 11 by 5 inches,
will handle any mix of 16 modules
and will include status indicators for
each of the modules. Future boards
will contain 4, 8, or 32 modules.
Motorola Subsystem Products, 2002 W. 10th
Place, Tempe, Ariz. 85281 [338]
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New products

Codec chip loses British accent
General Instrument is readying its all-digital device,
developed for British Post Office, to sell to all corners
by Richard Gundlach, Communications Editor
When General Instrument Corp.'s
Microelectronics division began
working with the British Post Office
to develop acodec chip aimed at use
on individual telephone lines in a
digital-switching telephone network
[Electronics, Sept. 1, 1977, p. 3E or
55], the American-based company
was very eager to get its product into
the world market. Now GI has been
licensed to do just that—sell the chip
to any user (see p. 77.)
Unlike other coder/decoder chips
from semiconductor manufacturers,
GI's AY-3-9900 chip is an all-digital
system. Except for the Siliconix twochip codec set, DF-331/2, it is the
only one that does not share an
analog-to-digital converter between
transmit and receive channels.
Because of this design, both channels can be clocked asynchronously.
Their total independence of each
other is important when the codec is
used in satellite communications
links and on long local-loop circuits
where different delays could cause
timing problems if shared-a-dconverter codecs were used. Also,

ANALOG
INPUT

ANALOG
LOW-PASS
FILTER

the n-channel, metal-gate codec chip
needs no resistor or capacitor ladder
networks nor a precision reference
voltage source to generate the
precise companding steps.
The AY-3-9900 codec chip consists of two separate logic systems
for encoding analog signals into
pulse-code-modulated bit streams
and decoding PCM signals back into
analog form.
In the encoding section, the deltasigma modulator, which is off chip,
converts an analog signal from a
low-pass filter into a 1-bit-persample code. The on-chip circuitry
then converts that to a linear PCM
signal, which is compressed either
into, an A-law or into a
PCM
serial bit stream.
In changing serial PCM signals to
analog, the process is reversed. This
step is done in the decoding section
of the 9900 and the (off-chip) circuit
that controls the delta-signal-level
modulator and timing, with the
audio being recovered from a lowpass filter.
Although developed specifically

DELTA-SIGMA
MODULATOR
WSM)

for telephone PCM carrier equipment,
GI expects the codec chip to find
application in digital switching, satellite communications links, and in
the general area of a-d and d-a
conversion.
In June, AY-3-9900 codec chips
will be available in plastic packages
acceptable to telephone companies.
They will cost $2.40 each in
100,000-lot quantities. Initially, GI
will supply circuit diagrams for the
new off-chip delta-sigma modulator
and demodulator. These circuits
require only a quad-D flip flop, a
dual operational amplifier, and some
resistors and capacitors.
Shortly thereafter, the company
plans to provide the entire codec
function on a single chip for under
$10 in large quantities. But since
each codec requires a transmit and
receive filter, the system cost will be
twice that. GI's off-the-shelf filters,
the ACF-7270 (transmit) and ACF7271 (receive) cost $5.50 each.
General Instrument Corp.,

11802. Phone (516) 733-3241 [339]
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Microelectronics

Division, 600 West John St., Hicksville, N. Y.
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RF Paw
Anglia's?
One unIt
may be all
you'll ever
need.

If you have the ENI Model 440LA
ultra-wideband solid state
power amplifier, all you need is
alaboratory signal generator
and you've got the ultimate in
linear power for such applications as RFI/EMI testing,
NMR/ENDOR, RF transmission, ultrasonics and more.
Capable of supplying more than
40 watts of RF power into any
load impedance, the 440LA
covers the frequency range of
150 kHz to 300 MHz.
We could mention unconditional stability, instantaneous
failsafe provisions and absolute protection from overloads
and transients, but that's what
you expect from any ENI
power amplifier, and the
440LA is no exception!
Our catalog contains complete
specifications on the 440LA as
well as the entire line of ENI
amplifiers, and is available
without obligation, of course.
For further information or a
demonstration, contact ENI,
3000 Winton Road South,
Rochester, New York 14623.
Call 716-473-6900, or Telex
97-8283 ENI ROC.

ENI

The World's Leader
in Power Amplifiers
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New products
Packaging & production

Bench-top line
plates pc holes
Modular system produces
two-sided boards with
plated through-holes

Drill and rout machine
taken to the PROM
A microprocessor-based control system equips a new drilling and
routing machine for printed-circuit
boards with many of the capabilities
of minicomputer-controlled machines.
In addition to program storage
and editing, canned drill cycle, and
auto step and repeat, the DSI-4000R
controller has computation software
stored in nonvolatile programmable
read-only memory. This means that
the Z-100 machine can be operated
without the repeated reloading of
software that is required in minicomputer-controlled systems.
When routing, the DSI-4000R
offers a feature called precision
cornering that is used with both
linear and circular interpolation to

Construction of two-sided, platedthrough-hole, printed-circuit boards
is often beyond the capability of
small in-house prototype lines.
Usually only simple, single-sided
boards can be fabricated in these
facilities, so that asmall company is
forced to go outside for any twosided boards it needs and put up with
the wait for delivery.
Now, however, Kepro Circuit
Systems has produced an $8,850
tabletop system with which an engineer can produce these boards in
about two hours. The holes are first
plated, and then a conventional
subtractive etch takes place.
In the plating process, the inside
of a hole drilled through a copperclad FR-4 or G-10 glass epoxy laminate is first soaked with a palladium/tin solution, then has 0.01 mil
of electroless copper deposited in it.
Next, 0.1 to 0.2 mil of copper is
electroplated over both the board
surface and the electroless copper
reduce errors automatically when
within the holes. Finally, a resist is
small arcs or sharp turns are made.
put on the copper-plated surface,
and conventional subtractive etching
The Z-100 has high-power spindle
motors designed to provide sufficient
takes place.
power and radial force to drill large
The plating facility is 21 in. long,
holes in a single drill cycle and thus
43 1
/
2 in. high, and 24 in. wide, and a
extend operating life.
12-by-12-in. panel is the largest it
can process. When combined with a Digital Systems Inc., 232 E. Live Oak Ave.,
Arcadia, Calif. 91006. Phone (213) 445standard Kepro print-and-etch
bench-top unit, it makes the com- 6100 [392)
plete line for prototyping two-sided
boards with plated through-holes.
The print-and-etch bench-top line Sputtering system can deposit
runs in price from $1,935 to $2,795
film on 8-ft substrates
and includes a dip coater, infrared
oven, base, spray developer, rinse
Adaptable to substrates of almost
unit, spray etcher, water dryer, and
any desired length, the S-3 high-rate
fresh water base.
sputtering system can lay down a
Kepro Circuit Systems Inc., 3630 Scarlett
uniform film on 8-foot-wide subOak Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63122 [391]
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no surprises

GOOD
DELIVERY

when
promised
We'll give you old-fashioned personalized service:'
he customer comes first at Samtec ... and our
rowing OEM and distributor accounts really apreciate it. We believe that service follow-up, deiery and pricing promises are meant to be kept
and we work hard to see that they are.
'hy not give us a try and see how trouble-free
;rsonalized service can be?
at our New 32-page catalog today—complete
th all specs and ordering data. See what a

Socket/Terminal Strips

DIP Sockets

Cable Strip Connectors

Adaptors

fference personalized service can make!

4
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IPROGRESS BOULEVARD, NEW ALBANY, INDIANA 47150
PHONE (812) 944-6733

1978-Samtec, Inc.
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New products
zation of new designs as necessary.
Temptronic Corp., 40 Glen Ave., Newton,
Mass. 02159. Phone T. G. Gerendas (617)
965-3420 [394]

ALABAMA
Pen-Tech Assoc.
Huntsville
(205) 533-0090

MISSOURI
Technical Reps
Hazelwood
(314) 731-5200

ARIZONA
Intel Corp.
Phoenix
(602) 242-7205

NEW JERSEY
Intel Corp.
Edison
(201) 985-9100

BFA Corp.
Scottsdale
(602) 994-5400
CALIFORNIA
MAC-I
Berkeley
(415) 843-7625
MAC-I
Cupertino
(408) 257-9880

Insulated test jack

MAC-I
Fountain Valley
(714) 839-3341

designed for deep holes
strates. The planar magnetron deposition sources deposit metallic films
at rates up to 20,000 angstroms a
minute.
A number of identical sources can
be arranged in series for higher
throughput, or different sources can
be put in series to allow multilayer
films to be laid down. Base metals
and alloys are deposited in an argon
atmosphere at 2- to 5-gm pressure;
addition of reactive gases permits
deposition of compounds. Thickness
uniformities of ± 1% are typical.

Earle Assoc.
San Diego
(714) 278-5441

A new Teflon-insulated test jack for
deep holes is available for castings or
thick metal chassis. The test jack,
016-1700, has a lead 1.060 inches
long that protrudes below the Teflon
insulator.
The top of the jack is designed to
accept a probe 0.040 in. in diameter
by 0.230 in. long. Special pads and

Intel Corp.
Santa Ana
(714) 835-9642
Intel Corp.
Sherman Oaks
(213) 986-9510
Intel Corp.
Sunnyvale
(408) 738-3870
MAC-I
Woodland Hills
(213) 347-1374
COLORADO
Intel Corp.
Denver
(303) 373-4920
Mountaintek
Evergreen
(303) 674-5255
CONNECTICUT
Intel Corp.
Danbury
(203) 792-8366
CMA Corp.
Fair Haven
(203) 789-1013
FLORIDA
Pen-Tech Assoc.
Deerfield Beach
(305) 421-4989

Denton Vacuum Inc., Cherry Hill Industrial
Center, Cherry Hill, N. J. [393]

Intel Corp.
Ft. Lauderdale
(305) 771-0600

Wafer probe performs at

Pen-Tech Assoc.
Maitland
(305) 645-3444

low and high temperatures

Intel Corp.
Orlando
(305) 628-2393

A single temperature-controlled system for probing wafers up to 4.5
inches in diameter has atemperature
range of —10 °C to + 300 °C. It can
go from room temperature to 300 °C
in 3minutes and drop from 300 °C to
room temperature in a mere 90
seconds.
Model TP0316 has a digital readout, cycle timer of 1 second to 60
hours, and ± 0.5 °C stability with
negligible gradient across the chuck
surface. The unit can be used for
wafer, chip, or hybrid-circuit testing
and for the temperature characteri-
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GEORGIA
Pen-Tech Assoc.
Atlanta
(404) 955-0293

grooves in the bushing are deflected
upward during installation to secure
the jack. The insulator is machined
from Teflon per MIL-P-19468, and
the beryllium-copper contact and
brass shell is gold-plated per MILG-45204B.
Circuit
Corp.,

Components
Mamaroneck,

Division,
N. Y.

Sealectro

10543.

Phone

(914) 698-5600 [395]

BFA Corp.
Las Cruces
(605) 523-0601
NEW YORK
Measurement Tech.
Great Neck
(516) 482-3500
Intel Corp.
Hauppauge
(516) 231-3300
T-Squared
Pittsford
(716) 381-2551
Intel Corp.
Poughkeepsie
(914) 473-2303
Intel Corp.
Rochester
(716) 328-7340
T-Squared
Syracuse
(315) 463-8592
NORTH CAROLINA
Pen-Tech Assoc.
Highpoint
(919) 883-9125
OHIO
Lowry and Assoc.
Cleveland
(216) 464-8113
Intel Corp.
Dayton
(513) 890-5350
Lowry and Assoc.
Dayton
(513) 435-4795
Intel Corp.
Euclid
(216) 289-0101
OR
ES/Chase
Beaverton
(503) 642-2732
PENNSYLVANIA
Intel Corp.
Ft. Washington
(215) 642-9444
O.E.D. Electronics
Hatboro '
(215) 674-9600
Lowry and Assoc.
Pittsburgh
(412) 922-5110

ILLINOIS
Dytek-Central
Arlington Heights
(312) 394-3380

TEXAS
Intel Corp.
Dallas
(214) 241-9521

Intel Corp.
Oakbrook
(312) 325-9510

Mycrosystems Mktg.
Dallas
(214) 238-7157

IOWA
Technical Reps.
Cedar Rapids
(319) 393-5510

Intel Corp.
Houston
(713) 784-3400

KANSAS
Technical Reps.
Lenexa
(314) 888-0212, 3, 4
MARYLAND
Mesa. Inc.
Rockville
(301) 881-8430
Glen White Assoc.
Timonium
(301) 252-6360

Programmable check added

Intel Corp.
Timonium
(301) 252-7742

to wafer fabrication line

MASSACHUSETTS
Intel Corp.
Chelmsford
(617) 256-4131

A microprocessor-controlled programmer adds a programming and
process surveillance capability to a
system for the fabrication of semiconductor wafers. Designated the
model 9502 low-cost programmer,
the unit operates with GcA's estab-

NEW MEXICO
BFA Corp.
Albuquerque
(505) 292-1212

Mycrosystems Mktg.
Houston
(713) 783-2900
UTAH
Mountaintek
Salt Lake City
(801) 266-9617
WASHINGTON
ES/Chase
Seattle
(206) 762-4824

CANADA HDQTRS.
Ottawa
(613) 232-8576
Multitek
Ottawa
(613) 226-2365

CMA Inc.
Waltham
(617) 894-7000

EUROPEAN FIDQTRS.

MICHIGAN
Lowry and Assoc.
Brighton
(313) 227-7067

Brussels
Tel: (32-2) 660 30 10
Telex: 24812

Intel Corp.
Southfield
(313) 353-0920
MINNESOTA
Intel Corp
Bloomington
(612) 835-6722

BELGIUM

ORIENT HDQTRS.
JAPAN
Tokyo
Tel: (03) 426-9261
Telex: 781-28426
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Inters new in-7000 static memory system with
Word/Byte Control delivers speed, convenience and
design flexibility. It's the easiest way to get our
high-density 2114 4K static RAMs into your system.
The in-7000 is acomplete static memory with
interface and control logic contained on asingle 10.8"
x8.175" printej circuit card. The system requires
only a+5V power supply, is TTL compatible, and
needs no refresh. You can choose from two
versions, differing only in speed: the 7000, with a
read and write cycle time of
250 ns; and the 7001 (350 ns).
The basic in-7000 card is
available in four 16K
configurations: 16K x12, 16,
20 or 24 bits. Two chassis
models are also available.
The in-Minichassis can
house six in-7000 circuit
cards, and the in-Unichassis has a32-card capacity.
Aunique feature called Word/Byte Control gives you
the design flexibility to standardize on the in-7000
for all your systems applications. Word/Byte Control
allows the Byte Control inputs to be used either

for reconfiguration or byte data control. In the Word
mode, the Byte Control inputs select either or
both halves of aword, effectively reconfiguring a
16K x24 card to 32K x12; a16K x16 card to
32K x8; and so on. In the Byte mode, any combination
of three bytes in a24-bit word may be selected
by the Byte Control inputs.
Get Intel 4K static RAMs into your system now
with our in-7000. Phone your local Intel sales office or
use the coupon below.

¡ntJ delivers.

I—

Intel Memory Systems
1302 N. Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Phone (408) 734-8102
Send me more information on Inters in-7000 static
memory system.
Name
Position
Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Call me

"Our new 2114-based
memory system
gives you
ahead start with
4K static RAMs?
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THE WIDEBAND RMS VOLTMETER
ONLY FLUKE COULD CREATE.
sminumunimm

You're probably accustomed to using analog meters
for audio-to-rf measurements. Maybe you've given up
hope of going digital at areasonable price.
Good news!
Fluke's new 8920A wideband true
rms DMM is loaded with features—some
you can't buy anywhere at any price,
and it sells at an analog price: $995*!
For starters, 8920A bandwidth is 10
Hz to 20 MHz for sub-audio to video AC
measurements. Mid-band accuracy is
0.5%, compliments of an exclusive Fluke
designed (and built) micro-electronic rms
chip. Accurately measuring noise and
non-sinusoidal waveforms is easy since
the chip responds only to the heating
effect of the waveform. You can select 8921A's Isolated
the AC + DC function for non-symmet- Banana Jack Input.
rical waveforms like pulses that have
aDC component.
We gave the 8920A dynamic range
from 180 ..t\/ to 700 volts, to measure
from low noise levels to the output of
powerful amplifiers. And, fast autoranging relieves you of the knob twist"Dial-An-Ohm"
ing chores!
Put the8920A into dbVmode and measurefrom —75db
to +57db (132db range), with 0.01db resolution. If you want
your dbV reference somewhere else beside 1V, Fluke's

exclusive relative reference lets you store any voltage as
the 0-db point. Imagine how simple your gain measurements can be!
To make the 8920A all things to all people, we've included a "dial-an-ohm" feature for dbm measurements.
Instead of laboriously correcting each of your readings
from a600 ohm reference, simply dial 50, 75, 300, or one
of nine other impedances up to 1200 ohms, and be right
on every reading. There are several selections for broadcast, telephone, TV and RF applications.
An analog meter is standard, for convenient peaking/
dipping/nulling, as is alinear analog output for continuous
recording. Optional are logrithmic analog output and an
isolated output to drive acounter. Soon, IEEE 488 interface will be available for systems use.
If you prefer an isolated banana jack input with full
floating capability, specify the 8921A (also only $995*).
*U.S. Price
For more information, contact one of the more than 100 Fluke
offices or representatives, worldwide. In the U.S., CALL (800) 426-0361,
TOLL FREE. Residents of the U.S. and all countries outside of Europe,
contact: John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace,
WA 98043, U.S.A. Telex: 32-0013.
In Europe, contact: Fluke (Nederland) B.V., P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg,
The Netherlands. Telephone (013) 673973. Telex: 52237.

2504-8018

FLUKE
Circle 153 for literature
Circle 263 for demonstration

New products
horizontal position throughout assembly, eliminating the problem of
components falling out before soldering, which occurs with other
approaches. Prices for the three
carriers range from $42.43 to
$89.70.
Multi Tool and Manufacturing Inc., P. 0. Box
553,

Cape Canaveral,

Fla.

32920.

Phone

(305) 783-2310 [398]

Cleaning equipment is
made for small parts

NEED RELIABLE
CIRCUITRY?
[LORO
PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
WILL DO THEIR BIT!
ELORG's export program includes some 100 photomultipliers that cover a wide spectrum from near infrared up
to the X-ray region.
ELORG photomultipliers are employed in black-and-white,
color, broadcasting, closed-circuit, low-frame-frequency
and infrared television. in facsimile transmission equipment; in photometric gear; in spectrometry (including
infrared region); in scintillation counters, and in monitoring the emission of lasers.
FEU-82. Designed for scintillation counters, and its luminous characteristic features anode current linearity up to
800 mA in pulse mode.
FEU-96. Designed to measure threshold luminous flux.
Photocathode diameter is only 3 mm, dark current
3 10 -1, A, luminous sensitivity threshold 5 •10 -"
FEU-113. Designed specially for infrared research, and
covers 300 to 1,060 nm wavelength band. Photocathode
sensitivity is 6.5 •10 -4 A/W at 1,060 nm wavelength, anode
current sensitivity 300 A/W.
FEU-114. Withstands vibration of up to 20 g within 1 to
3,000 Hz, linear acceleration of up to 500 g and impacts
of up to 1,000 g because of a highly rigid design. Spectral
characteristic covers 250 to 850 nm band.
FEU-116. An ideal research instrument in the ultraviolet
region. Photocathode sensitivity is 5 •10 -, A/W, anode
sensitivity 2,000 A/W at 230 nm wavelength.
LOUVER-TYPE DYNODES OF PHOTOMULTIPLIERS OF
THE FEU FAMILY MAKE FOR BROAD LINEARITY OF
LUMINOUS CHARACTERISTICS, HIGH STABILITY OF
ANODE CURRENTS AND INSENSITIVITY TO EXTERNAL
MAGNETIC FIELDS.

Sole exporter

ELCW•G
32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya, 121200 Moscow, USSR
Telephone 251-39-46, Telex 7586
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The series 48 line of cleaning equipment includes a vapor cleaner, a
two-chamber vapor degreaser, an
ultrasonic vapor degreaser, a threechamber emulsion-cleaning system,
awater-displacement drying system,
and ultrasonic cleaning tanks with
and without heaters for use with
water detergents. All have 6-by-8by-6-inch cleaning chambers for the
efficient processing of small parts
that require extremely thorough
cleaning. Units in the series 48 line
are well suited both for productionline and laboratory use.
Lenape Equipment Co., 558 Lincoln Blvd.,
Middlesex,

N. J.

08846.

Phone James A.

Mastrian (201) 356-5353 [399]

Board mounts can handle
wide variety of displays
Display mounts, originally developed
for avionics radio use, can be tooled
for a number of displays in any
combination of digits, decimal
points, or other designators. Pins are
staggered for easy entry into a
printed-circuit board.
Collet sockets have gold-plated
beryllium-copper contacts, tin-plated
pins, and glass-epoxy base. These
multiple display sockets can be
supplied for vertical, elevator, or
horizontal applications. The highprecision mounts ensure excellent
alignment of multiple displays.
Aries Electronics Inc., P. O. Box 231, Frenchtown, N. J. 08825. Phone (201) 996-4096
[396]
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+ 180° with a resolution of 0.1° and 13 bits plus sign.
Models SBCD 1753 and 1757 go from 0° to 359.9° with
a resolution of 0.1 ° and 14 bits. Models 1752 and 1753
require input voltages of ± 15 yand +5v; models 1756
and 1757 require only + 15 vand + 5v—the —15 vis
internally generated.
The converters are housed in the 3.125-by-2.625-by0.8-inch industry-standard package and are designed to
absorb the normal shock and vibration of an industrial or
military environment.
The 1752 and 1753 will sell for $420 in quantities of
one to nine, and models 1756 and 1757 for $535 in
similar quantities. Delivery is from stock.
Analog Devices Inc., Route 1Industrial Park, Norwood, Mass. 02062.
Phone Edward Friedman at (617) 329-4700 [381]

Five-output 400-W switching power supply
sells for $395 each for 100 or more
Even though it includes as standard such features as an
input electromagnetic-interference filter, a series thermistor that reduces input line surges at turn-on, reverse
voltage protection, protection against system shorts, and
athermal cutout switch, the model OL-400 open-frame
switching power supply sells for less than adollar awatt.
The five-output supply puts out a continuous power of
400 w and carries aprice tag of $395 each for quantities
of 100 and up.
The OL-400 puts out up to 45 A at +5v, ± 10 A at
± 12 v, and 4 A at —5 y and +24 v. Of course, these
current maximums cannot all be realized simultaneously
because they would then exceed the 400-w overall limit.
On the other hand, each output can deliver three times
its rated current to satisfy atransient load. The supply is
thus particularly well suited for use in computer peripherals, such as printers and other electromechanical
devices, which regularly present transient loads to their
power supplies.
A similar supply, the OL-200, has amaximum continuous-power rating of 200 w and sells for $248 each in
quantities of 100 or more. It has four outputs: +5 v,
— 5NI, and ± 12 v. It has all of the protective features of
the OL-400 except for the thermal cutout switch.
Both supplies can provide 16 ms of continuous power
after acomplete loss of input—more than enough time

"We save
on both
installation and
maintenance
with AMP LED
switches:'
You can't beat them for printed circuit board fault
indication or field service. You get continual and
immediate visible indication of switch and circuit
operation. As aresult, diagnosis is simpler and both
servicing and downtime are reduced. Installation is
easy, too, because of the compact package design.
You can count on excellent reliability with AMP LED
DIP switches. They have acycle life of at least 7,000
cycles per pole, the ability to withstand temperatures
ranging from —73.3°C to 135°C, and the ruggedness to
take vibration, shock, and environmental extremes.
Standard or momentary actuators are available. They
can be used in a broad range of applications including
computers, instrumentation, controls,
communications ...in fact, anywhere
operator feedback display is
desired.
And don't forget AMP
technical service. You get
it whenever you need it,
from product conception
through application.
For more information
on the full line, just call
Customer Service at
(717) 564-0100.
Or write
AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated

AMP has a
better way
in DIP switching.
A
F»
INCORPORATED
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New products
for acomputer system to transfer data into anonvolatile
memory. An optional power-fail detector will provide a
transistor-transistor-logic signal suitable for initiating
such adata transfer.
Boschert Inc., 384 Santa Trinita Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone
Scott Warner at (408) 732-2440 [383]

6.5-inch display monitor has 1,100-line
resolution at abrightness of 100 cd/m 2
A fiat-screen video-display monitor, the model 634 has a
worst-case resolution of 1,100 lines at a brightness of
100 candelas per square meter (30 foot-lamberts).
Nominal resolution is 1,400 lines.
As shipped from the factory, with no further calibration, the 634 has a worst-case geometric distortion of
0.5% over a9-cm circle at the center of the screen. Even
at the corners, distortion is held below 1%. Equally
important, the display has a guaranteed maximum
brightness variation of 20% over the entire screen.
According to Tektronix, the model 634 is the only

"It's a
snap to
switch
AMP sideactuated types,
even in astack:'
You can program acard without removing it from
the cage with these right-angle DIP switches.
They can be actuated easily from the edge of the
board. And they can be commoned to provide
multi-pole configurations.
They also have the inherent advantages of DIP
switches such as: Very low profile for complete
compatibility with other packaging components.
Fully sealed base for protection and assurance
of excellent electrical and mechanical performance.
And more—including AMP technical aid. We're
ready to work with you because we believe you're
entitled to it. And the sooner the better. Because
that's when we can help the most.
AMP right-angle DIP switches come in the
industry's widest range of sizes. They are
particularly applicable in computer and instrument
card cages, avionics systems and communications
equipment.
For more information on them, just call Customer
Service at (717) 564-0100. Or write AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP is atrademark of AMP Incorporated.

r71.7eireiriree„,,milli 111 II 1 III
1

monitor with auniform-brightness specification.
Key applications of the monitor will be in the areas of
medical imaging, scanning electron microscopes, and
security systems.
The 634 sells for $1,125 in small quantities. For
applications in which resolution is less critical, a650-line
unit is available for $900. For either version, discounts
for original-equipment manufacturers are available on
orders of 10 or more. Delivery time is 12 weeks.
Tektronix Inc., P. 0. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore. 97077 [384]

Solid-state voltage reference drifts less
than 6 parts per million per year

23

4

56

7

8

11 1 19

AMP has a
better way
in DIP switching.

IF.

Two voltage references, the VRS-6 and the VTS-6, are
solid-state modules that drift no more than 6 parts per

INCORPORATED
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tetAbe
ip

DIP

switches
help to reduce
wiring coste
TRANCELL
SOLID STATE STANDARD OF E.M.F.
MASTER REFERENCE
STANDARD REFERENCE LABS., INC.

million per year. The VRS module operates from the ac
line; the VTS unit requires adc supply of 24 y ± 10% at
25 m. Both references, which are being marketed under
the trade name Tranœ11-1, have two outputs: 10.00000 v
and 1.08500 v. Both the outputs are protected against
short circuits and are accurate to within 10 ppm.
Maximum temperature coefficient is 1ppm/°C over
the range from 15°C to 40°C. The references are
extremely insensitive to input-voltage changes: achange
of 10% in either direction will cause an output change of
less than 1ppm. Peak-to-peak noise is less than 1ppm
from 0.1 to 10 Hz.
Two additional modules in the Trancell-1 line, the
VRS-9 and the VTS-9, are similar to the units just
described except that their maximum annual drift is
9 ppm. Prices are as follows: $825 for the VRS-6, $750
for the VTS-6, $675 for the VRS-9, and $600 for the
VTS-9. Delivery time for all models is 12 to 14 weeks.

When you mount any AMP DIP switch directly
to the pc board you gain many advantages. They
eliminate expensive interconnect wiring, reducing
the possibility of line failure.
They also speed production. Because they can be
flow, wave or dip soldered quickly and easily.
No mounting hardware is necessary.
And no matter what kind of DIP switching
capability you're looking for, chances are you'll
find it in the AMP line. Because it's the broadest
available anywhere. Application areas include
everything from personal communications and
remote terminals to general purpose computers
and industrial instrumentation. And you can
count on our help in every one ...solid technical
aid that's available as early as you want it,
even in the product planning stage.
For more information on AMP standard
DIP switches and AMP technical
support, just call Customer Service
at (717) 564-0100. Or write AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg,
PA 17105.
AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated

Standard Reference Laboratories Inc., Pollitt Drive South, Fair Lawn,
N. J. 07410. Phone John Halgren at (201) 797-3907 [385]

Multidigit seven-segment

LED

displays stand more than 1inch high
Numeric display assemblies in the 1000 series have digit
heights of more than an inch (actually, they are 27 mm
high) and require only 5to 10 mA of forward current per
segment. The seven-segment light-emitting-diode readouts have a typical luminous intensity of 350 millicandelas at 10 MA, a 10-mA forward voltage of 4.4 v, and a

AMP has a
better way
in DIP switching.
INCORPORATED
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THERE IS
NO EASIER

lotmariffro
sitvE.

Join the Payroll Savings Bond Plan
and take advantage of America's most
convenient method of saving for the
future. The interest rate is 6%, and the
tax-deferral advantages are extremely
attractive.
Just contact the payroll department
where you work and tell them the
amount you want applied toward

savings bond purchases. It's as simple
as that. And you'll be surprised at how
fast your savings accumulate.
Robert T Campion, chairman and
president of Lear Siegler, Inc., and
chairman of the 1978 U.S.
Payroll Savings Bond Campaign for
the electronics industry, urges you to

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
3171 SOUTH BUNDY DRIVE, SANTA MONICA, CA 90406

Circle 164 on reader service card
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"You can
actuate
these AMP
PCB switches
4different ways:'
By screwdriver, lever, extended D shaft actuator or by
adjusting plug. Whichever fits your application best.

peak emission wavelength of 690 nm. Built on a single
printed-circuit board, the assemblies have been designed
for applications such as clocks, scales, and large wall
displays where easy visibility at 20 feet under typical
room lighting is required.
Opcoa Division, IDS Inc., 330 Talmadge Rd., Edison, N. J. 08817.
Phone Robert C. Kolts at (201) 287-0355 [386]

Miniature singe-sideband modulator has
modulation bandwidth of dc to 500 MHz
Housed in aminiature flatpack with dimensions of 0.810
by 0.810 by 0.145 inch, the FP8-SSB-360 singlesideband modulator has aradio-frequency bandwidth of
one octave centered at any selected frequency from 10 to
500 wiz. The unit has a conversion loss of less than
10 du, a carrier suppression of more than 40 dB, a
sideband level more than 30 dB below the desired output
level, an rf level of up to 0 dBm, and a modulation
bandwidth of dc to 500 wiz. The modulator has two
modulation inputs that must be driven in quadrature for
normal operation. These inputs are compatible with
transistor-transistor-logic levels for ease in modulating
the carrier with digital signals, as is necessary, for example, in pulse-code modulation. The modulator sells for
$115; it has adelivery time of three to four weeks.

Each of these economical, low profile PCB switches
has 4Form "C" switches operated by encoded cams.
All the cams are bidirectional and have positive
detent settings. And all the contacts are gold plated
phosphor bronze.
Each switch is available in 2, 8, 10, and 16 position
configurations. Plus special versions, made to your
order. Input/Output pins are spaced on .100" X .300"
centers.
Whichever version you choose, you can count on
AMP technical service and support. And you can take
advantage of it even while your product is still in
the planning stages. We believe in that kind of early
involvement. Because it means better results for you.
For more information on these preprogrammed PCB
switches, call Customer Service at (717) 564-0100.
Or write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated.

Olektron Corp., 6 Chase Ave., Dudley, Mass. 01570. Phone J.
Oleksiak at (617) 943-7440 [388]
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AMP has a
better way
in DIP switching.
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4K static RAMs
from Texas Instruments.
Availability is excellent on TI's
popular 4K static RAMs. Off-theshelf from TI distributors. Or
double quick direct from TI.
These are the TMS-4044 and
TMS-4045. The Industry Standard
18-pin 4K statics. Choose 4K by 1
or 1K by 4organizations. They give
you everything you ever liked
about the 2102. And more:

Y

Simple

to use —No clocks, no
refresh, simple addressing—
minimum system overhead.

«
VSingle

+5V supply; full TTL
compatibility.

IV

Fully

static — Access and cycle
times always the same; no
precharge or recovery time.

Standard 18-pin pinouts — TMS-4045 equivalent
to 2114.

Y

Low

V

Choice

IV-Low cost—As low as $10.77
(100 pieces)

V

Unlimited

Y

1
V

Complete

Y

Industry

-±10%

tolerance supply— Less
stringent regulation, less cost.

power
maximum.

—

500

mW

of speeds —250, 300,
and 450 ns.
output valid time.

compatibility with
all popular microprocessors.

Don't forget TI's TMS-4046/47
4K static RAMs, too. The ones you
use for low standby-power/batterybackup operation. Data is retained
down to 10 mW.
Get "no sweat" delivery on TI's
4K static RAMs by calling the
nearest authorized TI distributor
listed to the left. Or call your
nearest Texas Instruments sales
office.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
MOVING AHEAD
IN MEMORIES.

o

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
© 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED

85107A
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OUR 054000 TAKES
OVER WHERE TUBE
STORAGE LEAVES OFF.
The Gould 0S4000 digital memory oscilloscope extends your capabilities beyond the
limits of conventional storage tube technology.
With the 0S4000, stored transients do not
deteriorate and are clearly displayed at will
indefinitely — as long as you choose to keep
the data. Stored trigger points allow you to
display pretrigger signals as well as the signal
itself. You see what actually caused the signal.
Digital storage also offers you four useful
options: 1) Fully automatic operation, 2) analog and digital output for hardcopy, 3) higher
resolution through expansion of stored traces,
4) the ability to generate complex wave forms.
The 0S4000 can enhance the effectiveness
of traditional dual trace displays by simultaneously displaying real time and stored traces
without the amplitude restrictions of a split
beam storage tube. Both signals have optimum brightness to help you draw the critical
inferences from close comparisons. At low

frequencies there is no irritating flicker or
C.R.T. glow.
Rated at 10 MHz for conventional operation
the 0S4000 utilizes an 8 bit x 1024 word RAM,
with asampling frequency of 1.8 Ni Hz. Normal/
refreshed/roll modes are standard.
With a multitude of new applications in general electronics, medical electronics, research
laboratories and transducer related measurement situations, Gould's 0S4000 simply outclasses every tube storage scope on the market.
But even though the 0S4000 represents a step
forward in storage scope technology, it is both
easy to use and extremely affordable.
For more information contact Gould Inc.,
Instruments Division, 3631 Perkins Ave.,
Cleveland, OH 44114. In Europe contact Gould
Advance LTD., Roebuck Rd., Hainault, Essex,
CB10 1EJ, England.
For brochure call toll free (800) 325-6400.
Ext. 77. In Missouri: (800) 324-6600.

Example of expanded output (1:2)
Electronics/April 13, 1978
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First thing you probably
notice—it's adual filter. Each
of the 24db/octave filters can
be used as high pass, or low
pass, with selectable gain of
lor10. Connect the dual channels in series for bandpass,
48db/octave high pass, and
48db/octave low pass,with selective gain of 1,10,or 100. Butterworth and Bessel modes

are available at the push of
abutton. And you can select
AC or DC coupling.
Versatility like this should
be seen to be believed. And
wait till you see the price. $655.
Not bad for all that versatility.
Call or write John Hanson
at Ithaco, Box 818, Ithaca,
New York 14850. Phone (607)
272-7640. ITHACO

New products

System 616 has three
plug-in
computer interface options as well.
Option 01 is plug-compatible with
the IEEE-488 interface bus; 02
interfaces aminicomputer through a
teletype port using either EIA/RS232-C or the 20-mA current loop;
and 03 interfaces a minicomputer
through its buffered uo card.
Precision Filters Inc., 303 W. Lincoln St.,
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850. Phone (607) 277-3550

Versatility
is written all over
its face.
©Ithaco,

n.., 1977
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Two new coolers for
plastic power devicesless than adime each.
111 Here are two practical
solutions for solving your
• cooling problems.
II
The new Series 289 and
290 are Wakefield's lowest
• cost standard heat sinks
II for plastic package
semiconductors.
II
These compact units
▪ are designed for circu it board appl ice. tions with either
▪ natural or forced air
convection. The 289 accommodates one semiconductor while
▪
un the 290 can handle either one
or two devices.
You absolutely cannot find
better coolers at this price—anywhere.
111

Corn
ti Division
77 AUDUBON ROAD. WAKEFIELD, MA 01880

rise time of less than 10 ns
A general-purpose pulse generator,
model 101C, has a20-MHz repetition
rate, afixed rise time of less than 10
ns, and an output variable to ± 18
from 50 O.
Simultaneous auxiliary front-panel outputs are designed for the transistor-transistor-logic level (4-ns rise
time) and o-mos (open-collector output capable of 40 y amplitude or
100 mA). Price is $595, and delivery
is in 30 days.
Instrument

Donner Corp.,

Division of Systron-

10 Systron Dr.,

Concord,

Calif. 94518. Phone (415) 676-5000 [357]

Portable counter
priced at $295

EGaG WAKEFIELD

-

Pulsed generator has a

Concord

Try one free. See for yourself. Just cut
out and mail for afree sample.

I
n

[355]

(617) 245-5900

A portable 225-MHz direct-count,
three-function counter is available
for communications applications.
For $295, the 5725C provides
frequency, totalize, and ratio capabilities and is proof against electromagnetic interference.
The 6-digit counter with 0.43-inhigh orange light-emitting diodes
operates from any 9- to 15-v dc
source. Applications include mainte-

48111-Immummmummimmminime
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Head and shoulders
below the competition
DEC RX01

10 1/
2"
$4300
Bootstrap $320 extra

DSD 110

51/4"
$3195
Bootstrap included

Data Systems' new, floppy disk system offers
performance and storage equal to DECe's RX01,
but uses half the space and costs 25% less.
Save money, save rack space
and increase your system's reliability by selecting the DSD 110
for use with any DEC LSI-11 or
LSI-11/2.
The DSD 110 provides 512K
bytes of fully DEC-compatible
storage in a51
/ "cabinet. While
4
the DSD 110 saves you rack
space, it also uses one less
Q-bus slot than DEC's RX01.

All this is possible because the
interface, formatting and controller circuitry, and hardware
bootstrap have been combined
on asingle dual-wide card. This
card, which is available separately, eliminates the need for
DEC's REV-11 card.

To find out more about the
low-cost, low-profile DSD 110,
contact Data Systems today. A
data sheet and price list will be
forwarded to you immediately.
C) Registered trademark of Digital
Equipment Corporation

Data Systems Design, Inc.
3130 Coronado Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 249-9353
TWX 910-338-0249

Data Systems has combined
interface, formatter, controller, and hardware
bootstrap on this single
dual-wide card. Available
separately in OEM quantities.

Electronics/April 13, 1978
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they

New products
circuits. Price is $39.95 with battery.
International

MAP
together!
"No Hardware'
Digital
Thumbwheel
Switches

No assembly hardware
required
• Large selection of output
codes on standard models
• Built-in logic standard on
"Smart Switches"
• Either Snap-in front, or rear
hard mount
• Matte finish standard
• Only 5parts per switch
• Standard .315" (8mm) width
• Removable stop pins

Box 3751,

Thousand

Oaks,

Inc.,
Calif.

P. O.
91359

[358]

Draw Pull and Screwlocking. Built to
MIL-c-55302 and Commercial Specifications Printed Circuit and Related Applications. REPC Connectors are Removable,
Re Entrancy, Crimp Contact Types.

Digital scope adapter kit
turns single trace into four
By converting a single-trace oscilloscope into a four-trace unit for
viewing transistor-transistor-logic
signals, the Four Tracer digital oscilloscope adapter kit provides a lowcost debugging and troubleshooting
device for digital circuitry.
The unit provides the user with
four inputs with four binding posts
on the front panel. Each input is
equivalent to a single TTL unit load
in parallel with a 6.8 -ka pull-up
resistor. There are gain or positioning controls for any of the traces.
These parameters are internally
fixed to eliminate the confusion of
overlapping traces or traces which
have been positioned out of order.
The output—a binding post on the
rear panel—carries the composite
waveform of the four input signals to
the regular vertical input of an oscilloscope. The overall frequency response is such that 100-ns-wide
pulses are seen when using a scope
with sufficient bandwidth. The unit
measures 2% by 4by 71
/
4 in., and the
price is $70.

Unimax
„
Switch

UNIMAX SWITCH CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of The Unimax Group Inc.,
Wallingford, Conn. 06492
(203) 269-8701
176

Instrumentation

USC UPCCIREPC
CONNECTORS

Circle 176 on reader service card

1 of over 20 ,000 Connector
Manufactured. Send today fo
REPC-A. Seres 32-page Catalog.

Types
UPCC-

U.S. COMPONENTS, INC.
Leader in advanced engineering design
1320 Zerega Avenue
Bronx, N.Y. 10462
(212) 824 -160C TWX 710-593-2141
Cable. COMPONENTS, NYK

Circle 266 on reader service card

NEW PRODUCTS!!
GENERAL PURPOSE MANUAL
MAGNETIC CARD
READER/WRITER
Amazing low cost: us$20.00

or less fo

quantity lot F.O.B. Japan

Read only type:
US$10.00 or less for quantity.

Nittany Digital Devices, Box 56 (M), Pennsylvania Furnace, Pa. 16865 [359]

Direct Sinad readings
made from combo unit
A combination Sinad sensitivity
reader, ac voltmeter, and audio signal
tracer is available for $249. The
Sinadder 3in the audio mode has an
internal 1-kHz generator to provide
an accurate tone to modulate a
signal generator or monitor audio
distortion. As an ac voltmeter, it has
nine ranges from 10 mv full scale to
100 v. And as an audio signal tracer
it can be used to check telephone
control lines by sight and sound.
Helper

Instruments Co.,

P. O.

lndialantic, Fla. 32903 [360]

Box 3628,

Model
SR D-200-1/

Applications:
Microwave Oven
Telephone Auto Dialing
ID and Security Terminal
VIP Gate Control System, etc.

S.R.D. CORPORATION
2-12-1. KAGA, ITABASHI-KL
TOKYO, 173 JAPAN
TEL: (031964-1151
TELEX: 0272-3546 SRD CO.
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Ball introduces the industry
standard in Off monitors_
Again_
Accepts wider range
of horizontal
input pulse

Electronic horizontal
video centering

IC regulated

Electronic
H and V

power supply
on AC models

linearity control

Improved vertical linearity

100% silicon circuitry

Now with advanced features you'd never expect
in ageneral purpose data display!
Check out Ball's TV-Series direct drive monitors. The
improved performance. The advanced circuitry. The
new benefits engineered into our field proven line that's
already world famous for high reliability and maintainability.
As before, our specially selected CRT gun and deflection components deliver bright, well defined characters
with low geometric distortion. And of course Ball's rugged wire frame and simple subassembly construction
offer maximum component cooling and accessibility.

Best of all, our improved TV-Series monitors are completely interchangeable in form, fit and function with first
generation designs. You can upgrade right now without
interface problems.

Compare life cycle costs.
You'll have a Ball.
Call your nearest Ball representative. He'll be glad to
introduce you to an old friend. The 2nd generation TVSeries monitors.

Ball Corporation Electronic Display Division
PO Box 3376 St Paul Mn 55165 (6121 786-8900. TWX 910-563-3552
General Sales Offices:
Addison, Illinois (312) 279-7400
Ocean, New Jersey (201) 922-2800

Santa Clara. California (4081244-1474
Upland. California (714) 985-7110

Circle 177 on reader service card

Electronic
Display
Division

Intel
compatible
data
acquisition
system for
only $495*
The low-cost ADAC Model 735 series
of data acquisition systems is
mounted on a single PC board that
plugs into the same card cage as the
Intel SBC-80/10, and SBC-80/20
single board computers and also the
Intel MDS-800 microcomputer development system. The Model 735 bus
interface includes a software choice
of program control or program
interrupt and ajumper choice of
memory mapped I/O or isolated I/O.
The basic 735 OEM system which
is contained on asingle PC board
(12" x6.72" x0.4") consists of 16
single-ended or 8 differential analog
input channels, either voltage or current inputs (4-20 mA or 5-50 mA), 12
bit high speed A/D converter, sample
and hold and bus interface. The
throughput rate of the Model 735 is
35 KHz. Optionally available is the
capability of expanding on the same
card to atotal of 64 single ended or
32 differential voltage/current inputs.
up to two 12 bit D/A converters, software programmable gain amplifier
with auto zero circuit, scope control
and third wire sensing.
ADAC Corporation, 15 Cummings
Park, Woburn, MA 01801.
(617) 935-6668

New products
Microprocessors

8-bit converter
has multiplexer
One-chip, six-channel unit
lets microcomputer
perform control functions
The use of data converters in microcomputer systems is well established.
Several converter suppliers are already offering microcomputer-compatible stand-alone parts for use in
such systems. But Motorola Inc. is
betting that many users will have
enough unused processor capacity in
their systems to handle the digital
portion of the conversion, so it has
designed aone-chip analog-to-digital
subsystem that relies on the processor for its digital functions.
Clearly aimed at low-end applications, the MC14443 and MC14447
chips are 8-bit single-slope devices
that require an external voltage
reference and an external ramp
capacitor. They are six-channel devices with built-in multiplexers.

Because the calculating, counting,
and correction circuitry found in
most converters is not needed in the
new devices, they sell for alow $3.17
each in lots of 100 or more. That
price buys a 16-pin plastic package
containing channel-address-selection
logic, an analog multiplexer, buffer
amplifiers, a voltage-to-current converter, a current-mirror circuit, a
ramp-start circuit, and a comparator. The 447 incorporates astandard
JEDEC B-Series complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor pushpull output, while the output driver
of the 443's comparator is an open
drain that can sink up to 5mA.
"The chip operates directly with a
microprocessor, rather than through
a bus line," comments Richard W.
Ahrons, c-mos product planning
manager at Motorola's Austin, Texas, mos facility. Five pins must be
connected to the processor's dedicated input/output ports: one to
start the converter ramping, one to
receive its serial output, and three to
address the multiplexer for reference, ground, or one of six analog
input signals.
"The converter's speed depends on
how the system is designed," Ahrons
RAMP START
(START CONVERSION)
RAMP
CAPACITOR

BUFFER

"Price in quantities of 1to 4.

COMPAR WTOR

SI.VITCH

OUTPUT
(END OF
CONVERSION)

12

ANALOG
INPUTS

1,

MULTI PLEXER

14

1,
REFERENCE
CURRENT SET

1
6
REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

GSA Contract
Group 66

BUFFER
CHANNEL
ADDRESS
IN

A1
A2

corporation
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Most 2114s are new products with new

and all the speed you need for

product problems. Not ours. The SEMI
2114 is a member of the Royal Family

4/

microprocessor applications.

P

of Static RAMs. It is, in fact,
a new pin-out of an 18-pin,
5V, 1Kx4 static RAM that we've
been delivering in production quantities for a year and a half.
The SEMI 2114 features low power
(only 300 mw), TTL compatible I/O,

E

ME

If you'd like complete information on the SEMI 2114, or any other

members of the Royal Family of static
RAMS, see your local EMM/SEMI
distributor, or contact us directly.

Memory ae Metel«

SEMI, INC.

A subsidiary of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corp., 3883 N. 28th Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85107 (602) 263-0202
ENGLAND: EMM, Ltd. Tel: (01) 751-1213. WEST GERMANY: EMM, GmbH Tel: 6172-6629. BELGIUM: EMMSA
Tel: (03) 76.69.75. FRANCE: EMM c/o Clip. Tel: (01) 754-2319
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9whow.
'Inc! where.
"Bussmann can help you choose
the right fuse for the right place:'
When you do something better than anyone
else, people usually take
for granted that it's all
you can do.
Like Bussmann. You
probably know us as the
electronic industry's most
complete source for fastacting, dependable, stateof-the-art circuit protection. And you're right.
-

But only half right.
Because Bussmann
can also be your most
valuable source of expert
technical help.
Take your Bussmann
salesman, for example.
He's more than just a
salesman. He's an electrical protection expert.
So he's got the
technical know
how and
experience to

simplify and solve your
most complicated circuit
protection problems.
He can help you
decide which fuse from
our complete line fits the
application you have in
mind. Or he can put you
in touch with one of our
staff engineers for in-depth
technical assistance.
Your Bussmann
representative can also
keep your staff up-to-date
on the latest trends in
circuit protection. New
fusing technology. Or
where and how to use the
right fuse for the best results.
So call your
Bussmann representative today. And trust him
for sound technical advice.
He'll show you why
Bussmann means protection in more
ways than one.

MoGRANDISON
Bussmann.
The Protection
Experts.

Bussmann Manufacturing Division
McGraw-Edison Company
P.O. Box 14460
St. Louis. Missouri 63178
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Delivery's fast
and that's good news,
but there are more
dynamic reasons to
buy the Mostek
4104 4K X 1static
ACCESS
CYCLE
TIME
TIME
RAM. For one, it offers
the industry's best
speed/power product.
MK4104-4/-34
25Ons
385ns
Using our own widelycopied Edge-Activated"
MK4104-5/-35
30Ons
460ns
design concept.
Mostek engineers
MK4104-6
350ns
535ns
developed the 4104
offering the best features of static and
dynamic RAMs. Power is extremely low— just 150mW
active and 28mW standby. It's directly compatible with
TTL. It operates on asingle + 5Volt power supply
with atolerance of ± 10%. And you can get it in the
industry-standard 18-pin configuration.

The new 4104series offers the
capability of retaining
data in a reduced
power mode. When
BATTERY
Vcc is lowered to 3V,
ACTIVE
STANDBY
BACKUP PO
POWER [MAX!
POWER [MAXI
maximum power
(-3% Seri
dissipation is only
lOrrW. This allows
complete data retention during battery
150mW
operation.
There's a lot of
dynamic reasons for
Mostek's 4104 static
RAM. To get the
complete story, call a M
ek distributor or sales
representative now. Or contact Mostek at 1215 W.
Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; telephone
(214) 242-0444. In Europe, contact Mostek GmbH,
West Germany; telephone (0711) 701096.

MOSTEI(
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WIRE STRIPPERS

New products

Carpenters Swing Blade wire strippers
were designed expressly for clean and
quick end stripping of all types of
solid and stranded wire construction.
Will not disturb lay of stranded wire
...a common problem with other
stripping methods.

access the control/status registers
and the remaining eight access the
transmit/receive data registers. This
map arrangement allows efficient
use of indexed addressing in vointensive systems and permits the
use of atight interrupt polling loop.
The standard eight-channel 9650
sells for $395 in small quantities and
$237 each in hundreds. A fourchannel version sells for less.

FREE WIRE STRIPPING SERVICE
All we require is a 3-5 ft. sample of
your wire and strip specifications. Your
sample will

be

returned to you

stripped, together with acomplete report as to unusual characteristics of
the wire and recommendations as to
what equipment will best serve

in

stripping that particular wire.

Creative Micro Systems, 6773 Westmins'ter

ARPENTER MPG. CO., INC.
Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, N.Y. 13104

Ave.,

Westminster,

Calif.

92683.

Phone

(714) 892-2859 [405]

Phone 315/682-9176

12-bit sequencer controls

Circle 186 on reader service card

MAGNETIC SHIELDING
MATERIAL
• CO-NETIC AA Alloy
High Permeability
.002" to .100" thick

-

EXCLUSIVE
Perfection Annealed — No further
anneal required if severe forming is avoided.
• NETIC S3-6 Alloy — High Saturation Induction.
.004" to .095" thick
• Immediate Shipment from Stock
SEND FOR NEW MG-4
Material, Application & Fabrication Guide
MAGNETIC SHIELD DIV.

The Preferred Source
for Magnetic Shielding
PERFECTION MICA CO.
740 North Thomas Drive
Bensenville, III. 60106, USA
Phone 312 / 766-7800

... Since 1941

4,096 words of instructions
A 12-bit sequence controller for use
in microprogrammed computer
systems controls up to 4,096 words
of microprogram-stored microinstructions. In addition to the capability of sequential addressing, the
Am2910 provides conditional
branching to any instruction within
its 4,096-microword range. An onchip loop counter keeps track of the
number of times a single microinstruction or loop of microinstructions
has been executed.
Like its predecessors, the Am2909
and Am2911, the new device is
intended for high-speed pipelined
microprogrammed systems, especially those built with the manufacturer's Am2901A or Am2903 bipolar microprocessors.
The Am2910 is housed in a40-pin
ceramic dual in-line package; a 42pin flat package is also available.
Prices start at $25.95 in 100-piece
lots. Delivery is from stock.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson

Pl.,

Sunnyvale,

Calif.

94086.

Phone

(408) 732-2400 [406]

TWX 910-256-4815

186
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Dialight
is your second source
to C&K for miniature
rockers and toggles...
dfr
(ill
íj

it

¡CI
)

tee

Utt

e

telp'

few •!'
orne tó the people who've always been specialists
in having more good ways to solve problems: Dialight.
What we've done in indicator lights, illuminated
bswitches, readouts and LEDs, we're doing now in
miniature rockers and toggles.
This new Dialight family of switches, which
comes in afull range of sizes is, we're proud to point
out, all-American made.
When you consider all the configurations of styles,
sizes, life and safety ratings, colors and mountings,
you'll find there are literally hundreds of thousands of
design combinations. Such anumber of possibilities

can in itself be aproblem, except that the new
Dialight catalog is specifically designed to prevent
confusion and help you quickly and easily find
the most advantageous combination of features
for your applications.
If you'd like to see what Dialight quality rockers
and toggles can do for the looks, durability and
economics of your products, contact us today for the
Dialight "Meets Your Need" Hook. Your free copy
will include alist of
stocking distributors in
the U.S. and Canada.
A North American Philips Company

1_71/-1LIGI-7

American made by DIALIGHT in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Dialight meets your needs.
Dialight, 203 Harrison Place, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237 (212) 497-7600
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The new Perkin-Elmer Micralign Model 140

Perkin-Elmer introduced the Micralign
Projection Mask Alignment System over
four years ago. Every unit we have manufactured is still in operation and continues
to provide the benefits of significantly
increased yields and substantially reduced
mask costs. The Micralign instrument has
become the standard of the semiconductor industry for the manufacture of
integrated circuits.
The Micralign instrument has proven
to be extremely reliable and we reinforce
this reliability with service training seminars and ateam of experienced service
engineers. In addition, if parts are
needed, they are immediately available
from our large inventory.
Perkin-Elmer has introduced the

third generation of the Micralign Projection Mask Alignment System. These models feature ahigh performance condenser, which can triple previous light output, automatic
wafer loading, and 100-mm wafer capability. These developments can also be purchased as conversion kits for most earlier models.
Perkin-Elmer's policy of protecting your original equipment investment is just one of
the extra dividends of being auser of aMicralign instrument.
Learn more about how the Micralign Projection Mask Alignment System delivers the
economy and efficiency you need. Write
the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, ElectroOptical Division, 50 Danbury Road,
Wilton, CT 06897, or
call (203) 762-6057.

TODM 50 IC
MANUFACTURERS
RELY ON Mícrahgn'
SYSTEMS AT 75 LOCATIONS
WORLDWIDE.

PERKIN ELMER
190
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New products

accumulator to an improved version
of an existing 16-bit multiplier, this
division of TRW Inc.'s Electronic
Group follows a path similar to one
it took with earlier devices, starting
in 1976.
Pacing market strategy is "a
quantum-level improvement in technology since the first multiplier
came out two years ago," says
William M. Koral, manager of
product applications. "This allows
more functions and higher speed at
lower power." The new 16-bit TDC1010J accumulates as well as multiplies in the 115 ns, consuming 3 w,
while the older NPY16 only multiplies, taking 160 ns and using 4W.
Device improvements derive from
advances in photolithographic processing, mainly in better projectionalignment equipment and noncontact masks, according to Koral. Line
widths are halved to 2 gm, permitting active-device base areas to be
reduced by two thirds. For instance,
npn transistors are now 1.5 mil'
instead of 4to 5mil', he says. Such
reductions cut signal transit time,
thus leading to the boost in speed
and greatly helping in adding the
accumulator.
The need for the two-function
device became apparent during discusions with buyers of multipliers,
who sought sheer speed for such
complex digital signal-processing
jobs as fast Fourier transform filtering. To accumulate sums of products
performed by the multipliers, many
were using separate chip sets, TRW
marketers found.
"They were holding these sums off
board and processing again, but it
turns out that integrating an accumulator is not too difficult and
[the result] is faster than external
components," explains Koral. Since
accumulator chips come in 4-bit
packages, the TRW combination unit
replaces up to nine chips in the
popular 35-bit configuration.
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In performance, the new device
also switches to a subtract function
by changing one pin and can be used
for only one of the three functions.
The TEC-1010J has an operating
temperature range of — 55° to
+125° C. Supply voltage is —0.5 to
71/, and input/outputs are 0to 5.5 v.
In switching, typical output delay
time is 25 ns.
Some 25,000 components are contained in the 250-mil' device, which
comes in a64-pin dual in-line package. Because the 115-ns speed is
almost at 10 megahertz, it performs
nearly 10 million operations per
second, says Koral.
Price in 100-499 quantities is
$205, against acomparable $175 for
the 16-bit multiplier. Volume production is scheduled for late next
month.

rriCieeek*
l
Quality — Two-year warranty,
UL Recognized, CSA Certified
Delivery —"Off-the-shelf''—
Nationwide
Reliability — Every unit —
2-hour burn-in plus 2full
functional tests
Variety — 55 Single Output
models in 8different case sizes
in 4basic series...
Standard — 5V to 24V — 1.2A to 18A
— Remote sensing —
regulation

TRW LSI Products, P. 0. Box 115, Redondo
Beach, Calif. 90278. Phone (213) 535-1831

Hi-Vol — 2V to 260V — 0.1A to 18A —
115/230 VAC input — OVP on 5V
models — ±.05°/0 regulation

[412]

High Power — 5V to 28V —10A to 35A
— 115/230 VAC input — OVP on sy
models — Remote sensing —
.01%
regulation — True master/slave
operation

t

4,096-bit static RAM has
120-ns maximum access time
The 2141 family of 4,096-by- 1-bit
fully static random-access memories
comprises seven models with maximum access times from 120 to 250
ns. All seven devices require only a
single 5-v power supply, and all are
directly compatible with transistortransistor logic on all inputs and
outputs.
The fastest member of the family
is the 2141-2 with its 120-ns
maximum access time. It has a
maximum active current of 70 mA
and a maximum standby current of
20 MA.
The remaining six RAMS provide a
choice of three access times-150,
200, and 250 ns —each in astandard

High Efficiency — Ultra-reliable mear
design — Efficiency up to 66% —
RFI/EMI free operation

And still at the same 1973 prices

NEW '78 CATALOG!
Get your free copy now!
"caink
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D.C. POWER SUPPLIES

Power One Drive •Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 484-2806 •T1NX 910-336-1297

100% DUTY CYCLE

Circle

191

on reader service card

191

If you want to turn
tire kickers into
car buyers,
find aMOS company
that's really up to speed.
Ford Motor Company did.
Anyone who buys a1978
Continental Mark V has come along
way. And this year, anew option lets
him know exactly how much further
he can go without running out of gas.
A unique "miles-to-empty" display
is controlled by asingle 3600-transistor microcircuit, designed specially for
Ford by AMI. It processes data from
sensors in the car's gas tank and transmission, correlating speed and fuel
level to estimate the miles remaining.
For the driver, this means an end to

that nervous "can-we-make-it-to-thenext-town" syndrome, and helps
him gauge his mpg. Ford, of course,
adds another touch of class to a
superb automobile—and another selling point to win customers in ahighly
competitive market.
If you want to get more mileage
from your new product, the place to
start is AMI. Since 1966, we've
developed avariety of ways, using
standard or custom circuits, to solve
our customers' MOS needs. We have

4, 8and 16-bit microprocessors ready
to program. (The 4-bit S2000 even
has acustomized I/O.) We can also
design acustom circuit for you. Or
produce one that you design.
To find out which way is best for
you, write AMI Microsystems, Ltd., 108A
Commerc;a1Rd., Swindon, Wiltshire,
England. Phone (0793) 31345 or 25445.
We'll show you how little it takes
to make
big ideas
work.
MICROSYSTEMS L

Circle 274 on reader service card
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5 VOLT 200 AMP LGS-G-5-0V-R

$1300

THE LGSG PAYS FOR ITSELF WITHIN
18 MONTHS BY CUTTING
ELECTRICITY COSTS IN HALF
111111111111111111

ONLY THE NEW LGSG HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

TRUE OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Load protected under any condition of power supply failure

DIGITAL METERS
Switchable voltage or current readout

CONVECTION COOLED
No blowers. No fans

5YEAR GUARANTEED

A LAMBDA

1965-66
Silicon modular series

OVER ADECADE
OF LAMBDA
LEADERSHIP
IN MODULAR
POWER SUPPLY
TECHNOLOGY

pir9

35%
Efficiency
$1428

gum

LM-1-1110/220 VAC INPUT

111111ellIK:11

LM-G

110,220

35%
Efficiency
$899

VAC INPUT
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35%
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36%
Efficiency
$385
LM-E 1101220 VAC INPUT

36%
Efficiency
$305

70% EFFICIENCY
LGSG 110/220 VAC
$1300

LAMBDA
ELEcTRoNics
DIVISION of

V
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INSTRUMENTS INC.

36%
Efficiency
$193
LMC 110/220 VAC INPUT

1970-71

1976-

-regulated power supplies

Switching power supplies

38%
Efficiency
$1284

LXS-G 110/220 VAC INPUT

LGS-EE 110 220 VAC INPUT OR 44-58 VDC INPUT

38%
Efficiency
$722

LXS-7 110/220 VAC Irs1PjT

LXS-EE 110/220 VAC INPUT

70%
Efficiency
$440
LGS-5 110 220 VAC OR 20 5-32 VDC OR 44-58 VDC INPUT

38%
Efficiency
$348
LXS-D 110/220 VAC I

70%
Efficiency
$298
US-12 110/220 VAC 130-160 VDC INPUT

38%
Efficiency
$300
LXS-CC 110 220 VAC INPUT

LXS-B 110/220 VAC INPUT

70%
Efficiency
$594

LGS-6 110/220 VAC INPUT OR 44-58 VDC INPUT

38%
Efficiency
$599

Misheik, \ èkk•

70%
Efficiency
$715

70%
Efficiency
$247
LJS-11 110/220 VAC 130-160 VDC INPUT

38%
Efficiency
$182

60%
Efficiency
$157
US-13 110 220 VAC 130-160 VDC INPUT

.
1
1111111

Here's why
Lambda LG series
the most advanced switching

Hinged chassis
for easy servicing

Heavy duty
output
connectors

tLICENSEE OF PHOTOCIRCUITS INC.
4

MI L-W-16878
Wire

Lambda
overvoltage
protector

MOS
timing
circuits

Computer grade hermetically
sealed 10-year Life electrolytic
Capacitor

Lambda
Hybrid Voltage
Control Circuit

MI L-R-26 type
wire wound
resistors

switching power supplies are
power supplies in the world.

Hermetically sealed
Lambda Semiconductor

.1

9

Convection
cooled, no fans,
or blowers needed

Lambda CC4 ® 1
printed
circuit board

Vacuum impregnated
varnished magnetics

Lambda manufactured
heavy-duty steel chassis

5

Features of LG Series
• 98 models, 4 package sizes

• density up to 1.2 watts/cu in

• up to 200 Amps, up to 28 volts

• 5year guarantee

a input 20.5-32, 44-58 VDC as well as
105-132 VAC/187-242 VAC/
205-265 VAC

• serviceability—designed for ease
of field repair

• hi-reliability obtained thru new
advanced circuitry
• less
less
less
less

than
than
than
than

120
140
160
200

components
components
components
components

for
for
for
for

LGS-5
LGS-6
LGS-EE
LGS-G

• built-in OV shuts down inverter
and crowbars output voltage
• power failure hold-up time (see curve)
• fungus proofing standard
• 20 KHz switching

• convection-cooled, no fans or
blowers needed

• vacuum varnished impregnated
transformer

• meets mil spec MIL-I-6181D EMI
conducted

• hermetically sealed Lambda
semiconductors

• designed to meet MIL-STD-810B
• efficiency up to 75%

a listed in UL recognized
component index

• CSA certified

Features of LJ Series
• 56 models, 4 package sizes
• up to 30 amps, up to 28 volts
• 20 KHz switching

• serviceability—designed for ease
of field repair
• power failure hold-up time:

• AC input 105-132/187-265 VAC

• built-in OV shuts down inverter
and crowbars output voltage

• reg -0.4%

• efficiency—greater than 70%

• ripple-10 mV rms

• convection-cooled, no fans or
blower necessary

• listed in UL recognized
component index

• guaranteed for 5years
6

16 msec

Voltage and Current Ratings
AC INPUT 105-132 VAC STANDARD
5VOLTS ±5% ADJ
MODEL

REGULATION
(line load)

RIPPLE
mV IRMS)

us-13-5-0V
US-10-5-0V

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

10
10

US-1 1-5-0V
US-12-5-0V

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

LGS-5-5-0V-R
LGS-6-5-0V-R
LGS-EE-5-0V-R
LGS-G-5-0V-R

0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,

MAX AMPS AT AMBIENT OF
40 C
50 C
60 C 71 C
5.0
10.0

5.0
10.0

10

20.0

10

30.0

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

10

PKG
SIZE

DIMENSIONS
(Inches)

4.0
8.0

2.8
5.5

13
10

4 3/4 X 125/32 X 6 5/16
4 3/4 X 125/32 X 7 15/16

20.0

16.0

11.0

11

4 3/4 X 4 5/16 X 7 15/16

30.0

24.0

16.5

45.0

38.0

31.0

21.0

12
5

4 3/4 X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16
3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15

10
10
10

70.0
110.0
200.0

61.0
100.0
180.0

51.0
86.0
155.0

38.0
72.0
130.0

6
EE
G

33/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
53/16 X 19 X 14

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

10
10
10
10
10

4.1
8.3
16.7
25.0
33.0

3.3
6.6
13.3
20.0
26.0

2.3
4.5
9.2
13.7
18.0

13
10
11
12
5

4 3/4 X 125/32 X 6 5/16
4 3/4 X 125/32 X 7 15/16

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

4.1
8.3
16.7
25.0
38.0

10
10
10

60.0
100.0
170.0

56.0
90.0
151.0

49.0
80.0
132.0

36.0
65.0
109.0

6
EE
G

PRICE
$140
202
247
298
440
594
715
1300

6VOLTS ±5% ADJ
US-13-6-0V
US-10-6-0V
US-1 1-6-0V
US-12-6-0V
LGS-5-6-0V-R
LG S-6-6 -0V-R
LGS-E E-6-0V- R
LGS-G-6-0V-R

0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

4 3/4 X 4 5/16 X 7 15/16
4 3/4 X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16
3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15
3 3/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
43/16 X 19 X 14

$140
202
247
298
440
594
715
1300

12 VOLTS ±5% ADJ
US-13-12-0V
US-10-12-0V

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

15
15

2.0
4.2

2.0
4.2

1.7
3.4

1.1
2.3

13
10

LJS-11-12-0V

0.4%, 0.4%

US-12-12-0V
LGS-5-12-0V-R

0.4%,
0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,

15
15
15
15
15
15

8.3
12.5
24.0
37.5
60.0
105.0

8.3
12.5
20.0
35.0
53.0
95.0

6.6
10.0
16.0
30.5
46.0
85.0

4.5
6.8
11.0
23.0
38.0
70.0

11
12
5
6
EE
G

LGS-6-12-0V-R
LGS-EE-12-0V-R
LGS-G-12-0V-R

0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

4 3/4 X 125/32 X 6 5/16
4 3/4 X 125/32 X 7 15/16
4 3/4 X 4 5/16 X 7 15/16
4 3/4 X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16
3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15
3 3/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
4 3/16 X 19 X 14

$140
202
247
298
440
594
715
1300

15 VOLTS ±5% ADJ
US-13-15-0V
LJS-10-15-0V

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

15
15

1.6
3.3

1.6
3.3

1.3
2.6

0.9
1.8

13
10

LJS-11-15-0V
US-12-15-0V
LGS-5-15-0V-R

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%
0.1%, 0.1%

15
15
15

6.7
10.0
18.7

6.7
10.0
16.5

5.3
8.0
13.2

3.7
5.5
9.0

11
12
5

LGS-6-15-0V-R
LGS-EE-15-0V-R
LGS-G-15-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

15

30.0

28.0

24.5

20.5

6

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15
15

47.0
85.0

42.0
75.0

36.0
65.0

30.0
55.0

EE
G

1.2
2.5

1.0
2.0

0.7
1.4

13
10

4 3/4 X 125/32 X 6 5/16
4 3/4 X 125/32 X 7 15/16

4 3/4
4 3/4
4 3/4
4 3/4

X 125/32 X 6 5/16
X 125/32 X 7 15/16
X 4 5/16 X 7 15/16
X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16

3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15
3 3/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
43/16 X 19 X 14

$140
202
247
298
440
594
715
1300

20 VOLTS ±5% ADJ
US-13-20-0V
US-10-20-0V
US-1 1-20-0V

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

15
15

1.2
2.5

0.4%, 0.4%

15

5.0

5.0

4.0

2.7

11

4 3/4 X 4 5/16 X 7 15/16

247

US-12-20-0V
LGS-5-20-0V-R

0.4%, 0.4%
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15
15
15

7.5
13.5
23.0

7.5
11.5
21.5

6.0
9.3
18.5

4.1
6.3
15.5

12
5
6

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15
15

34.0
62.0

30.0
55.0

26.0
48.0

22.0
40.0

EE
G

4 3/4 X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16
3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15
3 3/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
43/16 X 19 X 14

440
594
715
1300

LGS-6-20-0V-R
LGS-EE-20-0V-R
LGS-G-20-0V-R

$140
202
298

24 VOLTS 1
- 5% ADJ
US-13-24-0V
US-10-24-0V

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0.4%

15
15

1.0
2.1

1.0
2.1

0.8
1.7

0.6
1.2

13
10

US-1 1-24-0V
US-12-24-0V

0.4%, 04%
0.4%, 0.4%

15
15

4.2
6.3

4.2
6.3

3.3
5.0

2.3
3.4

11
12

4 3/4
4 3/4
4 3/4
4 3/4

LGS-5-24-0V-R
LGS-6-24-0V-R
LGS-EE-24-0V-R
LGS-G-24-0V-R

0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,
0.1%,

15
15
15
15

11.5
20.0
30.0
54.0

9.9
19.0
27.0
48.0

7.9
16.0
23.0
42.0

5.4
13.0
19.0
35.0

5
6
EE
G

3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15
3 3/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
43/16 X 19 X 14

0.4%, 0.4%
0.4%, 0A%

15
15

0.9
1.8

0.9
1.8

0.7
1.4

0.5
1.0

13
10

4 3/4 X 125/32 X 6 5/16
4 3/4 X 125/32 X 7 15/16

0.4%,
0.4%,
0.1%,
0.1%,

0.4%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%

15
15
15
15

3.6
5.4
9.6
17.5

3.6
5.4
8.2
16.5

2.9
4.3
6.6
14.5

2.0
3.0
4.5
12.0

11
12
5
6

4 3/4 X 4 5/16 X -/ 15/16
4 3/4 X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15
15

25.0
46.0

23.0
42.0

20.0
36.0

16.0
30.0

EE
G

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

X 125/32 X 6 5/16
X 125/32 X 7 15/16
X 4 5/16 X 7 15/16
X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16

$140
202
247
298
440
594
715
1300

28 VOLTS ±5% ADJ
US-13-28-0V
US-10-28-0V
US-11-28-0V
LJS-12-28-0V
LGS-5-28-0V-R
LGS-6-28-0V-R
LGS-EE-28-0V-R
LGS-G-28-0V-R

3 3/16 X 4 15/16 X 15
3 3/16 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/8
4 15/16 X 7 1/2 X 16 1/2
4 3/16 X 19 X 14

$140
202
247
298
440
594
715
1300

Voltage and Current Ratings
DC INPUT 20.5-32 VDC STANDARD

5 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
REGULATION
(line load)

VIODEL
.GS-5-5-C-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

RIPPLE
(mV RMS)

MAX AMPS AT
AMBIENT OF
40 °C
50 °C
60 °C

71 °C

PKG.
SIZE

DIMENSIONS
(Inches)

PRICE

10

35.0

31.0

25.0

16.5

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

$495

10

29.0

26.0

21.0

14.0

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16x 15

$495

15

15.0

13.5

10.0

7.0

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

$495

15

13.0

11.0

8.0

5.6

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16x 15

$495

15

10.5

9.0

7.0

4.5

5

3 3/16x 4 15/16 x 15

$495

15

8.5

7.5

6.0

3.9

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

$495

15

7.5

6.8

5.4

3.5

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

$495

32.0
53.0
85.0

25.0
45.0
73.0

16.5
36.0
54.0

5
6
EE

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

$440
605
770

$440

VOLTS -± 5% ADJ
.GS-5-6-C-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

12 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
.GS-5-12-C-0V-R

0.1%. 0.1%

15 VOLTS ±- 5% ADJ
.GS-5-15-C-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

20 VOLTS ±- 5% ADJ
.GS-5-20-C-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

24 VOLTS I
-- 5% ADJ
.GS-5-24-C-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

28 VOLTS I
-- 5% ADJ
.GS-5-28-C-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

DC INPUT 44-58 VDC STANDARD
5VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
.GS-5-5-D-OV-R
.GS-6-5-D-OV-R
.GS-EE-5-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

10
10
10

40.0
60.0
90.0

5VOLTS -± 5% ADJ
GS-5-6-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%

10

35.0

28.0

21.5

14.0

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

GS-6-6-D-0V-R
GS-EE-6-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

10
10

50.0
78.0

46.0
67.0

41.0
56.0

35.0
42.5

6
EE

3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

605
770

15
15
15

17.5
31.0
39.0

14.0
28.0
33.5

10.8
24.0
28.0

7.0
18.0
21.0

5
6
EE

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

$440
$605
770

15
15
15

14.0
25.0
32.0

11.0
23.0
28.0

8.6
20.0
23.5

5.6
150
17.5

5
6
EE

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16x 7 1/2x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

$440
605
770

15
15
15

11.5
19.0
26.0

9.3
18.0
22.5

7.1
16.0
18.5

4.6
12.0
14.0

5
6
EE

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16x 7 1/2x 151/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

$440
605
770

$440

i2 VOLTS

-± 5% ADJ

.GS-5-12-D-OV-R
.GS-6-12-D-0V-R
.GS-EE-12-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15 VOLTS I
-- 5% ADJ
.GS-5-15-D-OV-R
.GS-6-15-D-OV-R
.GS-EE-15-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

20 VOLTS i
-- 5% ADJ
_GS-5-20-D-OV-R
_GS-6-20-D-OV-R
_GS-EE-20-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

24 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
LGS-5-24-D-OV-R

0.1%, 01%

15

9.8

7.8

6.1

as

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

LGS-6-24-D-OV-R
LGS-EE-24-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15
15

16.0
21.5

15.0
18.5

13.0
15.5

10.0
11.5

6
EE

3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

605
770

15
15
15

8.7
14.0
19.5

7.0
13.0
17.0

5.4
11.0
14.0

3.5
9.0
10.5

5
6
EE

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2

$440
605
770

28 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
_GS-5-28-D-OV-R
_GS-6-28-D-OV-R
_GS-EE-28-D-OV-R

0.1%, 0.1%

o.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

Voltage and Current Ratings
AC INPUT 187-242 VAC STANDARD

5 VOLTS ±. 5% ADJ

MODEL
LGS-5V-5-0V-R
LGS-6V-5-0V-R

REGULATION
(line load)
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

RIPPLE
mV (RMS)
10
10

43.0

6 VOLTS 1
-- 5% ADJ
LGS-5V-6-0V-R
LGS-6V-6-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

40 °C

63.0

MAX AMPS AT
AMBIENT OF
50 °C
60 °C

71 °C

36.5
55.0

28.0
46.0

15.0
34.2

5
6

3 3/16 x 415/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

DIMENSIONS
(Inches)

PRICE
$492
665

10

37.0

23 0
44.1

13.0
32.4

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

54.0

32.0
50.4

5

10

6

3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

15
15

23.0
34.0

19.0
31.5

15.0
27.4

7.0
20.7

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

12 VOLTS 1
-- 5% ADJ
LGS-5V-12-0V-R
LGS-6V-12-0V-R

PKG.
SIZE

15 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
LGS-5V-15-0V-R
LGS-6V-15-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
31%, 0.1%

20 VOLTS 1
-- 5% ADJ

15

18.5

16.0

12.0

6.0

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

15

27.0

25.2

22.0

18.4

6

3 3/15 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

8.7
16.6

4.6
13.9

LGS-5V-20-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

15

12.6

LGS-6V-20-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

15

20.7

10.8
19.3

15
15

11.5
18.0

9.9
17.1

7.9
14.4

15
15

9.6
15.7

8.0
14.8

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

6

3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

3.9
11.7

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

6.0
13.0

I 3.3
10.8

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

6

3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8

36.5
55.0

28.0
46.0

15.0
34.2

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

$492
665

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 71/2x 15 1/8

492
665

5

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15

6

3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

24 VOLTS 1
-- - 5% ADJ
LGS-5V.24-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

LGS-6V-24-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

492
665

28 VOLTS 1
-- 5% ADJ
LGS-5V-28-0V-R
LGS-6V-28-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

116
116

492
665

AC INPUT 205-265 VAC STANDARD
5 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
LGS-5V1-5-0V-R
LGS-6V1-5-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

10
10

43.0
63.0

10
10

37.0
54.0

32.0
50.4

23.0
44.1

13.0
32.4

15
15

23.0
34.0

19.0
31.5

15.0
27.4

7.0
20.7

16.0
25.2

12.0
22.0

6.0
18.4

10.8
19.3

8.7
16.6

6 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
LGS-5V1-6-0V-R
LGS-6V1-6-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

12 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
LGS-5V1-12-0V-R
LGS-6V1-12-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

15 VOLTS ± 5% ADJ
LGS-5V1-15-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

15

18.5

LGS-6V1-15-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%

15

27.0

15
15

12.6
20.7

15
15

11.5
18.0

9.9
171

15
15

9.6
15.7

8.0
14.8

20 VOLTS
LGS-5V1-20-0V-R
LGS-6V1-20-0V-R

3 3/16

3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

4.6
13.9

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8

492
665

7.9
14.4

3.9
11.7

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8

492
665

6.0
13.0

3.3
10.8

5
6

3 3/16 x 4 15/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2x 15 1/8

492
665

5% ADJ
0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

24 VOLTS 1
-- 5% ADJ
LGS-5V1-24-0V-R
LGS-6V1-24-0V-R

5
6

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

28 VOLTS ±- 5% ADJ
LGS-5V1-28-0V-R
LGS-6V1-28-0V-R

0.1%, 0.1%
0.1%, 0.1%

x

4 15/16

x 15
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SPECIFICATIONS OF LG SERIES
DC output

Remote sensing

voltage range shown in tables

provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate effects of power
output lead resistance on DC regulation.

Regulated voltage

Fungus proofing

regulation line

0.1% for 105 to 132 VAC, 187-242
VAC, 205-265 VAC
regulation load
0.1% for 0 to full load
ripple and noise
10mV RMS, 35 mV p-p for 5 and
6V units
15mV RMS, 100mV p-p for 12
thru 28V units
remote programming resistance . 1000 ohms/volt
remote programming voltage .. volt per volt

Temperature coefficient

all units are rendered fungi inert.

Military Specifications
The LGS series has passed the following tests in
accordance with MIL-STD-810C.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

0.03% per°C

AC input
line

105-132 VAC,47-440 Hz
360 watts max. at 0.6 P.F. for LGS-5
750 watts max. at 0.7 P.F. for LGS-6
1100 watts max. at 0.6 P.F. for LGS-EE
1800 watts max. at 0.7 P.F. for LGS-G
. 20.5-32 VDC, LGS-5-C packages only. Input
voltage specs, comply with minimum usable
voltage for lead acid batteries.
44-58 VDC "D" models only.
145 VDC ± 10%. LGS-5, LGS-6 packages only.
• 64% minimum except LGS-EE-D and LGS-6-D
which are 60% minimum and LGS-5-C which is
55% minimum.

power

•

DC input

Efficiency

Soft-start circuit:
usr

6)
7)
8)
9)

Current at

Low Pressure - Method 500.1, Procedure I.
High Temperature - Method 501.1, Procedure I& II.
Low Temperature - Method 502.1, Procedure I.
Temperature Shock -Method 503.0, Procedure I.
Temperature - Altitude - Method 504.1, Procedure I.
Class 2 (0 ° C operating)
Humidity - Method 507.1, Procedure I.
Fungus - Method 508.1, Procedure I.
Vibration - Method 514.2, Procedures X & XI.
Shock -Method 516.2, Procedures I& Ill,

MIL-1-6181D - Conducted and radiated EMI with
one output terminal grounded.

Physical Data
Package
Model

(LGS-6,LGS-6V,LGS-E E,LGS-G only)

turn-on.

33/16 x 415/16 x 15
3 3/16 x 7 1/2 x 15 1/8
4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2
5 3/16 X 19 X 14

Ambient operating temperature

LGS-5
LGS-6
LGS EE
LGS G

COntinS duty

Options

Overshoot
no overshoot at turn-on, turn-off or power failure.

O

Ics 71

Storage temperature range

AC input

-55 °C to +85 °C

For LGS-EE models only

Overload protection

Add
Suffix

Electrical
pre-set electronic current limiting at factory. Internal failure protection
by means of line fuse.
Thermal
by self-resetting thermostat on heat sink.

Overvoltage protection

10%
or $30t

205-265 VAC
47-440Hz

12%
or $30t

12%
or $30t

10%
or $30t

built-in

twhichever is greater

and

standard on all

models.

Rack

5 year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to
operation at full published specifications at end of 5 years.

cooled.

DC output controls

UL/CSA

Listed in UL recognized components index; CSA certified.

simple screwdriver voltage adjustment over the voltage range.

Metering

12%
or $30t

Guaranteed for 5 years

Radiated - see graphs for performance.

Cooling -convection

Price
Single
Model
Qty 15
& up

12%
or $30t

Accessories

Conducted- conforms to MIL-I-6181D.

Price
Mixed
Models
Qty 15
& up

187-242VAC
47-440H7

overvoltage protection
adapters available.

EMI

23
•1
45

Price
Qty
1.14

"derate 10% for V option only

built-in fixed overvoltage protection standard on all units. When a
pre-set voltage is exceeded, the overvoltage protector crowbars the
output and removes the inverter drive.

13 1/2
20
26
42

For Opera-

tion at:

-V1

Weight
Net (lbs) Ship (lbs)

Size (inches)

muuTTTILi.0

ILGS-G only)

digital panel meter monitors output voltage/current by means
of aVolt/Amp selector switch

Input and output connections
by heavy duty barrier strip, heavy duty studs on all LGS-6 and EE

Mounting
two mounting surfaces, three mounting positions for LGS-5, one
mounting position for LGS-5V, 6, 6V, 6D, EE, EED and G. For LGS-5-C
models derate current 10% for mounting positions in which the radiator
fins are not vertical.

5
o

Narrow band (cw) radiated Interference
limits

Power failure
See graph for hold-up time ve

cc
o

load current on all units. (Except LGS-C and LGS-D models)
HOLDUP TIME AT
7006 RATED 4D'C CURRENT

4.0

(IN MILLISECONDS)

J (
13

EU.

J

-

e
FREQUENCY ROFEGACYCLES

LGS•5
MODEL \SERIES

3.0

- 5-0V-R
- 6-0v-R
-12-0V-R
-I5-0v-R
-20-0v-R
-24-0v -R
-28-0v-R

LGS-5, LGS•5•V
2.0 -LGS-6. LGS•EE
LGS-G
410

o

20

PERCENTAGE OF

10

30

40

50 60 708090100

RATED CURRENT

wrci

1.65D•V

LOS -6

LGS•EE

LOS-6-V

16.5

18.0
17.5
3.0
4.5
60
2.0
1.0

165
9.4
9.3
83
50
2.5
70

240
230
70
8.0
700
8.0
8.0

16.5
50
5.0
5.0
50
5.0

Hold-up times as afunction
of load current.

LOS-O
16.5
16.5
10
2.0
6.0
5.0
5.0

Broadband and pulsed cw radiated Interference limits

SPECIFICATIONS OF
LJ SERIES
DC output

Controls

voltage range: refer to tables

DC output controls

regulation, line

0.4% for line variations from
105-132VAC.

simple screwdriver voltage adjustment over the voltage range

regulation, load

0.4% for load variations from
0 to full load

Remote sensing

remote programming
resistance

1000 ohms/volt

provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate effect of
power output lead resistance on DC regulation.

remote programming
voltage

volt/volt-

Remote shutdown

ripple and noise

10mV rms, 50 mV p-p for 5V
and 6V models; 15 mV rms,
100 mV p-p for 12V to 28V
models.

capability of remote on-off control for either positive ground
or negative ground output.

temperature coefficient

0.03%/ °C.

built in fixed overvoltage protection on all model outputs.

Power failure

output will remain within
regulation for 16 msec after
power failure.

Mounting

Overvoltage protection

One mounting surface.

Options

AC input
line

105-132 VAC 47-440 Hz

hold up time

16 msec min at low line and
full load, and Vo max.

DC input

AC input

Add
Suffix

For Operation at:

Price
Qty.
1-14

—V

187-265 VAC
47-440 Hz

12%
or $30*

145 VDC ±- 10°0

Overshoot

Efficiency
switching circuitry

Physical Data
Package Model

Ambient operating temperature range
ratings

Storage temperature range
-55°C to 85 °C

Overload protection
Electrical
external overload

automatic factory preset
electronic current limiting circuit limits the output current
thereby providing protection for the load as well as the power
supply.
internal failure protection: provided by fuse.
protection:

12%
10%
or $30* or $30*

See Physical Data below Ifor sizes of "V" option power
supplies — The "V" option supplies sizes are larger than
equivalent standard power supplies.

greater than70% (60% FOR US-13) with advanced 20 KHz

current

Price
Single
Model
Qty. 15
and up

*whichever is greater

nn overshoot on turn-on, turn-off, or power failure

continuous duty from 0°C to 71 °C with load
as shown in tables

Price
Mixed
Models
Qty. 15
and up

LJ-13
LJ-13-V
LJ-10
LJ-10-V
LJ-11
U-1 1-V
LJ-12
LJ-12-V

Weight (lbs.)
net

1.6
2.0
2.0
3.0
5.5
7.0
7.0
8.5

43/4
43/4
43/4
43/4
43/4
43/4
43/4
43/4

Size
(Inches)

X 125/32 X 65/16
X 125/32 X 7 15/16
X 125/32 X 7 15/16
X 125/32 X 9 1/16
X 45/16 X 7 15/16
X 45/16 X 9 1/16
X 6 1/4 X 7 15/16
X 6 1/4 X 9 1/16

Finish
gray, Fed. Std. 595 No. 26081.

UL
Listed in Underwriter's Laboratories Recognized Components
Index.

Guaranteed for 5 years
Input and output connections
heavy duty terminal block on front of chassis.

5 year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee
applies to operation at full published specifications at end of 5

years.
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ONLY LAMBDA'S Li SERIES
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

50,000 HOURS MTV*
DEMONSTRATED
YOXKL 1...19•19-5.09

be

e

t

e

9

Oft' Dee,
•

US-11
20A

US-12
30A

US-13
5A

US-10
10A

*CONDITIONS FULL LOAD - 40°C RATINGS - 115 VOLT AC INPUT - CONFIDENCE LEVEL. 60%

THE BROADEST LINE OF
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES IN THE WORLD

¿Lambda staffed sales and service offices
o

ATLANTIC REGION
Melville, New York 11746
515 Broad Hollow Road
Tel 516 694 4200
TWX 510 224 6484

Southern Virginia:
North & South Carolina:
Alabama: Georgia:
Tennessee: Mississippi
Tel 704 542 1991
Largo. Florida
Tel 813 596 5151

Long Island. N Y New York N Y .
Northern New Jersey
Tel 516-694-4200

Delaware: Eastern Pennsylvania.
Southern New Jersey
Tel 215 279 5644

Maryland: Dist. of Columbia:
Northern Virginia
Tel 703 451 9340

Poughkeepsie, New York
Tel 914 297 4800

e

NORTH-EASTERN REGION
Lexington. Massachusetts 02173
2Militia Drive
Tel 617 861 8585
TWX 710 326 7558
Rochester, New York
Tel 716 454 6770

e

SOUTH-WESTERN REGION
Dallas. Texas 75231
6950 Wiinmester
Tel 214 341 5130
TWX 910 861 9048
Houston, T
Tel 713 464 6554
Oklahoma
Tel Entrmirise 2 193

o
MID-WESTERN REGION
Arlington Heights. Ill. 60005
2420 East Oak K.,. St .Unit
Tel 312 593 7550
TWX 910 122 2856
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Tel 612 935 6194

o

Cleveland. Ohio.
Western Pennsylvania
Tel 216 585 7808

NORTH-WESTERN REGION
Sunnyvale. California 94086
599 N Mathilda Ave. Suite 210
Tel 408 738 2541
TWX 910 339 9243

o

FAR-WESTERN REGION
Carson, Calit. 90746
20601 S Annalee Ave
Tel 213-537-8341
TWX 910-346-7649

Denver. Colorado
Tel 303 779 9561

LAMBDA MANUFACTURING PLANTS
Melville, N.Y.
Plant 1 515 Broad Hollow Rd
Plant II 1770 Walt Whitman Rd
Reynosa, Mexico
Corpus Christi. Texas
121 International Dr

ALAMBDA
ELECTRON IC-. -;
09914011 el 0

PRINTED IN USA

.

919711911198199.

NYLON CAPTIVE
STANDOFF

IMIIMIM

WI

JIM

IM

Poces Reduc

Solid state electronic MICRO-BUZZER from
Designed to eliminate mounting problems in hard-

CITIZEN: High reliability, competitively

to-reach locations. Especially suited for use as a
spacer in separating or stacking PC boards ... also
for any type of application requiring components to

priced with immediate delivery.

be rigidly mounted and at same time be electrically

CITIZEN

isolated. All nylon ... 4 sizes, 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" and
1", for both 6-32 and 8-32 screws.
FREE SAMPLES — write for sample packet, literature and prices.

COMPANK Inc.
4444 West Irving Park Road • Chicago, Illinois 60641

A complete range:

CITIZEN AMERICA
CORPORATION
1710 -22nd St.
Santa Monica,
CA 90404
Toll Free (800) 421-6516
In Calif. (213) 829-3541
TM: (910) 343-6450

SMB 1.5, 6, 12, 24, VDC
Rile 3, 6, 12, 24, VDC
I
Me (Intermittent) 8, 12, VDC

Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

• 312/282-8626

Circle 76 on reader service card

IM MN MI

Circle 77 on reader service card

DIGITAL SWITCHES BY EECO

THUMB WHEEL SWITCHES

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SWITCHES

HEW... 8Mm WIDE 1800 SERIES

tteg

Slim—only .315" (8mm) wide with
large .234" high characters. Assemblies snap into panels; no tools or
screw holes required. All popular
codes. P.C. Board Termination. Front
mount.

RlICRO-DIP

MIIII-DIP

Binary coded dip switch.
Solder directly to circuit

Positive

boards or plug into onehalf of a 14-pin socket. 10

wiping
SPST
gold contacts give teaseproof reliability. Dust-Iree

and 16-positions, screw-

design, improved legibility and rocker-locking de-

driver setting.

vice. 2-10 stations.

1776 and
1976 SERIES
1776 series, miniature .500" wide thumbwheel switches
offers a selection of over 50 codes, and plastic window
dust seal protection. 1976 is a slimmer .350" wide switch
with the same advantages. Options include Fast-Mount

STRIPS WITCHES
Series 21 and 2500 stripswitches mount directly on printed

Hardware, lighting, RFI shielding, stops to limit rotation

circuit boards. Available in BCD, decimal and other
popular 10 and 16-position codes. Screwdriver, thumb-

and notched terminals for direct P.C. Board mounting.

wheel and extended knob setting models are available.

One Year Warranty!

EECO

*FREE
8-Page Full Color Product Guide

1441 East Chestnut Avenue •Santa Ana, California 92701 • Phone, (714) 835-6000 • TWX 910-595-1550 • Telex 67-8420

Distributed in U.S. by Marshall Industries, Hall-Mark and Schweber. In Canada by R.A.E and Penryn. Agents Throughout The World.
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Circle 209 on reader service card

209

Most Valuable
Components
of the Month.
NEW

Quadraphase (QPSK)
Modulators; 70 MHz, for ground
based and satellite digital
communications systems.
Part of Merrimac's winning combination is
our new PC Plug-in Quadraphase
Modulators which incorporate
one of our many
excellent high
quality
quadrature
hybrids. Used in
QPSK Systems,
they produce four
phase states; 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°
with minimal ambiguity.

New products
each for the 3.6-to-8-v units. Delivery is from stock to five weeks.
Data Display Products, 303 North Oak St.,
Inglewood, Calif., 90301. Phone (213) 6776166 [345]

Dial adjustment eases setting
trimming potentiometer
A general-purpose, 1
/
2-in.-diameter,
single-turn cermet trimming potentiometer has an arrow and dial to indicate the slider position, so that users
may specifiy settings and thus
reduce tweaking and calibration
time during final assembly.
Power of model 93P is rated at
1w at 70°C. The trimmer is immersion-sealed to maximize stability and

These rugged packages integrate two bi-phase
modulators, an in-phase power combiner and a
90° quadrature hybrid; all standard Merrimac
catalog items.
DATA INPuT

RF
ICARIAR

20

D

81.PHASE
MODULATOR
el•PHASE
MODULATOR 2

u
ST" AZu

DATA .PUT

OUADRAPHASE MODULATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM

withstand environmental extremes.
Temperature range is — 55° to
125°C, and voltage adjustability is
better than ±0.05%.
Price in quantities of 100 to 199
units is $1.54 each, and delivery is
off the shelf.
Beckman Instruments Inc., Helipot Division,

Send for complete detailed specifications on our
two standard 70 MHz units, Model JPS-2-70 with
10% bandwidth @ $95 and Model JPS-3-70 with
30% bandwidth at $150 ...Circle the Reader
Service Number.
Or write us with your particular special
requirements stating frequency range and
power requirements.

now there is one...in signal processrnz

Merrimac lkd

INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
POST OFFICE BOX 968, 41 FAIRFIELD PL., W. CALDWELL, N.J. 07006
•201 575-1300 •TWX 710-734-4314

216

Circle 216 on reader service card

2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92634.
Phone (714) 871-4848 [346]

Miniature capacitor line has
values from 0.001 to 0.1 mF
A series of radial-lead miniature
capacitors, SMMKO, features leads
spaced 7.5 mm apart (standard
spacing for dual in-line packages) to
make them easy to use with printedcircuit boards. The capacitors are
constructed of ametalized polyester
film and extended foil. They are
noninductive as well as self-healing,

Electronics/April 13, 1978

AS LOUD AS
A FREIGHT TRAIN.

New products

As soft as awhisper.

Mallory SonalertSignals.
Choose from over 30 sounds.
Sound levels range from 55 to 100db —
at two feet.
100% solid state.
124 space-saving models.
AC or DC.
Ideal for battery-powered equipment.
Entire package can weigh less than an ounce
and install in 11
4 "diameter hole.
/
We also make special environmental models
for military applications.
Available direct, or through authorized
Mallory Distributors in U.S. and overseas.
Give us ahearing. Send for our newest catalog.
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Box 1284,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. (317) 856-3731.
Sonalert® is aregistered
trademark of
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.

and the case is corrosion-resistant
and meets Underwriters Laboratory
specifications for flammability.
The units are available with
capacitance ratings of 0.001 to
0.1 mF in 10% or 20% tolerances.
Working voltages are 100 y dc and
ture range for this series is —40 °C to
+ 100 °C.
Price is $0.061 each in quantities
of 5,000 or more for the 0.01-mF,
20%-tolerance, 100-v dc type. Delivery is from stock to four weeks.
Seacor Inc., 598 Broadway, Norwood, N. J.
07648. Phone (201) 768-6070 [344]
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Components
TRW /IRC,

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

announces MIL -R-55182 S-level

0111111111

IMWiiIIMI

Continuous

Slow pulse

Fast pulse

11111111111
Short pulse

Warble

Chime

MALLORY

rnc resistors in its thick-film Metal
Glaze construction. The move is
in response to a recent change in
MIL-R-39017, to which ± 1%,
100-ppm units were added....
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics,
Newark, N. J., has gained UL
listing for its non-PCB capacitors
equipped with an internal protective device. Capacitors contain
protective devices designed to
prevent the case from rupturing in
an internal failure.... TEC Inc.,
Tucson, Ariz., announces compliance with UL specification
1054 and MIL-S8805 for its
miniature toggle switches. The
switches are made with nickelplated, brass-toggle handle and
threated or plain brass bushings
with nickel-plated finish.

Sonalert signals...limited only by your imagination.
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PPI radar + crystal-clear synthetics
with THOMSON-CSF's penetration phosphors

PPI radar display, using long, orange mode of
operation (18 kV operating
voltage).

see

,s

et)
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t

Synthetic radar data display,
using short-persistence, green
mode, refreshed at 50 or 60 Hz
(9 kV operating voltage).

A combined display in which
crystal-clear, rapidly changing
synthetic data are superimposed on a standard PPI-type
display.

t
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THOMSON-CSF
DUMONT ELECTRON TUBES /750 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE /CLIFTON NJ 07015 /TEL. :(201) 773.00.00
France -THOMSON-CSF Division Tubes Electroniques /38, rue Vauthier /9200 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT /Tél. :(1) 604.8175
Germany -THOMSON-CSF Elektronenriihren GmbH /Leerbachstr. 58 /6000 FRANKFURT am MAIN.1 /Tel. :(0611) 71.72.81
Italy -THOMSON-CSF Tubi Elettronici SRL /'hale degli Ammiragli 71 /I-00136 ROMA /Tel. :(6) 638.14.58
Japan -THOMSON-CSF Japan KK. /TBR Building /Kojimachi 5-7 /Chiyoda-Ku /TOKYO /T102 /Tel. :(03) 284.63.41
Spain -THOMSON-CSF Tubos Electronicos S.A. /Alcalá 87 /7° Dcha /MADRID 9 /Tel. :(1) 226.76.09
Sweden -THOMSON-CSF Elektronriir AB /Box 27080 /S 10251 STOCKHOLM 27 /Tel. :(08) 225.815
United Kingdom -THOMSON-CSF Components and Materials Ltd. /Ringway House /Bell Road /BASINGSTOKE RG24 OQG /Tel :(0256) 29155 /Telex :858865

"jeu are today
where your thoughts have brought you—
yOu will be tomorrow
where your thoughts take you."
(James Allen)

At Northrop, we're thinking about tomorrow...
and those thoughts are taking us to continued
advancements in the research, development and
manufacture of highly sophisticated Electronic
Countermeasures.
But we know we've only scratched the surface.
In order to maintain our leadership role and
achieve new heights in our area of expertise...
it takes people.
People who are continually exploring new ideas...
people able to direct their talents toward new
discoveries.
If you're an engineer in any of the following
areas, and are prepared to accept this challenge
and apply your intelligence to creative approaches, consider the key role you can play
in advancing the state-of-the-art.

EW SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE

MICROWAVE

LOGISTICS

DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
QUALITY ASSURANCE
RF DESIGN

ELECTRON TUBES

In addition to an outstanding opportunity
with one of the nation's most renowned
engineering groups, we offer an excellent salary/benefits program. Qualified individuals are
invited to send resume, in confidence, to:
Director of Personnel
Engineering Group
Department E-413
NORTHROP CORPORATION
Defense Systems Division
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
an equal opportunity employer 10«

NORTHROP
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New products/materials
A lightweight expandable sleeving
protects flat and round cables, wire
bundles, and tubes. The open-weave
construction of FR-1 makes it flexible and enables it to move easily.

The material has good resistance to
degradation by salt water, antifreeze, fuels, and most solvents,
which makes it useful for the industrial, marine, and military electronics industries. The polyester material
comes in five diameters ranging
from 1
/ in. to 21/2 in.
2
Bentley-Harris Manufacturing Co., 241 Welsh
Pool Rd., Lionville, Pa. 19353 [476]

High-purity chemicals having a particularly low sodium content can be
used in the manufacture of integrated circuits, transistors, rectifiers,
and diodes, as well as in etching
formulations for silicon. The sodium
content of the ammonium fluoride
and hydrofluoric acid, for instance,
is a maximum of 1 ppm and 0.5
ppm, respectively. The ammonium
fluoride sells for $0.55/1b in 1,000gallon lots, and the hydrofluoric acid
sells for $0.58/1b in 1,000-gallon
production quantities. A minimum
order of $100 is required.
Transene Co.,

Route One,

Rowley,

Mass.

01969 [477]

A dry-film adhesive is useful as a
temporary mount to hold thin, brittle
materials onto a firm backing for
dicing, scribing, and slicing. WaferMount 562 can be easily cut to size
with a razor or scissors for positioning exactly where the user wants.
The material is particularly good

Electronics/April 13, 1978
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AO STEREOSTARR
Microscope. It has
everything from
A to Zoom.
ALL ESSENTIAL FEATURES FOR AN
OUTSTANDING INDUSTRIAL MICROSCOPE
Auxiliary Lenses: .5x, 2x .
Body Rotation: 360°
Eyepieces: 10x, 15x, 25x
Field Size Range (inches): .13-2.25
Magnification: Standard 7-30x; Range 3.5-150x
UL listed Illuminator
Working Distance: Standard, 4.0 inches; Range, 1.4-5.7 inches
Zoom Range: .7-3x; Zoom Control: Dual Side Mounted; Zoom
Ratio: 4.3-1
These are all features you want and need for efficient assembly or inspection of microcomponents. The AO STEREOSTAR ZOOM Microscope was
specifically designed for production-line applications. It's easy to use, with
plenty of working distance plus coupled zoom control conveniently located on both sides. And traditional AO quality optics give very high resolution for crisp, sharp images. Send for adetaiied brochure. American Optical, Scientific Instrument Division, Buffalo, NY 14215.

Po

American
Optical
Circle 221 on reader service card
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Does single sound'
make Centronics
better than
other printer
•
I

11:
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printers,
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band printers, 760 series teleprinters and new non-impact electrostatic printer give us the most complete
line in the industry, it still takes more than breadth of line to be the leader.
Centronics has more. Competitive prices. The largest worldwide service
organization of any printer company. Financial stability with arecord of
growth and strength unmatched in the business. And atrack record of
superior product reliability and customer support—whether OEM or
end-user.
You know the advantages of asingle source supply. You know the
breadth of Centronics' line. And now you know why Centronics is the
better printer company. Write or call today for the complete details of
Centronics' full printer line. Centronics Data Computer (U.K.) Ltd.,
Petersham House, Harrington Road, London. Tel: 01-581 1011.
Telex 8951373. Offices in Frankfurt, Paris and Milan.

cEnnumirs

PRIMERS

Simply Better

See us at Hanover Fair Stand C-7107

Circle 223 on reader service card

OVENAIRE...

New literature

...now, more than ever, your best bet for crystal
oscillators.
Ovenaire's oscillator capabilitieshave
been enhanced by theacquisition of
W.H. Ferwalt, Inc.

Microprogrammed modems. A sixpage booklet introduces communications engineers to the features and
applications of microprogrammed
modems for digital satellite communications. It includes an example of
the universal-modem approach for
military systems operating in hostile
environments. Linkabit Corp., 10453
Roselle St., San Diego, Calif. 92121.
Circle reader service number 421.

'STATE-OF-THE-ART HIGH STABILITY
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS with stabilities to
5>< 10 -1 °/day and 7x10 -11 /°C.
•OVENIZED CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
3X 10 -9 /°C at low cost.
•TCXO's with temperature stabilities to
±-1 x10 -'0to 50°C.
•DIP HYBRID CIRCUIT CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS with temperature stabilities to
±20 ppm.
...and, as always, your best bet for crystal and
component ovens.
'ELECTRONIC CONTROL MINIATURE
OVENS FOR: HC-18U,HC-25U,HC-42U,
HC-43U crystals TO5 &TO8 crystal, transistor
or IC 14 Pin & 16 PinDIP IC.
Plus acomplete range of ovens for commercial
and military applications.

OVENAIRE-AUDIO-CARPENTER
D.,slonolWalterKIdde&Compar ,y

706 Forrest St., Charlottesville, Va. 22901
804/977-8050
TM< 510-587-5461

KIDOE

Wire stripping. A 37-page catalog
describes wire-stripping machines
and hand tools, some of which can be
modified to customer specifications.
It is being offered by The Eraser
Co., P. O. Box 1342, Oliva Drive,
Syracuse, N.Y. 13201 [422]
De motors. A 10-page four-color
bulletin describes aline of dc motors,
including enclosure offerings, electrical and mechanical construction
features, and motor ratings and
dimensions (in both the English and

Circle 224 on reader service card

ERASE EPROMS IN MINUTES...
Why Wait?

Completely
erase your
EPROMS fast and
efficiently .... in minutes!
Two high intensity systems
provide powerful ultraviolet
energy. Designed especially
for EPROM erasing, they're
the UV sources recommended
by EPROM manufacturers
and users.

•

The S-52T is the fastest, most powerful UV
erasing system. The UVS-54T is a versatile,
economical system. Both are equipped with a
stand and timer, or can be hand held for on-thespot erasing.
Call your authorized UVP EPROM lamp dealer
today, or write the factory for additional information.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC. WIFI

5100 Walnut Grove Ave. •San Gabriel, CA 91778 ‘..Y./(3)

224

Circle 20 on reader service card

metric system) for drip-proof and
totally enclosed units. The bulletin,
which provides examples of typical
applications, stresses the laminatedsquare frame construction. Reliance
Electric Co., Motors Division, Marketing Communications Department, 25001 Tungsten Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44117 [423]
Image processing. A 12-page pamphlet, "An Introduction to ComputerAssisted Image Processing and
Analysis," will familiarize the scientist and engineer with the application of image-processing systems in
such areas as image enhancement,
information extraction, and quantitative restoration. It also contains a
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CRYSTAL CLEAR CASTING RESINS

The 1000L
Series
Amplifiers ...

New literature

An Introduction to Cornputar•Asidatad
Image ProoasaIng end Analysis

II
Model 1000L

designed to
your needs
and our
standards
•1000

watts OW linear
•4000 watts pulse
• 10 kHz to 220 MHz
• Instantaneous bandwidth
• Low harmonic distortion
•Adjustable gain
• Unconditionally stable
• Remote control operation
• Fully protected
• Human engineered
Powerful and uncompromising
in quality and performance.
These versatile high-power
amplifiers are ideal for general
laboratory use, EMI susceptibility testing, equipment calibration, biological research, NMR
spectroscopy, ultrasonics, and
many other applications. The
series also includes Model
1000LM8 (1 to 220 MHz), Model
1000LM9 (1 to 200 MHz), and
Model 1500LA (1 to 150 MHz)
with a 1500-watt output. For
complete information on our
high power amplifiers, call
215-723-8181 or write:
Amplifier Research
160 School House Road
Souderton, PA 18964

11111PLIFIeR

Resennui

ECCOCLEAR casting resins with high
optical clarity are used in encapsulations
and coatings wherever visual display and
inspection of electrical/electronic components is required. Eleven crystal clear
epoxies, silicones, urethanes, polyesters
and hydrocarbons are described in new
ECCOCLEAR folder.
Circle 22 on reader service card

GET PRODUCT DATA FAST
BE AHEAD OF COMPETITION

777le

OPTP10110C• INTIMAN.TIONAL INC.

glossary of terms, criteria for equipment selection, and comprehensive
descriptions of techniques used. Optronics International Inc., 7 Stuart
Rd., Chelmsford, Mass. [424]
Data communications. The "Data
Communications Handbook" will
aid program managers and design
engineers in achieving abasic understanding of the elements of a datacommunications system. The handbook describes data entry and collection, remote batch processing and
job entry, information retrieval, and
conversational time-sharing examples. It discusses digital vs analog
transmission, asynchronous vs synchronous transmission, and modulation techniques, as well as binary
serial interfaces and protocols. In
addition, there are six appendixes,
including "Maximum Capacity of a
Channel" and "Integrated Circuits
for Data Communications Equipment," a list of places to write for
specifications, and a data-communications reference guide. It sells for
$3.50 each. Signetics Corp., P. O.
Box 9052, 811 E. Argues Ave.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
Power semiconductors. Descriptions,
parameters, and part numbers for a
line of high-power transistors, rectifiers, thyristors, and assemblies,
including 30 new products, are given
in a 17-page product guide. A
service directory at the end gives
headquarters, sales offices, sales rep-
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"P-oduct Preview", Emerson & Cuming,
Inc's. free news publication is rushed
each month to more than 35,000 eager
readers. Tells what's new in plastics/
ceramics for electronics; makes profitable reading for design & production
engineers & managers.
Circle 23 on reader service card

RTV SILICONES FEATURED
IN NEW FOLDER

«epo

18 ECCOSIC' RTV silicone compounds
described in new well-illustrated folder.
Pertinent data given in tabular charts on
coatings, foams, sealants, adhesives, en capsulants, thick section cure, moldmakers and alloys.
Circle

24 on reader service card

EMERSON &
CUMING. INC.

CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02021 U.S.A.

Manufactur ng at Canton, MA. Northbrook, IL, Gardena, CA. U.S.A.
Scunthorpe, ENGLAND, Oevel. BELGIUM, and Kuriyama, JAPAN
Sales Offices in Priicipal Cities

Circle 227 on reader service card
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Gold keeps the Motorola 1100 Series
crystal clock oscillators on frequency longer.
In our 1100 series, the Motorola
hybrid crystal clock oscillator
is best in its class because it
performs better and lasts longer
—from 250 KHz to 70 MHz
with atolerance of
1.0%
to 0.0025%.
We ensure that our oscillators
stay on frequency by using gold
plating. Gold doesn't oxidize as
rapidly as most other metals,
and oxidation changes the mass
on the crystals. When the mass

changes, the frequency changes.
You don't want that. Nor do we.
Because dust on acrystal
will change the oscillator frequency, we assemble them in a
Class 100 Clean Room. The
atmosphere is controlled to keep
dust out and hold the temperature and humidity at the correct
level. And because we demand
perfection, we grow our own
perfect quartz. The result is an
oscillator that stays on fre-

quency longer. All this at aprice
that's lower than you'd expect.
If only the best is good
enough for you, we'll be happy
to send you aprice list, rep list,
and more data than you'll find
on any other oscillator data
sheet. Call Barney Ill at
(312) 451-1000, or write Motorola,
Component Products Department, 2553 N. Edgington,
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

MOTOROLA INC.
Component Products
Circle 231 on reader service card
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Electronics Magazine
Book Series

1. Microprocessors
What you must know about
available microprocessor
technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95
2. Applying
Microprocessors
2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to
video games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration
Covers the basic technology,
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system
design and applications. $9.95

-

4. Basics of Data
Communications
Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95

5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulating
Circuits. Saves design
drudgery. $15.95

computers to Mainframes
The technology, devices, and
applications that link memory
components and system
design. $12.95
8. New Product Trends in
Electronics, Number One
From "New Products," stateof-the-art materials and equipment, arranged according to
function. $14.95

6. Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers
Nearly 300 articles drawn
from "Engineer's Notebook."
A storehouse of design
problem solutions. $15.95

-

Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520

r;
Mtn il

1. Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $8.95 per copy.
2. Applying Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.

If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied Iunderstand
that my payment will be refunded.

0 Payment enclosed CI Bill firm D Bill me
Charge to my credit card:
G American Express
1:1 Diners Club
D BankAmericard/Visa
0 Master Charge'
Acct No.

3. Large Scale Integration
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.

Title

Name

5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Company

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.
7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

Street

8. New Product Trends in Electronics
Send me
copies at $14.95 per copy.

City

Discounts of 10% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
- -

Date Exp.

'On Master Charge only,first numbers above name

4. Basics of Data Communications
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

232

7. Memory Design: Micro-

-

-

Signature
-

State

Zip

e
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That new product...
where is it
now that
you need it?

new
new
new
new pRoduct tRends
in el.ec_tinnics
new
new
new
new
new
new
numbeR one
Electronics
Book Series

New Product Trends in Electronics
by the editors of Electronics Magazine
333 pages, $14.95

How often do you have to go back through magazines and
journals, searching for the specific development that's
needed on one of your design projects? You noticed it then,
but you need it now. State-of-the-art products, arranged by
application, are easy to find in this newest addition to the
Electronics Books Series.
Compiled from recent issues of Electronics Magazine, this
reliable reference presents up-to-date, usable information
on important materials and equipment. It's more convenient
than going back through periodicals ... more current than
textbooks.
From the simple to the complex
Covered here is awide range of products from simple
resistors to sophisticated automatic testing machinery.
More than 500 manufacturers are represented from throughout the world—all cross-referenced in an easy-to-use
company index.
Functional ... dependable
The emphasis is on listing products according to function,
making this atrue problem-solving guide. And all product
information was researched by the editors of Electronics
through direct contact with the people responsible for the
product's development.
Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
1. Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $8.95 per copy.
2. Applying Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.
3. Large Scale Integration
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.
4. Basics of Data Communications
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.
5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.
6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Find out all about the latest
•computers
•amplifiers
•components
•industrial equipment
•instruments
•semiconductors
•packaging and production
•power supplies
equipment
•displays
•data converters
•memory products
•communications equipment
Among the hundreds of manufacturers included...
Allen-Bradley
American Microsystems Inc
Analog Devices
Analogic
Bourns
Burr-Brown
Dana Laboratories
Datel Systems
John Fluke
Hewlett-Packard

Order today, and don't forget the other
valuable books in the Electronics Books Series
listed in the coupon below.
If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied Iunderstand
that my payment will be refunded.

LA

D Payment enclosed
1
Charge to my credit card:
D American Express
BankAmericard/Visa
Acct No.

D Bill me

D Diners Club
D Master Charge*
Date Exp.

Name

Title

Company
Street

8. New Product Trends in Electronics
Send me
copies at $14.95 per copy.

City

234

Bill firm

•On Master Charge only,first numbers above name

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

Discounts of 10% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.

Intel
International Rectifier
Motorola
National Semiconductor
Philips
Systron Donner
Tektronix
Teledyne
Texas Instruments
TRW

State

Zip

Signature
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section FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta
Jane Core
404,892-2868
Boston
Holt Buchanan
617/262-1160

Cleveland
Dallas
Denver

Mac Huestis
Mike Taylor
Shirley Klotz

Chicago

Detroit

Mac Huestis

L

Bin Higgens

.

312/751-3733

216/781-7000
214/742-1747
303/837-1010
313/873-741n

SENIOR
TEST ENGINEER
The individual we seek will have designed in ahigh
technology engineering group working in a small
team environment.
Background should include:

• Design of test fixtures for digital and analog
equipment
• Some microprocessor design experience
• Some automatic test set design experience
• Emphasis on hardware design
• Experience reviewing and improving basic
product circuit and logic design
• B.S.E.E. Degree with 5-7 years' related test
experience.
We offer an excellent salary and generous benefits.
If you are interested and qualified, please send your
resume with salary history/requirement in complete
confidence to:
J. R. Walter, Personnel Manager

Databit
INCORPORATED

50 Davids Drive
Hauppauge, New York 11787
Equo/ Opport,,,,t1,1 Employee II IF

Trade
Opportunities
In Sunny New Mexico
Public Service Company of New Mexico,
located in Albuquerque, has immediate
openings in the following area:

*FOR MIDWEST ACTION! *
Computer Professionals
RECRUITING
Computer Professionals
All fees paid by Client Companies.
I%

H. Wm. Myers & Assoc.

361 Virginia Street
Lake, IL 60C14

Crystal

Located in the suburban Chicagoland area

ELECTRONICS
JOURNEYMEN
Communications systems experience in
microwave, telephone, mobile radio and
computer-directed control equipment.
Three to five years experience and an FCC
second class license required.
We offer good company benefits and
career potential, along with an exceptional
environment. The Southwestern lifestyle
is casual and recreational activities abound.
Please submit your resume of experience
to: Personnel Department.

Public Service Co.
of New Mexico
P.O. Box 2267
Albuquerque, NM 87103
equal opportunity employer m/f

r _. _We have been plume graduate —._

i

t,

ENGINEERS

in
THROUGHOUT
FEE-PAIDTHE U
posItIons
S since
I
59 Over 1.000 client companies
we are graduate engineers work
I
ing full-time for you Send resume
I
8 salary history today or request
1
confidential application
MONK PERSONNEL, INC.
1
Suite L 1518 Walnut St ,
Philo. Pa 19102
I
An Employment Agency
All Technical Fields — _J

For

236

ANTENNA INSTALLATION
ENGINEER
AS PROJECT LEADER
For installation, supervision and acceptance trials as well as management coordinator for broadcasting antenna prajects.
An experienced engineer who is prepared
to travel to remote sites is required. Location: Canada.
Starting Date: Apr 1/78 or immediately.
Salary $40,000 dollars per annum.
Applicants on temporary basis are also
accepted.
Please apply with references to:

P-6842, Electronics
Class. Adv. Dept., P.O. Box 900
N.Y., N.Y. 10020

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
How To Get A Job Overseas 253
page Book! Only $4. Transworld, Box
90802-HR, Los Angeles 90009.
South?-technical/professional placement network-fee paid. Murkett
Associates, Box 527, Montgomery,
AL 36101.

Houston .. ..
Mike Taylor
713/659-8381
Los Angeles Stan Kassin . 213/487-1160
New York . Larry Kelly
212/997-3594

Pittsburgh . . Dean Genge .. 412/391-1314
San Francisco Mo.rt.BK.ecrhinayna.n...2
48
600
C
2:2
4013
5//3
35
696
Stamford
H

Philadephia.. Dan Ferro

XEROX 400 TELECOPIER

215/568-6161

.212/997-6800

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

ESL provides...
TEAMWORK +ATMOSPHERE
as key ingredients of our continuing
growth on the San Francisco Peninsula:

ESL has openings for Engineers with 3-10 yrs. exp. in Systems

Engineering. Candidates must be familiar with state-of-the-art in
antenna systems, receivers and processing hardware for signal
acquisition systems. Responsibilities include:
*Requirements studies
* Generating System Specifications
* End-to-End System Evaluation

BS/MSEE or Physics required. Both JUNIOR AND SENIOR-LEVEL
POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Identify with aprogressive, employee-oriented Company offering
excellent salaries, advancement opportunities and a benefits
package including 11 PAID HOLIDAYS (including afull week at
Christmas), BONUS PLAN, COMPANY PAID MEDICAL/DENTAL/
LIFE INSURANCE ... and awhole lot more.
Please send resume to Kay Cooper,
Professional Employment, ESL Inc.,
495 Java Drive, Sunnyvale, CA
94086. An equal opportunity
employer. U.S. Citizenship required.
(408)734-2244.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

M.E.s, I.E.s, E.E.s, Ch.E.s—Let our
search firm represent you to our
clients nationally and overseas. If
you are seeking amore prestigious
position with increased responsibilities and a better Future. send a
resume or request aposition profile
and at no charge we will provide you
with
interview
opportunities.
Register in our exclusive Executive
Search Program. All replies strictly
confidential. All Fees employer paid
at Management Recruiters, 1900
Point West Way, Suite 281, Sacramento, CA 95815. (916) 920-0441.
Electronic engineering growth positions with clients located nationally.
We would be glad to consider your
resume. Joe Torcassi (EE), Director,
R.J. Bushee & Associates, 1001
Carew Tower, Cincinnati, OH 45202.
513/621-2015.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Consulting Business; how to start,
promote. operate. Reply: Box 831,
Glendora. Ca. 91740.
How To Earn Money As AConsultant
(including specimen contracts) $25.
Business Psychology Intl 890/44
Nat'l Press Bldg., Washington, D.C.
20045.

POSITIONS VACANT
Junior Faculty Position—The Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science may be in aposition to appoint one or more new
faculty at the Assistant Professor
level, effective September 1, 1978.
We are interested in superior candidates who have recently completed
their doctorate or who expect to
complete it this year. All areas of
specialization within the Department's programs in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
will be considered. These areas include: Systems and Control; Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence; Electronics and Digital
Systems; Energy Conversion Devices
and Systems; Electromagnetics and
Dynamics; Electronic Materials and
Devices;
Communication
and
Probabilistic Systems; Bioelectrical
Engineering. Duties of a faculty
member include graduate and undergraduate teaching, research, and
thesis supervision. Candidates
should supply a resume, adescription of their professional interests,
and the names and addresses of
three or more references. Applications should be sent to Professor
F. C. Hennie, Room 38-435. Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
M.I.T. is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action employer.
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"Because I'm having
so much fun!"
That's the response of asenior
technical manager. He had been
asked why he wasn't at all
interested in early retirement.
His feeling is not
unusual. The Hughes
Aircraft Company is
committed to remaining in the forefront
of technology. To do
so, the engineers
must work in an environment which allows
them to exercise their
creativity. They must be
surrounded by stimulating
co-workers and with the latest
in laboratory facilities. Continuing education must be encouraged and financially supported.
In such an environment having

fun is not unusual.
We believe that we have
data to indicate the high morale
of our laboratories. The
average tenure of our
engineers is over
eight years. Our
termination rate is
less than one-half
of the industry
average.
Can you push
the state of the art in
radar, infrared, electro
optics, computers,
guidance—or related areas?
Do you have an accredited
degree, or its equivalent?
If so, we would like to
hear from you. We have
hundreds of openings.

Come and have fun with us.
Please send your resume to: Professional Employment E, Hughes Aerospace Groups,
11940 West Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, California 90230.

HUGHES I
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
AEROSPACE

GROUPS

U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity M/F/HC Employer
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....notoEÉGINEERING
from:

Kazim Ni, Employment Manager
GTE Lenkurt
1105 County Road, San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 595-3000

Changing jobs; selecting the field in which to employ your
talents; and choosing the Company best suited to your potential are critical decisions. Ihope you are looking for more
than ajob ...and want a career that will bring you personal
gratification as well as an opportunity to develop and
advance.
GTE Lenkurt, Inc., apart of General Telephone Et Electronics
Corporation (GTE) and a major manufacturer of video, voice
and data communications systems, is a Company with a
Future, a future that has never looked better and that gives
promise for a growth and expansion unsurpassed by any
other segment of industry. The outstanding feature in most
of the positions offered at GTE Lenkurt is the advancement
opportunity that accompanies the job.
GTE Lenkurt also is a Company with aChallenge, achallenge
to meet the requirements of the ever-growing communications industry, a challenge to meet the expanding requirements of the World's largest industrial community that is only
beginning to realize the value of communications in business;
and a challenge to supply our customers with the World's
finest communications network.

In ageneration, GTE Lenkurt has created atradition normally
reserved for Century-old organizations. The tradition is Excellence, and the cornerstones that support it ... quality
workmanship, thorough service and intelligent research.
While we are proud of our locations, our plants, our facilities
and hardware, we believe GTE Lenkurt is adynamic, successful and stable organization today because of its greatest
resource — People. These are people who have devoted a
good part of their lives and many millions of hours to building
and upholding the Company's tradition of excellence and
quality. These are people who represent some of the best
minds in the Communications Industry. We need more such
people, people who are imaginative, creative and intelligent,
and want to grow and expand with a Company that has continuously progressed in the leadership of its industry. GTE
Lenkurt is a Leader whose reputation is firmly established
both in the world of electronics and also as an equal opportunity employer.
If you have the capacity to accept the challenge, and the
ability to answer it, consider the opportunities with our Team
in the following areas:

DIGITAL DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT
Electrical Engineers at all levels for projects in subscriber carrier
analog and digital microwave radio and PCM carrier and switching. Experience in either linear, or digital circuit, microprocessor
control circuit design.

ELECTRICAL
Microcircuit Development
1. Development of Custom Integrated Circuits, Analog and/or
Digital Design and computer simulation desirable. Willing to
train if solid experience in discrete circuit design. Will work
with Bipolar and N-MOS technologies.
2. Development of Automatic programs for high speed laser trim
and test of hybrid circuits. Solid background in linear or digital
circuit analysis and aptitude in minicomputer programming
required.

PCM Transmission Et Terminals
For design of PCM digital multiplexers and terminal equipment.
2-7 years experience. Background in high speed digital design
utilizing TTL and ECL. Logic, some knowledge of microprocessors desirable, but not required.

FIBER OPTICS
We seek an experienced Engineer knowledgeable in the design
and circuit applications of fiber optics components such as laser
diodes, light emitting diodes, avalanche photodiode receivers,
single fiber connectors and cable-to-cable splicing.

(EED LEIIKURT
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PROFESSIONALS
subject:

YOU and YOUR CAREER!
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Experienced Engineer in power electronics and power processing
is required. Basic knowledge of solid state components and
power magnetics is desirable.

Responsible for defining characteristics, evaluating new applications and developing customer documentation on evolving multi
line PCM subscriber pair gain systems, channel banks, multiplexers and repeatered lines. Should have electrical engineering
background and be familiar with Telephone Operating Company
switching and digital transmission plant.

DESIGN SUPPORT

INDUSTRIAL

Electrical Engineers at various levels to maintain, modify and
assist the current production of electrical designs in various
product lines.

Methods Improvement

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

packaging, computer applications to manufacturing problems and
solution of production problems during new product introduction.
Electronic assembly experience desirable. Minimum BSIE or
equivalent with 1-2 years experience desired.

Responsible for defining radio performance specifications and
product arrangements including baseband, IF, RF and protection
switching. Must have experience in 2-13 gigahertz analog and
digital radio development.

MICROPROCESSOR
PROGRAMMERS
Openings at all levels. Knowledge of structured programming
concepts, telephone circuits and terminology, and basic electrical
engineering of particular interest. BS/M SEE desired.

Responsibilities include methods improvement, equipment selection, facilities layout and work flow, materials handling and

for ENGINEERING POSITIONS, aBS or MS
(or equivalent experience) is required.

SYSTEMS ANALYST
Bachelor's degree plus 1-5 years experience in analysis and design
of computerized business information systems. Experience in data
base/data communications-oriented applications for a manufacturing company desired. Must have sound knowledge of business
functions and have strong verbal and written communications
skills.

MICROPROCESSOR HARDWARE
DESIGN Et TESTING

Equipment Designers must have knowledge of electro -mechani-

Position requires a BS/MSEE with interest in design and testing
of microprocessor system hardware.

cal packaging and/or printed circuit board layout. No degree
necessary.

EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS

GTE Lenkurt benefits are an outgrowth of a feeling of responsibility toward the Employee that
has always prevailed. Some benefits are entirely at the option of the Employee — as they should
be. Others are automatic. Taken as a whole, they represent a comprehensive, competitive
package that can offer adistinct advantage to the user. Consider the following:
Excellent salaries; paid vacations and Holidays; Medical, Life and Disability
insurance; stock purchase; savings and investment program; 100% tuition refund; pension plan; Employee Store, Credit Union and Recreation Center
privileges.
For achange, if you wish to j
oin a Company that wants to work for ey, send your resume, with
salary history and requirements, to Professional Employment, GTE Lenkurt, 1105 County Road,
San Carlos, CA 94070, or phone our Employment Office Collect 415/595-3000 and request an
application. We are an,equal opportunity employer.

LEFIKURT
A Part of General Telephone & Electronics Corporation
on the beautiful SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA
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SEMICONDUCTOR
ENGINEERS
Engineers
Our Hunt Valley complex, located in the northern suburb
of Baltimore, has immediate openings in two engineering
departments.
The Nuclear Instrumentation Control Department has
requirements for engineers with experience in analog and
digital circuit design. Responsibilities include the
development and design of instrumentation and control
equipment and systems for commercial and naval nuclear
programs.

Requirements:
—BSEE with minimum of 5 years design experience.
—Ability to analyze designs and present results.
—Desire to apply innovative solutions to complex
engineering problems.
The Integrated Logistics Support Engineering Department
is involved in a variety of long-term automated test
projects and has needs in the following areas:

Software
Applicants should have BSEE and major specialization in
computers or with BS in Computer Science and a
knowledge of digital and analog circuit design and at least
2 years experience in one or more of the following areas:
Design and generation of analog/digital test application
software
Design and generation of ATE executive and support
software.

Logistics and Maintenance
Applicants should have BSEE with advanced statistics
and/or numerical analysis courses with a minimum of 2
years experience in one or more of the following: logistics
models, simulation models, logistic support analysis,
support equipment requirements, maintenance planning.

Digital Hardware Design
Responsibilities include systems specifications and design
utilizing advanced microprocessors and microcomputers
as applied to sophisticated electronic test problems.
Minimum of 2 years experience and BSEE degree.

If you are looking for a stimulating semiconductor development
environment, an opportunity to work at advanced professional
levels and acompany that offers growth potential for you, NCR
could be your answer. We are responsible for designing and
developing the unique custom devices used in most NCR
systems. We do this because we can do it. We know what LSI is
all about; we know how to achieve reliability; and we know what
"yield" means.
We developed our own microcomputer chip set that contains
electrically alterable ROM's, non-volatile RAM's, SDLC Communications, and direct memory access. And, it operates in a multiprocessor environment.
We are still growing—to do even more. To do this, though, we
must add to our staff. We need

•Design Engineers:

BSEE (MSEE preferred)
with 2-3 years experience in digital circuit design including
computer aided design.

•Test Engineers: BSEE (MSEE preferred)
experienced with microprocessors and computer based
test systems.
•MDS Process Engineer:

BS (MS preferred)
ir: Engineering Physics or EE, plus experience in P and N
channel. A sound understanding of solid state semiconductor physics for process and device analysis is required
for this manufacturing position.

•QA Engineer:

BSEE plus experience in MDS/LSI
technology; innovative and thoroughly grounded in advanced QA techniques and digital circuit design. This is
not an ordinary QA responsibility; it requires development
skills and experience.
Take the time to explore your career. And spread the word—NCR
means complete systems... and Microelectronics.
Reply in confidence to:

N

T. F. Wade, Manager
Personnel Resources
Microelectronics Division
NCR Corporation
8181 Byers Road
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
AnEqual Opportunity I,

Electronic Design
Requires capability in solid state electronic design. Should
have at least 2 years experience in analog and digital
testing of military avionics sub-assemblies. BSEE required.

IF or RF Electronic Design
At least 2 years design experience involving very stable
oscillators and other RF circuitry operating at X-band.
BSEE degree.
For consideration, please send resume, stating present
salary, and indicating department of interest, to:
R.A. Richmond, Dept. 402
Westinghouse
P.O. Box 1693
Baltimore, MD 21203
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Westinghouse
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Why not an editorial career?
ELECTRONICS has available challenging editorial
positions for electronics engineers who can combine aggressive curiosity, writing ability and
technical know-how into arewarding career as an
editor in New York. Candidates should have a
BSEE and design experience, preferably in the
computer or consumer area. We offer excellent
salary and fringe benefits. Send your resume to
the:
Executive Editor

Electronics
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10020
Electronics/April 13, 1978

ENGINEERS

The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington, has avariety of
challenging career opportunities for experienced engineers on a
wide-range of programs.
Enjoy the relaxed life-styles and unspoiled beauty of the Pacific
Northwest in the "Nation's Most Liveable City." You won't find a
better opportunity to combine career growth with apleasing environment. We'd like to hear from you if you have a BS degree or
higher in engineering or computer science and experience in any
of the following areas:

D
E

El
El
El
E

AUTOMATED TEST INSTRUMENTATION-DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
COMPUTERS AND DISPLAYS DESIGN
DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC TEST
ELECTRONIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING DESIGN

E ELECTRONIC PARTS EVALUATION
E FLIGHT/MISSION/SYSTEMS TEST
E GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ANALYSIS
E NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
E OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
II] SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEM DESIGN AND

ANALYSIS
E SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEM TEST AND

EVALUATION
E SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
D TEST SYSTEMS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
E TEST PROGRAM PLANNING
E SYSTEMS DESIGN ANALYSIS
El SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
El WIRING AND CONTROL DESIGN
Candidates must be U.S. citizens. Selected candidates will be
offered an attractive salary, comprehensive fringe benefits package, and relocation allowances.
Send your résumé to The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3707-LMK,
Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.

Air47E/11V

Getting people together
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NON-IMPACT
PRINTER
ENGINEERING

Electronics Engineers
LSI Engineers
Design tomorrow's avionics today
'4111111111eble®

...at KING

At Computer Peripherals, the emphasis is on finding
innovative people ... individuals with technical training
and ideas. If you can bring us the ability, we can open
the door to exceptional opportunity ... and not just the
first door.

of course.

King Radio Corporation, the world's leading designer
and manufacturer of aircraft communications, navigation,
and flight control systems for the general aviation industry
is on the move. We are expanding into new fields; facing
new challenges. Our growth and success have created
career opportunities for qualified electronics and LSI
engineers.

We are working in advanced areas of impact and nonimpact printer design and development. We have immediate openings for:

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
• MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
• QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEERS
• RELIABILITY ENGINEERS

—Electronics Engineers: digital, analog,
microprocessor, power supplies, receivers, transmitters,
flight controls, radar, etc.

Successful candidates will have applicable degree and
3-6 years related experience in non-impact printer
development.

—LSI Engineers: CMOS, bipolar, logic, P or N channel
design, etc.

These positions offer competitive salaries,
comprehensive benefits and generous potential for
career growth. Interested candidates please submit
letter or resume in confidence with salary history and
requirements to:

We are located in a pleasant, progressive, Kansas City
suburb. Full relocation will be provided, and extensive
benefits include profit sharing. We invite your confidential
inquiry.
Call Dick Johnson collect, at (913) 782-0400.
Evenings and weekends call (913) 782-2290.

Tomorrow's Avionics Today ...from

KING of course

King Radio Corporation /400 North Rogers Road /Olathe, Kansas 66061

Bob Brown
(

11 )c1480

Rochester.
N. TREoRches
MIchigan
Rj
ter Road

3 'INC.

1-313-651-8810

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Affirmative Action Employer

HOUSTON, TEXAS
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
AND
PROJECT ENGINEERS

PROJECT
SUPERVISOR
Microprocessor Based

The automatic control systems segmerat uf
our industry is expanding and is currently in
need of individuals with analog/digital
design
capability.
Microprocesscir
experience amajor plus on both R & D and
product design. Competitive salaries and
be nef its.

to $37.000

Will supervise engineers and
programmers developing
this State-of-the-Art electronic systems. Key position
with high visibility. Must have
previous supervisory experience and a BS/MSEE. The
essential technical skills are
logic design, systems architecture and microprocessor
applications.
We also seek design engineers for this project. Minimum one year experience.
Salary to high $20's.
For additional information
contact Steve Ford or
George Winton at (617) 4264180. Please include salary
history when submitting
resume. Our client company
assumes all fees.

ROGERS 8£ SANDS
100 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
Member of Mass. Professional
Placement Consultants

242

}

For further information, contact Russell
Ballentine or John O'Dell at

(713) 621-9050
All Fees Assumed By Client Companies

PE RSONNE LSERVICES

458 Houston Natural Gas Building
1200 Travis
Houston, Texas 77002

SALES ENGINEER
FOR
RADIO TEST EQUIPMENT

Must be firm on the measuring techniques of the telecommunications
technolou Experience in automatic
testing desirable.
Sales experience with government
establishments, telecommunications
industry and educati.nal authorities
highly welcome.
A first class product line and an
appropriate first class salary is
offered.
Location: Ottawa, Canada
Please reply with references to:

POSITIONS VACANT
Director of Operations—For a $25
million company manufacturing sophisticated electronic instruments.
Process includes board and chassis
assembly, printed circuit board wiring
and wave solder. Additionally, the
successful candidate will oversee a
test group of designers and a material requirements plan-activity.
Candidates must have a proven
record of management as well as a
sense of urgency and direction. A
degree in mechanical or electrial
engineering is desirable. This position commands a very attractive
compensation incentive, and benefits
package. Interested candidates
should submit their resumes in confidence, including a salary history to:
Executive Search-10B P.O. Box
785 Westport, CT 06880.
Engineer-EE $20K+ Programmer,
BPI, 5659 S. Laburnum, Richmond,
Va. 23231.
Engineers—Our clients major expansion has created multiple openings
for staff engineers. Must have either
Electrical or Mechanical background.
Midwest location. Salary range
$19,000 —$37,000. Reply immediately: E. Copeland, Management
Recruiters, 2421 Willowbrook Pkwy.,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205.

POSITIONS VACANT
Electronic Product Design Specialist—We are looking for qualified
designers for existing electronic and
electromechanical product designs
to meet specific customer requirements. Experience is package design,
development of installation hardware
and documentation, design and
layout of printed circuit boards,
would be highly desirable. This is a
highly visible position, working
closely with manufacturing, purchasing, quality control, marketing and
accounting and the individual will
maintain product schedules and be
accountable for final product performance and documentation. This
position requires asense of urgency
and offers a very attractive compensation and benefits package.
Please submit your resume and include your salary history, in confidence, to: Executive Search-12F
P.O. Box 785, Westport, CT 06880.
OVERSEAS JOB GUIDE

Job Hunting Guide + Directory of
650 Firms. Details on job sources,
resumes, taxes. US $6.50 —(US &
Canada). To foreign address —$7.50.
Friar Books—EL, 8956 E. Ardendale,
San Gabriel, CA 91775.

Class. Adv. Dept P.O. Box 900.
NY, NY 10020
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Ithaco

Perkin-Elmer Corp

•

28-29
71

224

•

92-93,150-151

Interface Technology

17E

Ovenaire (Division of Walter Kidde & Co.)

Philips Elcoma Market Promotion

45
32-33

Oscilloquartz

Pertec Pad

226

Intel-Microcomputer Components

Carpenter Mfg. Co., Inc.

Data Systems Design

13

Grover Powell

Carlo Erba SA

Data Translation (Datation)

49

Hitachi Chemicals Co Ltd

9

38-39
22E-23E

Frequency Devices, Inc.

Beltone

Citizen America Corporation

•

Nicolet Instrument Corp Oscilloscope Div

169

•

•

•

Gould Incorporated /Advance

3rdC.

51
183

153.171

•

Cambridge Thermionic Corp

McGraw Edison Co Bussman Mfg Division

NEOHM SPA

19E

Burroughs

Motorola Semiconductor Products

•

National Semiconductor Corp

Beckman Instruments

26E

231

•

144

2ndC,

185

Motorola Communications & Electronics

•

General Motors Research

Burr Brown Research Corp

Mostek Corp

67

177

Bourns, Inc.

87
52

•

Semiconductor

73

Micro Power Systems
Mitel Semiconductor Inc

194

Ball Display Division

•

•

Ferranti-Packard Ltd.

General Instrument Microelectronics

•

5.

140

188

Robert Bosch

•

Faultfinders, Inc.

Florida Department of Commerce
•

180

10-11,55,94-95

Figaro Engineering Inc.
5

•

Altantic Casting & Engineering Corp.

5

•

3

157,159,161, 163, 165

APM Hexseal

••

•

132

•

•
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Siemens AG Karlsruhe

73

Siemens AG Munich

62

Signetics Corporation

47

139

158,218
1E

•

Sima Brondi SRL

Matrox Electronic Systems

174

;

Sinclair Radionics Ltd. Minimeter

143

4E

MCI Minntronics

214

Singer Kearfott

142
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20E

Societe Seder

•

Sola Electric Co

192

Solarex Corporation

228

176

S R D Corporation

8

St. Lucia National Development Corp

56-57

Synertek
Systron-Donner, Concord
•

Low Pass • High Pass
Band Pass • Band Reject

2

Teccor Electronics Inc

235

Tektronix

141

•

Tektronix

187

••

Tektronix Datatek NV

85
235

Teleris Telecommunications Inc
•

0.001 Hz to 50 kHz

FIXED FREQUENCY
RESISTIVE TUNEABLE

Teledyne Relays

27

Teledyne Semiconductor

75
212

Teledyne Tac
Teradyne, Inc.

76,229
167

Texas Instruments Components

F.D.I .also manufactures
Ssnewave Oscillators, Tone Encoders,
Tone Detectors and other
Communications Products

Frequency Devices Inc.
25 Locust Street
Haverhill, Mass. 01830

219
116
224

•

Unimax Switches

176

•

United Systems Corp Sub Monsanto

(ANALOG)

In addition to an excellent opportunity for
professional challenge and advancement, we
offer comprehensive benefits and asalary in
the mid 20's which will be commensurate
with your abilities and experience. For immediate consideration, please send your
resume with salary history and expectations,
in confidence, to:

P-6841, Electronics
Class. Adv. Dept. P.O. Box 900, NY, NY
i0020

246

Thomson CSF

Ultra-Violet Products

DESIGN
ENGINEER

An Equal Opportunity Employer mlf

Thomson Brandt /Orega

16E

TRW/UTC Transformers

SENIOR
ELECTRONICS

A minimum of 5 years experience and a
proven record of accomplishments in the
design of analog integrated circuits coupled
with an M.S.E.E. of Ph.D and advanced
theoretical knowledge will qualify you for this
challenging position. A knowledge of electro acoustics is highly desired.

e

50

Thermometrics

Unitrode Corporation

We're a nationally recognized leader in the
field of sophisticated miniature electronic
products. constantly striving for excellence in
all aspects of our operations. In an effort to
continue our tradition of innovative advancement. we're currently seeking a creative,
highly-motivated Electronics Engineer to
design low noise, low voltage audio amplifiers.

134

TRW LSI Products

(617) 374 0761/TVVX 710 347-0314
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Textool Product* Inc

•

Advertising sales manager: Paul W. Reiss

61

Sprague Electric

ACTIVE
FILTERS

Advertising Sales Staff

118
28E-29E

U.S. Components Inc

176

Varian Vacuum

211

Vitramon Incorporated

96

V/0 Techmashexport

18E

Watios Meschinenfabrik Reutingen

248

Wakefield Engineering Inc.

172

Wendel un Goltermann

25E
98

Wavetek Indiana

209

Weckesser Company Inc

8

Wilhelm Westermann
$

85

XEBEC Systems Inc

248

Xedax
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F. J. Eberle, Manager 212-997-2557
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Boeing Company
Computer Peripherals
Databit, Inc.
ESL, Inc.
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Hughes Aircraft Company
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NCR Corp.
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Rogers & Sands
Westinghouse

236
241
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236
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238-239
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236
242
240

• For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
* Advertisers in Electronics International
$ Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition
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LH's Tiny-MITE Series
Open-Frame Switchers
Now UL Recognized!

TM-23 Three outputs

TM-22 Two outputs

TM-111 Single output

Designed specifically for high-volume OEM
computer and terminal applications.
Now recognized under UL 478, LH's
low-cost, single and multiple-output
open-frame Tiny-MITE (TM) Series switchers
are great choices wherever OEM computers
and terminals are manufactured in high
volume.
Single-output TM-11 units pack 100 watts
in 9.5" Lx4" W x2.5" H packages ...
Two-output TM-22 and three-output TM-23
units pack 150 watts in 12.0" Lx 5.15" W x
2.80" H packages ...Four-output TM-34
units pack 175 watts in 13.0" Lx 6" W x
2.75" H packages.
Four models, all open-frame, all UL
recognized with the industry's most
technically advanced specifications: •
•Output voltages — TM-11: 5V adjustable
± 5% @ 100W. Other voltages from 2-28 V
DC also available. TM-22 main output: 5V
± 5% @20 amps; choice of various voltages
on 2nd output. TM-23 main output: 5V± 5%
@ 20 amps; choice of various voltages on
2nd and 3rd outputs. TM-34 main output: 5V
± 5% @ 20 amps; choice of various voltages

on 2nd, 3rd, and 4th outputs.
•Wide input range — 92-130 or 180-260
VAC, 47-450 hz.
• 1% or 50 mv p-p ripple and noise.
•75% efficiency (TM-11), 70% efficiency
nominal (TM-22, 23, and 34).
•0.4% line regulation over entire input
range.
•0.4% load regulation from no load to full
load.
•20-msec holdup time if AC power fails.
•All outputs fully regulated and adjustable
± 5%.
•Power fail signal — standard on all
models. 1-cycle ride-through (16 rnsec)•
•20012sec to 1% response time after 25%
load change @ 5amps/µsec (primary output).
Secondary outputs 50/ssec to 1% response
time (typical).
•0°C to 50°C operating temperature.

World's largest, most comprehensive
standard line of switchers.
LH's open-frame TM Series of switchers are
just one of six standard series based on
LH-developed technology and proven in
almost 50,000 field-tested units. Nobody
packs more power in smaller packages or
offers more desirable features including 1
through 7outputs, up to 2.26w/in., up to 80%
efficiency, and a2-year warranty on all
models ...For price and delivery information
on LH switchers, call or write today!
LH RESEARCH, INC.
1821 Langley Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 546-5279/TWX 910-595-2540

RESEARCH
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41+ 7264 E

From Electronics
Magazine Book Series.
Zero-risk trial offer.
New Product Trends
in Electronics,
Number One

mn et=s n'ence.

From "New Products," stateof-the-art materials and
equipment, arranged acBecbonks
look SerWs
cording to function. $14.95
Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520

e
numbeitceme

Send me
copies of "New Product
Trends in Electronics, Number One" at $14.95
per copy

Wel

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies
I must be fully satisfied or you will refund

full payment if the book is returned after tenday trial examination.
El Payment enclosed

Acc't No.

3:
911%

D Bill me

Date exp

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name

•"e.'4 11

ir

D Bill firm

Charge to my credit card:
O American Express D Diners Club
O Visa
D Master Charge

Name

Title

Company

r
ip

Street
City

State

Zip

Signature

FILCOSINITCH
HIGHEST QUALITY
MINIATURE TOGGLES
Our premium Green Series inherently
contain many quality features — all
included at no extra cost.
During the past 16 years we've listened

This automatic machine
produces up to

50 coreless coils
per minute
including stripping of both shanks

to customers. The result is a product
that is indisputably the #1 miniature
switch line in the industry.
Of importance, our terminals have
bonded fine silver contacts which
are gold flashed to retard oxidation
and facilitate soldering, furthermore,
the terminals are Molded-In SE-0
diallyl phthalate cases.
)Ne urge you to call Customer
Service at 16171 685-4371. Our

FTU 0-97

FTU 1-97

sales people would like to tell

wire diameter

0,2-1,0 mm

0,3-2,0 mm

you why ALCOSINITCH

inside dam of coil

10mm

15mm

is your best buy.

coil length

35 mm

45 mm

shank length

30 x30 mm

48 x50 mm

to ask for our new

number of coils

55

70

76-page catalog and

maximum output

50 coils/min

40 coils/min.

free samples, too!

P.S.

Don't forget

WAFIOS MASCHINENFABRIK
D-7410 REUTLINGEN 1/W.GERMANY
USA SALES OFF.: WAFIOS MACHINERY CORPORATION
P. 0.8. 148 .
25-35 NORTH EAST INDUSTRIAL ROAD BRANFORD/CONN 06405 USA

ALCCI
Tel

(61 7) 685-4371

WAFIOS CANADA LTD.1145 BELLAMY ROAD UNIT N.19

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC
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Electronics
Reader Service

If the cards below have already been used,
you may obtain the needed information
by writing directly to the manufacturer,
or by sending your name and address,
plus the Reader Service number and issue date,
to Electronics Reader Service Department,
P.O. Box No. 2530, Clinton, Iowa
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Place correct airmail
postage here ... for
faster service.

Electronics
P.O. Box No. 2530
Clinton, Iowa 52734
U.S.A.
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Place correct airmail
postage here ... for
faster service.

Electronics
P.O. Box No. 2530
Clinton, Iowa 52734
U.S.A.
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OPTICAL
SWITCHES
from Clair«
Standard Types...Custom Designs

ASV'

Clairex optical switches
are made with hermetically
sealed emitters and detectors for maximum reliability.
Glass lenses align the light
beam to improve target
detection, to minimize false

triggering from stray light,
and to reduce dust pickup.
Clairex offers aline of
standard types as well as
custom designs to meet your
needs and specifications.
Remember, our business

is providing solutions to
optical-electronic problems.
Call (914)664-6602 or write
Clairex°560 South Third
Avenue, Mount Vernon,
New York 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
A Division of Clairex Corporation
Circle 902 on Reader Service Card

